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Time present and time past

Are both perhaps present in time future

And time future contained in time past.

If all time is eternally present

All time is unredeemable.

What might have been is an abstraction

Remaining a perpetual possibility

Only in a world of speculation.

What might have been and what has been

Point to one end, which is always present.

Footfalls echo in the memory

Down the passage which we did not take

Towards the door we never opened

Into the rose-garden.

My words echo

Thus, in your mind.

Time past and time future

Allow but a little consciousness.

To be conscious is not to be in time

But only in time can the moment in the rose-garden,

The moment in the arbour where the rain beat,

The moment in the draughty church at smokefall

Be remembered; involved with past and future.

Only through time time is conquered.

- T.S.Elliot





Abstract

Several authors have reported inner magnetosphere observations of electron

and proton distributions confined to narrow energy bands in the range 1 - 25

keV (e.g Smith and Hoffman (1974)). These structures have been described

as “nose structures”, with reference to their appearance in energy-time spec-

trograms, and are also known as “bands” if they occur for extended periods

of time. These structures have been explained in terms of the competing

magnetic and electric drifts (ions only; e.g. Buzulukova et al. (2003)), pos-

sible charge exchange losses in slow drift paths (ions only; e.g. Kistler et al.

(1989)) and trapped injected populations (electrons + ions; e.g. Liemohn et al.

(1998)).

We analyse observations of electron and ion “multi-band structures” (2 or

more bands at a given instance) seen in Double-Star TC1 PEACE and HIA

data, mainly recorded in the equatorial plane of the inner magnetosphere (L

< 15). The first two studies of this thesis present results of statistical surveys

analysing distributions of electron and ion multi-bands and the conditions re-

quired for their formation. We find that these features are likely to be during

times of quiet geomagnetic activity following a substorm. Band populations

originate in the tail plasma sheet and lower energy bands (W ≈ 100’s eV - few

keV) are observed as cold dense plasma sheet populations drift towards the

inner magnetosphere. The three latter studies of this thesis focuses on using

a simple particle drift model to try and illustrate whether drifts alone could

create electron and ion multi-bands structures. We test drift in quiet time

steady state conditions, drift after a substorm and drift in a steady state mag-

netosphere + diurnal electric field and show that multi-bands can be created

in a number of ways for both electrons and ions.
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Chapter 1

Motivation

“Houston, we have a problem.”

— Jim Lovell, Apollo 13

The main topic of this thesis is to understand organisation of plasma in the

inner magnetosphere as observed by Double Star TC-1. Mono-energetic en-

hancement of fluxes are observed in Double Star TC-1 PEACE electron and

HIA ion energy-time spectra (showing differential energy flux) between ener-

gies ≈ 100 eV to 30 keV. Examples of such features in electron and ion data are

shown in the top panels of Figures 1.1 and 1.2 respectively. We refer to these

features as ‘bands’ in this thesis due to their shape in energy-time spectra.

When mono-energetic bands at two or more different energies are observed by

TC-1 PEACE or HIA for a relatively long period of time (> 30 minutes), we

refer to these events as ‘multi-band’ structures. Examples of electron and ion

multi-band structures seen in Double Star TC-1 data are shown in the middle

and bottom panels of Figures 1.1 and 1.2.

In this thesis, we pose the question:

“Can we account for our observations of multiple particle pop-

ulations organised in distinct energy bands on the basis of particle

drift motion alone?”

We try to understand the dynamics of these multi-band structures, i.e.

whether they are due to particles on closed or open drift paths, and their

formation processes, by conducting statistical and simulation studies, because

they represent populations that can be captured to feed the ring current pop-

1
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EXAMPLES OF ELECTRON BAND STRUCTURES

Figure 1.1: Double Star Tan Ce-1 PEACE electron energy-time differential energy flux
spectra for 13 December 2004 (Top Panel), 20 March 2007 (Middle Panel) and 18 Novem-
ber 2005 (Bottom Panel) illustrating single band, double-band and triple-band structures
(highlighted by the black arrows) respectively. Approximately 90◦ pitch angle data is shown
here. The double- and triple-band events are also referred to as ‘multi-band’ events in this
thesis.
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EXAMPLES OF ION BAND STRUCTURES

Figure 1.2: Double Star Tan Ce-1 HIA ion (α ≈ 90◦) energy-time differential energy flux
spectra for 2 April 2006 (Top Panel), 25 March 2004 (Middle Panel) and 1 April 2006
(Bottom Panel) showing single and multi-band events. The bands are highlighted by
black arrows.
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ulation (and hence, the radiation belts) during periods of enhanced activity.

Despite numerous experimental and modelling results, the populations that

correspond to these observations are still not yet fully understood and this is

our attempt to solve a little piece of the puzzle.

The format of this thesis is as follows - In Chapter 2, we introduce plasma,

the building blocks of drift motion, the basis of the magnetosphere and some

of the processes that occur within it. Chapter 3 follows on with a detailed de-

scription of single particle motion in simple model magnetospheric electric and

magnetic fields. We describe particle drift and explain why electrons and ions

maybe distributed differently in the inner magnetosphere. We also explain the

components of the inner magnetosphere in terms of particle drift motion. In

Chapter 4, we focus on Double Star TC-1 and describe the electron and ion

instruments onboard, i.e. PEACE and HIA, whose observations are the pri-

mary focus of this thesis. In Chapters 5 and 6, we conduct statistical surveys

of DS TC-1 PEACE electron and HIA ion data to understand the geomag-

netic conditions under which ‘band’ structures are most likely to form and be

observed by the spacecraft. We then try to interpret these features in terms

of particle drift theory in the following chapters. In Chapter 7, we use simple

particle drift models and simulations to understand whether electron and ion

multi-band structures form as a consequence of particle drift in a steady state

quiet magnetosphere and how a virtual spacecraft would observe these model

populations. Since, the magnetosphere is a dynamic entity, we undertake fur-

ther simulations to test whether ‘band’ structures can appear during periods

of enhanced activity, i.e. after a substorm, in Chapter 8 and whether these

features may be generated by a constant stirring of the magnetosphere due to

an induced diurnal electric field in Chapter 9. Further information supporting

these chapters are given in the appendices.



Chapter 2

Introduction to Important Plasma

Concepts and the Solar-Terrestrial

System

“Jokes? There are no jokes. The truth is the funniest joke of all.”

— Muhammad Ali

2.1 Characteristics of a Plasma

A plasma is a quasi-neutral gas of charged and neutral particles

which exhibits collective behaviour (Chen 1974). It is considered to be

one of the four fundamental states of matter along with the solid, liquid and

gas states.

2.1.1 Collective Behaviour of Plasmas

A charged particle is the source of an electric field. As charged particles in

a plasma move around, they can generate transient local concentrations of

charge, which in turn produce electric fields that can act over large distances.

Motion of charges also generate currents, and hence magnetic fields. These

generated electric and magnetic fields act over large distances and can affect

charged particles far away. Therefore, elements of plasma can exert a force

on one another even at large distances. Thus, plasmas exhibit ‘collective be-

haviour’ whereby the motion and distribution of charged particles in a plasma

depends on both local conditions as well as the state of plasma in remote

regions.

5
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In order to display collective behaviour, particles in a plasma are consid-

ered to be ‘free’. The random kinetic energy of a particle is much larger than

the potential energy due to its nearest neighbour. This guarantees that it is

free from the influence of other charged particles in its neighbourhood and can

move without being strongly attracted to or repelled by a neighbouring parti-

cle. Furthermore, most space plasmas are regarded as ‘collisionless’ plasmas,

in which the mean free paths of particles are very large and hence, particles

very rarely approach each other closely enough to have bilateral interactions

that significantly alter their motion.

2.1.2 Quasi-neutrality and Debye Shielding

Although a plasma appears electrically neutral on a macroscopic scale, small

scale local concentrations of charge can temporarily exist, so a plasma is there-

fore ‘quasi-neutral’ rather than perfectly neutral. These charge concentrations

can arise as a result of random particle motions or due to organised motion of

plasma particles such as plasma oscillations and waves.

A test charge placed at distance r from a charged particle with charge q

in a vacuum is associated with an electric potential - the Coulomb potential,

φc:

φc(r) =
q

4πε0r
(2.1)

where ε0 is the permittivity of free space. When this charge is placed in a

plasma, the electrons, which have a much lower inertial mass (by a factor of ≈

1800) than ions, move further towards or away from the charge than the ions

and shield the potential such that it appears neutral overall. Singly charged

ions experience the same sized electric force as electrons, but accelerate much

less due to their larger mass and so move much less than electrons. This

process is called Debye shielding. The same test charge placed at a distance

r in a plasma, will now produce a net electric potential, the Debye potential,

φD:

φD(r) = φc(r) e
−r/λD (2.2)

where λD is the Debye length and is defined as a measure of the shielding
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distance. In other words, an element of plasma, at a distance of 5λD from the

test charge, will only be able to see 1% of the Coulomb potential. The Debye

length, assuming a proton-electron plasma (i.e. ni = ne), is given by:

λD =

√
ε0kBTe
nq2

e

(2.3)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, n is the number density of the plasma,

Te (K) is the electron temperature in the plasma and qe is the charge of an

electron.

For a plasma to be considered quasi-neutral as a whole, each volume

element of the plasma should itself be quasi-neutral. Thus, the scale size of

a volume element, lp, must be much less than typical length scales, Lp, of

gradients in the plasma (e.g. density or temperature) and much larger than

the Debye length. This is so that any charge concentrations which may arise

will be safely shielded within the volume element. Therefore, the first plasma

criterion can be expressed as:

Lp � lp � λD (2.4)

2.1.3 Plasma Parameter

The number of particles in a Debye Sphere, ND is given by:

ND =
4π

3
neλ

3
D (2.5)

where ne is the electron number density and the term neλ
3
D

is known as the

plasma parameter. For the ‘collective behaviour’ condition to be upheld and

Debye shielding to occur, there must be a significant number of particles within

the Debye sphere. This is the second plasma criterion and is given by:

ND � 1 (2.6)
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which can also be re-written as:

kB Te � (36π)
1
3

q2
e

4πε0 r
(2.7)

Equation 2.7 states that the electron thermal energy (kBTe) must be larger

than the potential energy due to its nearest neighbour (as explained earlier in

Section 2.1.1).

2.1.4 Collisions and the Plasma Frequency

A plasma consists of both charged and neutral particles. It is necessary that

the density of neutral particles is low enough such that collisions with neutrals

do not interfere with the collective charged particle motion to a degree that

stops the system behaving like a plasma, e.g. by disrupting the motions of

electrons in response to an unshielded potential.

The timescale on which electrons move to correct a charge imbalance is

given by:

τ =
λD
ve

(2.8)

where ve is the electron velocity (≈ (kBTe/me)
1
2 ) which remains close to the

thermal velocity. me is the mass of the electron. The reciprocal of τ is the

electron plasma frequency, ωpe, given by:

ω2
pe =

neq
2
e

meε0

(2.9)

and describes the frequency of oscillations of displaced electrons about virtu-

ally static ions (considered virtually static due to their high mass in comparison

to the electrons as discussed earlier). If the timescale of electron-neutral colli-

sions (τe) is much greater than the time for an oscillation (τ), then an ionised

gas can be a plasma. Hence, the third plasma criterion, also known as the

‘collision criterion’, is given by:

ωpeτe � 1 (2.10)
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An ionised gas is considered a plasma only if it observes the 3 plasma

criteria.

2.2 Approaches to Analysing Plasmas

The dynamics of a plasma depends on the interaction of the charged parti-

cles with external electromagnetic fields and fields generated by the motion of

the individual particles themselves as they move. A perfect description of the

complete behaviour of all parts of a plasma is very challenging, so typically

approximations are made to describe specific aspects of a plasma. There are

three main approaches to analyse plasmas - single particle motion, Magneto-

HydroDynamic (MHD) theory and kinetic theory.

2.3 Single Particle Motion in Electric and Magnetic

fields

The single particle approach is the simplest method to describe a plasma. In

this regime, only the effect of external electromagnetic fields on each parti-

cle is taken into account. Interactions with other particles via the electric

and magnetic fields they produce are excluded, and so collective behaviour is

ignored.

The equation of motion of a charged particle of mass m, charge q and

velocity v in a uniform electromagnetic field is given by:

F = m
dv

dt
= q (E + v×B) (2.11)

where F is the Lorentz Force. The electric, E, and magnetic, B, fields are
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GYRATION AROUND A MAGNETIC FIELD LINE

Figure 2.1: The motion of gyration of electrons and ions around a magnetic field line
(adapted from Baumjohann and Treumann (1997)).

governed by Maxwell’s Equations:

∇ ·B = 0 (2.12)

∇ · E =
ρ

ε0

(2.13)

∇×B = µ0ε0
∂E

∂t
+ µ0j (2.14)

∇× E = −∂B

∂t
(2.15)

where ρ is the charge density and j is the current density. Equations 2.13, 2.14

and 2.15 are alternatively known as Gauss’s law, Ampere’s law and Faraday’s

law respectively.

2.3.1 Particle Motion in a Uniform Magnetic Field

If we consider particle motion only under a magnetic field but no electric field,

then according to Equation 2.11, a charged particle is accelerated perpen-

dicular to v and B, i.e. the particle performs circular motion in the plane

perpendicular to B, and ‘gyrates’ around the magnetic field line, as shown in

Figure 2.1. Furthermore, there is no change in the total kinetic energy of the

particle.

By differentiating Equation 2.11 with respect to time, the gyrofrequency

(or cyclotron/Larmor frequency), ωg, and the gyroradius (or Larmor radius),
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PARTICLE DRIFT IN A UNIFORM MAGNETIC FIELD

Figure 2.2: The helical path of an ion moving along a magnetic field line. An elec-
tron would have a smaller gyroradius and gyrate in the opposite direction (adapted from
Baumjohann and Treumann (1997)).

rg, can be obtained:

ωg =
qB

m
(2.16)

rg =
mv⊥
qB

(2.17)

These two quantities are magnetic field and charge dependent. The centre

of the orbit of gyration is known as the guiding centre. If a particle has a

parallel velocity component (v‖ along B) in a uniform B field, the guiding

centre also moves along the magnetic field line and the path of the particle

can be described as a helix, as shown in Figure 2.2.

2.3.1.1 Pitch Angle

The pitch angle, α, of a particle is given as

α = tan−1

(
v⊥
v‖

)
(2.18)

and is defined as the angle between the particle’s total velocity vector and the

magnetic field. If the pitch angle of a particle is 0◦ or 180◦, the particle motion

is said to be purely field-aligned, i.e. the particle will move either parallel

or antiparallel to the magnetic field respectively, but will not experience the

Lorentz force and will not gyrate. If the pitch angle of a particle is 90◦, then

the particle will only move perpendicular to the magnetic field, i.e. it gyrates

about the guiding centre. Other values of α imply some particle gyromotion
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E x B DRIFT

Figure 2.3: The E × B drift motion of electrons and ions in a constant uniform electric
and magnetic field. The drift velocity, vd, is the same for both electrons and ions (adapted
from Baumjohann and Treumann (1997)).

combined with motion along the magnetic field line.

2.3.2 Particle Motion in Uniform Electric and Magnetic Fields -

Electric Drifts

If a constant steady-state uniform electric field is now introduced in a direction

perpendicular to the magnetic field, the particle will begin to exhibit a drift

motion relative to the helical orbit (Figure 2.2) of the particles. Given a

constant E, differentiating Equation 2.11 with respect to time yields:

d2v

d2t
= −ω2

L(v− E×B

B2
) (2.19)

which can then be written as:

d2v

d2t
= −ω2

L(v− vd) (2.20)

where vd can be thought of as a further velocity in addition to the particle’s

gyromotion and represents the drift of the guiding centre. This guiding centre

drift velocity, also known as the E×B drift, is given as:

vd =
E×B

B2
(2.21)

and acts in a direction perpendicular to both the electric and magnetic fields,

as shown in Figure 2.3.
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Therefore, the overall motion of a particle in a uniform electric and mag-

netic field will be a gyration around a guiding centre alongside a drift in the

guiding centre across the magnetic field lines. The electric field accelerates

the particle during one half of the gyration, as the v × B force increases,

and the particle consequently has a larger gyroradius than the gyroradius of

a particle in a uniform magnetic field. The electric field then decelerates it

during the other half and the particle has a smaller gyroradius. This variation

in gyroradius during the cycle is the cause of the net drift motion. Since vd

is independent of energy, mass and charge, all ions and electrons have the

same E×B drift velocity and drift in the same direction, the so-called E×B

direction, as seen in Figure 2.3.

2.3.3 Particle Motion in Non-Uniform Magnetic Fields - Magnetic

Drifts

In the previous section we assumed a homogeneous magnetic field. However, in

reality this is often not the case. A typical magnetic field has spatial gradients,

i.e. the Earth’s magnetic field is stronger near the poles and weaker near the

magnetic equator, the magnetic field strength is stronger nearer to Earth in

the equatorial plane and the field lines are curved. This spatial variation in

the magnetic field can lead to a magnetic drift of charged particles, consisting

of two aspects.

1. Magnetic Gradient Drift

Let us consider a spatially changing magnetic field (B) where the mag-

netic field strength increases in a direction perpendicular to the field

direction, as seen in Figure 2.4. In this scenario, the gyroradius of the

particle will be larger in regions of weaker B and smaller in regions of

stronger B (Equation 2.17). The cycloidal orbit of the particle is illus-

trated in Figure 2.4.

In a situation where the typical scale length of the magnetic field gradient

is much larger than the particle gyroradius, the variation of the magnetic

field vector with position along the gyro-orbit of the particle can be
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MAGNETIC GRADIENT DRIFT

Figure 2.4: The magnetic gradient drift trajectories of electrons and ions in an inhomo-
geneous magnetic field, which increases in the upward direction (arrow pointing upwards).
Electrons and ions drift in opposite directions (adapted from Baumjohann and Treumann
(1997)).

expressed as:

B = B0 + (r · ∇)B0 (2.22)

where B0 is the magnetic field measured at the guiding centre and r is

the distance from the guiding centre. Substituting this into Equation

2.11 and expanding the velocity term into gyration and drift motion

(v = vg + v∇ with v∇ � vg) yields to first order:

m
dv

dt
= q(v∇ ×B0) + q[vg × (r · ∇)B0] (2.23)

The neglected terms include terms describing gyration in a homogeneous

field (vg = 0) and v∇ × (r · ∇)B0 which is negligible as v∇ and (r·∇)

act in the same direction. By then taking the cross-product with B0/B2
0

and approximating a particle undergoing gyratory motion as a simple

harmonic oscillator, the magnetic gradient drift velocity, v∇, can then

be obtained:

v∇ =
W⊥
qB3

(B×∇B) (2.24)

where W⊥ is the perpendicular energy of the particle. The magnetic gra-

dient drift velocity acts in a direction perpendicular to both the magnetic

field and its gradient. Due to the dependence of the magnetic gradient

drift velocity on the charge of the particle, electrons and ions drift in op-

posite directions (Figure 2.4). Higher energy particles drift faster as they
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MAGNETIC CURVATURE DRIFT

Figure 2.5: The trajectory of a particle drifting along a curved magnetic field line. The
direction of drift acts in a direction perpendicular to both the magnetic field line and the
radius of curvature, Rc, i.e. out of the paper for electrons and into the paper for ions. The
centrifugal force, FR, is directed in the same direction as Rc (adapted from Baumjohann and
Treumann (1997)).

have a larger gyroradius and thus experience more of the inhomogeneity

of the magnetic field.

2. Curvature Drift

The curvature drift comes into play when a particle travels along a mag-

netic field line that is curved. Due to the parallel component of the total

velocity, the particles experience a centrifugal force, FR (Figure 2.5),

and hence drift in a direction perpendicular to the magnetic field and its

curvature with a curvature drift velocity, vc, given by:

vc =
2W‖
q

R̂c ×B

R2
cB

2
(2.25)

where Rc is the local radius of curvature. The curvature drift is pro-

portional to the parallel energy (W‖). Therefore, the higher the parallel

energy a particle has, the larger its curvature drift. The curvature drift

also depends on the local radius of field line curvature (Rc) which often

varies along the length of the field line.
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3. Overall Magnetic Drift Velocity

The magnetic gradient and curvature drift can be considered together. In

a cylindrically symmetric field, such as a dipole field (-∇B = (B/R2
c)R̂c;

Figure 2.8), the total magnetic drift velocity, vm, is given by:

vm = v∇ + vc = (
1

2
v2
⊥ + v2

‖)
B×∇B
ωgB2

= (W⊥ + 2W‖)
B×∇B
qB3

(2.26)

Since the magnetic drift velocity (vm) is dependent on charge, posi-

tively and negatively charged particles drift in opposite directions causing

charge separation and in turn electric currents. It is this transverse cur-

rent which creates the magnetospheric ring current (Sections 2.6.4.2 and

3.2.2).

2.3.4 Adiabatic Invariants

Adiabatic invariants are quantities associated with the periodic motion of

particles in electromagnetic fields. These invariants can be conserved only

in situations where external fields are static or change slowly compared to

the relevant periodic motion. They are violated if the external fields vary at

timescales faster than the associated periodic motion, or across length scales

shorter than the characteristic radius of the periodic motion related to the

adiabatic invariant.

There are adiabatic invariants associated with each of the 3 types of mo-

tion a charged particle undergoes in a planetary magnetic field.

2.3.4.1 First Invariant - Magnetic Moment

The first adiabatic invariant, also known as the magnetic moment, µ, of a

charged particle is associated with the periodic gyromotion of the particle

about the magnetic field. This invariant is conserved when the magnetic or

electric field varies at timescales slower than the gyrofrequency of the particle,

i.e. ω > ωg, or length scales longer than the gyroradii of the particles, i.e.
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r > rg.

In a magnetic field, B, the magnetic moment, µ, is defined as the ratio

between the perpendicular energy of a particle and the magnetic field strength

(observed by the particle):

µ =
W⊥
B

(2.27)

When µ is a conserved quantity, it follows that the perpendicular energy of a

particle moving from a region of lower magnetic field strength to a region of

higher magnetic field strength will increase:

W⊥2

W⊥1

=
B2

B1

(2.28)

This phenomenon is known as betatron acceleration.

If the total energy of a particle is constant (i.e. no electric field is acting),

then the parallel energy of a particle will decrease to compensate for the in-

crease in perpendicular energy, i.e. the pitch angle of the particle increases. If

the magnetic field gets strong enough, W = W⊥ (α = 90◦), so parallel motion

along the field line stops and the particle cannot travel any further along the

field line direction. The particle then reverses direction and is reflected from

this ‘mirror point’ (point of particle reversal). It then returns to a region of

weaker magnetic field, picking up parallel energy and losing perpendicular

energy as it goes. This is the ‘magnetic mirror’ effect and causes particles to

bounce between mirror points along a closed planetary magnetic field line.

Special Case - Loss Cone

Sometimes, in a planetary magnetic field, the mirror points of particles

can occur at altitudes where the atmosphere is dense enough for a charged

particle to collide with neutral atmospheric particles and get absorbed into

the atmosphere. Particles lost in this manner have an equatorial pitch angle

that is smaller than the angle of the ‘loss cone’, θ, which is given by:

θ = sin−1

√
Beq

Bm

(2.29)
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where Beq and Bm are the magnetic field strength at the magnetic equator

and foot of the field line respectively.

Consequences of violation of µ (ω < ωg, r < rg)

This invariant is violated when the magnetic or electric field varies at

timescales faster than the gyrofrequency of the particle, i.e. ω < ωg, or length

scales much smaller than the gyroradii of the particles, i.e. r < rg. In this case,

the concept of gyromotion about a guiding centre becomes obsolete and the full

particle motion across field lines must then be considered (Baumjohann and

Treumann 1997).

2.3.4.2 Second Invariant - Longitudinal Invariant

The second adiabatic invariant of a particle, also known as the longitudinal

invariant, J , is associated with the bounce motion of a trapped particle along

a magnetic field line. As noted in the earlier section, a particle moving in a

magnetic field wherein the field lines curve and converge at both ends, such as

in a dipole field, may be reflected from the region of strong magnetic field and

bounce, with a bounce frequency, ωb, between mirror points. In this scenario,

the longitudinal invariant, J , is defined as:

J =

∮
m v‖ ds = 2ml 〈v‖〉 (2.30)

where m is the mass of the particle, l is the total length of the field line between

the two mirror points and 〈v‖〉 is the average parallel velocity along the field

line.

This invariant is conserved when the magnetic or electric field varies at

timescales much slower than the frequency of a particle bouncing between 2

mirror points, i.e. ω > ωb. When J is a conserved quantity, it follows that

if the length of the bounce path decreases, the parallel velocity of a particle

increases:
〈v‖〉1
〈v‖〉2

=
l2
l1

(2.31)

This acceleration of the particle on its approach to the mirror points is known
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as Fermi acceleration. In terms of energy, this translates to:

〈W‖〉1
〈W‖〉2

=
l22
l21

(2.32)

Therefore, the parallel energy of a particle increases as the square of the length

of the bounce path decreases.

Furthermore, we can use the conservation of J (when it applies) to cal-

culate the positions of the mirror points for a particle as it drifts in longitude

around a magnetic planet whose magnetic field is not perfectly symmetrical.

Consequences of violation of J (ω < ωb)

When the external fields vary at timescales faster than the bounce fre-

quency, the particle pitch angle may be suddenly modified, affecting its bounce

motion and potentially ending it. The pitch angle can also be changed during

wave-particle interactions (waves with frequency ≈ Hz) or by collisions with

neutrals in the magnetosphere.

2.3.4.3 Third Invariant - Flux Invariant

The third invariant, Φ, of a particle is associated with the magnetic drift

motion in a planetary magnetic field. This invariant is conserved when the

magnetic or electric field varies at frequencies much larger than the drift fre-

quency, i.e. ω > ωd.

The surface a particle lies on, as it traverses the magnetic field exhibiting

gyromotion, bounce motion and longitudinal drift, is called a drift shell. The

amount of magnetic flux enclosed by a drift shell is given by:

Φ =

∫
A

B · dA = Bπr2
p =

2πm

q2
M (2.33)

where rp is the distance from the planet and M is the magnetic moment.

When Φ is conserved, the magnetic flux through the surface enclosed by the

gyrating particle does not change. Hence, the third invariant is also known as

the flux invariant.
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Consequences of violation of Φ (ω < ωd)

If Φ is violated, i.e. when the timescale of variation (= 1/ω) in a mag-

netic/electric field is faster than the particle drift time along its drift shell

( = 1/ωd), particles may move across drift shells under the influence of the

variation in the external field. This process is called “Radial Diffusion”. In

the magnetosphere, an ion or electron which encounters Ultra Low-Frequency

(ULF) waves, especially Pc4 or Pc 5 waves (≈ 0.1 - 10 mHz), will also violate

the third invariant and lead to inward radial transport of the particle.

2.4 Magnetohydrodynamics

The second method of describing a plasma is the theory of MagnetoHydro-

Dynamics or MHD (Alfvén 1942), which is considered for large systems with

length scales much larger than the gyroradius and changing on timescales much

larger than the gyrofrequency. This approach treats a plasma as an electrically

conducting fluid and is only concerned with the macroscopic properties of the

system. Equations of MHD can be derived by considering the plasma as one

fluid (single-fluid MHD) or by considering each particle species present in the

plasma as individual fluids (multi-fluid MHD).

2.4.1 Equations of MHD

The equations of MHD include:

1. Maxwell’s equations (Equations 2.12 - 2.15)

2. The equation for hydrodynamic continuity:

∂n

∂t
+∇ · (nu) = 0 (2.34)

where n is the plasma density and u is the bulk flow velocity. This

equation describes the conservation of particle number density (and hence

charge and mass density for non-relativistic speeds). The particle number

density of the fluid in a region can only change if some of the fluid enters

or leaves the region.
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3. The equation of motion:

m

(
∂(nu)

∂t

)
+m(∇ · (nuu)) = −∇ ·P + nq(E + u×B) + R (2.35)

where P is the pressure tensor and R is a collisional term. The equation

of motion describes the forces acting on the plasma. The terms on the

right-hand side of this equation represent the forces experienced by a

plasma fluid element due to a pressure gradient, electromagnetic fields

and collisions respectively.

When considering a plasma composed of electrons and ions, the gener-

alised Ohm’s law can be derived by subtracting the equation of motion of the

electrons from the equation of motion of the ions. This is given by:

E + u×B = ηj +
1

nqe
(j×B−∇ · Pe) +

me

nq2
e

∂j

∂t
(2.36)

where j is the current density and η is the resistivity of the plasma. This

equation tells us what can alter j. The four terms on the right hand side are a

term that describes the resistivity (like the ordinary Ohm’s Law), a ‘Hall term’

due to the Lorentz force, a term due to a possible anisotropic electron pressure

and a term due to contribution of electron inertia to the current respectively.

For a significant portion of the magnetosphere, an ‘ideal MHD’ approx-

imation can be used, i.e. there is no electron pressure gradient, the current

density varies very slowly with time and the plasma conducts ideally (η ≈ 0).

The generalised Ohm’s law is then simplified to:

E = −u×B (2.37)

This describes the ’frozen-in-flow’ assumption, where the magnetic field is

frozen into the plasma fluid such that when the plasma fluid moves, the mag-

netic field lines change shape to remain connected to ‘their’ plasma fluid ele-

ment, and vice versa. This simply means that the plasma within a magnetic

flux tube will always remain in that flux tube as the plasma moves. This is

illustrated in Figure 2.6.
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Figure 2.6: Diagram illustrating the ’frozen-in-flow’ assumption. The magnetic flux (de-
fined in Section 2.3.4.3) through surface S remains constant however S may move and change
shape (courtesy of Andrew Fazakerley and Chris Owen (MSSL)).

If the conductivity is finite, then Equation 2.36 translates to:

E + u×B = ηj (2.38)

The magnetic flux through a surface normal to B is no longer conserved.

By substituting for j using Ampere’s law (Equation 2.14) and for E using

Faraday’s Law (Equation 2.15), this can in turn be written as:

∂B

∂t
= ∇× (u×B) +

1

µ0 σ
∇2B (2.39)

where σ is the conductivity of the plasma (σ = 1/η). The terms on the right

hand side of this equation describe convection of the magnetic field with the

plasma and the effect of the magnetic field’s diffusion through the plasma

respectively. The ratio between the convection and diffusion terms is known

as the magnetic Reynolds number and can simplified to:

Rm = µ0σLbvpc (2.40)

where Lb is the spatial scale over which the magnetic field varies and vpc is the

average plasma velocity perpendicular to the field.

In the case where Rm � 1, convection dominates diffusion, i.e. magnetic

field is frozen-in the plasma. In the case where Rm � 1, diffusion dominates
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convection which is a key concept in the idea of magnetic reconnection.

2.4.2 Magnetic Pressure and Tension

Two consequences of MHD are the concepts of magnetic tension and magnetic

pressure. Assuming time variations are negligible, Ampére’s law (Equation

2.14) can be written as:

j×B =
1

µ0

(∇×B)×B (2.41)

= −∇
(
B2

2µ0

)
+

1

µ0

(B · ∇)B (2.42)

The first term on the right hand side can in turn be split into parallel and

perpendicular (to the magnetic field) components:

j×B = −∇
(
B2

2µ0

)
− B2

2µ0

1

RC

n̂ +∇‖
(
B2

2µ0

)
(2.43)

= −∇⊥
(
B2

2µ0

)
− B2

2µ0

1

RC

n̂ (2.44)

where RC is the radius of curvature (Figure 2.5).

The first term on the right hand side refers to the force exerted by the

gradient in magnetic flux density. The magnetic pressure, P⊥, perpendicular

to the magnetic field can then be given by:

P⊥ =
B2

2µ0

(2.45)

The total pressure of a plasma (perpendicular to B) is given by:

P⊥total = nkT + nmv2 +
B2

2µ0

(2.46)

where the first, second and third terms on the right hand side denote the gas

(thermal), dynamic and magnetic pressures perpendicular to B respectively.

The ratio of gas pressure to magnetic pressure is known as the plasma beta

factor:

β =
Pgas

B2/2µ0

(2.47)
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In a ‘hot’ plasma (β > 1) regime, the gas pressure dominates, whereas in a

‘cool’ plasma (β < 1) regime, the magnetic pressure dominates.

The second term in Equation 2.44 refers to magnetic tension or a curvature

force which acts to minimise the curvature of magnetic field lines.

2.5 Kinetic Theory

The third method of describing plasma behaviour is by considering the system

as a whole using a statistical approach to define the distribution of particles.

At any given time, an individual particle can be described in terms of its

position (rx, ry, rz) and velocity (vx, vy, vz). This six dimensional space (r, v)

is known as phase space. The changes of a system in time can be studied by

following individual particle trajectories in phase space. However, there are

often too many particles in a system to be considered individually. Therefore,

the phase space density of particles, f(r,v, t), or particle distribution function

is used. This distribution function of identical particles is defined such that

the number of particles in a phase space volume (d3r, d3v) is given by:

dN = f(r,v, t) d3r d3v (2.48)

Hence, the total number of particles, N (where N can be very large), at time

t is

N =

∫
dN =

∫
f(r,v, t) d3r d3v (2.49)

The probability distribution function for finding a particle at (r, v) at time t

is then f(r,v, t)/N .

Macroscopic parameters, such as density, velocity and pressure, can be

derived by taking moments of the distribution function. This is discussed in

further detail in Chapter 4 (Section 4.1.1.2), as bulk parameters of the plasma

are obtained using this concept from measurements taken by electron and ion

spectrometers.
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SOLAR WIND PROPERTIES AT 1 AU

Solar Wind Properties at 1AU Most Probable Range of values

(5 - 95%)

Proton Density (cm−3) 5.0 3.0 - 20.0

Proton Temperature (×105 K) 0.5 0.1 - 3.0

Electron Temperature (×105 K) 1.2 0.9 - 2.0

Magnetic field, Bsw (nT) 5.1 2.2 - 9.9

Velocity, vsw (kms−1) 375 320 - 710

Table 2.1: Observed properties of the Solar Wind near the orbit of the Earth at 1 AU
from ACE and WIND data (courtesy of J.T.Gosling, LASP, University of Colorado).

2.6 The Solar-Terrestrial System

Many of the phenomena occurring in the Solar System can be explained in

terms of the plasma physics explained above. The solar wind and the terrestrial

magnetosphere are described in this section.

2.6.1 The Solar Wind

The solar wind is a continuous stream of charged particles (mainly protons,

electrons and a small percentage of alpha particles) flowing radially outward

at supersonic and super-Alfvénic velocities from the Sun’s corona into inter-

planetary space, as a result of the pressure difference that exists between the

two regions (e.g. Biermann (1951), Chapman and Zirin (1957), Chapman

(1959), Parker (1959), Parker (1965), Parker (1969)). The most probable and

observed range of values for different properties of the solar wind at 1 AU,

based on a statistical survey of ACE (Section 4.2) and Wind (Section 4.3)

data, are given in Table 2.1. Steady solar wind flows can be ‘slow’ and ‘fast’

depending on their regions of origin. The slow solar wind (vsw < 450 kms−1)

originates near closed magnetic field loops on the sun, i.e. streamer belts,

whereas the fast wind (vsw > 450 kms−1) originates from large scale regions

where the magnetic field is open, i.e. coronal holes (e.g. Krieger et al. (1973),

Poletto (2004)). Aside from steady solar wind outflow, Coronal Mass Ejec-

tions (CMEs) are responsible for the sporadic ejection of plasma (1014 - 1016

kg) and magnetic field into interplanetary space, at speeds ranging from few
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Figure 2.7: The solar wind flows radially outward (given by the block arrows) from the
Sun’s corona. The interplanetary magnetic field is pulled into a spiral as a result of being
frozen into the solar wind plasma and the Sun’s rotation (courtesy of J.G. Luhmann).

kms−1 to nearly 3,000 kms−1 (Goldstein et al. 1998).

The solar magnetic field can be described as frozen-into the solar wind

(Rm ≈ 106). Hence, as a result of the outward motion of the solar wind and

the Sun’s rotation, the frozen-in magnetic field is pulled into a spiral pattern

- the Parker Spiral (Parker 1958), as shown in Figure 2.7. This magnetic

field constitutes the Interplanetary Magnetic Field (IMF) which drives many

processes in the terrestrial magnetosphere (Section 2.7).

2.6.2 Earth’s Magnetic Field

The geomagnetic field can be most easily approximated as a spin-aligned mag-

netic dipole (Humboldt and Biot 1804), as illustrated in Figure 2.8.

The magnetic field strength, in spherical polar coordinates with radius, r,

and magnetic latitude, λ, is given as:

B =
µ0 ME

4π r3
(−2 sinλ êr + cosλ êλ) (2.50)

where ME is the magnetic dipole moment and has a value of 7.9× 1015 Tm3.
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DIPOLE MAGNETIC FIELD

Figure 2.8: The Earth’s dipole magnetic field (adapted from Baumjohann and Treumann
(1997)). The magnetic field strength on a given field line is stronger closer to the poles. The
magnetic field strength in the equatorial plane is stronger nearer the planet, i.e. at small L
than large L.

The magnetic field strength is weaker around the equator and stronger near

the poles. In the equatorial plane of the dipole magnetic field, Equation 2.50

simplifies to:

|B| = BE

(
RE

r

)3

=
BE

L3
(2.51)

where BE (= 3.11 × 10−5 T) is the magnetic field strength at the equator on

the surface of Earth (RE). The L-shell or McIlwain parameter, L, for a dipole

field is defined as

L =
req
RE

(2.52)

where req is the geocentric distance at which the magnetic field line crosses

the Earth’s magnetic equator.

The spin-aligned dipole field model is used to describe the terrestrial mag-

netic field in this thesis. However, this approximation doesn’t take into account

the dipole tilt relative to the Earth’s spin axis or the contributions from dif-

ferent current systems found in the magnetosphere, such as the ring current,

magnetotail current system, magnetopause currents and the system of large

scale field-aligned currents. Magnetic field models which seek to take account
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THE TERRESTRIAL MAGNETOSPHERE

Figure 2.9: Components of the terrestrial magnetosphere (courtesy of NASA).

of these complications have been developed from spacecraft data and will be

briefly discussed in Section 3.1.2.1.

2.6.3 The Terrestrial Magnetosphere

When the solar wind comes into contact with a planet having a well-defined

magnetic field, such as the Earth, the solar wind plasma cannot mix with

the planetary magnetic field/plasma due to the frozen-in flux approximation

(Equation 2.37). Hence, the solar wind must flow around the planetary mag-

netic field, forming a ‘cavity’, called a magnetosphere (e.g. Figure 2.7).

The terrestrial magnetosphere is a complex and dynamic structure. Its

different components are highlighted in Figure 2.9 and discussed below.

2.6.3.1 Bow Shock, Magnetosheath and Magnetopause

A spacecraft moving into the magnetosphere from the solar wind would en-

counter the bow shock first, the magnetosheath and then the magnetopause,

which make up the dayside boundaries. However, we choose to explain the

magnetopause first, followed by the bow shock and the magnetosheath.

As the solar wind is deflected around the magnetosphere, a current layer is

formed, due to the different gyroradii of electrons and ions. This current layer

is known as the ‘magnetopause’ and is illustrated in Figure 2.9. Its location
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MODEL VALUES FOR MAGNETOPAUSE DISTANCE

Figure 2.10: Magnetopause distance as a function of radial distance from Earth for south-
ward IMF for Shue et al. (1997) (solid line) and Petrinec and Russell (1996) (dashed line)
models. The magnetopause distance calculated for northward IMF is not shown. The region
within the red box is the region of interest in this thesis. The Earth is at (0,0) in this plot.

and structure depend on the upstream conditions (e.g. Heppner et al. (1963),

Russell et al. (1990)).

The magnetopause is in pressure balance everywhere. The overall shape

of the magnetopause is determined by an interplay between the distribution

of stress inside the magnetosphere and the solar wind (e.g. Shue et al. (1997),

Case and Wild (2013)). Chapman and Ferraro (1931) proposed that if the

planet has a dipolar magnetic field (of strength B0 at the planet’s equatorial

radius, Rp), the nose of the magnetopause boundary would be at a distance

Rmp, known as the standoff distance, given by:

Rmp ≈
[

2B2
E

µ0ρswv2
sw

] 1
6

(2.53)

where ρsw and vsw are the mass density and velocity of the solar wind. In this

model, Rmp occurs where the dynamic pressure of the solar wind is balanced by

the magnetic pressure of the planet’s magnetic field. Rmp lies within 9 - 11 RE

for average solar wind conditions and can move earthward (anti-earthward) to

approximately 6 (15) RE during extreme (quiet) conditions, i.e. periods of high

(low) solar wind dynamic pressure. However, this approximation assumes that

the magnetic pressure of the frozen in magnetic field present in the solar wind is
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negligible compared to the dynamic pressure, that the particle pressure inside

the magnetosphere is negligible compared to the magnetic pressure and it

ignores any other physical processes that may occur at this boundary. Hence,

it is only a first approximation (Kivelson and Russell 1995). Other models

that predict the magnetopause position based on spacecraft observations of

magnetopause crossings include the Shue et al. (1997) and Petrinec and Russell

(1996) models, shown in Figure 2.10.

When the supersonic solar wind approaches the magnetopause, a shock

has to form to slow the flow to subsonic speeds so that it can flow around

the magnetosphere. In the solar wind this is a collisionless fast mode shock

known as the ‘bow shock’. It is collisionless fast mode shock as the transition

from pre- to post-shock states occurs on a length scale much smaller than the

particle collisional mean free path and the shock velocity > Alfvén velocity

(Kivelson and Russell 1995). The solar wind plasma that crosses the shock

decelerates, becomes denser with a stronger magnetic field, heats up and the

flow is deflected around the magnetosphere. The magnetic field also changes

direction across it as the flow changes direction (e.g. Russell (1985)).

The layer of decelerated and deflected solar wind between the planet’s bow

shock and the magnetopause is called the ‘magnetosheath’. The magnetic field

in this region is turbulent and usually weaker than the planet’s magnetospheric

field just inside the magnetopause, but much stronger than the solar wind mag-

netic field (e.g. Spreiter et al. (1966), Fairfield (1967), Petrinec et al. (1997)).

The magnetic field also changes orientation from an IMF configuration in the

solar wind to a draped orientation near the magnetopause. The properties of

a given element of the magnetosheath plasma depend on the type of shock

formed upstream (quasi-parallel vs quasi-perpendicular shock) and the prop-

erties of the upstream solar wind such as the density, velocity and the plasma

beta parameter (β, the ratio of thermal to magnetic pressure).

2.6.3.2 Magnetotail

The interaction between the magnetosphere and the solar wind causes the

nightside magnetosphere to be stretched out into a long, approximately cylin-
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MAGNETOTAIL PROPERTIES

Magnetotail Properties Lobes PSBL Plasmasheet Neutral Sheet

Density, n (cm−3) 0.01 0.1 0.5 1

Temperature (eV) 85 850 4250 4250

Magnetic field, B (nT) 25 20 10 2

β 0.001 0.1 10 40

Table 2.2: Average plasma and field properties of the terrestrial magnetotail (Lui 1987).

drical magnetotail (Figures 2.9 and 2.11). The length of the magnetotail has

been approximated to several hundred RE (Hughes 1995) and is dependent on

the upstream solar wind conditions (predominantly solar wind speed). The

magnetotail consists of the tail lobes, a central plasma sheet and the plasma

sheet boundary layers (Figure 2.11), and the average properties of each of

these regions is given in Table 2.2.

The tail lobes are the outermost region of the magnetotail containing

nearly parallel open magnetic field lines that are directed towards (away from)

Earth in the northern (southern) hemisphere with one end rooted in Earth’s

polar regions and the other end connected to the solar wind.

The Central PlasmaSheet (CPS) is an extended region of hot (Te ≈ 100’s

eV - few keV, Ti ≈ few - 10’s keV), relatively dense plasma originating both

in the solar wind and the ionosphere, centred on the equatorial region of

the geomagnetic tail (Figures 2.11 and 2.12). The CPS is typically 2 - 6

RE thick with the thickness increasing towards the dawn/dusk flanks and

decreasing along the tail toward higher L shells (Kivelson and Russell 1995).

It is usually characterised by more isotropic electron and ion distributions on

closed magnetic field lines (Parks et al. 1984). Particles from the plasmasheet

drift under the effects of the large-scale global convection electric field towards

the inner magnetosphere. This convection electric field is described in more

detail in Section 3.1.1.2. The magnetic field inside the plasma sheet is weaker

than in the lobe to accomodate the particle pressure in maintaining total

pressure balance within the magnetotail. The neutral sheet, present within

the central plasmasheet, carries a dawn-to-dusk cross-tail current that is a

consequence of the Ampére-Maxwell law (Equation 2.14) and which separates
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THE TERRESTRIAL MAGNETOTAIL

Figure 2.11: (Top Panel) Diagram showing the magnetotail components (courtesy of
C.P. Wang, UCLA). (Bottom Panel) The current systems threading through the mag-
netosphere observed from high northern latitudes in the pre-midnight sector (a) and from
the ecliptic on the dusk side of Earth (b) (Lockwood 2013). JCT is the cross-tail current,
JMP is the magnetopause current and JBS is the bow shock current. The current sheets
are shown in orange. Interplanetary field lines (of strength B) are shown in green. Open
geomagnetic field lines (that thread the magnetopause) and closed field lines (that do not)
are shown in red and blue respectively. BTL is the magnetic field strength in the tail lobes.
The cross tail current separates Earthward and anti-Earthward directed field and is closed
by the magnetopause currents in each tail lobe.
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the Earthward and anti-Earthward directed field (Bx changes direction and

Bz ≈ 0 along a field line). The cross-tail current is closed by magnetopause

currents in two branches flowing over the north and south lobes, as shown in

the bottom left panel of Figure 2.11. During storms and substorms, magnetic

reconnection in the plasmasheet drives plasma flows on newly closed flux both

earthward (Bursty Bulk Flows or BBFs) and also tailward in the form of

plasmoids. The plasma flow properties are highly variable, speeds ranging

from < 10’s kms−1 (quiet times) to several hundred kms−1 (active times).

The plasmasheet boundary layers (PSBL) lie between the plasmasheet and

the lobes (e.g. Decoster and Frank (1979); Hada et al. (1981), Walsh et al.

(2013)). Each PSBL lies on newly-closed field lines and is a layer which often

exhibits fast flowing uni- or bidirectional beams of field aligned particles, with

velocities of hundreds of kilometres per second and densities typically of the

order of 0.1 cm−3 (Eastman 1984). These are a likely product of the distant

neutral line (Nagata et al. 2006).

2.6.4 The Inner Magnetosphere

The inner magnetosphere is the region characterised by roughly dipolar mag-

netic field lines, between the dayside magnetopause and the magnetotail

(about 9 RE on the nightside). The 4 particle populations of the inner mag-

netosphere are the plasmasheet, ring current, radiation belts and the plasma-

sphere, and are illustrated in Figure 2.12. The properties of these regions are

given in Table 2.3. The plasmasheet was discussed earlier in Section 2.6.3.2.

The other 3 populations are introduced in the following sections and some

aspects will be explained in further detail in Section 3.2.
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INNER MAGNETOSPHERE PLASMA POPULATIONS

Figure 2.12: Different particle populations present in the inner magnetosphere (courtesy
of Chris Arridge and Andrew Fazakerley, MSSL).

2.6.4.1 Plasmasphere

The plasmasphere is a population of cold (W ≈ few eV), dense plasma around

the Earth. The plasmasphere is composed mainly of protons and electrons

with small amounts of He+, He2+, O+ and O2+ alongside trace amounts of

singly charged nitrogen and deuterium ions (Darrouzet et al. 2009).

The plasmasphere is essentially a high altitude low density extension of the

ionosphere. When exposed to ultraviolet light from the Sun, some electrons

in the ionospheric plasma gain enough energy and upward speed to escape

the Earth’s gravity due to their low mass in comparison with the ions. As

more and more electrons begin to escape, charge separation occurs, i.e. there

is a growing net positive electric charge in the ionosphere and a growing net

negative electric charge above the ionosphere, and a corresponding ambipolar

electric field develops. Some ions are accelerated by the electric field, gaining

enough energy to escape along the magnetic field lines to high altitudes. Due

to this being a small spatial scale process, it appears as though the ions and

electrons are moving out of the ionosphere together. This process is referred to

as ‘flux tube filling’. The filling times are longer for larger L as the flux tubes

are larger, e.g. filling times for a flux tubes at L = 3 and L = 4 are 3 and 6 -
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7 days respectively (Hultqvist et al. 1999). Particles on open field lines may

escape to the solar wind. For the case of the closed magnetic field lines, these

particles will ultimately travel to the opposite hemisphere along the field line,

unless pitch angle scattered, to become trapped in the magnetosphere. Dur-

ing geomagnetically quiet times, this process leads to an equilibrium between

plasma flowing into and out of the ionosphere. These regions that are being

filled with ionospheric plasma are considered to be regions of plasmaspheric

plasma (e.g. Pierrard et al. (2009), de Keyser et al. (2009)).

The plasmasphere extends radially outward at times of low geomagnetic

activity and terminates at a diffuse boundary called the plasmapause. During

active times, the radial extent of the plasmasphere is smaller and the plasma-

pause is a sharp boundary, characterised by a density drop. The reason for

this will be discussed in Section 3.2.3.

2.6.4.2 Ring Current

One of the consequences of the magnetic gradient (Equation 2.24) and curva-

ture (Equation 2.25) drifts in the magnetosphere is the existence of the ring

current. Electrons and ions exhibit motion dominated by oppositely directed

magnetic drifts (Equation 2.26) at energies ≥ few keV. Ions follow westward

trajectories, whereas electrons tend to follow eastward trajectories (Section

3.1.2.2). Hence, this drift constitutes a net charge transport.

Trapped particles of energy > 100’s keV in the inner magnetosphere (L ≈

2 - 9) contribute to the ring current. The current density, jd, caused by ring

current particles with a particular energy, W , and density, n, circulating on a

given L-shell is:

jd =
3L2nW

BERE

(2.54)

The total current, IL, caused by all the ring current particles on a particular L-

shell (characterised by circumference (dl) and volume (dV ) elements) is then:

IL =
3 ULL

2π BER2
E

(2.55)

where UL is the total energy of all ring current electrons and ions given by
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UL =
∫
nW dV (Baumjohann and Treumann 1997). The most significant

contribution to the ring current comes from ions with energies ≈ 10 to few

hundreds of keV (Williams 1987). Electrons of similar energies to the ions

contribute very little due to their much smaller energy density (Daglis et al.

1999).

The ring current is formed by the injection of ions originating in the

solar wind and the ionosphere. The main ion species found in the ring current

include H+ (from the solar wind and the ionosphere), O+ (from the ionosphere)

and a small amount of He2+ (from the solar wind) (Daglis et al. 1999). Loss

processes of ring current particles include charge exchange with exospheric cold

neutrals (Dessler and Parker 1959), Coulomb collisions with thermal plasma

and some pitch angle diffusion due to wave-particle interactions (Daglis et al.

1999).

The ring current is approximately symmetrical during geomagnetically

quiet times. However, during active times, an assymetric partial ring current

is present. The ring current will be further explained in detail in Section 3.2.2.

2.6.4.3 Radiation Belts

The Radiation Belts, often known as the ‘Van Allen’ belts, are regions of

magnetically trapped high-energy (> 100’s keV) ions and electrons located

between L ≈ 1.5 - 7 (van Allen and Frank (1959a), van Allen and Frank

(1959b)). Two belts exist - an inner proton dominated belt centred near L

≈ 1.5 and an outer electron dominated belt which is most intense at L = 4−5

separated by a slot region typically around L ≈ 2.5 - 4 of reduced fluxes, as

illustrated in the top panel of Figure 2.13.

The inner belt largely contains a stable population of energetic protons

(up to about 1 GeV) (Fennell et al. 2015) and some sub-MeV electrons (<

600 keV) (Li et al. 2015), formed by decay of cosmic ray albedo neutrons

(CRAND) (Lenchek et al. 1961) and trapping of solar energetic protons and

electrons (Selesnick et al. 2014). However, the intensity of the electron flux

was shown to be significantly smaller than the proton flux, based on measure-

ments e.g. Hess (1962), Pizzella et al. (1962) and Li et al. (2015). In contrast,
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THE VAN ALLEN RADIATION BELTS

Figure 2.13: (Top Panel) Schematic showing the presence of two radiation belts - an
inner belt and an outer belt. The slot region is also highlighted in between these belts
(Goldstein 2006). (Bottom Panel) A third transient belt is sometimes seen. One observed
in September 2012, is highlighted in between the inner and outer belt (courtesy of JHU/APL,
NASA).

the outer belt is not stable and tends to fluctuate with geomagnetic activity

(e.g. Li et al. (2001), Reeves et al. (2003)). It consists of trapped electrons

of relativistic energies (> 1 MeV). Earthward radial diffusion (Schulz and

Lanzerotti 1974) of solar energetic electrons (> 20 keV) are not sufficient to

explain these relativistic energies (Li et al. 1997). Some of the possible accel-

eration mechanisms proposed include ULF enhanced radial diffusion (Hudson

et al. (1999), Elkington et al. (1999)), chorus wave-particle interactions (e.g.

Horne and Thorne (1998), Meredith et al. (2003), Horne et al. (2005), Thorne

(2010), Xiao et al. (2014), Li et al. (2014)) and acceleration as a result of

inductive electric fields due to dayside compression (Li et al. (1993), Hudson

et al. (1996)).

The slot region in between the two radiation belts is a region of extremely

low electron fluxes where particle loss processes are most efficient. Competi-
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tion between inward radial diffusion and precipitation losses due to whistler

mode wave-particle interactions determines the structure and dynamics of the

electron slot region (e.g. Dungey (1963b), Abel and Thorne (1998), Shprits

(2009), Kim et al. (2011)). Plasmaspheric hiss, observed in the plasmasphere,

is known to predominantly remove electrons via pitch angle scattering from

the slot region and the inner region of the outer belt, on timescales of a few

days depending on the level of geomagnetic activity (Abel and Thorne (1998),

Selesnick et al. (2003)). Hence, the location of the plasmapause is also a crucial

parameter in the existence of the slot region. During times of quiet geomag-

netic activity, the plasmapause roughly coincides with the inner boundary

of the outer radiation belt (Russell and Thorne (1970), Baker et al. (2004),

Darrouzet et al. (2013)). However in times of high geomagnetic activity, the

plasmapause moves earthward (Section 2.6.4.1 and Section 3.2.3), and in the

absence of the plasmaspheric hiss, the newly energised radiation belt electrons

during a storm can now penetrate the former slot region without being scat-

tered (Goldstein 2006). However, after such events, the slot region reforms on

a timescale of a few days or weeks (e.g. Lyons and Williams (1975)). Fur-

thermore, during magnetic storms, the magnetopause location can limit the

outer edge of the radiation belt. In this scenario, the outer radiation belt

electrons can be lost as a result of dayside magnetopause shadowing. Wave-

particle interactions (e.g. with chorus waves) can also contribute to loss of

electrons throughout the outer radiation belt (Shprits et al. (2008), Turner

et al. (2014)).

Sometimes, a third radiation belt can also be observed (Kellerman et al.

2014). Recently, this third belt was observed by the Van Allen Probes to have

temporarily existed in between the inner and outer radiation belts (Baker

et al. 2013). This is illustrated in the bottom panel of Figure 2.13. Over the

period of a month, during the presence of this third radiation belt, the outer

Van Allen belt became weaker and even disappeared for a week. However,

the third belt then waned and the outer belt reformed (Shprits et al. 2013).

Possible explanations for its formation are still being studied (e.g. Usanova

et al. (2014)).
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2.6.5 Magnetosphere Coordinate Systems

The two coordinate systems used in this thesis are:

1. Geocentric Solar Ecliptic (GSE) coordinates - x-axis points from the

Earth towards the Sun; y-axis points towards dusk in the ecliptic plane;

z-axis is parallel to the ecliptic pole/spin axis pointing away from Earth.

2. Geocentric Solar Magnetospheric (GSM) coordinates - x-axis points from

the Earth towards the Sun (same as GSE); y-axis is perpendicular to

the Earth’s magnetic dipole and points toward dusk in the magnetic

equatorial plane; z-axis lies parallel to the magnetic dipole axis pointing

away from Earth.

2.7 Important Magnetospheric Processes

2.7.1 Dungey Cycle

Dungey (1961) proposed the idea of an ‘open magnetosphere’ in which the ex-

istence of the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) has important consequences

for solar wind-magnetosphere interaction.

(1). Southward IMF

A schematic of the Dungey cycle is shown in the top panel of Figure 2.14.

Dungey (1961) proposed that when the IMF and the terrestrial magnetic field

are pointed in opposite directions, i.e. southward and northward respectively

(given by field lines labelled 1’ and 1 in the figure), magnetic reconnection can

occur near the sub-solar point on the magnetopause. Reconnection changes

the magnetic field topology - the planetary magnetic field line, initially with

two ends attached to the poles, connects with the IMF and results in two open

field lines, each with only one end attached to the planet (field lines 2 and 2’).

These recently reconnected field lines, along with the solar wind plasma frozen

into it, convect poleward and tailward away from the sub-solar region forming

part of the magnetotail lobes (field lines 3 - 5 and 3’ - 5’). As this process

happens many times over, more reconnected magnetic flux gets added to the
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THE DUNGEY CYCLE - SOUTHWARD IMF

Figure 2.14: (Top Panel) The Dungey cycle showing the solar wind-magnetospheric inter-
action during times of southward IMF. The different field lines are labelled by the numbers.
The dashed lines represent the bow shock and the magnetopause. The inset shows the iono-
spheric footprints of the field lines (Hughes 1995). (Bottom Panel) Figures illustrating
the two-cell convection pattern in the ionosphere (left) and the presence of eastward and
westward convection electrojets (right) (adapted from Baumjohann and Treumann (1997)).
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north and south tail lobes leading to intensification of the cross tail current,

thinning of the cross tail current sheet and causing the formation of another

reconnection site in the tail. This is known as the Distant Neutral Line (DNL).

Reconnection then takes place resulting in two separate magnetic field lines

- a newly closed magnetospheric field line (6) with two feet on either pole

which relaxes into a dipolar configuration, and an interplanetary field line (7’)

not connected to Earth which is carried away from Earth by the solar wind.

Plasma, frozen into the newly closed field (7), is carried earthward as the field

line contracts becoming more dipolar (8). The magnetic field line then contin-

ues convecting around the flanks onto the dayside (9) where it may come into

contact with southward IMF restarting the whole process again. The electric

field associated with the displacement of plasma and motion of magnetic flux

due to the Dungey cycle is known as the magnetospheric convection electric

field.

The motion of the ionospheric footpoints of the convecting magnetic field

lines due to the Dungey cycle is shown by the inset of the top panel of Figure

2.14. The ionospheric plasma tied to the field lines is also dragged along.

This leads to a two-cell ionospheric convection pattern and its equipotentials

are shown in the bottom left panel of Figure 2.14. There also exists eastward

and westward electrojets, due to the Hall currents, present in the auroral

oval which occur as the convection pattern, and hence electric currents, closes

in the ionosphere. These electrojets are shown in the bottom right panel of

Figure 2.14.

(2). Northward IMF

Magnetic reconnection occurs in regions where the IMF and the planetary

magnetic field lines are oppositely directed. During times of northward IMF,

reconnection between magnetosheath (given by the bright blue field lines in

Figure 2.15) and magnetospheric field lines can occur at high latitudes (at

A) - poleward of the cusps (e.g. Dungey (1963a), Onsager et al. (2001)).

The reconnected field line (2) with one end connected to Earth and the other

end in the solar wind convects around Earth, shown by the pale blue lines
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CONVECTION OF MAGNETIC FIELD LINES DURING
NORTHWARD IMF

Figure 2.15: Three-dimensional reconnection and magnetospheric convection scenario dur-
ing a northward IMF configuration. The bright blue curves represent magnetic field lines
in the solar wind. The pale blue curves represent magnetic field lines in the magnetosphere
with only one end connected to Earth. The green curve represents a closed magnetospheric
field line. The red and black curves represent tail field lines. The red circles mark where
field lines thread the magnetopause. The dashed grey line identifies the magnetopause. The
Sun is to the right and dusk is to the bottom. The explanation of the process is given in
the main text (Fuselier et al. 2012).
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(e.g. Øieroset et al. (1997)), threading the magnetopause (points of contact

with magnetopause is shown by the red circles) until they reconnect with

magnetotail field lines at B. The newly closed field line (3; in green), with a

small portion external to the magnetosphere, is then carried to nightside by

the solar wind (Fuselier et al. 2012).

When the rates of dayside and nightside reconnection are approximately

similar, steady magnetospheric convection may occur (Sergeev et al. 1996).

However, nightside reconnection more often occurs erratically, with varying

rates, producing a series of magnetospheric substorms (Akasofu 1964). It is

more common for magnetotail reconnection to occur sporadically than at the

same rate as dayside reconnection.

2.7.2 Substorms and Storms

The Dungey cycle describes a steady state which assumes that reconnection

rates at the magnetopause and in the magnetotail are balanced, which is true

over the long term. However, looking at a short period of time such as a few

days, numerous observations have shown that this is not the case. Reconnec-

tion at the dayside often occur as transient bursts called flux transfer events

(e.g. Russell and Elphic (1979)). In the magnetotail, it is common to observe

a sequence of events known as a substorm (Akasofu 1964).

Substorms tend to occur a few times a day, typically lasting 1 - 2 hours,

on average and can be divided into 3 phases. They are illustrated in Figure

2.16 and are as follows:

1. Growth Phase - Commences with the southward turning of the IMF

whereby magnetic flux begins to be stored in the terrestrial magnetotail

due to dayside reconnection. This happens until substorm onset occurs.

The reason for onset is a matter of debate. In one scenario, a ‘critical

threshold’ of magnetic flux in the tail lobes is reached. The value of

the threshold is not a unique value and may vary according to the wider

state of the magnetosphere (e.g. Milan et al. (2006), Morley and Freeman

(2007), Freeman and Morley (2009), Milan et al. (2009)).
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2. Expansion Phase - When the ‘critical threshold’ of stored magnetic flux

is reached, reconnection occurs at a Near-Earth Neutral Line (NENL)

(not the Distant Neural Line (DNL)) (Baker et al. 1996) in the magne-

totail at ≈ 25 RE (Nagai et al. 1997). ‘Dipolarization’ then occurs when

newly reconnected stretched field lines ‘snap’ back to a more dipolar con-

figuration. Some of the stored energy is released through the energization

of charged particles in the plasma sheet and their injection deeper into

the inner magnetosphere (Angelopoulos et al. 1992) building up the ring

current and powering the aurora. The cross tail current is disrupted and

part of it is diverted along the magnetic field lines to the ionosphere to

form the Substorm Current Wedge (SCW), as illustrated in the bottom

left panel of Figure 2.16 (McPherron et al. 1973). Particles are diverted

along these field lines and collide with the ionosphere forming the Au-

rora. The current closure in the ionosphere creates a westward substorm

electrojet (marked in purple in the bottom right panel). At the same

time, a plasmoid is also formed as a closed loop of magnetic flux be-

tween the near-Earth and distant neutral lines and is released down the

magnetotail.

3. Recovery Phase - The NENL moves downtail forming a new DNL and

the magnetosphere returns to its quiet time configuration with the whole

process starting again.

Magnetic storms (e.g. Tsurutani and Gonzalez (1993), Lui and Gonzalez

(2013)) occur when the magnetosphere is compressed suddenly, e.g with the

arrival of a CME containing a magnetic cloud (e.g. Nagatsuma et al. (2015)).

If the orientation of the IMF within the magnetic cloud is southward and

persists for many hours, this can drive long lasting storms due to prolonged

dayside reconnection. During a magnetic storm, current systems in the magne-

tosphere, especially the ring current, and the associated disturbance magnetic

field are intensified. As the solar wind dynamic pressure then decreases and

the magnetosphere expands, the disturbance field start to decline and storm-

time particles in the ring current are lost via pitch angle scattering and charge
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PHASES OF A SUBSTORM

SUBSTORM CURRENT WEDGE
SUBSTORM ELECTROJET

Figure 2.16: (Top Panel) Figure illustrating the three phases of a substorm (Baumjo-
hann and Treumann 1997). (Bottom Left Panel) The Substorm Current Wedge (SCW) is
formed when the cross-tail currents are disrupted (adapted from Baumjohann and Treumann
(1997)). (Bottom Right Panel) The westward substorm electrojet is shown in purple
(Lockwood 2013).
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exchange processes. The whole process lasts several (sometimes just one or

two) days.

2.7.3 Steady Magnetospheric Convection (SMC)

Steady Magnetospheric Convection (SMC), sometimes referred to as Balanced

Reconnection Intervals (BRI), are intervals of steady convection in the mag-

netosphere and ionosphere. These intervals occur due to similar reconnection

rates in the dayside and nightside magnetosphere (Dmitrieva et al. (2004), Mi-

lan et al. (2007)), that persist for longer than a substorm recovery phase and

have no substorm expansions, i.e. a minimum duration of 4-6 hours (Kissinger

2012).

SMC events are characterised by steady magnetic field configuration and

large scale plasma convection, with some short time-scale activations in the

tail and the ionosphere (Sergeev et al. (1996), Dejong et al. (2008)). The

near-Earth tail magnetic field (L ≈ 6 - 12) tends to be highly stretched with

a thin and intense current sheet. The mid-tail region (≥ 12 RE) contains a

thick plasma sheet, relaxed lobe field (Bz ≈ 1-2 nT) and enhanced equatorial

magnetic field values. The magnetic flux in the tail remains fairly constant,

similar to quiet time conditions, and the reconnection neutral line is estimated

to be located in the region between 50 - 100 RE downtail. The polar cap

becomes enlarged and stable with a broad double auroral oval, implying a

large amount of magnetic flux closing through the plasma sheet.

A study conducted by O’Brien et al. (2002) showed that solar wind pa-

rameters were stable for up to 10 hours prior to a SMC interval and SMCs

largely occurred during weaker solar wind velocity (≤ 450 kms−1) and stead-

ier southward IMF Bz (≈ 3nT) when compared to substorms (DeJong et al.

2009). Kissinger et al. (2011) and Kissinger et al. (2012) showed that a prior

substorm onset (McPherron et al. 2005) with a prolonged steady southward

turning IMF during the recovery phase is required for SMCs to occur. In this

situation, dayside reconnection can continue and the magnetosphere can set-

tle into a state where both the dayside and nightside reconnect at a similar

rate. The SMC event ends when an imbalance in the reconnection rates oc-
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curs, often coinciding with a northward turning IMF or change in solar wind

conditions, e.g. dynamic pressure.

2.8 Geomagnetic Indices

Disturbances in the geomagnetic field can be quantified by observing fluctua-

tions in the Earth’s magnetic field and current systems. Three main indices

are used extensively in magnetospheric physics - Disturbance storm time (Dst)

index, Kennziffer planetary (Kp) index and the auroral electrojet indices. All

3 indices will be used in this thesis and are described below.

2.8.1 Disturbance Storm Time (Dst) Index

Charged particles drifting in the near Earth environment, especially the ring

current (Section 2.6.4.2), can produce a change in the magnetic field measured

at the planet’s surface, by generating an additional magnetic field which acts

to reduce the predominantly northerly component of the main field. This

magnetic field perturbation has two main components:

1. The magnetic field disturbance, ∆Bd, generated by the drift of all ring

current particles:

∆Bd = −µ0

4π

3 UR
BER3

E

(2.56)

where UR is the total energy of the ring current particles over all L and

the minus sign is to account for the oppositely directed magnetic field

perturbation to the terrestrial field.

2. The diamagnetic field, ∆Bµ generated due to cyclotron motion of the

ring current particles:

∆Bµ =
µ0

4π

UR
BER3

E

(2.57)
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MAGNETIC FIELD CHANGES DURING A MAGNETIC STORM

Figure 2.17: A magnetogram showing an example of a magnetic field depression during a
major magnetic storm (Baumjohann and Treumann 1997).

Therefore, the overall magnetic field perturbation, ∆BR (= ∆Bd + ∆Bµ), due

to the ring current is given by:

∆BR = −µ0

2π

UR
BER3

E

(2.58)

This equation shows that the strength of the perturbation is proportional to

the energy content of the ring current.

During storms and substorms, more particles than usual are injected from

the tail into the ring current due to an enhanced convection electric field (Sec-

tion 2.1.1.2), and a magnetic field depression of magnitude given by Equation

2.58 can be observed. An illustration of such a depression is shown in Figure

2.17.

The Dst index, given in nanoteslas, quantifies the level of geomagnetic

activity based on the magnetic field depression (∆BR) on the Earth’s surface,

near the equator, due to the ring current. It follows that the more negative

the Dst index, the higher the energy content of the ring current (Equation

2.58). This index is mainly used to assess the severity of magnetic storms. It

is measured hourly at 4 near-equatorial geomagnetic observatories to minimise

high latitude current system signatures (Baumjohann and Treumann 1997).

Other currents, such as the magnetopause current (Asikainen et al. 2010),

the partial ring current and the substorm current wedge also add to the Earth’s

surface magnetic field measured by the geomagnetic observatories in times of

high geomagnetic activity. The Dst index is corrected to remove the contri-
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Kp INDICES DURING A MAGNETIC STORM

Figure 2.18: Kp indices during the magnetic storm which occurred on 22 June 2015.

bution of the quiet time ring current and the excess currents listed above.

The dominant source of uncertainties in the Dst index arises from solar wind

pressure changes (Karinen and Mursula 2006).

2.8.2 Kennziffer Planetary (Kp) Index

The Kp index (Bartels et al. (1939), Bartels et al. (1940)) quantifies distur-

bances in the horizontal component of the Earth’s magnetic field (Equation

2.58, similar to the Dst index) with an integer value between 0 - 9 at 3-

hour resolution. The Kp index is the weighted average of the magnetic field

strength from magnetic field data measured at 13 ground stations in the sub-

auroral regions, i.e. between 44◦ - 60◦ northern and southern geomagnetic

latitudes. This index is a good measure of the overall geomagnetic activity

in the magnetosphere at 3 hour resolution. A Kp value of < 1 signifies quiet

times, whereas Kp > 5 denotes a storm. Therefore, the higher the Kp index,

the more disturbed the magnetosphere. The Kp indices for a magnetic storm

which occurred on 22 June 2015 is shown in Figure 2.18.

Similar to the Dst index, contamination from magnetopause and magne-

totail currents affect the Kp value. These are corrected for while calculating

the quiet time variation (Walker 1987). The Kp index monitors magnetic dis-

turbances in general and also includes fluctuations due to field line resonances,

ULF waves and solar wind compressions.
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2.8.3 Auroral Electrojet Indices

During magnetic storms and substorms, magnetospheric electric currents are

diverted along magnetic field lines (SCW) and closed in the ionosphere as the

westward substorm electrojet as seen in Section 2.7.2 and the bottom panel

of Figure 2.16. The substorm electrojet along with the convection electro-

jets cause variations in the northern/southern component of the geomagnetic

field, in a similar manner to fluctuations caused by the ring current. These

fluctuations are observed at various ground stations around the auroral ovals.

The auroral electrojet indices (Davis and Sugiura 1966) were introduced

as a measure of the electrojet activity and as a tool to remotely sense sub-

storms and the strength of magnetospheric convection. The Auroral Upper

(AU) and Auroral Lower (AL) indices quantify the magnetic variation due to

the eastward and westward electrojets and are calculated by subtracting the

average quiet time magnetic field intensity from the measured values. The

average quiet time magnetic field intensity for the month under consideration

is calculated as the average over all the readings from the five most quiet days

in that month. The AL index is important while calculating the strength of

a substorm or storm as they intensify the westward electrojet (Gjerloev et al.

2010). Both AU and AL are important, as both the eastward and westward

electrojets are stronger, during periods of steady magnetospheric convection

(Section 2.7.3). So, it is helpful to examine the AE index which is defined as

the difference between the Auroral Upper (AU) and Lower (AL) indices, i.e.

AE = AU - AL, in order to identify cases where only the westward electro-

jet is enhanced (as in the SCW). For completeness, the average value, AO =

(AU+AL)/2, is also defined. The AU, AL, AO and AE are collectively referred

to as the auroral electrojet indices. It follows that the higher (lower) the AE

(AL) value, the higher the strength of the substorm. Figure 2.19 illustrates

the AU and AL indices for a substorm. A spike in AL is clearly observed.

The auroral electrojet indices are measured at 12 ground stations around

the auroral ovals, i.e. between 65◦ - 70◦ magnetic latitude with a longitu-

dinal spacing of approximately 10◦ - 40◦. In comparison to the Dst and Kp

indices, the auroral electrojet indices have a higher time resolution as they are
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AURORAL INDICES DURING A SUBSTORM

Figure 2.19: The evolution of auroral indices during a substorm (Baumjohann and
Treumann 1997). The substorm phases are highlighted. A spike in AL is clearly observed.

measured every minute.

The main uncertainties of the auroral electrojet indices are due to the

uneven distribution of the 12 ground stations in longitude and latitude and

the effects of strong local field-aligned currents. At times of weak activity, the

auroral electrojets tend to be found poleward of 70◦ and the SCW may cover

less than two hours of local time. In such cases, substorms may be missed

by the 12-station AE network. This limitation can be countered by including

more stations in the network. The SuperMAG indices offer an alternative by

taking into account magnetometer data from 110 stations (Newell and Gjer-

loev (2011), Gjerloev (2012)). However, it must be noted that the SuperMAG

indices are not official indices and are not authorised by IAGA. Furthermore,

the SuperMag data does not extend as far back in time as the auroral indices

and uncertainties due to local field-aligned currents are also present in the

SuperMAG indices.

All indices used in this thesis were obtained from the World Data Center

for Geomagnetism, Kyoto (http://wdc.kugi.kyoto-u.ac.jp).



Chapter 3

The Inner Magnetosphere

“Whither will my path yet lead me? This path is stupid, it goes in
spirals, perhaps in circles, but whichever way it goes, I will follow
it.”

— Hermann Hesse, Siddhartha

In this chapter, the main principles of charged particle dynamics of the inner

magnetosphere will be discussed.

3.1 Dynamics of the Inner Magnetosphere

An ion or electron moving through the Earth’s magnetosphere executes gyra-

tions about the magnetic field lines, bounce motion along the field lines, and

drift motion perpendicular to the field lines (Section 2.3.4) under the influence

of the Earth’s magnetic field.

The inner magnetosphere plasma is also influenced by the large-scale coro-

tation and convection electric fields as well as an induced diurnally varying

electric field due to the tilt between the Earth’s rotation and magnetic axis.

They drive a circulation of magnetic flux and cold plasma along trajecto-

ries that approximately coincide with electric field equipotentials. Transient

induced electric fields, for example due to sudden changes in magnetospheric

convection, can also play a role but they will not be considered in this chapter.

As discussed earlier in Section 2.6.2, we approximate the Earth’s magnetic

field as a spin-aligned dipole and situations where this is not an adequate ap-

proximation will be mentioned as appropriate. We also use a polar coordinate

system (r, ϕ) throughout this chapter centred in the magnetic equatorial plane,

53
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where r is the radial distance from the centre of the Earth and ϕ = 0◦ and

90◦ at MLT = 12 (sun-Earth line) and 18 (dusk) h respectively.

3.1.1 Electric Fields

3.1.1.1 Corotation Electric Field

In an ideal MHD environment, plasma, frozen-into the magnetic field, sur-

rounding a rotating, conducting and magnetised sphere will tend to rotate

with the sphere due to the frozen-in assumption (Equation 1.13, Equation

1.34) (Davis (1947), Hones and Bergeson (1965)). This in turn produces an

electric field - the corotation electric field, that is directed radially inward to-

ward the Earth, as shown by the green arrow in the top panel of Figure 3.1.

The electrostatic potential, φcor, and the corotation electric field, Ecor, in a

frame that does not rotate with the Earth, are given by:

φcor = −ωEBER
3
E

r
(3.1)

Ecor = −∇φcor = −ωEBER
3
E

r2
êr (3.2)

|Ecor| =
ωEBER

3
E

r2
(3.3)

where ωE ( = 7.3 × 10−5 rad s−1) is the angular velocity of Earth’s rotation.

The variation of the potential, φcor, as a function of radial distance, r, is shown

in the bottom left panel of Figure 3.1. The corotation electric field strength,

as a function of r in the equatorial plane (i.e. L), is shown by the dashed red

curve in Figure 3.2. A charged particle, under the influence of the corotation

electric field, will drift along the equipotentials with a velocity, vcor:

vcor =
Ecor ×B

B2
= ωEr êϕ (3.4)

The corotation electric field causes all charged particles to drift eastwards, i.e.

in the direction of rotation of the planet, as illustrated by the red arrows in

Figure 3.1. The particle drift trajectories (electrons + ions) are shown in blue

in the bottom right panel. vcor increases linearly with r (or L) and is shown,
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COROTATION ELECTRIC FIELD

φcor AS A FUNCTION OF r PARTICLE DRIFT

Figure 3.1: (Top Panel) Schematic showing the Earth’s dipole magnetic field and the
corotation electric field. (Bottom Panels) (Left) The variation of the corotation electric
field potential, φcor, with radial distance, r. (Right) Example drift trajectories (in blue)
of particles under the effects of the corotation electric field in a spin-aligned dipole field
looking down from over the north pole. The red arrows indicate the direction of the particle
drift. The corotation electric field (green arrows) points radially inwards and the magnetic
field vectors point out of the page. The Sun is to the left and dawn is to the top in this
figure.
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as a function of L, by the dashed red curve in Figure 3.3 for a spin-aligned

dipole magnetic field.

3.1.1.2 Convection Electric Field - Simple Convection Electric Field

Model

The convection electric field arises from the interaction between the solar wind

and the magnetosphere in the form of reconnection at the magnetopause and

subsequently in the magnetotail (Dungey (1961), Axford (1964), Fuselier et al.

(2012)). As seen previously in Section 2.7.1, the circulation of magnetic flux

in the open magnetosphere model (the Dungey cycle) results in open magnetic

field lines produced on the dayside becoming stretched field lines in a magnetic

tail on the nightside which reclose and return to the dayside. An integral part

of the process is a dawn-to-dusk orientated electric field, the convection electric

field, E0, throughout the entire region which can be approximated by:

E0 = αEsw (3.5)

where

Esw = −vsw ×Bsw (3.6)

Esw is the solar wind electric field seen by an observer at rest with respect to

the solar wind, vsw is the solar wind velocity and Bsw is the interplanetary

magnetic field strength. The factor α represents the fraction of the terrestrial

magnetic flux that is open at any given time and is estimated to be on average

0.13 (Wu et al. 1981). However, it is important to note that the value of α

varies according to the relative rates of dayside and nightside reconnection

(Milan et al. 2007).

The electric potential representing the convection electric field, φconv, in

the equatorial plane is given by:

φconv = −E0 r sinϕ (3.7)

where E0 is the strength of the convection electric field. The electric field,
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Figure 3.4: Some example drift trajectories (blue curves) for particles undergoing E×B
drift (in the direction of the red arrows) purely under the effect of the convection electric field
approximated by the simple convection electric field model (identified by green arrows; Left
Panel; Section 3.1.1.2) and the Volland-Stern convection electric field model calculated for
Kp = 0 (Right Panel; Section 3.1.1.4).The drift trajectories under the VS electric field
differ from a simple convection electric field due to the inclusion of factors describing the
level of geomagnetic activity and inner magnetospheric shielding. The Sun is to the left and
dawn is to the top.

Econv, at a given point in the equatorial plane can then be calculated as:

Econv = −∇φconv = E0 (sinϕ êr + cosϕ êϕ) (3.8)

|Econv| = E0 (3.9)

The electric field strength, E0, is illustrated as a function of radial distance,

L, by the dash-dotted blue curves in Figure 3.2. The light blue, bright blue

and navy curves signify electric field strength values calculated for low, average

and high solar wind densities (n), velocities (vsw) and interplanetary magnetic

field strengths (Bsw). The values for n, vsw and Bsw were taken from Table

2.1. Econv, as a result, typically varies between 0.1 - 1 mV/m.

Under the effect of this electric field, both electrons and ions E×B drift
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from the nightside towards the dayside magnetopause with velocity, vconv:

vconv =
Econv ×B

B2
=

E0 r
3

BER3
E

(cosϕ êr − sinϕ êϕ) (3.10)

|vconv| =
E0 r

3

BER3
E

(3.11)

The 3 blue curves in Figure 3.3 show the convection drift speed for low, average

and high convection electric field approximations in a spin-aligned magnetic

dipole field. Drift trajectories are illustrated in the left panel of Figure 3.4.

3.1.1.3 Combined Corotation and Simple Convection Electric Field

The electric field produced by combining the effects of corotation and convec-

tion (given by the simple convection field model) electric fields is:

Ec+sc = Ecor + Econv

= −
(
ωEBER

3
E

r2
− E0 sinϕ

)
êr + E0 cosϕ êϕ (3.12)

The velocity of a particle drifting under the effect of this combined electric

field is then given by:

vc+sc =
Ecor ×B

B2
+

Econv ×B

B2

=
E0r

3

BER3
E

cosϕ êr −
(
E0r

3

BER3
E

sinϕ− ωEr
)

êϕ (3.13)

Figure 3.5 shows the drift trajectories, in the equatorial magnetospheric

plane, of particles drifting in a combined corotation and simple convection

electric field. Two distinct regions can be seen. Closer to Earth, magnetic field

lines confining the plasma corotate with the Earth, hence particles follow closed

drift trajectories (shown in red). Further away, the particles are more strongly

influenced by the convection electric field resulting in particle drift trajectories

(shown in blue) that pass by Earth and reach the dayside magnetopause (not

shown), i.e. they follow open drift trajectories.

The Alfvén layer is defined as the separatrix between closed and open

drift paths. This boundary, shaped like an upside-down tear-drop, is shown
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PARTICLE DRIFT IN COMBINED COROTATION + SIMPLE
CONVECTION ELECTRIC FIELD

Figure 3.5: Drift trajectories of particles (αeq = 90◦, W⊥ ≈ few eV - 10’s eV) drifting, in
the equatorial plane, under the influence of the corotation + simple convection electric field.
Particles execute either closed (red) or open (blue) drifts. The bold red and blue arrows
show the direction of drift of particles. The Alfvén layer is given by the solid black line.
The stagnation point is highlighted by the bold purple arrow.

as the solid black contour (Figure 3.5). On the dawn side, the corotation and

convection electric fields point in the same direction, i.e. towards dusk, and

hence, the sunward convection and eastward corotation drifts also act in the

same direction (sunward). However, in the dusk sector, the two electric fields

and corresponding electric drifts are now in opposition, i.e. vconv opposes

vcor. The stagnation point, indicated by the bold purple arrow in Figure

3.5, is defined as the point where the magnitude of drifts acting in opposite

directions are equal (Kivelson and Southwood 1975) and the particle slows

down to vc+sc ≈ 0. The distance from Earth to the stagnation point, rv=0,

can be found by setting vc+sc = 0 (Equation 3.13) and solving for r, which

requires cosϕ = 0◦ (ϕ = 90◦ or 270◦):

rv=0 =

√
ωEBER3

E

E0 sinϕ
(3.14)

The value for rv=0 is only real when ϕ = 90◦ confirming that the stagnation
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VARIATION OF vc+sc WITH L

Figure 3.6: Particle drift velocity (vc+sc, corotation + simple convection) at MLT = 6
(dawn, solid curves) and 18 (dusk, dashed curves) h as a function of L and solar wind
conditions. The navy, blue and cyan curves show the drift velocity for low, average and
high solar wind activity respectively. The stagnation points vary for the different solar
wind conditions and are given in red. A positive velocity indices a particle moving from
nightside towards the dayside and vice versa. The black dashed lines show the lower (11
RE), average (16 RE) and upper (19 RE) limits of the magnetopause locations at dawn/dusk
calculated using the Shue et al. (1998) model for high, average and low solar wind conditions
respectively. The cold plasma stagnation point is always inside the magnetopause.
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point occurs at dusk. This is also shown in Figure 3.6 where the drift velocity,

vc+sc, at MLT = 6 (solid curves) and 18 (dashed curves) h is plotted as a

function of radial distance, L, for low (navy curves), average (blue curves) and

high (cyan curves) solar wind conditions (Table 2.1). A positive velocity value

means the direction of the velocity vector is towards the dayside magnetopause.

The curves which show the drift velocity at dusk cross the vc+sc = 0 line,

whereas the curves which show the drift velocity at dawn is always positive

and increases with radial distance. The stagnation point, i.e. vc+sc = 0, is

present at approximately 7 RE, well inside the magnetopause which is typically

at 16 RE at dusk and dawn, for average solar wind and IMF conditions. The

black dashed lines in Figure 3.6 mark the lower, average and upper limits of

the magnetopause positions at MLT = 6/18 h calculated using the Shue et al.

(1998) model for high, average and low solar wind activity, characterised by

the values given in Table 2.1.

Furthermore, the location of the stagnation point depends on the value of

E0 (Equation 3.5). Hence, the stagnation point position is also dependent on

solar wind activity - the higher the activity, the closer the stagnation point and

hence, the electric drift Alfvén layer is towards Earth. The electric drift Alfvén

layer can also be defined as the flow line on which there is a stagnation point.

The stagnation point/Alfvén layer can vary between 4 - 12.5 RE depending on

the solar wind conditions.

The closed drift path region within the Alfvén layer is often referred to

as the ‘Forbidden Region’, as it is inaccessible to particles arriving from the

magnetotail in steady state convection.

3.1.1.4 More Realistic Convection Electric Field Models - The Volland-

Stern (VS) Model

The simple convection electric field model only provides a very crude estimate

as it doesn’t take into account magnetospheric phenomena such as ‘inner

magnetospheric shielding’.
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INNER MAGNETOSPHERIC SHIELDING

Figure 3.7: Diagram illustrating the dusk-to-dawn electric field, Eshield (thick dark green
arrow) which shields the inner magnetosphere from the global dawn-to-dusk solar-wind
driven convection electric field, Econv (thin light green arrow). Example ion and electron
particle drift trajectories are given by the red arrows.

Shielding

An electric field is produced by charge separation as ions and electrons

arriving from the magnetotail, with sufficient energy to experience charge-

and energy-dependent magnetic drifts (Section 2.3.3), drift slowly in opposite

directions (red arrows in Figure 3.7) (Wolf 1975). This electric field, which

acts in the dusk-to-dawn direction as illustrated by the thick dark green arrow

in Figure 3.7, partially counters the global dawn-to-dusk solar-wind-driven

convection field (thin light green arrow) and partially shields the inner magne-

tosphere from the general magnetospheric convection electric field. Particles

in the shielded region (gray shaded area) experience a reduced convection

electric field potential and hence, have a smaller convection drift term. Elec-

tric field shielding is a crucial parameter for a realistic inner magnetosphere

electric field model (Woelfflé et al. 2011).

Volland-Stern Convection Electric Field Model

A commonly used model to approximate the convection electric field is
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the Volland-Stern (VS) convection electric field model, formulated by Vol-

land (1973) and Stern (1975). This model was developed from spacecraft

and ground based magnetometer observations of magnetic fluctuations due

the ionospheric current systems, as a result of the Dungey Cycle (Section

2.7.1). This model is more sophisticated than the simple convection electric

field described earlier as it takes into account inner magnetospheric shielding

and the level of geomagnetic activity of the magnetosphere at a given instant,

represented by the Kp index (Section 2.8.2).

The Volland-Stern convection electric field is given by:

φvs = −Arγ sinϕ (3.15)

Evs = −∇φvs = Arγ−1 (γ sinϕ êr + cosϕ êϕ) (3.16)

|Evs| = Arγ−1 (γ2 sin2 ϕ+ cos2 ϕ)1/2 (3.17)

where γ is the ‘shielding factor’ and the coefficient A depends on the Kp index

and is expressed in one of two ways:

• The Maynard-Chen parameterisation (Maynard and Chen 1975):

A =
0.045

(1− 0.159Kp + 0.0093K2
p)3

kV/R2
E (3.18)

which was determined by comparing plasmapause positions from

OGO3/5 satellite observations with the Alfvén layer calculated from

the VS model. This approximation is more commonly used and defines

A in this thesis.

• The Gussenhoven-Korth parameterisation (e.g. Gussenhoven et al.

(1981), Gussenhoven et al. (1983), Korth et al. (1999))

A =
ωEBER

3
E

γ
(

1 + 1
γ

)
γ+1

(cos2(67.8− 2.07Kp))γ+1 (3.19)

which was determined by comparing the position of the Alfvén layer

calculated from the VS model to DMSP measurements of precipitating

plasma sheet electrons used to identify the inner edge of the electron
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plasma sheet.

For the simplest case of γ = 1, the electric field is unshielded and Equation

3.16 reduces to Equation 3.8 with A = E0.

A shielding factor of γ = 2 is most commonly used (Ejiri et al. (1978),

Kistler et al. (1989)). The electric field strength as a function of L for Kp = 0

and Kp = 9 with γ = 2 is shown by the bright and dark dotted purple curves

in Figure 3.2. Evs decreases with decreasing L due to increasingly strong

shielding closer to the planet. The range of values for Evs are between 0.01 - 6

mV/m for low to high Kp and is broadly consistent with the Econv range used

earlier in Section 3.1.1.2, but not expected to be exactly the same.

A 90◦ pitch angle particle at the magnetic equator, in a dipole field, drift-

ing under the influence of Volland-Stern convection electric field will have the

velocity, vvs:

vvs =
Evs ×B

B2
=
Arγ−1r3

BER3
E

(cosϕ êr − γ sinϕ êϕ) (3.20)

|vvs| =
Arγ−1r3

BER3
E

(cos2 ϕ+ γ2 sin2 ϕ)1/2 (3.21)

and will have drift components in both r and ϕ directions. The particle drift

trajectories (for both electrons and ions) under the effects of this convection

field are shown in blue in the right panel of Figure 3.4 and the Volland-Stern

convection E × B drift speed is shown as a function of L at MLT = 6 h for

Kp = 0 and Kp = 9 by the bright and dark dotted purple curves in Figure

3.3. Closer to Earth, the velocity of a particle drifting under the influence

of the Volland-Stern convection electric field is lower than it would be for a

particle drifting under the influence of a simple convection electric field. This is

because the particle experiences less driving force from the convection electric

field due to the inclusion of shielding. Further away from Earth, the velocities

due to the Volland-Stern convection field are larger as the effects of corotation

and inner magnetosphere shielding decreases. However, the Volland-Stern

convection electric field is not dependent on solar wind velocity but on Kp, as

seen earlier. Therefore, we would not expect agreement even when shielding

gets weaker at larger distances.
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3.1.1.5 Combined Corotation and Volland-Stern Convection Electric

Field

The combined corotation and Volland-Stern convection electric field, Ec+VSc,

is given by:

Ec+VSc = −
(
ωEBER

3
E

r2
− Arγ−1γ sinϕ

)
êr + Arγ−1 cosϕ êϕ (3.22)

and the velocity, vc+VSc, of a particle drifting under this electric field is:

vc+VSc =

(
Arγ−1r3

BER3
E

cosϕ

)
êr +

(
ωEr −

Aγrγ−1r3

BER3
E

sinϕ

)
êϕ (3.23)

This is similar to the case of particles drifting under a combined corotation

+ simple convection electric field, as electrons and ions still drift from the

nightside towards the dayside magnetopause. The drift velocity of particles,

vc+VSc, at MLT = 6 (solid curves) and 18 (dashed curves) h is plotted, as

a function of L, in Figure 3.8 for Kp = 0 (navy curves) and Kp = 9 (cyan

curves). The stagnation point, rv=0, is present at dusk (ϕ = 90◦) and can be

approximated to:

rv=0 =

(
ωEBER

3
E

Aγ

) 1
γ+1

(3.24)

The stagnation point in the combined corotation and Volland-Stern convec-

tion electric field scenario occurs between 3.15 - 10 RE, as highlighted in red in

Figure 3.8, and lies within the magnetopause for γ = 2. These values are lower

than in the case of corotation + a simple convection electric field. However,

it must be noted that as the position of the stagnation point also depends on

the shielding factor; rv=0 will vary accordingly as the shielding factor changes.

To summarise, electrons and ions of low energies, i.e. W⊥ ≈ few eV, expe-

rience only electric drifts and (if present in the magnetotail) would drift from

the nightside magnetosphere to the dayside magnetopause. Their trajectories

have one stagnation point at dusk whose position varies with solar wind con-

ditions and geomagnetic activity. This regime will be referred to as the ‘cold’

plasma regime in this thesis.
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ELECTRONS AND IONS - COLD PLASMA REGIME

Figure 3.8: Particle drift velocity (vc+VSc, corotation + Volland-Stern convection (γ = 2))
at MLT = 6 (solid curves) and 18 (dashed curves) h as a function of L and geomagnetic
activity, characterised by the Kp index. This figure follows the same layout as Figure 3.6.
The navy and cyan curves show the resultant velocity for Kp = 0 (low vsw; Bz < 0) and Kp

= 9 (high vsw; Bz > 0) respectively. The lower limit of the magnetopause location is given
by the black dashed line. The stagnation points for these different conditions are given in
red and lie within the magnetopause.
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3.1.1.6 Other Realistic Convection Electric Field Models

Despite seeking to take into account the shielding and the level of geomag-

netic activity, the Volland-Stern convection electric field model still does not

capture the complexity of the real system. However, it is one of the most

popular convection electric field models due to its simplicity. Some of the

other convection electric field models include McIlwain’s E5D convection elec-

tric field model (McIlwain 1972), Weimer’s electric field model (Weimer 1995),

the Rice Convection Model (RCM; e.g. Toffoletto et al. (2003)) and the Inner

Magnetosphere Electric Field (UNH-IMEF) model (e.g. Matsui et al. (2004),

Puhl-Quinn et al. (2008), Matsui et al. (2013)).

McIlwain’s E5D model (McIlwain (1972), McIlwain (1986)) was derived

from electron and proton fluxes measured by the ATS-5 and ATS-6 satellites

on the equatorial plane at geosynchronous orbit (L = 6.6, all MLT). This

model also has a shielding aspect and is dependent on Kp (Liemohn et al.

2001) similar to the Volland-Stern electric field model. This model is less

sensitive to Kp in comparison (Figure 3.9) and the shielding function used

is very different to the Volland-Stern shielding. This model can predict the

location of the plasmapause very well (Pierrard et al. 2008).

Weimer’s electric field model (Weimer (1995), Weimer (2001)), on the

other hand, was determined using electric field measurements in the ionosphere

(during all polar cap passes from the DE-2 satellite) and combining them with

solar wind velocity/IMF data (from the ISEE-3 and IMP-8 satellites) and the

dipole tilt angle. These measurements are then mapped to the equatorial plane

(all L, all MLT) using a magnetic field model. This model also has a shielding

aspect. The electric field intensity of this model is generally found to be

stronger than that of either E5D or Volland-Stern models during geomagnetic

storms and substorms.

The Rice Convection Model (RCM; Toffoletto et al. (2003)) is a multi-

fluid numerical model, developed at Rice University, with the primary goal

of self-consistently calculating electric and magnetic fields in order to pre-

dict realistic particle distributions at a given point in the magnetosphere and

ionosphere for different levels of geomagnetic activity. This model includes
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magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling and is useful in determining particle pre-

cipitation (Pembroke et al. 2012). This model also takes shielding into account.

The UNH-IMEF inner magnetosphere electric field model (Matsui et al.

(2004), Matsui et al. (2008), Puhl-Quinn et al. (2008), Matsui et al. (2010),

Matsui et al. (2013)) was developed based on merging Cluster Electric Drift

Instrument (EDI), Electric Field and Wave (EFW) and the Cluster Ion Spec-

trometry (CIS) datasets along with ground radar and ionospheric DE 2 satel-

lite measurements to map the electric field in the inner magnetosphere (2 <

L < 10, all MLT). This model is maybe more realistic than the other mod-

els described previously, as it is based on instantaneous electric and magnetic

field measurements at different parts of the magnetosphere. Measurements not

taken at the equatorial plane are mapped to that plane using the Tsyganenko

(2002a) model. In the UNH-IMEF model, statistical results are organised by

the Interplanetary Electric Field (IEF) and Kp index.

The Alfvén layers for the corotation + Volland-Stern convection elec-

tric field with different parameterisations (red, yellow) (Section 3.1.1.4), the

Weimer model (blue) and the UNH-IMEF model (black) are illustrated in Fig-

ure 3.9 (from Matsui et al. (2013)). The Alfvén layer and stagnation point

calculated from the Volland-Stern Gussenhoven-Korth parameterisation (in

red) lies furthest outward for all Kp levels. The UNH-IMEF model lies fur-

thest outward for low Kp ranges at MLT = 6 h. The Alfvén layers calculated

from the UNH-IMEF and Weimer models are at approximately the same posi-

tion for the higher Kp indices. The stagnation point of the Weimer and UNH-

IMEF models are shifted towards midnight in comparison to the Volland-Stern

model, more so for the UNH-IMEF model. This figure illustrates that the elec-

tric field model considered plays quite a large role in determining the location

of the cold plasma Alfvén boundary layer and stagnation points.

3.1.1.7 Diurnal Electric Field

The Earth’s magnetic dipole axis is tilted from the Earth’s rotation axis by

approximately 11◦ (Korte and Mandea 2008). In general we have ignored this

tilt in this thesis. However, as the Earth rotates, this tilt creates global di-
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ALFVÉN LAYER POSITIONS FOR DIFFERENT CONVECTION
ELECTRIC FIELD MODELS

Figure 3.9: Figure illustrating the difference in Alfvén layer positions for different models
as a function of geomagnetic activity (Kp). The models used are the Volland-Stern model
with Maynard-Chen (yellow) and Gussenhoven-Korth (red) parameterisations, the Weimer
model (blue) and the UNH-IMEF model (black) (Matsui et al. 2013). For Kp < 1, the
Alfvén layer from the UNH-IMEF model could not be accurately determined and hence the
estimated boundary position is given by the dotted black line. The Weimer and UNH-IMEF
models show stagnation points away from dusk, and agree fairly well. The Sun is to the left
and dawn is to the top.
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urnal perturbations of the magnetic field, which in turn, induces a diurnally

varying electric field. We refer to this field as simply the ‘diurnal electric field’

in this thesis. These global diurnal perturbations affect particles mainly in the

corotation region (Ukhorskiy et al. 2014), where particles are predominantly

influenced by the corotation electric field (Section 3.1.1.1). These perturba-

tions are illustrated in Figure 3.10. The induced diurnal electric field, Edo,

acts in the azimuthal direction (as shown by the green arrows in the bottom

panel of Figure 3.10 and the top panel of Figure 3.12) and varies in strength

and direction with time:

Edo = E0do sin (ϕ− ωEt+ ψ0) êϕ (3.25)

|Edo| = E0do sin (ϕ− ωEt+ ψ0) (3.26)

E0do is defined as the amplitude of the oscillation and is 0.2 mVm−1 according

to Ukhorskiy et al. (2014). ϕ defines the azimuthal phase, ωEt defines the

time phase and ψ0 is an arbitrary phase shift. Hence, if we set ψ0 = 0, for

a fixed azimuth (time), Edo varies sinusoidally between ± 0.2 mV/m with

time (azimuth), as illustrated in Figure 3.11. The maximum possible diurnal

electric field strength, i.e. E0do, is shown, as a function of L, by the solid

green line in Figure 3.2. The peak diurnal electric field strength is larger than

the quiet time (Kp = 0) Volland-Stern convection electric field strength for

geocentric radial distances up to L = 14 (this distance varies depending on

solar wind and geomagnetic activity), though its region of applicability will

usually be smaller.

The diurnal electric field affects particle drift motion and the velocity, vdo,

of particles under the influence of this induced electric field is given by:

vdo =
Edo ×B

B2
=
E0dor

3

BER3
E

sin (ϕ− ωEt+ ψ0) êr (3.27)

|vdo| =
E0dor

3

BER3
E

sin (ϕ− ωEt+ ψ0) (3.28)

and acts in the radial direction as shown by the red arrows in the bottom

panel of Figure 3.12. The maximum possible diurnal E×B drift speed, as a
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DIURNAL ELECTRIC FIELD

Figure 3.10: (Top Panel) Figure illustrating diurnal oscillations of the magnetic field
produced by Earth’s rotation. The corotation region at a given time (green region) oscillates
with a 24 hour period relative to the rest of the magnetosphere (blue region). The corotation
region 12 hours later, when the dipole axis is in a different position (grey axis), is shown
in purple. This induces an electric field which affects particle drift (Ukhorskiy et al. 2014).
The Sun is to the left. (Bottom Panel) Schematic for the above diagram showing the
Earth’s dipole magnetic field and the diurnal electric field induced due to the dipole tilt.
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Figure 3.11: (Top Panel) The variation of the diurnal electric field strength with azimuth,
i.e. MLT, at t = 0 hrs. (Bottom Panel) The variation of the diurnal electric field strength
with time. Each of the curves represent the electric field strength at different MLTs.
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Figure 3.12: (Top Row) The diurnal electric field (green arrows), induced as a result of
diurnal oscillations due to the dipole tilt, acts in the azimuthal direction and does not have
a radial component. Each panel shows the direction of the field at different time steps (6
hours apart) over a 24 hour period. The thickness of the arrows represents the variation
in magnitude, i.e. thicker arrows indicate higher magnitude. The panel at t = 12 hours
show the variation of the diurnal electric field strength with MLT. (Bottom Row) The
particle drift velocity (red arrows), as a result of the diurnal electric field, acts in the radial
direction and varies with radial distance (Equation 3.27). The panel at t = 12 hours show
the variation of the magnitude of velocity with radial distance.

function of L, is shown by the green curve in Figure 3.3. The speed of electrons

and ions drifting under this induced electric field are comparable to the speed

of particles moving under the Volland-Stern convection electric field for L <

14. It should also be noted that the drift speed also varies sinusoidally with

azimuth (time) for a fixed time (azimuth), similar to the case of the electric

field strength. Hence, the diurnal electric field imposes an eddying motion on

the smooth particle drift paths shown earlier in Figure 3.5.

3.1.2 Magnetic Field - Models and Particle Drift

A spin-aligned dipole field approximation (Section 2.6.2) is used to describe the

inner magnetospheric magnetic field in this thesis. However, this approxima-

tion is symmetrical on both the day and night sides. In reality, this is not the

case due to various processes such as changes in solar wind dynamic pressure
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and the Dungey cycle (Section 2.7.1) which produce a day/night asymmetry

of the magnetic field. Below we introduce some of the more realistic magnetic

field models.

3.1.2.1 Models

Some of the commonly used more realistic magnetic field models are:

1. The Mead and Fairfield model (Mead and Fairfield (1975), Fairfield and

Mead (1975)) which takes the level of geomagnetic activity, characterised

by Kp, into account and is valid up to 17 RE. This model resolves a

second order power series in solar magnetic coordinates to deduce the

geomagnetic field, taking into account the dipole tilt. The coefficients

corresponding to different levels of geomagnetic activity are determined

using the least square method on 12,616 vector field measurements of

the Earth’s magnetic field from 451 orbits of four IMP satellites between

1966 and 1972.

2. The Olson and Pfitzer model (Olson and Pfitzer 1977) considers the

dipole tilt and uses a sixth order power series expansion and exponen-

tial terms in position and tilt. The magnetospheric and magnetopause

current systems are included in this model. This model is valid between

2 - 15 RE. This model doesn’t taken into account variable geomagnetic

activity and hence, it can only be used during quiet times.

3. The family of Tsyganenko et al. models describe the Earth’s magnetic

field components in geocentric solar magnetic coordinates up to 70 RE in

the nightside. These models are semi-empirical best fit representations

of the magnetic field derived using data from a large number of satel-

lite observations, such as IMP, HEOS, ISEE, POLAR, Geotail, GOES,

Cluster, etc. There are 4 main models. The T89 (Tsyganenko (1987),

Tsyganenko (1989)) model is a simple empirical approximation of the

global magnetosphere characterised by Kp. The T96 (Tsyganenko 1995)

model, parametrized by the solar wind ram pressure, IMF By/Bz and

the Dst index (Section 2.8.1), includes the magnetopause, ionospheric
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current systems and the IMF penetration across the boundary. The T02

(Tsyganenko (2002a), Tsyganenko (2002b)) model incorporates terms

expressing the spatial variation of the current sheet and the ring/partial

ring current for different interplanetary conditions and ground distur-

bance levels. The input parameters for this model are the same as the T96

model. The TS05 (Tsyganenko and Sitnov 2005) model characterises the

storm-time geomagnetic field from satellite magnetometer measurements

taken during 37 major storms between 1996 and 2000 with concurrent

observations of the solar wind and the IMF.

3.1.2.2 Particle Drift

Alongside the electric drifts seen earlier in Section 3.1.1, particles drifting

in the magnetosphere also experience magnetic drifts (Section 2.3.3). The

magnetic drift velocity of a particle, vm, seen earlier in Equation 2.26, is given

as:

vm = v∇ + vc = (W⊥ + 2W‖)

(
B×∇B
qB3

)
|vm| = |v∇ + vc| (3.29)

where the two components are the magnetic gradient drift (v∇) and curvature

drift (vc) velocities respectively. Considering each component separately, the

drift velocity at the magnetic equator in a spin-aligned dipole field (−∇B =

B
R2
c

R̂c; B = BE/L
3; R̂c ⊥ B̂) is given as:

v∇ =
3W⊥L

2

qBERE

êϕ =
3µ

qr
êϕ (3.30)

vc =
2W‖L

3

qRcBE

êϕ (3.31)

where µ is the first adiabatic invariant (Equation 2.27, Section 2.3.4.1) and Rc

is the radius of curvature.

The magnetic drifts are dependent on charge and therefore, act in opposite

directions for electrons and ions. Electrons drift eastward (q < 0, vm < 0) and

ions drift westward (q > 0, vm > 0) under the effect of the magnetic drifts.
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MAGNETIC GRADIENT DRIFT

Figure 3.13: (Left Panel) Magnetic gradient drift speed, as a function of perpendicular
energy, W⊥, and L. (Right Panel) The time taken for a particle to complete one revolution
around Earth is shown as a function of W⊥ and L. Electrons (Ions) arriving from the tail
drift eastwards (westwards) around Earth under the effect of the magnetic gradient drift.

Particles undergoing magnetic drifts exhibit three possible behaviours:

1. A particle with an equatorial pitch angle (αeq) of 90◦ (W⊥ 6= 0, W‖ = 0)

only experiences the magnetic gradient drift. The magnetic gradient drift

speed for these particles, as a function of perpendicular energy (W⊥) and

L, is given in the left panel of Figure 3.13. Similarly, the time that would

be taken to complete a revolution of Earth, in the absence of electric

drifts, is given in the right panel. Above ≈ few keV, the difference due

to electric drifts is negligible.

2. Particles with αeq 6= 90◦ (W⊥ 6= 0, W‖ 6= 0) experience curvature drift as

well as magnetic gradient drift and exhibit bounce motion. The curvature

drift speed and time period for these particles varies as a function of

parallel energy (W‖), L and the total radius of curvature (Rc). The ratio

of W⊥ to W‖, and hence, pitch angle (α), varies along the bounce path,

conserving total energy W . At the mirror point, W = W⊥, W‖ = 0 and

α = 90◦ (Section 2.3.4.1). Particles with αeq < 90◦ have faster drifts than

for αeq = 90◦.

3. Particles with αeq smaller than the angle of the loss cone (Equation 2.29)
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are lost to the atmosphere (Section 2.3.4.1) and do not perform magnetic

drifts for very long.

3.1.3 Tracing Particle Drift Trajectories

In this thesis, we mainly focus on particles with αeq = 90◦ for simplicity. The

drift velocity (vd) of such particles in the magnetosphere arises from the vector

sum of the electric drifts and the magnetic gradient drift:

vd =
Ecorotation ×B

B2
+

Econvection ×B

B2
+W⊥

(
B×∇B
qB3

)
(3.32)

In a spin-aligned dipole approximation with the use of a Volland-Stern con-

vection electric field model, Equation 3.32 is expanded to:

vd =

(
Arγ−1r3

BER3
E

cosϕ

)
êr +

(
ωEr −

Aγrγ−1r3

BER3
E

sinϕ+
3W⊥r

2

qBER3
E

)
êϕ (3.33)

by combining Equations 3.2, 3.20 and 3.30.

We use an adaptation of a simple drift trajectory code (Figure 7.2 and

Sections 7.1.1 - 7.1.2; courtesy of Lynn Kistler, UNH ), that incorporates a

dipole magnetic field and a Volland-Stern electric field model, to forward trace

particles drifting in from the nightside and observe how the drift trajectories

change as they progress through the inner magnetosphere. Electrons and

protons start at the edge of the simulation box at L = 15 between MLT =

18-24-6 h (in steps of 0.25 MLT) and are forward traced for 200 hours to

ensure that they reach the dayside magnetopause. The results of the drift

trajectory code for electrons and protons with different start energies (W⊥0)

at Kp = 0 are shown in Figure 3.14. Drift trajectories of electrons/protons

with W⊥0 = 0.1 keV at L = 15 during different levels of geomagnetic activity

(various Kp) are shown in Figure 3.15. The varying colour of the drift path

illustrates how the instantaneous energy (W⊥), i.e. perpendicular energy at

a given position, of the particle changes as it drifts. Using these examples of

particle drift trajectories alongside Figures 3.2 and 3.3, we can now subdivide

particle behaviour into 5 different regimes depending on their instantaneous

energies, W⊥ (not their start energies, W⊥0).
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PARTICLE DRIFT TRAJECTORIES (VARIABLE START ENERGIES)

ELECTRONS

PROTONS

Figure 3.14: Open particle drift trajectories calculated for electrons (Top Two Rows)
and protons (Bottom Two Rows) under a dipole magnetic field and a Volland-Stern
electric field model. Particles (αeq = 90◦) are forward traced from L = 15 between MLT
= 18-24-6 h (in steps of 0.25 MLT) for 200 hours. The energy of the particles at the start
of the simulation, W⊥0 (keV), is specified at the top of each panel. Steady magnetospheric
conditions (Kp = 0) are assumed throughout the tracing. The colour of the drift path
specifies the instantaneous energy, W⊥ (keV), of the particle at a given point in space and
time. The Alfvén layer is given by the inner solid black line. The Sun is to the left and
dawn (dusk) is to the top (bottom).
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PARTICLE DRIFT TRAJECTORIES (VARIABLE Kp)

ELECTRONS

PROTONS

Figure 3.15: This figure (same format as 3.14) shows the open particle (αeq = 90◦) drift
trajectories for electrons (Top Two Rows) and protons (Bottom Two Rows) during
different levels of geomagnetic activity (different Kp indices). The energy of the particles
at the start of the simulation, W⊥0 (keV), is fixed at 0.1 keV. The Kp index for each run
is given above each tracing. We see that as the Kp index increases particle paths can reach
further in towards Earth and hence, particles can become more energised by conservation
of µ.
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3.1.3.1 Electrons + Ions - Cold Plasma Regime (W⊥ ≈ few eV)

As stated earlier in Section 3.1.1.5, within the scope of this thesis, the ‘Cold

Plasma Regime’ is defined as the particle energies (W⊥ ≈ few eV) for which the

magnetic drifts of a particle are negligible compared to electric drifts. Hence,

electrons and ions only experience electric drifts and E×B drift in the same

direction, i.e. from the nightside to the dayside magnetopause for particles on

open drift paths arriving from the tail or eastwards (anti-clockwise) around

Earth for particles on closed drift paths within the Alfvén layer. They have

one stagnation point at dusk which varies with geomagnetic activity and is

not dependent on energy or particle electric charge. The stagnation point lies

within the magnetopause.

3.1.3.2 Electrons - Cool, Warm and Hot Plasma (10’s eV < W⊥ < 100’s

keV)

The ‘cool’, ‘warm’ and ‘hot’ plasma regimes are defined as the energies for

which the magnetic drifts start to influence particle drift velocities. There-

fore, particles undergo both magnetic and electric drifts. Due to the charge

dependence of the magnetic drifts (Equations 3.30 and 3.31), electrons and

ions drift in opposite directions around Earth (Section 3.1.2.2).

The magnetic gradient drift for electrons is oriented in an eastward di-

rection, the same as the electric drifts. Hence, the stagnation point (rv=0;

Equation 3.24) only occurs at MLT = 18 h where the drifts are in competi-

tion. This is illustrated in the first two rows of Figure 3.14 and in Figure 3.16

which shows the electron drift velocity (vd) plotted as a function of L. The

region of closed drift paths (within the Alfvén layer) and the stagnation point

location increases with increasing perpendicular energy. For W⊥ > few keV

at MLT = 6/18 h, the stagnation point lies outside the average Shue et al.

(1998) magnetopause.
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3.1.3.3 Ions - Cool Plasma Regime (10’s eV < W⊥ < few keV)

The ions behave differently and in a more complicated manner due to the

westward oriented magnetic gradient drift. The ‘cool’ plasma regime for ions

is defined by ≈ 50 eV < W⊥ < 6 keV for Kp = 0 at MLT = 6/18 h. The

energies of ions which define the cool plasma regime for different Kp indices

are given in Table 3.1. The ion drift velocity, vd, plotted as a function of radial

distance (L), for these energies is shown by the dash-dotted curves in Figure

3.17. Ions in this energy regime have one forbidden region, which we will call

Region 1, bounded by a tear-drop shaped Alfvén layer with one stagnation

point at MLT = 18 h, which decreases in L with increasing ion energy. The

stagnation points for these energies lie within the magnetopause limits defined

by Shue et al. (1998).

3.1.3.4 Ions - Warm Plasma Regime (few keV < W⊥ < 10’s keV)

The ‘warm’ plasma regime is defined as the energies for which multiple stag-

nation points are observed at MLT = 6 and 18 h. The ion energy range is

defined as 6 keV < W⊥ < 30 keV for Kp = 0 and the ion drift velocity, vd,

for this energy regime is illustrated by the solid curves in Figure 3.17. One

stagnation point at MLT = 18 h and two stagnation points at MLT = 6 h are

observed. The ion energy ranges which fall under this regime for different Kp

values are given in Table 3.1. This regime is a property of ion drifts but not

electron drifts and the ion orbits that fall under this category are complicated

due to the westward (clockwise) oriented magnetic drifts. Examples of particle

drift trajectories for ions in this energy regime are shown in the second and

third panel of the third row in Figure 3.14.

Region 1, as seen earlier in the cool plasma regime, becomes split into

two regions - Region 2 and 3, by ions which execute open ‘bridge’ paths. We

name them ‘bridge’ ions with reference to the shape of their trajectory, as

illustrated by the drift trajectories in the top left panel of Figure 3.18. The

interplay of velocities on each part of the ion ‘bridge’ path that causes the ion

to drift as it does is highlighted in the bottom left panel. As these ‘bridge’
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IONS - COOL/WARM/HOT PLASMA REGIMES

Figure 3.17: (Top Panel) Ion drift velocity (vd, corotation + Volland-Stern convection
(γ = 2) + magnetic gradient) at MLT = 6 (Right panels) and 18 (Left panels) h as
a function of L for the energies describing the ’cool’ (dash-dotted curves), ‘warm’ (solid
curves) and ‘hot’ (dashed curves) plasma regimes (10’s eV < W⊥ < 100’s keV). This plot is
in a similar format to Figure 3.16. The ion ‘cool’ plasma stagnation points, observed only
at MLT = 18 h, lie earthward of the magnetopause. The ion ‘hot’ plasma stagnation points,
observed only at MLT = 6 h, increases in L with increasing W⊥. For W⊥ < 10 keV, the
ion stagnation points lie within the magnetopause. (Bottom Panel) The same plot as the
top panel, with much smaller velocity/L range to help reveal the cases where vd = 0. One
stagnation point is observed at MLT = 18 h and two stagnation points at MLT = 6 h for
ion energies defining the warm plasma regime. The colours represent the same energies as
the plot at the top. Some stagnation points lie both within and some outside the average
magnetopause.
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WARM PLASMA REGIME ION DRIFTS

BRIDGE DRIFT PATHS BANANA DRIFT PATHS

DRIFT VELOCITY INTERPLAY

Figure 3.18: (Top Panel) Examples of ‘warm’ plasma ion drift trajectories executing
open bridge drift paths (Left Panel) and closed banana drift paths (Right Panel). The
colour of the drift path specifies the instantaneous energy (W⊥) of the particle at a given
point in space and time. (Bottom Panel) The interplay of velocities for each part of the
ion drift paths are explicitly shown.
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ENERGIES DEFINING THE ION PLASMA REGIMES

Kp Cool Plasma Regime Warm Plasma Regime Hot Plasma Regime

0 few 10’s eV - 6 keV 6 - 30 keV 30 - 100’s keV

1 few 10’s eV - 7 keV 7 - 30 keV 30 - 100’s keV

2 few 10’s eV - 8 keV 8 - 30 keV 30 - 100’s keV

3 few 10’s eV - 9.5 keV 9.5 - 30 keV 30 - 100’s keV

4 few 10’s eV - 11 keV 11 - 30 keV 30 - 100’s keV

5 few 10’s eV - 13 keV 13 - 30 keV 30 - 100’s keV

6 few 10’s eV - 15 keV 15 - 30 keV 30 - 100’s keV

7 few 10’s eV - 17 keV 17 - 30 keV 30 - 100’s keV

8 few 10’s eV - 17.5 keV 17.5 - 32 keV 32 - 100’s keV

9 few 10’s eV - 18 keV 18 - 32 keV 32 - 100’s keV

Table 3.1: Table presenting the instantaneous perpendicular energies (W⊥) of ions that
define the ‘cool’, ‘warm’ and ‘hot’ plasma regimes for different levels of geomagnetic activity,
characterised by the Kp index, in a spin-aligned dipole magnetic field and a Volland-Stern
convection electric field. The ‘cool’ regime is defined as the energies for which ions have
one stagnation point at MLT = 18 h that decreases in L with increasing W⊥. The ‘warm’
regime is defined as the energies for which there are multiple stagnation points at MLT =
6 and 18 h. The ‘hot’ regime is defined as the energies for which ions have one stagnation
point at MLT = 6 h that increases in L with increasing W⊥. The electrons are also defined
by the same energies, however they only have one stagnation point at MLT = 18 h which
increases in L with increasing W⊥.

ions have similar electric and magnetic gradient drift velocities, they are able

to penetrate lower L shells. Region 2 is bounded by a tear-drop shaped Alfvén

layer with a stagnation point at MLT = 6 h. Particles within this region

execute closed westward circular drifts. The other forbidden region, which we

call Region 3 or ‘banana’ region, is present in the dusk sector and is bound

by an Alfvén layer that is shaped like a banana. Particles within this region

execute drift in ‘banana’ orbits, named according to the shape of the drift

trajectories as illustrated in the top right panel of Figure 3.18. The interplay

of velocities for each part of the ion ‘banana’ drift path that causes the ion

to drift as it does is shown in the bottom right panel. This region has two

stagnation points (marked as black crosses in the bottom panel of Figure 3.18)

- one at the centre, i.e. at MLT = 18 h, and the other at MLT = 6 h. Region

2 gets bigger and Region 3 gets smaller with increasing ion energy at MLT

= 6/18 h. Region 3 is only observed for W⊥ < 15 keV, beyond which it

disappears.

In this ion warm plasma regime, some stagnation points lie earthward
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of the magnetopause and some outside of it, as seen in Figure 3.17. The

stagnation points in the dusk sector all lie within the magnetopause. These

stagnation points within Region 3 (‘banana’ region) Alfvén layers. In the

dawn sector, one set of stagnation points, closest to Earth and which lie on

Alfvén layers of Region 3, also lie within the magnetopause. The other set of

stagnation points at dawn, further away from Earth, lie on Region 2 Alfvén

layers and may be outside the average magnetopause.

Overall, the ‘warm’ plasma regime is defined as the ion energies for which

there are multiple ‘forbidden regions’.

3.1.3.5 Ions - Hot Plasma Regime (≈ 10’s keV < W⊥ < 100’s keV)

The ion drift velocity, vd, for this energy regime is illustrated by the dashed

curves in Figure 3.17. The ‘hot’ plasma regime is defined as the energies

where Regions 1 and 3 have completely disappeared and only Region 2 is

observed with a stagnation point at MLT = 6 h. The stagnation point distance

increases with increasing energy. It is important to note that in this regime,

the stagnation points at MLT = 6 h typically lie beyond the magnetopause.

3.1.3.6 Ions + Electrons - Very Hot Plasma (W⊥ > 100’s keV)

This regime is defined as energies (W⊥ > 100’s keV) for which the magnetic

drifts are much larger than the electric drifts. The magnetic drifts dominate

the drift trajectories and particles are mainly on closed drift paths. Elec-

trons and ions execute eastward (anti-clockwise) and westward (clockwise)

drift paths respectively. The stagnation points for electrons and ions in this

regime lie well beyond the magnetopause. This regime predominantly consists

of radiation belt particles. The particle dynamics of this regime is not within

the scope of this thesis.

3.2 Components of the Inner Magnetosphere

Important concepts illustrating the dynamics of the inner magnetosphere were

discussed in Section 3.1. In this section, we revisit components of the inner
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PLASMA SHEET PARTICLE POPULATIONS

Figure 3.19: Electron and ion energy-time spectra showing differential number flux ob-
served by CRRES LEPA on November 30, 1990 during an encounter with the plasma sheet.
The electron spectrogram is shown in the Top Panel and the ion spectrogram is shown
with a mirrored energy scale in the Bottom Panel. The solid white lines show predictions
of the Alfvén layer positions for different energies and it can be seen that they correlate
well with the flux enhancements in the data (Kerns et al. 1994). The dashed white lines
approximate the position of the plasmapause.

magnetosphere (seen previously in Sections 2.6.4 and 2.6.3.2) and explain them

in terms of the ideas presented earlier in this chapter. We mainly concentrate

on the plasmasphere, ring current and plasma sheet as these particle popula-

tions are the main focus of this thesis.

3.2.1 Plasma Sheet

The plasma sheet was briefly mentioned in Section 2.6.3.2 as an extended

region of hot (≈ 10’s keV), relatively dense plasma mainly from the solar

wind and the ionosphere, near the equatorial region of the geomagnetic tail.

Magnetotail plasma sheet particles are on open drift paths and drift under

the effects of the large-scale global convection electric field towards the inner

magnetosphere. The plasma sheet population is the main source of particles

that constitute the ring current (e.g. Smith et al. (1979), Chen et al. (1994),

Fok et al. (1996)).

In the inner magnetosphere, the inner edge of the electron and ion plasma

sheet corresponds well with expected location of electron and ion Alfvén layers

for plasma sheet energies, as shown in previous studies by Kerns et al. (1994),

Korth et al. (1999), etc. This is illustrated in Figure 3.19 (Kerns et al. 1994),
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where the electron and ion Alfvén layer positions (given by the solid white

line) are superposed on an electron and ion energy-time differential number

flux spectra observed by the Low-Energy Plasma Analyser (LEPA) onboard

the Combined Release and Radiation Effects Satellite (CRRES). The Alfvén

layers were modelled using a spin-aligned dipole magnetic field and a Volland-

Stern convection electric field. Further studies involving statistics using data

from various missions, such as the Los Alamos geosynchronous satellites and

THEMIS, conducted by Korth et al. (1999), Korth and Thomsen (2001), Ku-

rita et al. (2011), Jiang et al. (2011) and Zhang et al. (2015) all support this

theory.

3.2.2 Ring Current

As seen earlier in Section 2.6.4.2, the ring current is formed as a result of

plasma sheet electrons and ions (W ≈ 10’s - 100’s keV, ‘hot’ plasma regime)

executing oppositely directed magnetic drifts creating a net charge transport.

During geomagnetically quiet times the ring current is approximately sym-

metrical, as shown in the left panel of Figure 3.20. The ring current tends to

be evenly distributed with average current density values of ≈ 1 − 4 nA/m2

(Equation 2.54) (Lui and Hamilton (1992), Zhang et al. (2011)). The ring cur-

rent consists of particles on closed drift trajectories trapped earthward within

their respective Alfvén layers.

During geomagnetically active times, an asymmetric ring current - the

partial ring current (orange region in the right panel of Figure 3.20), is present

in the early main phases of magnetic storms and substorms (Section 2.7.2)

and the current density values peak at ≈ 4 − 7 nA/m2 (Lui and Hamilton

1992). When an increase in the convection electric field, and hence an increase

in Kp, is observed during the early main phase, the Alfvén layers rapidly

move earthwards and particles that were on previously closed orbits now find

themselves on open drift paths, and form the partial ring current. Newly

injected ions and electrons from the tail (on open paths) also contribute to

the partial ring current population and are eventually lost to the dayside

magnetopause (Goldstein 2006). It is important to note that the notional
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RING CURRENT PARTICLE POPULATIONS

Figure 3.20: (Left Panel) Schematic showing an idealised ring current (orange torus)
and the direction of the particle drifts - eastward electron and westward ion drifts (orange
arrows) seen from dawn with the Sun to the right. (Right Panel) Global image of the
plasmasphere (green) and the partial ring current (orange) taken by IMAGE High-Energy
Neutral Analyser (HENA) from above the north pole. The partial ring current ion popu-
lation injected by a substorm lies in the pre-midnight sector. There is some overlap near
dusk (top of image). The Sun is to the right in this image (Goldstein 2006).

Alfvén layer locations move at timescales much faster than the time taken for

particles to react to a change in the convection electric field. If a period of

quiet time then follows, the magnetopause moves out and the Alfvén layers

also move outward to higher L shells, allowing particles to become trapped

forming a symmetrical ring current (Cash 2012).

3.2.3 Plasmasphere

The plasmasphere, as seen earlier in Section 2.6.4.1, consists of very low energy

particles (W ≈ few - 10’s eV, ‘cold’ plasma regime) on closed drift paths,

dominated by the corotation electric field. In steady state, the plasmapause

corresponds to the low energy Alfvén layer for cold plasma (Sections 3.1.1.3

and 3.1.1.5). This boundary is nearly circular with a slight bulge near dusk

as a consequence of the dawn-dusk asymmetry in particle drift trajectories

(Figures 3.14 and 3.9). The plasmapause position depends on both MLT as

well as the level of geomagnetic activity.

When the magnetosphere is quiet for a long period of time or during times

of steady magnetospheric convection with low Kp, the plasmasphere can ex-
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PLASMAPAUSE DURING DIFFERENT GEOMAGNETIC
CONDITIONS

Figure 3.21: EUV images observed by IMAGE show plasmaspheric erosion after a ge-
omagnetic storm. IMAGE is looking down at the North Pole with the Sun to the right.
(Left Panel) The plasmasphere before the storm spans over a comparatively large radial
distance. The plasmapause boundary is quite diffuse. (Right Panel) The plasmasphere
just after a storm is smaller and the presence of a plume is clearly visible. The plasmapause
boundary is sharp (Credit: Jerry Goldstein/SWRI ).

pand as the plasmapause is further away from Earth. This is because the cold

plasma Alfvén layer is at comparatively larger distances (Figure 3.8). The

density drop that signifies the plasmapause boundary is quite diffuse, as seen

in the left panel of Figure 3.21. However, this is not always the case. The

solar wind (the source of the convection electric field) does not remain con-

stant for long periods of time. During periods of high geomagnetic activity,

the convection electric field and earthward flow velocity of plasma from the

magnetospheric tail increases as a result of increased rates of magnetic field

line reconnection in the magnetotail. The cold Alfvén layer moves further

earthward causing the plasmasphere to shrink over all MLT. The plasmapause

may be found as close as L ≈ 2.5 RE during extreme cases. The plasmapause

is characterised by a sharp density drop during these conditions (right panel

of Figure 3.21) (Lemaire et al. 1998). The plasma in the region between the

initial (before convection electric field increase) and the final (after convection

electric field increase) plasmapause locations will travel along streamlines cor-

responding to the enhanced electric field equipotentials until they are lost at

the magnetopause from the magnetosphere if the situation persists. This pro-
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cess is called plasmaspheric erosion. The most rapid changes occur near dusk,

producing outlying structures such as plasmaspheric plumes (Darrouzet et al.

2009). The plume is highlighted by a white arrow in Figure 3.21. The bulge

structure moves in the westward direction into the afternoon sector (between

MLT = 12 - 18 h) with increasing geomagnetic activity (Borovsky et al. 2014).

When the opposite then occurs, i.e. the level of geomagnetic activity and

the convection electric field strength decreases, the low energy Alfvén layer

increases in size (and traps drifting particles in the region it expands to on

closed drift paths). Ionospheric plasma refills the region in between the initial

Alfvén layer, i.e. during the convection electric field increase, and final Alfvén

layer, i.e. during the convection field decrease. The time taken to build up

high plasma densities in the outer plasmasphere through this refilling process

(Horwitz and Singh 1991) increases with radial distance, mainly because of the

accompanying increase in the volume enclosed by the magnetic field lines with

radial distance. It ranges from approximately 1 day at 2.5 RE to 8 days at 4

RE. As a result, the plasmasphere behaves as if it were two distinct regions

- an inner region (1.4 - 3 RE), completely refilled on short timescales, and an

outer region (3 - 6 RE) which is almost always in the process of refilling but

never quite reaches equilibrium. The whole process of emptying and refilling

takes up to 10 days on average. The bulge moves in the direction of the

Earth’s rotation, i.e. eastward, in these conditions. The density drop across

the plasmapause now is a very gradual decline once again (Lemaire et al.

(1998), Darrouzet et al. (2009)).

3.3 Conclusion

In this chapter, we described single particle motion in simple model magneto-

spheric electric and magnetic fields and tried to understand how electrons and

ions are distributed in the magnetosphere (L < 15, Section 3.1.3). We saw that

‘cold’ plasma (W ≈ few eV, Section 3.1.3.1) can drift on closed (open) drift

paths earthward (anti-earthward) of the energy-dependent Alfvén layer. Elec-

trons (ions; αeq = 90◦) in the ‘hot’ plasma regime (W ≈ 10’s keV, Sections
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3.1.3.2 and 3.1.3.5) drift eastward (westward) due to a dominant eastward

(westward) magnetic gradient drift component. In the ‘warm’ plasma region

(W ≈ few keV, Section 3.1.3.4), this westward ∇B component causes ions to

drift in complicated trajectories (closed banana and open bridge drift paths,

Figure 3.18) and have multiple forbidden regions.

From the ideas presented in this chapter, it is unclear how particle

drift motion could produce the ‘multi-band’ structures observed in spacecraft

energy-time differential energy flux spectra of 0.1 - 30 keV electrons and ions.



Chapter 4

Instrumentation

“Observation: I can’t see a thing. Conclusion: Dinosaurs.”

— Carl Sagan, Cosmos

Direct measurements of plasma present in our Solar System are gener-

ally conducted by sampling, in-situ, the charged particles and electromagnetic

fields that form them. A spacecraft traversing the magnetosphere provides sin-

gle point measurements giving information about its immediate environment.

However, since the terrestrial magnetosphere is a complex system that varies

in time and space, putting measurements taken in isolation into context can

prove difficult.

Since the start of the satellite-era, missions that comprise more than one

spacecraft, such as ISEE, AMPTE and Cluster-II, have been flying together

enabling us to study various magnetospheric phenomena. In this chapter,

we will be focusing on one such mission - Double Star, and specifically the

spacecraft Tan Ce-1.

4.1 Double Star

The Double Star project was a collaborative effort between the Chinese and

European Space Agencies. It consisted two Chinese-built spacecraft. Tan Ce-

1 (TC-1) was launched into a near-equatorial orbit (1.09 (perigee) × 13.37

(apogee) RE, inclination - 28◦, orbit period - 27.4 hours) in December 2003,

with a slightly higher apogee than planned that ultimately led to a premature

re-entry into Earth’s atmosphere. Tan Ce-2 (TC-2) was launched into a polar

95
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DOUBLE STAR TC-1

Figure 4.1: A photograph of the Double Star TC-1 spacecraft in the clean room before
launch (courtesy of National Space Science Centre, Chinese Academy of Sciences).

DOUBLE STAR ORBIT INFORMATION

Equatorial Double Star (TC-1) Polar Double Star (TC-2)

Perigee altitude (kms) 577 558

Apogee altitude (kms) 78,916 38,362

Inclination (◦) 28.25 89.85

Period (hrs) 27.4 11.5

Spin period (s) 4.1 4.1

Table 4.1: Double Star TC-1 and TC-2 orbit information on 30 October 2004 (Liu et al.
2005).

orbit (1.09 (perigee) × 7.01 (apogee) RE, inclination - 90◦, orbit period - 11.5

hours) in July 2004. A photograph of the Double Star TC-1 spacecraft is

shown in Figure 4.1. The orbit information on 30 October 2004, early in the

period when both TC-1 and TC-2 were operational, is given in Table 4.1

The Double Star mission was designed to complement the Cluster-II (syn-

onymously known as Cluster) mission - a four spacecraft mission launched in

2001, by providing two additional points of measurements on a larger scale

(Liu et al. 2005). The orbits of Double Star TC-1/2 were designed such that

the Magnetic Local Time (MLT) of apogee aligned with Cluster to observe

large scale phenomena. Cluster and Double Star TC-2’s MLT at apogee re-

mained in phase whereas that of TC-1 gradually rotated away from them due

to orbital mechanics. The line of apsides of TC-1 rotated quickly so that the

apogee ended up on the opposite side from Clusters apogee as seen in Figure
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4.2. The orbit evolution of the Double Star and Cluster missions is illustrated

in Figure 4.2, which shows the orbits of the spacecraft at different points in

time over the Double Star mission lifetime, i.e. 2004 - 2007.

The main focus of the Double Star mission was to study the effect of the

Sun on the near-Earth environment. The scientific objectives of the mission,

as given in Liu et al. (2005), were:

1. to understand the transfer of solar wind plasma and energy through the

various boundaries of the magnetosphere: the bow shock, the magne-

topause, the polar cusp and the plasma sheet boundary layers;

2. to study the magnetic reconnection process at the magnetopause and in

the magnetotail;

3. to study the acceleration of plasma at the magnetopause, in the magne-

totail and in the auroral zone;

4. to understand the role of small scale processes in large scale plasma

structures;

5. to understand the substorm processes and locate the breakup point in

the magnetotail, and

6. to study geomagnetic storms and their effects in the magnetosphere and

the ionosphere.

The payload of Double Star contained a combination of European and

Chinese instruments. The instruments onboard Double Star are listed in Table

4.2. The Double Star mission lifetime was originally planned to be 1 year.

However, TC-1 remained operational until re-entry in October 2007, whereas

TC-2 failed in 2008 after some non-operational periods in 2007 (ultimately

caused by radiation damage to the attitude control computer).

Data from Double Star TC-1 PEACE and HIA have been used exten-

sively in this thesis. These instruments are described in detail in the following

sections, and their locations on TC-1 are shown in Figure 4.3.
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DOUBLE STAR AND CLUSTER ORBITS

Figure 4.2: Double Star (TC-1/2) and Cluster (C1-4) orbits for 4 different time intervals
over the duration of the Double Star mission. The plot shows the orbits for 17 - 19 September
for the years 2004 - 2007. Double Star TC-1/2 orbits are given in red and orange respectively.
The Cluster orbits are given in purple (C1), blue (C2), green (C3) and yellow (C4). The
orbits are shown in the x-z plane in GSE coordinates. Representative model magnetopause
and bow shock locations are shown for reference. The MLT of apogee of Double Star TC-1
lines up well with Double Star TC-2 and Cluster at the start of the mission, i.e. 2004, and
then gradually begins differing due to orbital mechanics.
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INSTRUMENTS ONBOARD DOUBLE STAR TC-1

Figure 4.3: CAD diagram of all the instruments onboard the Double Star TC-1 spacecraft.
The Hot Ion Analyser (HIA) and Plasma Electron and Current Experiment (PEACE) in-
struments are highlighted by the orange and yellow arrows respectively. The field-of-view of
PEACE is radially away from the spin axis, whereas, the field-of-view of HIA is tangential
to the spacecraft spin axis. FGM, marked by the white arrow, is situated on one of the
radial booms which is stowed for launch under the spacecraft in this illustration (courtesy
of CAST ). In-flight the FGM boom stretches radially away from the spacecraft, as shown
in the right panel of Figure 4.11.

DOUBLE STAR INSTRUMENTS

ASPOC∗ TC-1 Active Spacecraft Potential Control
FGM∗ TC-1/2 DC Magnetic Field
HEED∗∗ (0.2 - 10 MeV) TC-1/2 High Energy Electrons
HEPD∗∗ (3 - 400 MeV) TC-1/2 High Energy Protons
HIA∗ (5 eV - 32 keV) TC-1 Thermal Ions
HID∗∗ (10 MeV - 8 GeV) TC-1/2 Heavy Ions
LEID∗∗ (50 eV - 25 keV) TC-2 Thermal Ions
LFEW∗∗ (8 Hz < f < 10 kHz) TC-2 Low Frequency Electromagnetic Waves
NUADU∗ TC-2 Energetic Neutral Atoms
PEACE∗ (0.6 eV - 26.4 keV) TC-1/2 Thermal Electrons
STAFF (0 < f < 4 kHz) / DWP∗ TC-1 Magnetic and Electric Fluctuations

Table 4.2: The eleven instruments onboard TC-1 and TC-2. The instruments marked with
a * are European built and those marked with ∗∗ are Chinese built (Liu et al. 2005).
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HEEA ONBOARD DOUBLE STAR TC-1

Figure 4.4: (Left Panel) A photograph of a close-up of the HEEA sensor onboard Double
Star TC-1. (Middle/Right Panels) The HEEA sensor is positioned to look radially away
from the spin axis (highlighted in green) to minimise spacecraft photoelectron access into
the sensor. HEEA has 12 anodes each with a field of view of 15◦ and a total field of view of
180◦ (Fazakerley et al. 2005).

4.1.1 Plasma Electron and Current Experiment (PEACE)

The PEACE instruments (Fazakerley et al. 2005) onboard Double Star were

designed to measure the three dimensional velocity distribution of electrons of

energies from 0.6 eV to 26.4 keV once every 8 seconds (at 2-spin resolution)

or across a smaller energy range in 4 seconds (over one spin). This covers the

thermal and superthermal plasma regime which includes solar wind, magne-

tosheath and the magnetospheric plasma electron population.

The PEACE instruments, onboard TC-1 and TC-2, were adapted spares

from the Cluster mission. The High Energy Electron Analyser (HEEA) and

one DPU flew on TC-1 while the Low Energy Electron Analyser (LEEA) and

other DPU flew on TC-2. HEEA and LEEA are both of the top hat design

(Section 4.1.1.1). The sensors are positioned in a manner such that they point

radially away from the spin axis of the spacecraft (as shown in Figure 4.4

and highlighted by the yellow arrow in Figure 4.3) to minimise spacecraft

photoelectron entry into the analysers. The HEEA sensor onboard TC-1 will

be the main focus of this section.
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A TOP HAT ELECTROSTATIC ANALYSER

Figure 4.5: (Left Panel) A schematic showing the design of a top hat electrostatic
analyser. Selected electrons (blue arrows), of energies dependent on the voltage applied to
the inner hemisphere, are curved along the hemispheres and strike the detector. Photons
(wavy black arrows) and rejected electrons (red arrows) pass through the collimator or hit
the sides of the hemispheres. (Middle Panel) Selected electrons strike an anode (adapted
from Fazakerley et al. (2005)). (Right Panel) Illustration of the production of secondary
electrons and the measurement at the anode.

4.1.1.1 The PEACE Top Hat Analyser

The design of the HEEA sensor is that of a top hat electrostatic analyser (Carl-

son et al. 1982). It consists of an inner and outer hemisphere alongside a top

cap, as illustrated in the left panel of Figure 4.5. For electron measurements,

the inner hemisphere is given a positive voltage while the outer hemisphere

is kept grounded. Therefore, depending on the voltage difference between the

two hemispheres, trajectories of particles with specific energies will be bent

such that they pass through the gap between the hemispheres before striking

a position-sensitive detector, as shown in the middle panel. This allows a 2D

velocity distribution function of particles to be measured in the polar direc-

tion. In the most commonly used mode, a collection of 32 such measurements

covering 360◦ in the azimuthal direction are obtained over a spin cycle. The

combined azimuthal and polar measurements provides a 3D velocity distri-

bution once every 4 seconds over the selected energy range. Particles with

energies outside the selected range will collide with the collimator or the outer

hemisphere and will not be detected.

The voltage of the inner hemisphere is varied such that it is gradually

decreased from voltages required to measure higher energy electrons to those

for lower energy electrons, constituting an energy sweep. The voltage is then
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PEACE ENERGY SWEEPS

Figure 4.6: (a) Illustration of alternating energy range for each spin (Fazakerley et al.
2005). (b) Illustration of the option of returning only non-overlapping energy data from the
first sweep in a pair (Fazakerley et al. 2005). (c) An example of a TC-1 PEACE energy-time
spectrogram showing the alternating energy ranges on successive spins (Walsh 2009).

quickly increased to measure the higher energy electrons once again and the

time taken to do so is called the “flyback” interval. The PEACE energy range

is split into 88 levels. The first 16 levels (0.6 - 9.5 eV) are linearly spaced and

the rest (9.5 eV - 26.4 keV) are spaced logarithmically over the energy range.

The Double Star PEACE sensor is usually operated in a mode which takes 2

spins to cover the full energy range of 0.6 eV - 26.4 keV. It alternates between

a higher and a lower energy range on consecutive spins. This is illustrated in

panels (a) and (c) of Figure 4.6. Energy sweeps are timed such that higher

energy electrons are measured while the instrument aperture is facing the Sun

to minimise contamination from low energy photoelectrons produced within

the instrument.

The instrument does not directly detect a single plasma electron. The

PEACE sensors use two micro channel plates (MCPs) mounted between the

hemispheres and the position sensitive detector (made up of 12 anodes that

collect charge produced in the MCP). This is shown in right panel of Figure
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PEACE HEEA SWEEP MODES

Mode Sweeps
per spin

Energy Resolution Azimuthal
Resolution

Sweep Period (spin/1024)
(Measurement/Flyback Interval)

HAR 64 30 energy levels, 15 energy bins 5.625◦ 15/1

MAR 32 60 energy levels, 30 energy bins 11.25◦ 30/2

LAR 16 60 energy levels, 60 energy bins 22.5◦ 60/4

Table 4.3: PEACE HEEA sweep modes and their azimuthal resolutions. DS TC-1 PEACE
HEEA generally operates in the MAR mode (Fazakerley et al. 2005).

4.5. The 2 MCPs are a chevron pair made of doped glass containing micro-

scopic pores, which when hit by an electron produces a cloud of secondary

electrons. A voltage applied across the MCP then accelerates the secondary

electrons towards the anode where it is detected as a cloud of electrons, rather

than a single electron. Each MCP typically gives a thousand fold increase in

the number of electrons (so in combination they provide an approximate 106

amplification), producing a measurable amount of charge that is collected by

the anode.

The HEEA sensor has an instantaneous field-of-view of 180◦ × 5◦ (polar

× azimuth) looking perpendicular to the spin axis, as mentioned earlier. The

polar resolution of the sensor is characterised by the anodes - there are 12

anodes, each with a 15◦ field of view in the polar direction. The anodes

with fields of view parallel and antiparallel to the spin axis are labelled anode

0 and 11 respectively (shown in the middle panels of Figures 4.4 and 4.5).

The azimuthal resolution of the sensor is dependent on the number of energy

sweeps completed during a spin. In turn, the duration of one energy sweep is

determined by the number of energy samples, i.e. the more energy samples, the

longer the sweep. Hence, there is a trade-off between the energy resolution

and coverage, and the azimuthal resolution, defined by 3 ‘sweep’ modes -

High, Medium and Low Angular Resolution, i.e. HAR, MAR and LAR modes

respectively. Information regarding these sweep modes and the azimuthal

resolutions of each of these modes is given in Table 4.3 and Figure 4.7. The

HAR mode has the highest azimuthal and lowest energy resolution, whereas

the LAR mode has the highest energy resolution but the lowest azimuthal

resolution. TC-1 PEACE was generally operated in the MAR mode. Data is

not collected during the brief ‘flyback’ intervals between energy sweeps.
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PEACE HEEA SWEEP MODES

Figure 4.7: The pattern of energy sweeps for the LAR, MAR and HAR modes. The
flyback interval is highlighted in grey. Only one such interval in highlighted in each panel
(Johnstone et al. 1997).
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4.1.1.2 PEACE Data Products

3D Distribution

Due to the allocation of sufficient bandwidth and through the use of

JPEG data compression algorithms, a full-resolution 3D distribution can be

sent from Double Star PEACE for almost every spin during normal opera-

tions which is not possible for Cluster. This full resolution 3D distribution is

referred to as the ‘3DF’ data product. In addition to that, housekeeping data

was also continuously transmitted to monitor the health of the instrument.

Unlike Cluster, no onboard pitch angle distributions or onboard moments

could be produced in a Double Star PEACE DPU. This is because memory

used on Cluster PEACE could not be used for Double Star’s radiation hard-

ened computer due to political reasons. Instead these products were generated

on the ground from the 3DF data.

Pitch Angle Distribution

The pitch angle of a particle is defined as the angle between the particle’s

velocity vector and the magnetic field, as described in Section 2.3.1.1. In order

to create pitch angle distributions, the magnetic field data supplied by the

FluxGate Magnetometer (FGM) instrument (Section 4.1.3) is also required.

The magnetic field data is then interpolated to shorter time steps in order

to generate a dataset with a time resolution comparable to a PEACE accu-

mulation time. The higher resolution magnetic field data is then transferred

to a coordinate frame which rotates with the PEACE sensor and then com-

pared with the 3DF data to find the pitch angle distributions of the particles

measured by PEACE. The pitch angle distribution product combines data

collected over 2 spins in an energy-pitch angle product for the full measured

energy range, available every spin.

Moments

Bulk parameters of the plasma can be calculated from taking moments of

the three-dimensional velocity distribution function of particles measured by

the spacecraft (Paschmann et al. 1998). The moments of the plasma velocity
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distribution functions and their spatial gradients identify important macro-

scopic quantities and aid in the quantitative description of plasma behaviour

(Sections 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5). The nth moment of the velocity distribution func-

tion, f(v, r, t), is given by:

Mn(r, t) ≡
∫
f(v, r, t) vn d3v (4.1)

where d3v is the volume element in velocity space.

The most commonly used moments are the zeroth, first, second and third

order moments:

1. Zeroth order moment - Number Density, N:

N =

∫
f(v, r, t) d3v (4.2)

2. First order moment - Mean or Bulk Flow Velocity, vb:

vb =
1

N

∫
f(v, r, t) v d3v (4.3)

This value does not represent the individual velocities of the particles and

care must be taken while considering a distribution of multiple particle

populations. For instance, if you have two field aligned particle popu-

lations travelling with equal velocities in opposite directions, the bulk

velocity would equal 0. Hence, the nature of multiple populations will

not always be captured when calculating the bulk velocity.

3. Second Order moment - Thermal Pressure Tensor, P:

P = m

∫
f(v, r, t) (v− vb) (v− vb) d3v (4.4)

The thermal pressure can then be used to calculate the kinetic temper-

ature of the plasma using:

P = nkBT (4.5)
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4. Third Order Moment - Heat Flux Vector, q:

q =
m

2

∫
f(v, r, t) (v− vb) (v− vb) (v− vb) d3v (4.6)

where q is a measure of the transfer of heat through the plasma.

PSD, DNF and DEF

Three of the particle quantities used in space science to describe differ-

ent magnetospheric populations are Phase Space Density (PSD), Differential

Number Flux (DNF) and Differential Energy Flux (DEF) (Walt (1994), Faza-

kerley et al. (1998)).

A differential detector, such as PEACE, records Ce counts per integration

time, τint (s).

• The phase space density, PSD (m−6 s3), i.e. the number of particles in

volume of real space dr3 and volume of velocity space dv3 at position

vector r and velocity v, can be calculated by:

PSD =
m2Ce

2τintgeΥW 2
(4.7)

where ge is the energy dependent ‘geometric factor’ of the instrument

(cm2 sr) which is a measure of how much of the particle population

reaches the detector (including the MCP detector sensitivity of a top

hat electrostatic analyser), W is the particle energy (eV) and Υ is the

instrument energy resolution (dW
W

). The full PSD distribution across all

energies measured by PEACE forms the velocity distribution function,

f(v,r,t), used to calculate moments.

• The differential number flux, DNF (cm−2 s−1 sr−1 eV−1) (or ‘intensity’)

is the number of particles of a given energy per unit area and time that

is measured by the detector and is given by:

DNF = f(r,W )
2

m2
W =

Ce
τintgeWΥ

(4.8)
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TYPICAL DEF VALUES OF PLASMA POPULATIONS

Figure 4.8: Typical differential energy fluxes for different magnetospheric ion (Left Panel)
and electron (Right Panel) populations measured in near-Earth space (Baumjohann and
Treumann 1997).

• The differential energy flux, DEF (cm−2 s−1 sr−1) is the energy density

per unit area and time measured by the detector. It is directly propor-

tional to the count rate and is given by:

DEF = DNF×W = f(r,W )
2

m2
W 2 =

Ce
τintgeΥ

(4.9)

Different particle populations characterised by DEF are shown in Figure

4.8.

4.1.2 Hot Ion Analyser (HIA)

The Hot Ion Analyser (HIA) onboard Double Star TC-1 is also a Cluster spare

instrument, with a modified DPU placed within the sensor electronics box. It

is a top hat analyser that measures ions with an energy to charge ratio within

the range of 0.05 - 32 keV/e, without mass discrimination, at spin resolution.

The analyser design is similar to PEACE (Section 4.1.1.1) with a uniform

360◦ × 5.6◦ field-of-view in a direction tangential to the spacecraft spin axis.
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The position of the HIA instrument onboard Double Star TC-1 is highlighted

by the orange arrow in Figure 4.3 and a schematic of the cross section of the

instrument is shown in the top panel of Figure 4.9.

HIA’s field of view is tangential to the spacecraft body and is divided into

two 180◦ sections, one looking spinward and one looking anti-spinward. These

are a ‘high G’ section and a ‘low G’ section, each with different sensitivities in

order to cover both high (e.g. solar wind, magnetosheath) and low density (e.g.

tail plasma sheet) regions of the magnetosphere (bottom panel of Figure 4.9).

The ‘high G’ section is divided into 16 polar zones each with polar resolution

of 11.25◦ and has a geometric factor (a measure of sensitivity) of ≈ 7.0× 10−3

cm2 sr keV keV−1 for use in the magnetosphere. The ‘low G’ section, for use

in the solar wind, is divided so that it has 8 central polar zones with resolution

5.625◦ and 8 outer zones (4 on either side of the central zones) with a slightly

higher resolution of 11.25◦. This section is designed in this manner such that

high resolution measurements of the narrow solar wind ion distributions can

be obtained. Furthermore, the ‘low G’ half also has two blank zones of angular

resolution 22.5◦, placed on either side of the middle zones, i.e. parallel and

antiparallel to the spin axis. This is to avoid contamination between the high-

and low-G sectors. The geometric factor of the low-G sector is ≈ 3.7 × 10−4

cm2 sr keV keV−1.

4.1.2.1 HIA Data Products

The basic measurements obtained by HIA (Rème et al. 2005) include

1. full 3D distribution functions with flexible resolution in energy (62 ener-

gies) and angle (88 solid angles),

2. 2D azimuthal distributions and 2D pitch angle distributions calculated

onboard using a link with the magnetometer, and

3. moments of the distribution function of the ions.

HIA has sufficient bandwidth to transmit detailed mode-dependent 3D distri-

bution functions and onboard calculated moments of these distribution func-

tions at spin resolution (4 seconds). HIA has 16 available operational modes
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HIA CROSS SECTION AND ANODES

Figure 4.9: (Top Panel) A schematic of the cross section of HIA (adapted from Rème
et al. (2005)). (Bottom Panel) Figure illustrating the anodes of the ‘high G’ (high geo-
metric factor, i.e. high sensitivity) sectors (highlighted in yellow) and the ‘low G’ (small
geometric factor, i.e. low sensitivity) sector. The 8 central polar zones of the ‘low G’ side
are highlighted in red (Dandouras and Barthe 2008).
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HIA MODES

Mode Number Mode Products

0 - 5 Solar Wind Modes P4 / P8 / P10 / P14 / P18

7 Diagnostic modes P0 P1

8, 11, 13 Magnetosphere mode 1 P2 / P6 / P12

6, 9, 12, 14 Magnetosphere mode 2 P2 P6 P19

10 Magnetosphere mode 3 P2 / P9 / P17

15 Calibration mode

Table 4.4: HIA operational modes and their corresponding products (products detailed
in Table 4.5) (Rème et al. 2005). In practice, TC-1 HIA was only used in magnetospheric
modes and not in solar wind modes.

HIA SCIENTIFIC PRODUCTS

Product Number Mode Specifications

P2 Magnetosphere Moments

P6 Magnetosphere 3D 31E 88Ω

P9 Magnetosphere 1D 31E

P12 Magnetosphere PAD 31E 16Θ over 1 spin

P17 Magnetosphere 3D 62E 88Ω

P19 Magnetosphere PAD 31E 16Θ over 2 spins

P4 Solar Wind Cold moments

P8 Solar Wind 3D Cold 31E 8Θ 8Φ

P10 Solar Wind 2D Hot 31E 16Φ

P14 Solar Wind 2D Cold 31E 8Φ

P18 Solar Wind 1D Hot 31E

P0 / P1 Diagnostic

Table 4.5: HIA scientific products in the magnetospheric and solar wind modes (Rème
et al. 2005). The first column is the product number. The second column defines the mode.
The third column defines the specifications of the product.

(Table 4.4) which refer to different energy sweeping schemes and combina-

tions of the possible 62 energies and 88 solid angles measured. They can be

categorised as “Magnetospheric” modes or “Solar Wind” modes.

The scientific products in magnetospheric mode are shown in Table 4.5.

Energy sweeps in this mode cover the entire range of energies between 5 eV

- 32 keV at spin resolution. DS TC-1 HIA operated only in magnetospheric

modes due to the large amount of time spent in the magnetosphere, so its

measurements in the solar wind are less accurate than if it had been in a solar

wind mode. In this thesis, an integrated data set of products P6 (31 energy

channels) and P17 (62 energy channels), obtained from the Cluster Science

Archive, was used.
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A FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER

Figure 4.10: The design of a FluxGate Magnetometer (FGM).

4.1.3 FluxGate Magnetometer (FGM)

A simple fluxgate magnetometer (Primdahl 1979) can be made using two fer-

romagnetic cores surrounded by a primary coil connected to an AC power

supply. This is illustrated in Figure 4.10. The primary coil winds each core in

the opposite direction, such that when an alternating current is passed through

the coil, the magnetic field induced in each core is of the same strength but

acts in opposite directions at any given point in the AC cycle. When the

field no longer increases with increasing current, the induced field is said to

be saturated, such that in the presence of an external magnetic field with a

component along the axis of the cores, the voltage induced in a secondary coil

is proportional to the strength of this external field in the direction of these

cores (Faraday’s Law; Equation 2.15). Three cores placed in perpendicular

directions to each other, ensure that the whole vector magnetic field can be

measured.

Double Star’s fluxgate magnetometers utilises this principle (Carr et al.

(2005), Carr et al. (2006)). The instrument consists of two triaxial magnetic

field sensors - the OutBoard sensor (OB) and InBoard sensor (IB), and an

electronics box (left panel of Figure 4.11). The outboard sensor is located

at the tip of one of the radial booms deployed in-orbit and extends approxi-

mately 3 metres away from the body of the spacecraft (right panel of Figure
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DOUBLE STAR FGM

Figure 4.11: (Left Panel) Photograph of the FGM instrument suite (Carr et al. 2006).
(Right Panel) An artist’s impression of FGM onboard the Double Star TC-1 spacecraft
(taken from the STFC website).

4.11). The inboard sensor is located 0.5 metres from the tip. This positioning

is in order to minimise the contribution to measurements of any background

magnetic field from the spacecraft. The sensors are then connected to the elec-

tronics box, which is located on the payload platform, by a lightweight harness

routed along the boom. The electronic box contains the signal processing elec-

tronics associated with each sensor, dual power supplies, analogue-to-digital

converters, DPUs and spacecraft interface electronics.

4.1.3.1 FGM Data Products

The FGM instrument onboard Double Star TC-1 has two main telemetry

modes with which it operates - ‘Normal’ Mode, with a resolution of 22 and

3 vectors/s from the primary (OB) and secondary (IB) sensors respectively,

and the ‘Gradiometry’ mode, with a resolution of ≈ 12 vectors/s from both

sensors.

For TC-1, there is significant error introduced into the magnetic field

measurements caused by large and variable spacecraft fields generated in sunlit

conditions, as a result of an imbalance in the current distribution between the

spacecraft and the solar generators (due to a spacecraft engineering design

error and was corrected for TC-2). This interference is observed in both the

IB and OB sensor high time resolution datasets (more strongly on the IB

sensor). Hence, FGM onboard TC-1 generally operates in the ‘gradiometry’

mode (telemetry - 12 vectors/s from each sensor), named as such as it is used to
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measure the magnetic field difference, i.e. gradient, between the two sensors.

This difference between the two data sets is a measure of the magnetic field

interference generated on the spacecraft. This can then be used to remove the

interfering signal from the data of the primary (usually OB) sensor, to provide

usable data at spin resolution (4 seconds). In this thesis, we use the high time

resolution ‘cleaned’ data at 12 vectors/s, which was recently produced by and

made available on the Cluster Science Archive.

4.2 ACE

The Advanced Composition Explorer (ACE) spacecraft (Stone et al. 1998),

part of the NASA Explorers Program, was launched on 25 August 1997 and

is a mission dedicated to the study of the solar wind. An artist’s impression

of ACE is illustrated in the left panel of Figure 4.12. It operates at the Earth-

Sun Lagrangian-1 (L1) point and provides continuous data about the plasma

properties of the solar wind and the interplanetary magnetic field upstream of

the Earth. In this thesis, ACE plasma (McComas et al. 1998) and magnetic

field (Smith et al. 1998) datasets, between January 2004 - September 2007

(duration of the Double Star TC-1 mission), are used to describe solar wind

conditions that can affect the inner magnetosphere plasmas.

4.3 WIND

The Wind spacecraft (right panel of Figure 4.12), launched on 1 November

1994, is a NASA Global Geospace Science (GGS) mission part of the Inter-

national Solar-Terrestrial Physics (ISTP) program (Harten and Clark 1995).

Similar to ACE, Wind has also been operating at the Earth-Sun L1 point

since May 2004. Some of the science objectives of the Wind mission include

providing complete plasma and magnetic field data for magnetospheric (espe-

cially near-Earth environments) and ionospheric studies, investigating basic

plasma processes occurring in the near-Earth solar wind, determining the

magnetospheric output to interplanetary space in the upstream regions and

provide baseline 1 AU, ecliptic plane observations for inner and outer helio-
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ACE WIND

Figure 4.12: An artist’s impression of the ACE (Left Panel) and Wind (Right Panel)
spacecraft.

spheric missions. In this thesis, WIND plasma (Lin et al. 1995) and magnetic

field (Lepping et al. 1995) datasets between the period May 2004 - September

2007 are used.

The ACE and Wind datasets used in this thesis were obtained from the

OMNI database at CDAWeb (http://cdaweb.gsfc.nasa.gov).
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Chapter 5

Electron Statistical Survey

“I couldn’t claim that I was smarter than sixty-five other guys - but
the average of sixty-five other guys, certainly!”

— Richard Feynman, “Surely You’re Joking, Mr. Feynman!”:
Adventures of a Curious Character

In this chapter, we focus on Double Star TC-1 PEACE observations of electron

multi-band structures (Figure 1.1).

Observations of electron multi-bands within 100’s eV - 10’s keV were

first reported by Burke et al. (1995). These features were recorded by the

Low-Energy Plasma Analyzer (LEPA) onboard the Combined Release Radia-

tion Effects Satellite (CRRES) and are shown in Figure 5.1. Electron bands

(marked by red arrows in the bottom panel) were recorded between 2 - 6 RE

and MLT = 20 - 4 h, with peak energies of 0.7 and 10 keV at apogee (L =

6.6) that increased in energy towards perigee (L ≈ 2). These bands were ob-

served during a period of quiet magnetospheric activity after the occurrence

of a substorm.

More recently, Li et al. (2010) reported THEMIS observations of a pop-

ulation of high energy electrons (≈ 10 - 30 keV), referred to as ‘Stable High

Energy Electron Population’ (SHEEP), present within the plasmasphere (L

= 2.5 - 5) regardless of geomagnetic activity. Their observations are shown

in Figure 5.2. The SHEEP population, highlighted by yellow boxes in the

bottom panels of Figures 5.2b - d, seem to be a consistent feature. Band-like

structures at lower energies earthward of the plasmapause (identified by the

white arrow in the bottom panel of Figure 5.2d) and multi-bands at higher L

119
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ELECTRON MULTI-BANDS OBSERVED BY CRRES LEPA

Figure 5.1: Electron energy-time differential energy flux spectra recorded by CRRES
LEPA for orbits 452 (27 January 1991) - 459 (30 January 1991). Orbits 453 and 458 are not
shown. Black arrows below each spectrogram indicate the plasmapause location, determined
from wave data. We see electron multi-bands in the third, fifth and sixth panels. Fragments
of the high energy band are visible in all panels. Well defined electron bands (marked by
the red arrows in the bottom panel) are seen during orbit 459 on 30 January 1991 (adapted
from Burke et al. (1995)).
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ELECTRON MULTI-BANDS OBSERVED BY THEMIS

Figure 5.2: (Top Panel) AE index measured on 27 April 2009. The red, blue and green
lines under the panel show when THEMIS observations were analysed. (Bottom Panel)
The bottom panels of (b), (c) and (d) show electron energy-time differential energy flux
spectra observed by THEMIS A, D and E on 27 April 2009. The top panel of (b), (c)
and (d) show the electron density at the position of the spacecraft, and a density of over
50 cm−3 signifies plasmasphere population. The plasmapause boundary during the active
time at the start of the day is marked by the magenta vertical lines. The green and blue
vertical lines show the location of the plasmapause boundary encountered by THEMIS D
and E respectively. A ‘Stable High Energy Electron Population’ (SHEEP), at W > 10 keV,
is highlighted by the yellow box and is observed in all 3 energy-time DEF spectrograms.
The white arrow in (d) identifies a lower energy band, at a few hundred keV, earthward of
the plasmapause. The black arrows in (c) and (d) identify multi-bands observed at higher
L shells outside the plasmasphere (adapted from Li et al. (2010)).

shells than the plasmapause (identified by black arrows in the bottom panels

of Figure 5.2c and d), after a spike in AE (indicative of a substorm; top panel),

were also observed.

In order to explain the observations in a manner consistent with the drift

theory for electrons, Burke et al. (1995), Liemohn et al. (1998) and Li et al.

(2010) described these observations as a consequence of electrons trapped on

near-Earth closed drift trajectories, and proposed a three step process:

1. Plasma is transported into lower L shells, as a result of injections and an

increased potential of the convection electric field, during the substorm.

The energy-dependent Alfvén layers in this case are closer towards Earth

allowing injected particles to penetrate lower L shells.
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2. As the potential then decreases abruptly after the substorm, the Alfvén

boundary layers move outward to higher L shells, at timescales shorter

than the drift timescales of electrons and the movement of the plasma-

pause, effectively trapping the injected particles on closed orbits.

3. The trapped particles then begin to drift in closed orbits, as the particle

drift is now predominantly influenced by the corotation electric field and

their energy-dependent magnetic gradient drift. These trapped particles

on closed drift paths are often referred to as ‘drift echoes’ (Li et al. (1998),

Li et al. (2000)).

This process will also be discussed in further detail in Chapter 8.

So far, electron band/multi-band structures have only been reported and

analysed as case studies. In this study, we conduct a statistical analysis of

observations of electron multi-band structures (such as those seen in Figure

1.1 and the bottom panels of Figures 5.1 and 5.2b - d) in an attempt to

understand the following questions:

1. Where are electron multi-band structures most commonly observed?

2. What conditions are required for the observations of these structures?

3. Where do electron multi-band populations originate from?

5.1 Double Star TC-1 PEACE Observations

We chose to analyse Double Star TC-1 PEACE data (Section 4.1) for this

study due to the spacecraft’s near equatorial orbit throughout the mission.

Data profiles close to the magnetic equator have a higher probability of in-

cluding the full population of particles of all equatorial pitch angles and hence,

allow for a more complete dataset. Furthermore, the effect of the curvature

drift (which complicates drift) is minimal on particles close to the magnetic

equator and enables us to explain observed populations solely in terms of elec-

tric and magnetic gradient drifts (Section 3.1.3). We utilise Pitch-Spin data
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(Section 4.1.1.2) for electrons with close to 90◦ pitch angle from the whole du-

ration of the mission, i.e. 25 January 2004 - September 2007. However, data

acquired prior to 25 January 2004 were not taken into account as there were

no normal science operations before this day (mainly instrument commission-

ing). Furthermore, times when PEACE was periodically turned off (due to

crossing the inner radiation belt) and times of unavailable data, due to resets

triggered by incorrect spacecraft samples to PEACE, were also excluded. We

also choose to focus on the differential energy flux data as multi-bands are

most clearly observed in this dataset.

5.1.1 Identifying Multi-Band Structures - ECoMB

Figure 1.1 shows examples of electron single- and multi-band structures ob-

served by Double Star TC-1 PEACE. We conducted a crude preliminary sur-

vey, by eye, on data observed in 2004 to obtain an idea of how often band

structures were seen in the dataset and to assess whether a statistical survey

or a set of case studies would be suitable for the analysis. 289 days, out of

329, were found where TC-1 PEACE observed electron single- or multi-banded

structures for part of the orbit. PEACE data from 2005 - 2007 were also visu-

ally scanned and due to the high frequency of band structures found (just by

visual identification) and the large amount of data (4 years at spin resolution)

available, we created an algorithm to identify band structures electronically.

The algorithm named ECoMB (Electronic Characterisation of Multi-Bands)

was implemented using IDL, Matlab and C++. ECoMB was programmed to

be applied to both PEACE electron and HIA ion data, so that we can char-

acterise ion multi-bands for the ion statistical study conducted in Chapter

6.

The method used by ECoMB to identify multi-bands is illustrated in Fig-

ures 5.3 - 5.5 and is discussed below:

1. Obtain the times that Double Star TC-1 was in the magnetosphere:

Figure 5.6 shows examples of electron energy-position DEF spectra ob-

served by Double Star TC-1 PEACE when it encountered solar wind,
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ELECTRONIC CHARACTERISATION OF MULTI-BANDS
(ECoMB)

DOUBLE STAR TC-1 PEACE/HIA DEF DATA

Intervals when PEACE/HIA
observed magnetosphere

plasma
(visually characterised;

written in Matlab)

DS TC-1 data in the magnetosphere
(excludes magnetosheath
and solar wind intervals)

Plot spectra to check
if only magnetospheric

plasma is observed
(e.g. Figure 5.7b)

Convert spin-resolution to
5-minute resolution
PEACE/HIA data

(average over all spins
for every 5-min interval)

User-specified
resolution of

data = 5 minutes

Plot spectra to check if
features in data are pre-
served (e.g. Figure 5.7c)

PEAK-FINDER SUBROUTINE
(Figure 5.4)

BAND-FINDER SUBROUTINE
(Figure 5.5)

DS TC-1
POSITION DATA

GEOMAGNETIC
INDICES

ACE/WIND
SOLAR WIND DATA

FINAL DATA OBTAINED (5-min resolution):

1. Date and time of observation,

2. Position of DS TC-1 during observation,

3. Geomagnetic index information and solar wind data for time of observa-
tion,

4. Band information (Energy and DEF of bands, number of bands, energies
of gaps between bands and values of the ratios).

For a
given orbit...

Figure 5.3: Flowchart illustrating the algorithm, ECoMB, used to electronically charac-
terise electron (ion) multi-band structures observed by Double Star TC-1 PEACE (HIA) for
a given orbit. All modules are written in IDL, unless specified. Pink modules indicate input
data. Blue modules indicate output variables/data. Orange modules indicate subroutines
part of ECoMB. Yellow modules represents any intermediate steps/analysis. Green modules
indicate plotting functions. Dark magenta modules represent input parameters defined by
the user.
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ECoMB - PEAK-FINDER SUBROUTINE

DS TC-1 5-MIN RESOLUTION PEACE/HIA DATA

Check if this time step
has data to analyse

For every energy channel (Wi):

If DEFWi−1 < DEFWi and DEFWi+1 < DEFWi = PEAK

If DEFWi−1 > DEFWi and DEFWi+1 > DEFWi = TROUGH

Plot DEF vs. W to
check if peaks/troughs

are correctly
identified

(e.g Figure 5.8)

Plot energy-time DEF
spectra to check if

peaks/troughs correlate
with bands/gaps

(e.g. Figure 5.11a)

Stage 1 Processing:

Is
DEFp

DEFbg
> Rp/bg?

Ratio of peak to
background flux:

Rp/bg = 1.5
(obtained by

trial and error)

NOT A
VALID PEAK

Stage 2 Processing:

Is
DEFp

DEFtb
and

DEFp

DEFta
> Rp/t?

Ratio of peak
to trough flux:

Rp/t = 1.1
(obtained by

trial and error)

NOT A
VALID PEAK

Stage 3 Processing:

Wp > photoelectron limit?

Photoelectron
limit = 50 keV

(obtained by visual
identification)

NOT A
VALID PEAK

RECORD PEAK INFORMATION FOR THE 5-MIN INTERVAL:

1. Time of observation,

2. Peak energy (Wp) and differential energy flux (DEFp),

3. Peak width determined by energy of the troughs before (Wtb) and after (Wta)
peak,

4.
DEFp

DEFbg
,

DEFp

DEFtb
and

DEFp

DEFta

For every 5-minute interval...

YES

NO
Move on to

next time step...

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

Figure 5.4: Flowchart illustrating the peak-finder subroutine (part of ECoMB) which char-
acterises valid peaks (analogous to bands) and troughs (analogous to gaps between bands)
in DS TC-1 data. Similar to Figure 5.3, pink modules indicate input data, blue modules in-
dicate output variables or data, yellow modules represents any intermediate steps/analysis,
green modules indicate plotting functions and dark magenta modules represent user-defined
input parameters. The output data from this subroutine is then analysed in the band-finder
subroutine shown in Figure 5.5.
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ECoMB - BAND-FINDER SUBROUTINE

DS TC-1 5-MIN RESOLUTION PEACE/HIA DATA
PEAK INFORMATION PER ORBIT

(obtained from the peak-finder subroutine)

∆W = ± 1
energy channel

For every peak at a given time step, is the peak
energy in the next time step within ∆W energy channels?

(Written in C++)

NOT A
VALID BAND

COMBINATION

Record all the possible band combinations available
(Written in C++)

Minimum
duration of band
observation, Tmin

= 30 minutes

For each band combination:
Is the duration of the band combination > Tmin?

NOT A
VALID BAND

COMBINATION

Over-plot peak energies of
the relevant band on energy-

time DEF spectra for
the day to check if bands

observed and found by ECoMB
correlate (e.g. Figure 5.13)

RECORD VALID PEAK/BAND INFORMATION
(FOR ALL INTERVALS THAT CONSTITUTE THE BAND):

1. Time of observation,

2. Peak energy (Wp) and differential energy flux (DEFp),

3. Peak width determined by energy of the troughs before (Wtb) and after (Wta)
peak,

4.
DEFp

DEFbg
,

DEFp

DEFtb
and

DEFp

DEFta

YES

NO

YES

NO

Figure 5.5: Flowchart illustrating the band-finder subroutine (part of ECoMB) which
characterises valid bands in DS TC-1 data. Similar to Figures 5.3 and 5.4, pink modules
indicate input data, blue modules indicate output variables or data, yellow modules repre-
sents any intermediate steps/analysis, green modules indicate plotting functions and dark
magenta modules represent user-defined input parameters. The output from this subroutine
is then fed back into the driving algorithm shown in Figure 5.3.
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magnetosheath and magnetosphere plasma. The top and bottom panels

show observations over a full orbit on 25 - 26 March 2004 and 30 - 31

March 2005 respectively. The different plasma populations observed are

highlighted for clarity. The solar wind and magnetosheath populations

are mainly concentrated at lower energies with peaks in DEF at 10’s -

100’s eV respectively, whereas the magnetospheric plasma populations

span the whole PEACE energy range (few eV - 40 keV). Due to a few

unsuccessful attempts to electronically characterise magnetosheath and

solar wind intervals using plasma and magnetic field data, we visually

scanned DS TC-1 PEACE electron data and noted the times when Dou-

ble Star was in the magnetosphere. Examples of results of our visual

characterisation are shown in panels b and e of Figure 5.7. We skipped

over short intervals of magnetosphere between magnetosheath observa-

tions, only choosing to use the earthward most well-defined boundary

(panels b, c, e and f of Figure 5.7). However, some magnetopause cross-

ings were included in our statistics when we couldn’t observe a clear

difference (expanded on later in Section 5.2).

2. For the intervals when DS TC-1 was in the magnetosphere, PEACE elec-

tron (α ≈ 90◦) DEF spin-resolution data for a given energy bin was then

averaged over a time frame of 5 minutes. This time interval was chosen

as a compromise between preserving all features observed, optimising the

computing time required to run the algorithm and matching the 5-minute

resolution of the DS TC-1 position data used. Panels c and f of Figure

5.7 show PEACE data at 5-minute resolution and we can see that all

features are preserved. At lower resolution (> 5 minutes), we found that

information was lost (not shown).

3. For each 5 minute averaged spectrum, characteristic peaks (pn) and

troughs (tn) in DEF (Figure 5.8) were identified (using the ECoMB peak-

finder subroutine; Figure 5.4).
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PLASMA POPULATIONS OBSERVED BY DS TC-1 PEACE

Figure 5.6: Double Star TC-1 PEACE observations on 25 March 2004 1400 UT - 26 March
2004 1600 UT (Top Panel) and 30 March 2005 0900 UT - 31 March 2005 1100 UT (Bottom
Panel) when the spacecraft encountered magnetosphere (MSP), magnetosheath (MSH) and
solar wind plasma populations (highlighted for clarity). The dashed lines mark visually
characterised boundaries between these different populations. The low energy population
(≈ 1 - few eV) are photoelectrons emitted when electrons on the surface of the spacecraft
body absorb sunlight.
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IDENTIFICATION OF MAGNETOSPHERIC PLASMA

MULTI-BAND OBSERVATION - 25 MARCH 2004

MULTI-BAND OBSERVATION - 26 MAY 2006

Figure 5.7: Double Star TC-1 PEACE observations on 25 March 2004 0000 - 2359 UT
(Top Panel) and 26 May 2006 0000 - 2359 UT (Bottom Panel). The top spectrogram in
each panel (a, d) shows the full data at spin resolution for the day - including intervals when
PEACE observed the magnetosheath and the solar wind. The middle spectrogram in each
panel (b, e) shows only times when PEACE observed magnetospheric plasma, as obtained
by visual identification. The bottom spectrogram in each panel (c, f) shows PEACE data
from the middle spectrogram (b, e) averaged over 5 minutes. We can see that most of the
features, especially all the band structures of interest in this thesis, are preserved. The low
energy population (≈ 1 - few eV) are photoelectrons emitted when electrons on the surface
of the spacecraft body absorb sunlight.
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For a given energy channel, Wi:

DEFWi−1
< DEFWi

and DEFWi+1
< DEFWi

= PEAK

DEFWi−1
> DEFWi

and DEFWi+1
> DEFWi

= TROUGH

The peaks denote possible bands and the troughs relate to gaps between

the bands in energy-time DEF spectra. This could pick up weak fluctu-

ations as well as strong features. Hence, for a peak to be valid, it had to

satisfy the following conditions:

(a) Stage 1 processing - The ratio (Rp/bg) of measured peak flux (DEFp)

to local background flux (DEFbg) must be greater than a user-

defined value, i.e.

DEFp

DEFbg

> Rp/bg; Rp/bg = 1.5 (5.1)

The local background flux was taken to be the minimum trough flux

value for the specified interval and is marked by the dashed green

lines in the bottom three panels of Figure 5.8. In order to select the

best possible value for this ratio, we plotted the frequency of values

of DEFp/DEFbg for all the peaks obtained by ECoMB during this

stage (top panel of Figure 5.9) and we compared these frequencies to

the ratios for a few cases. The second panel of Figure 5.10 shows an

example of DEFp/DEFbg values for the electron bands observed on

25 March 2004. The spectrogram is in grayscale and the ratios are

over-plotted in colour according to their values. Multi-bands have

ratio values lower than the single-bands identified. Since, we are

interested in multi-bands, we needed the lowest possible limit en-

abling us to reliably pick out multi-band events (and ignores noise).

We tested different values for the entire dataset, i.e. a trial and

error approach, and the optimum value characterising most peaks

effectively (with the least number of false positives) was found to be

Rp/bg = 1.5. However, it must be noted that peaks due to popula-
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tions not considered to be part of a band could also be picked up at

this stage.

(b) Stage 2 processing - The resultant peaks from stage 1 was then

further analysed to run a second check to identify well defined bands.

If the ratio of flux increase, Rp/t, between the peaks (DEFp) and

troughs on either side (trough-before-peak - DEFtb ; trough-after-

peak - DEFta) were greater than a user-defined value, i.e.,

DEFp

DEFtb

> Rp/t,
DEFp

DEFta

> Rp/t; Rp/t = 1.1 (5.2)

then it was classed as a peak we were interested in. In the case

when a trough after a peak was not identified, e.g. in the second

panel of Figure 5.8, the data point at the end of the spectrum was

considered as the trough-after-peak to calculate the ratio. In the

case of DEF that increases with energy after the last trough, such

as in the bottom panel of Figure 5.8, then the last data point was

considered as a peak to calculate the ratio. The only ratio considered

for the validity of the peak in this instant was DEFp/DEFtb > Rp/t.

Once again, Rp/t was chosen based on a trial and error approach.

The frequency of values of DEFp/DEFtb/ta for all the peaks obtained

by ECoMB prior to stage 1 are shown in the bottom two panels

of Figure 5.9. Similar to the method of choosing Rp/bg, we then

compared these frequencies to ratios for a few cases (bottom two

panels of Figure 5.10). Once again, we found that multi-bands have

lower values of these ratios in comparison to single-bands observed.

After testing different values of this ratio, the optimum value of

DEFp/DEFtb/ta = 1.1 was chosen as it detected the least amount of

noise. If this ratio is decreased, then ECoMB will pick out ‘fainter’

bands observed (not necessarily visible to the naked eye in energy-

time spectra, such as peaks 1 and 2 between 1525 - 1530 and 1550 -

1555 UT respectively on 25 March 2004; in the bottom two panels of

Figure 5.8) along with a higher fraction of noisy intervals in PEACE
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ECoMB PROCESSING: CHARACTERISING PEAKS - 25 MARCH 2004

1. 0730 - 0735 UT

2. 1525 - 1530 UT

3. 1550 - 1555 UT

Figure 5.8: (Top Panel) Double Star TC-1 PEACE electron energy-time DEF spectra
observed on 25 March 2004. The black dashed lines highlight 5-minute intervals for which
the DEF vs. W curves are plotted in the Second - Fourth Panels. The peaks (pn),
troughs (tn) and other variables used in ECoMB are marked appropriately. The green
dashed lines highlight the local background flux (DEFbg) for each 5-minute interval. The
peaks identified by ECoMB after stages 1 + 2 are marked by dashed red arrows.
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STATISTICS OF RATIOS OF ELECTRON PEAKS

Figure 5.9: This figure shows the frequencies (Left Panels) and cumulative frequencies
(Right Panels) of ratios of all peaks identified by ECoMB prior to stage 1 processing
(Figure 5.4). The ratios of peak to local background differential energy flux (DEFp/DEFbg),
peak to trough-before-peak differential energy flux (DEFp/DEFtb) and peak to trough-after-
peak differential energy flux (DEFp/DEFta) are shown in the Top, Middle and Bottom
Panels respectively. The limits Rp/bg = 1.5 and Rp/t = 1.1, chosen by trial and error, are
marked by the navy dashed lines in each figure.
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COMPARING RATIOS - 25 MARCH 2004

Ratio of Peak to Local Background Differential Energy Flux

Ratio of Peak to Trough-Before-Peak Differential Energy Flux

Ratio of Peak to Trough-After-Peak Differential Energy Flux

Figure 5.10: (First Panel) Electron energy-time DEF spectra on 25 March 2004 showing
electron single- and multi-band structures (top panel of Figure 5.8). All peaks (Wp > 50 eV;
including possible noise) prior to stage 1 + 2 are considered. The ratio of peak (DEFp) to
local background flux (DEFbg; Second Panel), to trough-before-peak flux (DEFtb; Third
Panel) and to trough-after-peak flux (DEFta; Fourth Panel) are plotted in the position
of peaks on each spectrogram (in grayscale). The colour of the crosses indicate the ratio
value. Multi-bands have lower values of respective ratios than single-bands.
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data.

(c) Stage 3 processing - Energy of the peaks identified after stages 1 +

2 must be > 50 eV (value chosen by visual identification) to neglect

photoelectrons (≈ few eV) as a result of spacecraft charging.

The different stages of ECoMB processing is shown in Figure 5.11 for 25

March 2004. All peaks (navy crosses) and troughs (pink crosses), prior

to stage 1, are highlighted in the top panel. The peaks identified after

stage 1 are shown in the middle panel. The valid peaks after stages 2

+ 3 are marked in the bottom panel, where the lower energy limit (W

= 50 eV) is defined by the grey dashed line. The crosses correspond

well with increases in DEF (peaks; which is of main interest for this

study). However, at this stage, we still pick up peaks and troughs from

populations not part of band structures and possible random noise.

4. Once all valid peaks were identified, a band was then defined by the

following criteria (Figure 5.5):

(a) Peaks are observed to persist for more than 30 minutes, i.e. 6 con-

secutive 5-minute intervals. This duration value was chosen by vi-

sual identification, trial and error. Furthermore, this also eliminates

noisy data and short-lived features that are not classified as bands.

(b) The energy of a given peak for every consecutive 5-minute interval

must either be one energy channel higher or lower than the energy

of the previous peak. This is illustrated for better clarity in Figure

5.12 where we consider the case of 25 March 2004. The energies

of each consecutive peak and the energy channel gaps are labelled.

Bands are identified (such as in the case of the left panel) when

the difference in energy channels between each peak is ± one energy

channel (characterised by visual identification, trial and error to pick

out the seemingly mono-energetic bands of interest in this thesis).

The right panel shows an example where the peak is discarded.
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At this stage, the requirement of peak observation for an elongated time

interval successfully eliminates peaks due to random noise.

Examples of electron band structures (from 6 different days) in DS TC-1

PEACE data, identified by ECoMB, are illustrated in Figure 5.13. The crosses

coincide very well with the bands in all examples shown.

5.1.2 Limitations of ECoMB

ECoMB also has several limitations. Compared to Figure 5.13 which shows

6 cases of good fit, 6 other cases where the fit wasn’t as good are shown in

Figure 5.14. These are due to several reasons.

1. Choice of boundary conditions - Although optimum values were chosen

for user-defined parameters based on visual identification/trial and er-

ror, there were a few outliers. Examples include a ‘faint’ second band

(Rp/bg < 1.5 and/or Rp/t < 1.1; marked by a black arrow) seen in the

PEACE electron energy-time DEF spectrogram observed on 28 January

2004 (panel a, Figure 5.14) which is not identified by ECoMB; bands

(marked by black arrows) not identified due to their duration (< 30 min-

utes) between 1430 - 1630 UT on 25 March 2004 (panel b) and wide gaps

(bigger than the defined limit) in energy between peaks in consecutive

5-minute intervals (panel c). Outliers such as these are not considered

in our survey to preserve the statistics obtained by the electronic char-

acterisation technique.

2. ECoMB will not identify bands which satisfy only one peak to trough

DEF ratio condition, i.e. if DEFp/DEFtb > Rp/t but DEFp/DEFta <

Rp/t, then this peak/band was discarded. An example of this is shown

in panel d of Figure 5.14 (colour scale chosen to optimise the fainter

features), where the band (blue arrow) was not identified between 1635

- 1645 UT (DEFp/DEFtb ≈ 1.55, DEFp/DEFta ≈ 1.0) on 22 February

2004. We tried to correct for this, however, this correction included a

high number of false positives and hence, was discarded.
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ECoMB: BAND ENERGY PROCESSING - 25 MARCH 2004

Figure 5.12: (Top Panel) Figure illustrating the peak energies (navy crosses) for the
multi-band event observed on 25 March 2004. (Bottom Panels) Two time intervals are
analysed. The peak energies (in eV) are given beside each panel. The energy of a given
peak for every consecutive 5-minute interval must either be one energy channel higher or
lower than the energy of the previous peak (Left Panel). If the energy channel gap > 1,
then the peak (band) is discarded (Right Panel).

3. Part of ‘wedge’ dispersions (Ebihara et al. (2001), Yamauchi et al. (2013))

could be mistakenly identified (by ECoMB) as part of a band if it has

a duration > 30 minutes and the energy between peaks in consecutive

5-minute time intervals vary by ± 1 energy channel. Examples of these

features are marked by purple arrows in panels b and e of Figure 5.14.

In this case, we have included these features as part of our survey. How-

ever, we keep in mind that the formation process of these features are

thought to be different to that of the band structures. Further work

includes modifying ECoMB to undertake a possible statistical study of

these features.

4. In regions where plasma of certain PEACE energies are sparse, e.g. tail

lobes, features, such as those highlighted by white arrows in panel f of

Figure 5.14, can be seen in electron energy-time spectra due to instru-

ment error. These features are identified by ECoMB as peaks (and single-

or multi-bands) as they satisfy our user-defined criteria, i.e. Rp/bg > 1.5,
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GOOD FITS OF ECoMB BANDS WITH OBSERVATIONS

Figure 5.13: Figure illustrating good fits of bands, identified by ECoMB, with Double Star
TC-1 PEACE electron single- and multi-band observations. The navy crosses highlight peak
energies.
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NOT SO GOOD FITS OF ECoMB BANDS WITH OBSERVATIONS

Figure 5.14: Figure illustrating not so good fits of bands, identified by ECoMB, with their
counterpart in Double Star TC-1 PEACE electron observations. The navy crosses highlight
peak energies. The arrows mark different limitations (see main text in Section 5.1.2).
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Rp/t > 1.1 and the energy between peaks in consecutive 5-minute time

intervals vary by ± 1 energy channel for > 30 minutes. Our attempts

to correct for these features were unsuccessful as it also excluded valid

bands. These features were mainly identified at L > 15, MLT = 18 -

24 - 6 h, where the spacecraft encountered tail lobes, and at L > 13,

MLT = 6 - 12 - 18 h, where PEACE observed magnetopause crossings

(intervals which were not excluded during visual identification due a lack

of a well-defined boundary). However, there are few such events over

the duration of the mission (as concluded by eye) and hence, they were

included in our survey.

We acknowledge that not all electron multi-band structures were identified

from the data. Only those that fit our criteria for ECoMB were taken into

account. All the Double Star TC-1 data of interest were also visually scanned

to make sure that no false positives, other than those stated, were identified.

5.2 ELECTRON STATISTICAL SURVEY

ECoMB was then applied to the Double Star TC-1 PEACE data between 25

January 2004 and 31 August 2007 and for every 5 minute interval, the time

of observation, position of the spacecraft (L, MLT), the number and the peak

energy of bands present were noted. We define electron multi-band events

as intervals when two or more bands were observed, as stated earlier in this

chapter.

Table 5.1 presents the total time banded electron structures were observed

by DS TC-1 PEACE, as a function of the number of bands. PEACE was

functional for 28,465.5 hours and was operational in the magnetosphere, i.e.

it observed magnetospheric plasma, for 13,973.5 hours - this excludes times

of unreliable data and when PEACE observed magnetosheath or solar wind

plasma. The total time of electron single-/multi-band observations was ≈

10,385.42 hours - single bands were observed for 74.3% and multi-bands were

observed for 13.8% of the total time PEACE was on in the magnetosphere.

The maximum number of bands identified by ECoMB was 5 (in a given 5-
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OBSERVATIONS OF ELECTRON BANDS IN DS TC-1 PEACE DATA

Number of Bands (N) Total Time of Observations (hrs) Ratio (R)

0 3558.08 0.25
1 8407.5 0.60
2 1724.42 0.12
3 235.83 0.017
4 16.75 0.0012
5 0.92 0.000066

Table 5.1: Table presenting the total time of electron band observations, electronically
identified by ECoMB. The first column is the number of bands (N) found in a given 5-minute
interval. The second column presents the total number of hours these bands were observed.
The third column shows the normalised occurrence ratio (R) - fraction of total time of
observations compared to total time DS TC-1 PEACE was operating in the magnetosphere.
PEACE was operational in the magnetosphere for a total of 13,973.5 hours (excluding times
of caveats).

ELECTRON 5-BAND OBSERVATION ON 3 JULY 2006

Figure 5.15: Electron energy-time DEF spectra showing when PEACE observed a 5-band
structure on 3 July 2006. The black arrows mark the bands identified by ECoMB.

minute interval) and an example is shown in Figure 5.15. The remaining

3,558.08 hours represents times the spacecraft spent in the tail lobes, when

no bands were observed and when bands were not identified due to the user

specified constraints of ECoMB.

5.2.1 Where are Electron Bands Present?

In this chapter and Chapter 6, we present the distribution of band structures,

observed in the magnetosphere, as polar bivariate histograms. The format of

these plots are shown in Figure 5.16. The Sun is towards the left and dawn is

to the top of these plots.

Figure 5.17 illustrates the normalised occurrence ratio, R, of electron band

structures as a function of position (L, MLT). For each polar bivariate his-
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FORMAT OF DISTRIBUTION PLOTS

SKELETON PLOT
MESH TO CALCULATE

FREQUENCIES

Figure 5.16: This figure illustrates the format of the polar bivariate histogram plots used
to show the distribution of bands in Chapters 5 and 6 of this thesis. The skeleton plot
showing an empty magnetosphere, in terms of L and MLT, is shown in the Left Panel.
Each individual bin, with dimensions ∆L = 0.5 and ∆MLT = 0.25, is shown in the Right
Panel. The frequency or normalised occurrence frequency is calculated for each bin and its
magnitude is presented in colour in distribution plots seen in this thesis. The Sun is to the
left and dawn is towards the top of these plots.

togram, we use position bin sizes of ∆L = 0.5 and ∆MLT = 0.25 to show

maximum detail. For a given L-MLT bin, R is defined as:

R =
Time PEACE observed N bands in a given L-MLT bin

Time PEACE was operational in that bin
(5.3)

The bottom right plot of this figure shows the distribution of time PEACE was

operational in the magnetosphere (excluding caveats). This plot is referred to

as the normalisation plot in this thesis, i.e. the plot by which the data has

been normalised by. The total time of observation (T, in hours), i.e. 13,973.5

hours, and the maximum time DS TC-1 PEACE spent in a given L-MLT bin

over all orbits (Tmax), i.e. 30 hours, is also given under the panel. All other

panels in this figure show the distribution of electron bands. The total time

of observation (T, in hours), the maximum hours of observation (Tmax) and

the maximum ratio (Rn), found in an L-MLT bin, for each band scenario is

given under each panel. The bottom row specifically shows the distribution

of single to multi-band (N ≥ 2) structures, allowing for easy comparison.
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N = 0

As mentioned earlier, N = 0 represents times the spacecraft spent in the tail

lobes (between MLT = 18 - 24 - 6 h at mid/low latitudes), when no bands

were observed and when bands were not identified due to the user specified

constraints used in ECoMB. We observe N = 0 cases distributed across the

magnetosphere, with a higher occurrence frequency observed mainly in two

regions:

1. L > 13, MLT = 6 - 12 - 18 h - Despite visual identification, some intervals

of magnetosheath (with no clear boundary) in the dayside and flanks, e.g.

top panel of Figure 5.18, were included in our survey.

2. L > 15, MLT = 18 - 24 - 6 h - An example of PEACE observations in

this region is shown in the middle panel of Figure 5.18. These intervals

predominantly occurred between September 2005 - January 2006 and

November - December 2006, when PEACE was present in the tail lobes

during apogee (bottom row).

N = 1

Electron single-bands (N = 1) have higher occurrence frequencies between L

= 7 - 15 over all MLT. The distribution of these structures correspond well

with expected location of plasma sheet electron populations. However, due

to limitations of ECoMB, some false positives (panel f in Figure 5.14 and

second panel in Figure 5.18) were identified by ECoMB when PEACE was in

the tail lobes or when it encountered magnetopause crossings, which were not

excluded.

N ≥ 2

54% of the electron double-band (N = 2) structures are concentrated towards

the dayside and dusk sectors at L ≈ 5 - 10, MLT ≈ 7 - 21 h. Similar to the

N = 0 and N = 1 cases, some false positives were included due to encounters

with magnetopause crossings which wasn’t identified by visual identification
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NORMALISED DISTRIBUTION OF ELECTRON BAND
STRUCTURES

N = 0 N = 1 N = 2

N = 3 N = 4 N = 5

SINGLE VS. MULTI-BAND STRUCTURES

N = 1 N ≥ 2
TIME PEACE WAS

OPERATIONAL IN THE
MAGNETOSPHERE

Figure 5.17: (Top Two Rows) Plot showing the normalised distribution of electron
band structures found in the magnetosphere as a function of N, L and MLT. The colour
represents R. Each panel represents different band scenarios (N = 0 - 5). The total hours
of observation (T), maximum number of hours of observation (Tmax), and the maximum
normalised ratio (Rn), in a given L-MLT bin for each band scenario is given at the bottom
of each panel. (Bottom Row) The distribution of electron band structures is characterised
as single (N = 1) vs. multi-band (N ≥ 2) observations in this panel allowing us to compare
the distribution of these features. The normalisation plot, showing the distribution of times
PEACE was operational in the magnetosphere (in hours), is shown in the right panel. The
sun is to the left in all plots.
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N = 0 CASES

MAGNETOSHEATH ENCOUNTER

TAIL LOBES ENCOUNTER

SEPT 2005 - JAN 2006 NOV - DEC 2006

Figure 5.18: Electron energy-time DEF spectra observed by DS TC-1 showing intervals
where no bands were observed (as identified by ECoMB) during possible magnetopause
crossings (Top Panel) and in the tail lobes (Middle Panel). These intervals are high-
lighted by black arrows. DS TC-1 orbits show the tail lobe season between September 2005
- January 2006 and November - December 2006 which coincide with our distribution at L
> 15 in the pre-midnight sector (Bottom Panel).
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and at times when PEACE was in the tail lobes during apogee, e.g. panel f in

Figure 5.14.

The normalised occurrence frequency of N > 3 observations is small at <

2% (Table 5.1). Although the sample size is low, we see triple-bands between

L ≈ 5 - 10 at all MLT. Observations of 4-/5-bands (Figure 5.15) do not seem to

occur frequently, but we do not have enough samples to form a solid conclusion.

5.2.2 Conditions Required to Observe Electron Multi-Bands

5.2.2.1 Geomagnetic Conditions

We then analysed the Kp and auroral geomagnetic indices (Section 2.8) mea-

sured during electron single- and multi-band observations. We present the

distribution of electron bands during different Kp and AE conditions (indi-

vidually considered) in Figures 5.19 and 5.20. The geomagnetic index limits

used to define quiet, active and storm conditions here are based on previous

publications, such as Dandouras et al. (2009) and Meredith et al. (2012).

90.7% (70.8%) of multi-band observations are observed during quiet ge-

omagnetic conditions, i.e. Kp < 3 (AE < 100 nT). At very low geomagnetic

activity intervals, i.e. Kp = 0 - 1 (42.1%) and AE < 50 nT (41%), multi-band

events seem to exhibit a full ring distribution (i.e. they are observed at all

MLT) concentrated between L ≈ 5 - 10. As the level of geomagnetic activ-

ity increases, the number of multi-band events (5-minute intervals) observed

decreases and the distribution is mainly focussed in the dayside/dusk sectors.

We then analysed the multi-band distribution during quiet, active and

storm times, as a combination of geomagnetic indices characterised by:

1. Quiet time - Kp < 0.5, AE, AU < 50 nT and AL > -50 nT and/or Kp <

1, AE, AU < 100 nT and AL > -100 nT

2. Substorms occurring during quiet times - Kp < 1, AE, AU > 100 nT and

AL < -100 nT

3. Periods of substorms - Kp < 3, AE, AU > 100 nT and AL < -100 nT

4. Active/storm time - Kp > 5, AE, AU > 300 nT and AL < -300 nT
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NORMALISED DISTRIBUTION OF ELECTRON BAND STRUCTURES
DURING VARYING LEVELS OF GEOMAGNETIC ACTIVITY

N = 0 N = 1 N ≥ 2
TIME PEACE WAS

OPERATIONAL IN THE
MAGNETOSPHERE

Kp < 1 (QUIET TIMES)

1 < Kp < 2

2 < Kp < 3

3 < Kp < 5 (ACTIVE TIMES)

Kp > 5 (STORM TIMES)

Figure 5.19: The normalised distribution of electron multi-band structures as a function
of L, MLT and Kp. The colour represents R. The total hours of observation (T), maximum
number of hours of observation (Tmax) and normalised ratio (Rn) in a given L-MLT bin is
given at the bottom of each panel. The normalisation plots are shown in the right panels.
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NORMALISED DISTRIBUTION OF ELECTRON BAND STRUCTURES
DURING VARYING LEVELS OF GEOMAGNETIC ACTIVITY

N = 0 N = 1 N ≥ 2
TIME PEACE WAS

OPERATIONAL IN THE
MAGNETOSPHERE

AE < 50 nT (QUIET TIMES)

50 < AE < 100 nT

100 < AE < 300 nT (ACTIVE TIMES)

AE > 300 nT (STORM TIMES)

Figure 5.20: The normalised distribution of electron multi-band structures as a function
of L, MLT and AE. This figure is in a similar format to Figure 5.19.
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The normalised distributions of electron multi-bands during these conditions

are shown in Figure 5.21.

Once again, we see that most of the multi-band events (≈ 46%) is observed

at all MLT, i.e. a full ring distribution, during intervals of quiet geomagnetic

activity (top two rows of Figure 5.21). PEACE was operational only for 87.5

hours during quiet times with possible substorm occurrences and this does

not provide enough data points at all MLT to form a conclusion (third row).

When considering substorm events in active geomagnetic conditions (fourth

row), ≈ 11% of multi-band observations occur for approximately 8% of the

total time these geomagnetic conditions are met. They are distributed at L

= 5 - 10, MLT = 6 - 22 h, with higher occurrence frequencies between noon

and dusk. Only 0.75 hours (0.6%) of a possible 132.08 hours show multi-

band observations, i.e. << 1% of all multi-band events, during storm times

(bottom row). However, there are not enough PEACE coverage at all MLT

(during these periods) to form statistically significant conclusions.

5.2.2.2 Solar Wind Conditions

We also analysed the solar wind conditions, i.e. velocity (vsw), density (nsw)

and the interplanetary magnetic field (Bsw), during observations of electron

band structures. The solar wind datasets (at 5-minute resolution) were ob-

tained from ACE and WIND for the duration of DS TC-1 operation (2004 -

2007).

The normalised electron band occurrence frequencies, as a function of

individual solar wind parameters, are shown in Figure 5.22. In the bottom

row of this figure, we show the distribution of electron bands as a function

of the clock angle θ, in the (Y- Z)GSM plane, which is defined as the angle

between the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) and the planetary magnetic

field:

θ = cos−1 Bz

BT

(5.4)

where BT (=
√
B2
y +B2

z ) and Bz are components of the interplanetary mag-

netic field. The clock angles are defined as:
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NORMALISED DISTRIBUTION OF ELECTRON BAND STRUCTURES
DURING VARYING LEVELS OF GEOMAGNETIC ACTIVITY

N = 0 N = 1 N ≥ 2
TIME PEACE WAS

OPERATIONAL IN THE
MAGNETOSPHERE

QUIET TIMES - Kp < 0.5, AE < 50 nT, AL > -50 nT

QUIET TIMES - Kp < 1, AE < 100 nT, AL > -100 nT

QUIET TIMES + SUBSTORMS
- Kp < 1, AE > 100 nT, AL < -100 nT

SUBSTORMS - Kp < 3, AE > 100 nT, AL < -100 nT

STORM TIMES - Kp > 5, AE > 300 nT, AL < -300 nT

Figure 5.21: The normalised distribution of electron multi-band structures as a function
of L, MLT and geomagnetic activity (Kp, AE, AL). This figure is in a similar format to
Figures 5.19 and 5.20.
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1. θ = 0◦: northward IMF Bz

2. θ = 90◦: IMF By is positive and acts towards dusk

3. θ = 180◦: southward IMF Bz

4. θ = 270◦: IMF By is negative and acts towards dawn

The clock angle can determine where reconnection takes place along the mag-

netopause, i.e. at the nose or flanks (Section 2.7.1), which has important

consequences for kickstarting the Dungey cycle (Section 2.7.1) and substorm

(Section 2.7.2) occurrence.

From Figure 5.22, we see that both N = 0 and single-band cases have a

higher occurrence frequency during larger values of solar wind velocities and

proton densities. In contrast, we see that both solar wind proton density and

flow velocity show decreasing trends, i.e. decreasing occurrence frequency with

increasing density/velocity, during observations of electron multi-bands (green

curves in the left panels). However, the velocity curve shows a steeper decline

than the proton density. As pressure depends on both density and velocity (Psw

= nmv2
sw), the occurrence frequencies of double-band structures also decrease

with increasing pressure (third row). Frequencies for N > 3 (brown, blue and

purple curves in the middle panel) do not show clearly decreasing trends in

density - the values remain fairly stable until density ≈ 40 cm−3, but the

velocity and pressure curves show an overall decreasing trend. Hence, we can

conclude that vsw is more likely to influence the occurrence frequency of multi-

band structures. The clock angle at the time of multi-band observations have

higher normalised ratios between θ = 0◦ - 30◦ and 330◦ - 360◦, i.e. when

the IMF is northward. This behaviour is clearly visible for N = 2, however

for N > 3, the occurrence ratio remains fairly constant for all clock angles.

The occurrence ratio also remains fairly constant for θ = 0◦ - 360◦ during

observations of single-band structures, but is higher during times of southward

IMF (θ ≈ 160− 200◦) when no bands were observed/identified by ECoMB.

We then plot the normalised occurrence frequencies of electron single-

and multi-bands as a function of both Psw and θ, as shown in the top row

of Figure 5.23. We also show occurrence ratios as a function of vsw and IMF
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DISTRIBUTION OF ELECTRON BAND STRUCTURES
- SOLAR WIND PARAMETERS

N ≥ 0 N ≥ 2 SAMPLING

PROTON DENSITY

FLOW VELOCITY

PRESSURE

CLOCK ANGLE

Figure 5.22: Normalised occurrence frequency of electron band structures as a function of
different solar wind parameters (during times of the observation) - proton density (cm−3;
Top Row), flow velocity (kms−1; Second Row), pressure (nPa; Third Row) and clock
angle (Bottom Row). The frequencies of 5-minute intervals for which PEACE was opera-
tional in the magnetosphere during the specified conditions are given in the Right Panels.
The grey lines identify bin limits.
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Bz in the bottom row. The highest occurrence of multi-band events seem

to occur during slow solar wind conditions (Psw < 3 nPa; vsw < 450 kms−1)

and when the IMF is northward with low magnetic field strength (-10 < Bz

< 10 nT). Single-band structures are most likely observed for low pressure

(Psw < 5 nPa) during both northward and southward IMF and a wider range

of field strength values (-20 < Bz < 20 nT). Another point to note is that,

multi-band structures are most likely to be observed during times of low solar

wind pressure, i.e. when the magnetosphere is in a ‘relaxed’ state. These

results further support our previous observations - that multi-bands are most

likely to be seen during quiet times. In comparison, single electron bands

seem to be observed over the whole range of possible solar wind parameter

values.

In conclusion, electron multi-bands are most likely to be observed between

L = 5 - 10, at all MLT during intervals of quiet geomagnetic activity and

slow solar wind conditions, with a northward turning IMF. In this state, the

magnetosphere tends to be expanded and the plasmapause is at large L. As

geomagnetic activity increases, the distribution of multi-bands are observed

close to dusk and in the region of the energy-dependent electron stagnation

points (Figure 3.5).

5.2.3 Source Populations of Electron Bands

In order to understand the source populations that create bands in electron

energy-time DEF spectra, we analysed the distribution of the first adiabatic

invariant, µ (Equation 2.27). For a given 5-minute interval where we observe

multi-bands, the band with the highest peak energy is assumed to be the first

band. Bands with lower energies are classified as second, third, fourth and

fifth bands in order of decreasing energy. The peak energies coupled with DS

TC-1 FGM magnetic field (5-minute resolution) were used to calculate µ and

the resulting frequencies are shown in the left panel of Figure 5.24. The right

panel shows the total number of 5-minute intervals of band observations. It is

important to note that, we treat all peak energies of bands in each 5-minute
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DISTRIBUTION OF ELECTRON BAND STRUCTURES
- COUPLED SOLAR WIND PARAMETERS

N = 1 N ≥ 2 SAMPLING

PRESSURE VS. CLOCK ANGLE

N = 1

VELOCITY VS. MAGNETIC FIELD STRENGTH

N = 1

Figure 5.23: Normalised occurrence frequency of electron band structures for coupled solar
wind parameters - clock angle (◦) vs. pressure (nPa) (Top Panel) and flow velocity (kms−1)
vs. magnetic field strength (Bz; nT) (Bottom Panel). The frequency of 5-minute intervals
for which PEACE was operational in the magnetosphere during the specified conditions is
shown in the Right Panels. The grey lines identify bin limits.
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ELECTRON BANDS - DISTRIBUTION OF µ

Figure 5.24: (Left Panel) Distribution of µ (= W⊥/B) of electron single- and multi-
bands identified by ECoMB. (Right Panel) The frequency of 5-minute intervals is given
as a function of the number of the band observed in a 5-minute interval. The plasma sheet
population (N = 1) has two peaks denoting possible hot and cold plasma sheet populations.
Multi-bands appear to have similar µ values to populations originating in the cold dense
plasma sheet.

interval as independent of each other. In other words, a higher energy band in

one 5-minute interval may be a lower energy band in the consecutive 5-minute

interval. Therefore, both peaks of the same band is treated differently in each

5-minute interval.

In previous literature, electron multi-bands have been explained in terms

of plasma sheet particles drifting into the inner magnetosphere (as explained

in the introduction). Examples of plasma sheet electrons observed by DS TC-1

PEACE are shown in top panels of Figures A.1 and A.6. The peak energy of

the electron plasma sheet distribution during quiet (active) times at L = 13

was observed at 1.5 (4) keV (Figure A.8). The magnetic field ranges between

few - 20 nT, with an average at ≈ 10 nT (Table 2.2). Therefore, µ can vary

between 5 - 1000 eV/nT, depending on the energy of the electron and the

magnetic field strength at a given position.

In the left panel of Figure 5.24, we see the presence of two distributions

with peaks at 2 - 3 and 25 eV/nT for single-band structures. If we assume

conservation of the first adiabatic invariant as particles drift towards the inner

magnetosphere, the second peak lies within our approximated values of µ,
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whereas the peak value for the first peak is smaller and lies outside our range

of plasma sheet µ values. We propose two plausible explanations:

1. Our assumption of conservation of µ is wrong. Non-adiabatic processes,

such as wave-particle interactions, could act to reduce the energy of the

particle as it drifts towards the inner magnetosphere, and/or

2. A lower energy population, originating from the plasma sheet, is also

injected or convects into the inner magnetosphere. A possible source of

this low energy population is the cold dense plasma sheet. Examples of

observations of the Cold Dense Plasma Sheet (CDPS) is shown in panels

f and g in Figure 5.25 (Figure 2 from Taylor et al. (2008)). The energy

of this population ranges between 10’s eV - 1 keV and is observed after

an extended interval of northward IMF (≈ 12 hours). The µ values for

this population is ≈ 0.5 (W = 10 eV; B = 20 nT) - 100 (W = 1 keV, B

= 10 nT) eV/nT. The lower µ peak for the first band in Figure 5.24 now

lies within this range and can be explained as the CDPS population.

The peaks in µ for the lower energy bands (second - fifth bands) align with

the expected values of the CDPS population. Some values for N = 2 lie at µ >

100 eV/nT, but the majority of the population seem to be CDPS electrons.

The distribution of µ values for the third - fifth bands indicate drifting CDPS

populations. This is very interesting. Previous studies have all considered

central plasma sheet electron populations (W ≈ few keV) as the source of

bands in the inner magnetosphere. However, a higher and lower energy band

(i.e. a double-band structure) may also be observed when two populations,

with different peak temperatures (e.g. a hotter central plasma sheet and a

CDPS population or a colder plasma sheet population, observed during quiet

times, followed by a hotter active time population after a substorm), drift into

the inner magnetosphere (and get trapped during substorms).

5.2.4 Conditions Prior to Electron Multi-Band Observations

In the earlier sections, we established that quiet time conditions were required

to observe the electron multi-bands and that these features may originate from
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THE COLD DENSE ELECTRON PLASMA SHEET

Figure 5.25: The panels of interest in this figure (Figure 2 in Taylor et al. (2008)) are
a - c, f and g. Examples of energy-time DEF spectrograms highlighting the electron Cold
Dense Plasma Sheet (CDPS), as observed by Double Star TC-1 and TC-2 PEACE, are
illustrated in Panels f and g. ACE (shifted by 60 minutes) IMF GSM components, solar
wind density and flow velocity are shown in Panels a, b and c respectively. The CDPS
electron population ranges between 10’s eV - 1 keV and is observed after an extended interval
(≈ 12 hours) of northward IMF.
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DS TC-1 PEACE DATA COMPARISON BETWEEN ORBITS

PREVIOUS ORBIT CURRENT ORBIT

APPEARANCE OF BANDS

DISAPPEARANCE OF BANDS

Figure 5.26: Examples of DS TC-1 PEACE electron energy-time spectra showing the
possible evolution of bands between orbits. Bands can either appear (Top Panel), disappear
(Bottom Panel) or the number of bands can remain the same over two consecutive orbits
(not shown).

two different plasma sheet populations. In this section, we try to understand

the conditions prior to the observations, i.e. what was the magnetosphere like

before multi-bands appeared in energy-time spectra?

In order to do so, we first eliminated the dependence on spacecraft orbit.

DS TC-1 has a period of 28.4 hours. Hence, the spacecraft revisits a given

region every 28.4 hours. Therefore, for a given 5-minute time interval, we

compared the number of bands observed with the time when DS TC-1 PEACE

was previously in the same region. It is important to note that, we only took

the number of bands into account. Any other information, such as the energy

variation of the bands were not taken into account at this stage. The three

possible outcomes in this case were:

1. the number of bands increased, i.e. new bands appeared,

2. the number of bands decreased, i.e. bands disappeared, and

3. the number of bands remained the same.

In this section, we focus on conditions required to see the appearance of

bands. Based on visual identification, Figure 5.24 and the top panel of Figure
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5.26, a lower energy population is more likely to appear as a second band

in energy-time DEF spectra, which when coupled with a higher energy band

creates a multi-band event.

To understand the conditions prior to the appearance of multi-bands, we

focus solely on cases where an increase in the number of bands was observed

for an extended period of time (at least 30 minutes) between two consecutive

orbits. This signifies that something in the magnetosphere changed in the

previous 28 hours to create an extra band. We look particularly for cases

where a lower energy band has appeared. Furthermore, since our results at L

> 13 is unreliable, we focus mainly on observations between L = 5 - 10 at all

MLT. We find 788 such events (from a possible 1469 events). The normalised

occurrence frequencies of these events, as a function of the geomagnetic (Kp

and auroral indices) and solar wind conditions, in the 28 hours prior to these

observations, are shown in Figure 5.27. Each panel contains two plots - the top

plot shows the normalised occurrence frequency, and the bottom plot shows

the average, upper and lower quartiles of the parameter. T = 0 (28 hours)

is when PEACE has observed a mutli- (single-) band event in the current

(previous) orbit.

From Figure 5.27, we can statistically show that:

1. The average values of solar wind parameters, such as proton density

(nsw), ram pressure (Psw), flow velocity (vsw) and clock angle (θ), show

no noticeable change during the orbit.

2. Despite having chosen events with extended intervals of approximately

northward IMF, i.e. θ ≈ 0◦ - 30◦ and 330◦ - 360◦ for at least 3 hours,

the clock angle, during most of the time prior to the observation, shows

a higher frequency of observations during dawnward/duskward facing

IMF.

3. The geomagnetic activity indices show variation - the average Kp, AE

(AL) values increase (decrease) with increasing hours prior to the multi-

band observations. We keep in mind that Kp and auroral indices have

a cadence of 3 and 1 hours respectively. Hence, the auroral indices (in-
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dicative of substorm occurrences) show more variation.

Therefore, the appearance of new bands are shown to relate to the presence

of a substorm, which reiterates conclusions obtained by Burke et al. (1995),

Liemohn et al. (1998) and Li et al. (2010). After the observation of a single

band in the previous orbit (at T = 28 hours), a substorm may have occurred

which can inject a population into the inner magnetosphere. The drift times

of electrons may range between few hours (10’s keV) - few days (10’s - 100’s

eV) depending on the energy and the position of the electron with respect to

its energy-dependent Alfvén layer (Section 3.1.1.3). Hence, we eventually see

the presence of a second band in the current orbit (T = 0) due to electrons

trapped in closed drift paths. However, the high occurrence frequency during

intervals of dawnward/duskward IMF with extended intervals of northward

IMF (at least 3 hours) ‘loosely’ supports our explanation for a possible ‘colder’

population injected into the inner magnetosphere. Therefore, we speculate

that the most probable explanation for the co-existence of a lower energy

and a higher energy band is the injection of two populations, together in one

substorm or in different substorms, which are then observed by PEACE.

A limitation in this study is that we do not know exactly when the bands

have appeared at a given position due to the orbit of the spacecraft. Hence, our

conclusions are still speculative without the aid of multi-spacecraft measure-

ments. Future work involves using Double Star, Cluster, THEMIS, Geotail

and LANL geostationary satellites‘ datasets (in conjunction if possible) to im-

prove statistics and to understand the conditions prior to band appearance in

more detail.

Earlier in this chapter, we showed that multi-bands are not likely to be

observed during storm time (Figures 5.19 - 5.21; Section 5.2.2.1) and that as

the geomagnetic activity in the magnetosphere increase, electron multi-bands

were primarily present in the dusk sectors.
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We also analyse the conditions between two consecutive orbits, which show

a reduction in the number of bands, i.e. bands disappear (bottom panel of

Figure 5.26). Figure 5.28 is given in the same format as Figure 5.27 and the

following are observed:

1. Similar to when bands appeared, no noticeable change is observed in

solar wind proton density, pressure and flow velocity.

2. A high frequency of dawnward/duskward IMF intervals is observed prior

to the observation of a single-band (this is similar to the conditions that

form bands as well).

3. The geomagnetic activity indices (Kp, AE and AL) show a gradual de-

crease with increasing time prior to the observation, which signifies that

active geomagnetic conditions may have the effect of destroying bands.

We speculate that this could also be related to particle drift, similar to the

Burke et al. (1995) proposed process. After a substorm, trapped populations

may find themselves outside the energy-dependent Alfvén layer. If the Alfvén

layer remains earthward for a period of time longer than the drift time of these

trapped particles to be lost, then a possible band population is lost.

5.3 Conclusions

In this chapter, we conducted a statistical study of electron single- and multi-

band structures observed in Double Star TC-1 PEACE data between 2004

and 2007. We created an algorithm, ECoMB, to electronically characterise

these structures, due to the high frequency of observations. We found that

these features were observed as a full ring distribution during intervals of quiet

geomagnetic activity (Kp < 1, AE < 100 nT) between L = 5 -10 at all MLT.

As the level of geomagnetic activity increased, they were most likely to be

observed towards the evening and dusk sectors, in the region of the electron

stagnation points. We analysed the source populations and found that the

cold dense plasma sheet could be source of electron populations creating lower

energy band in energy-time DEF spectra. By then analysing the conditions
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prior to the appearance (disappearance) of bands, over the course of a DS TC-1

orbit, we found that solar wind parameters do not show much change, whereas,

the geomagnetic indices show an increase (decrease) with increasing hours

prior to the observation. We suggest that this supports previous literature,

especially the ideas proposed by Burke et al. (1995). However, further work

will be required to validate our speculations and we use simulations to test

this in Chapter 8.

5.4 Future Work and Other Avenues

Some ideas for future work include:

1. To vary user-defined parameters in ECoMB, re-apply to DS TC-1

PEACE data and compare how the statistical results differ.

2. Use case studies, involving data from multi-spacecraft, to analyse events

where multi-bands are observed.

3. Conduct a statistical analysis of observations of the SHEEP population

(Li et al. 2010) which seems to be present in most of the observations,

but are not always identified by ECoMB.

4. Electronically characterise electron multi-bands observed in energy-time

DEF spectra from other missions, such as Cluster, THEMIS and Los

Alamos Geosynchronous Satellites, to increase our statistics and gain

more confidence in our conclusions.

5. Increase the available data energy range to W > 50 keV to analyse bands

that may occur at those energies.
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Chapter 6

Ion Statistical Survey

“I solemnly swear I am up to no good.”

— J.K.Rowling, Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban

In this chapter, we focus on Double Star TC-1 HIA observations of ion multi-

band structures (Figure 1.2).

In comparison to the electrons, features in ion data at ring current energies

(few eV - 10’s keV) have been studied extensively by Smith and Hoffman

(1974), Ejiri (1978), Buzulukova et al. (2003), Dandouras et al. (2009) and

Yamauchi et al. (2013), to name a few. Examples of ion multi-band structures,

in energy-time differential energy flux spectra observed by ION on Interball-

2 and POLAR CAMMICE/MICS, are shown in Figures 6.1 and 6.2. The

following explanations have been proposed in previous literature:

1. Stationary Band Structures - Buzulukova et al. (2003) modelled double-

band structures by forward tracing injected plasma sheet ions (W =

0.1 - 15 keV), as shown in the panel b of Figure 6.1. These double

band structures were observed as a natural consequence of ion drift.

The low energy population were ions on eastward drift paths (dominated

by electric drifts), the high energy population were ions on westward

drift paths (dominated by magnetic drifts) and the gap between the two

populations were due to ions on slow open bridge paths that had very

long drift times and had not yet arrived at the spacecraft. Buzulukova

et al. (2003) further showed that these features were mainly observed in

the dayside sectors.

167
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INTERBALL-2 ION ION MULTI-BAND OBSERVATION

Figure 6.1: (Top Panel) Ion energy-time spectrogram observed by ION spectrometer
on Interball-2 on 9 December 1997 showing a double band structure (highlighted by black
dashed contours). The double band was observed in the afternoon sector. The time de-
pendence of the pitch angle is also shown in the panel below the spectrogram. (Bottom
Panel) Simulated spectrogram, where ions were forward traced in time from the nightside
in stationary electric and magnetic fields, reproduced a double band structure. The ion drift
time (hours) is shown by the intensity of the grey shading (Buzulukova et al. 2003).
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2. Fennell et al. (1998) explained ion multi-bands (observed by POLAR

CAMMICE/MICS) as a mix of plasma sheet and ionospheric protons

observed by the spacecraft as a function of how and when these particles

arrive at the satellite. Fennell et al. (1998), by backward tracing protons

of energies corresponding to the bands in model electric Reiff et al. (1981)

and magnetic fields, showed that the higher energy ions (W > 10 keV)

drift from the post-midnight regions and the lower energy ions (W < 1

keV) have a source in the pre-midnight sector. They also postulated that

bands of W = 5 - 10 keV were composed of ion populations on banana

drift paths that were not connected to the tail under model electric and

magnetic fields, and hence, had a source in the ionosphere. The gaps

between bands were thought to be due to ions on slow drift paths that

had not yet arrived at the spacecraft.

3. Peterson et al. (1998) analysed ion multi-bands observed by POLAR

TIMAS (not shown) and proposed that multi-bands were composed of

plasma sheet ion populations (of different energies), isolated in space and

time in the magnetotail, that independently migrate sunward under the

effects of the large-scale global convection electric field.

4. Ebihara et al. (2004) partly reproduced POLAR CAMMICE/MICS ob-

servations by analysing particle drift under two different convection elec-

tric field models (Volland-Stern and W2K electric fields) with different

source populations (constant nightside source and a source which acts

only for a short interval). They concluded that multi-bands were most

likely a feature of temporally changing convection electric fields and old

and newly injected ions (on closed and open drift paths) superposing on

each other. Low energy bands (W < 3 keV) were observed as a result of

changes in the plasma sheet source population. They described discrep-

ancies between observed and simulated multi-bands as a consequence of

differences between model and real magnetospheric electric and magnetic

field model.

In this study, we expand on previous studies by conducting a statisti-
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ION MULTI-BANDS OBSERVED BY POLAR

Figure 6.2: (Top Panel) Ion energy-time spectra observed by POLAR CAMMICE/MICS
on 9 February 1998 between 1040 - 1300 UT. The 6 panels (from top to bottom) are the
CAMMICE/MICS (1 - 220 keV/e) O+, He+, proton energy-time spectra, the pitch angle
distribution in flux units for the 6 - 80 keV energy range and the POLAR TIMAS (15
eV/e - 32 keV/e) proton and O+ energy-time spectra respectively (Li et al. 2000). Ion
multi-bands are observed in both MICS and TIMAS data. (Bottom Panel) Simulated
multi-band structures observed on the 9 February 1998 by POLAR under the Volland-Stern
and Weimer models (Ebihara et al. 2004). The inbound (outbound) pass is shown in the
Left (Right) Panels. Panels 1 and 2 show the energy-L spectra of pitch-angle averaged
proton differential energy flux measured by POLAR on 9 February 1998. The bands are
marked with black arrows. Panels 3 and 4 (5 and 6) show simulated spectrograms of proton
(α = 90◦) flux in a Volland-Stern (Weimer) convection electric field. Panels 7 - 10 show
simulated spectra observed when the source population was injected for a shorter period
of time. Panels 9 - 10 show the simulated spectra observed when the Weimer convection
electric field was rotated eastward by 2 hours in MLT. Multi-bands are observed in all panels
and the features vary as a function of the electric field and source population used.
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cal analysis of ion multi-band observations (similar to the electron study) to

answer the questions previously stated in the introduction of Chapter 5 and

given here for completion:

1. Where are ion multi-band structures most commonly observed?

2. What conditions are required for the observations of these structures?

3. Where do ion multi-band populations originate from?

The data analysis in this investigation follows the same methodology as the

electron analysis in the previous chapter.

6.1 Double Star TC-1 HIA Observations

For the ion study, we chose to analyse ion data obtained by the Hot Ion

Analyser (HIA; Section 4.1.2) onboard Double Star TC-1, for the same reasons

stated in Section 5.1. We utilise 90◦ pitch angle data from the whole duration

of the mission, between 25 January 2004 - August 2007 (same as the electron

study). Periods before and after this interval were excluded due to lack of

science operations and unreliable data. Furthermore, times of caveats in HIA

data were also excluded, which include:

1. times when a high background count rate at perigee, due to penetrating

particles from the radiation belt and some SPE (solar particle events),

contaminated the data,

2. times when the received HIA telemetry was really noisy,

3. times when HIA was periodically turned off, and

4. times of unreliable data due to internal resets.

Examples of unreliable data obtained during these periods are shown in Figure

6.3. The list of times when TC-1 HIA caveats used to exclude data in this study

can be found on the Double Star HIA website (http://doublestar.irap.omp.eu).

Unreliable data found by a visual scan were also removed to avoid contam-

ination of statistics. It must also be noted that even though HIA data was
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calibrated regularly to take into account the declining efficiency of the de-

tector, there were discrepancies between the detector efficiency drift and the

calibration updates. This is due to the fact that measurements for a period

of time are required to be made, for a statistical analysis, to judge the decline

in detector efficiency. Hence, the calibrations on real-time data were consid-

ered to be preliminary. This study only uses reprocessed HIA data based

on these updated calibrations to make sure only the best possible dataset

is used. Furthermore, spacecraft potential effects were also taken into ac-

count for low-energy ions. However, this does not pose too much of a problem

as only data at energies higher than 50 eV are taken into account in this study.

In this study, we also chose to electronically characterise ion bands in data

using ECoMB (Figures 5.3 - 5.5, Section 5.1.1), as a crude preliminary survey

by eye showed a high frequency of ion single- and multi-bands observations. All

the ECoMB user-defined input parameters remained the same as the electron

study, i.e. photoelectron limit, Wp = 50 eV; ratio of peak to background flux,

Rp/bg = 1.5; ratio of peak to trough flux, Rp/t = 1.1 and duration of band

combination, Tmin = 30 minutes. Similar to Figures 5.9 and 5.10, the statistics

for values of the ratios (Rp/bg and Rp/t) for all ion peaks obtained by the peak-

finder subroutine (Figure 5.4) in ECoMB (before stage 1 processing) and an

example of the type of values obtained for single- and multi-band structures,

observed on 25 March 2005, are shown in Figures 6.4 and 6.5 respectively.

As found in the case of electrons, ion multi-band structures have lower values

of these ratios than ion single bands. The final ratios were chosen by visual

clarification, trial and error (same as electrons). We use observations on 25

March 2005 to illustrate the processing stages of ECoMB for ion data in Figure

6.6.

Examples of ion band structures, identified by ECoMB, in DS TC-1 HIA

energy-time DEF spectra are illustrated in Figure 6.7. The crosses coincide

well with the bands in all examples shown. The limitations of ECoMB stated

in Section 5.1.2 - faint bands/parts of bands not identified due to restrictions

imposed by user-defined parameters (highlighted by black arrows; first, fifth
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UNRELIABLE DS TC-1 HIA ION DATA

Figure 6.3: Examples of unreliable DS TC-1 HIA ion data. These intervals were visually
characterised and excluded from the input data for ECoMB.
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STATISTICS OF RATIOS OF ION PEAKS

Figure 6.4: Frequency of ratios of all ion peaks identified by ECoMB prior to stage 1
processing (Figure 5.4). This figure is in the same format as Figure 5.9. The ratios of peak
to local background differential energy flux, peak to trough-before-peak differential energy
flux and peak to trough-after-peak differential energy flux are shown in the Top, Middle
and Bottom Panels respectively. The limits Rp/bg = 1.5 and Rp/t = 1.1, chosen by trial
and error, is marked by the navy dashed lines in each figure.
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COMPARISON OF RATIOS - 25 March 2005

Ratio of Peak to Local Background Differential Energy Flux

Ratio of Peak to Trough-Before-Peak Differential Energy Flux

Ratio of Peak to Trough-After-Peak Differential Energy Flux

Figure 6.5: (First Panel) Ion energy-time differential energy flux spectrogram on 25
March 2005 showing ion single- and multi-band structures. The ratio of peak (DEFp) to
local background flux (DEFbg; Second Panel), to trough-before-peak flux (DEFtb; Third
Panel) and to trough-after-peak flux (DEFta; Fourth Panel) are plotted in the position
of peaks on the spectrograms (in grayscale). The colour of the crosses indicate the ratio
value. Multi-bands have lower values of respective ratios than single-bands.
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ECoMB: Band Energy Processing - 25 March 2005

Figure 6.6: (First Panel) Double Star TC-1 HIA observations between 0000 - 2359 UT
on 25 March 2005 showing the full ≈ 90◦ pitch angle data at spin resolution for the orbit
- including intervals when HIA observed magnetosphere (MSP), magnetosheath (MSH)
and solar wind (SW) plasma. (Second Panel) Spectra for the orbit showing when HIA
only observed magnetosphere plasma, as obtained by visual identification. (Third Panel)
Spectra showing HIA data from the top two panels averaged over 5 minutes. We can see
that most of the features, especially all the ion band structures of interest in this thesis,
are preserved. (Fourth - Sixth Panels) In the same format as Figure 5.11, these panels
illustrate the results after different processing stages of ECoMB for this event - all peaks
(navy crosses) + troughs (pink crosses) identified (fourth panel) and valid peaks after stages
1 - 3 processing (bottom two panels). The grey dashed line in the last panel marks the user-
defined photoelectron limit at 50 eV (shown in the bottom panel).
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and sixth panels) and inclusion of parts of the ‘wedge’ dispersion (marked

by the purple arrow; second panel), also apply to HIA data and 6 cases of

not so good fits are illustrated in Figure 6.8. The existence of false band-like

structures, at energies ≈ 100’s eV - few keV, as a result of sparse plasma and

instrument noise, are also seen in ion data. Examples of these false positives

are highlighted by the maroon arrows in the third and fourth panels of Figure

6.8. Similar to electrons, these features were few in between and were mainly

observed in the tail lobes. Hence, these false positives were included as part

of the survey. All DS TC-1 HIA data during intervals of interest were also

visually scanned to make sure no other false positives and limitations (other

than those given) existed.

6.2 ION STATISTICAL SURVEY

ECoMB was then applied to the Double Star TC-1 HIA data between 25

January 2004 and 31 August 2007 and for every 5 minute interval, the time of

observation, position of the spacecraft (L, MLT), the number and the energy

of bands present were recorded. Similar to the first part of the electron study,

we are mainly interested in the number of ion bands present at a given time,

regardless of the energy of the bands. The total hours of ion band observations,

characterised by number of bands, is given in Table 6.1. DS TC-1 HIA was

functional for 28,465.5 hours between 2004 and 2007, and was operational

in the magnetosphere, i.e. it observed magnetospheric plasma, for 17,057.33

hours (excluding times of caveats and when HIA was in the magnetosheath

and solar wind). Ion single- and multi-band observations were recorded for ≈

10,261.25 (≈ 60 %) and 1,524.08 (≈ 9%) hours respectively. The maximum

number of bands identified by ECoMB was 4 for 4.75 hours (2.7%) and an

example of such an observation is shown in the third panel of Figure 6.7. The

remaining 5,272 hours (N = 0) represent times the spacecraft spent in the tail

lobes, when no bands were observed and when bands were not identified due

to the user specified constraints used in the algorithm.
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GOOD FITS OF ECOMB BANDS WITH ION OBSERVATIONS

Figure 6.7: Figure illustrating good fits of bands identified by ECoMB with Double Star
TC-1 HIA ion single- and multi-band observations. The navy crosses highlight where bands
where identified by ECoMB.
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NOT SO GOOD FITS OF ECOMB BANDS WITH ION
OBSERVATIONS

Figure 6.8: Figure illustrating not so good fits of bands identified by ECoMB with their
counterpart in Double Star TC-1 HIA ion observations. The navy crosses highlight where
bands where identified by ECoMB. The arrows highlight different ECoMB limitations (see
main text in Section 6.1).
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OBSERVATIONS OF ION BANDS IN DS TC-1 HIA DATA

Number of Bands, N Hours of Band Observations Ratio (R)

0 5272 0.31
1 10261.25 0.60
2 1388.83 0.08
3 130.5 0.0077
4 4.75 0.00027

Table 6.1: This table is in a similar format to Table 5.1 and presents the total number of
hours of ion band (N) observations (electronically identified by ECoMB). HIA was opera-
tional in the magnetosphere for 17057.33 hours (excluding times of caveats). The normalised
occurrence ratio, R, of band observations with the total time DS TC-1 HIA was operating
in the magnetosphere is also given.

6.2.1 Where are Ion Bands Present?

Figure 6.9 illustrates the normalised occurrence ratio, R (time bands were

observed/time HIA was operational in the magnetosphere), of ion band struc-

tures as a function of position (L, MLT) in a similar format to Figure 5.17.

The normalisation plot, i.e. the plot by which the data has been normalised

by, is shown in the bottom right panel.

Similar to the electrons, N = 0 and N = 1 events seem to be distributed

all across the magnetosphere with some high occurrence frequency intervals

at large L shells (L > 13) at all MLT, but mainly near the flanks. Some of

these intervals are between September 2005 - January 2006 and November -

December 2006, which coincides well with when the spacecraft observed the

tail lobes. Some of the N = 1 cases, in the tail lobes, are false positives as

ECoMB identifies instrument noise as a band (mentioned earlier as one of the

limitations of ECoMB; Figure 6.8). 3% (4.6%) of the N = 0 (N = 1) cases

are observed in the flanks/dayside sectors. Once again, as in the electron

scenario, some magnetosheath intervals were included in our survey due to

a lack of a well-defined visual boundary (that separates magnetosheath and

magnetosphere plasma).

The N = 1 cases are also observed at L shells further earthward than

the electrons and a large fraction of cases are observed at L = 7 - 13, MLT

= 12 - 18 - 0 h, which can be explained by considering ion particle drift.

As stated previously in Section 3.1.3.4 and earlier in this chapter, a westward
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NORMALISED DISTRIBUTION OF ION BAND STRUCTURES

N = 0 N = 1 N = 2

N = 3 N = 4

DISTRIBUTION OF SINGLE VS. MULTI-BAND STRUCTURES

N = 1 N ≥ 2 TIME HIA WAS OPERATIONAL
IN THE MAGNETOSPHERE

Figure 6.9: (Top Panel) Plot showing the normalised distribution of ion band structures
found in the magnetosphere as a function of L and MLT, in a similar format to Figure
5.17. The colour represents R. Each panel represents different band scenarios (N = 0 -
4). The total hours of observation (T), maximum number of hours of observation, Tmax,
and the maximum normalised ratio, Rn, in a given L-MLT bin for each band scenario
is given at the bottom of each panel. (Bottom Panel) The distribution of ion band
structures is characterised as single vs. multi-band observations in this panel to allow for
easy comparison. The normalisation plot is shown in the left panel. The sun is to the left
in all plots.
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magnetic gradient drift gives rise to complicated drift paths - eastward low en-

ergy open/closed drifts, westward high energy open/closed drifts, open bridge

drift paths and closed ion banana paths (Figure 3.18) for ions of intermediate

energies. Therefore, plasma sheet ions can penetrate lower L shells and can be

distributed in the dusk sectors as they follow open bridge drift paths (when

the surrounding closed drift paths regions are empty).

Approximately 78% of ion multi-bands are observed between L = 5 - 10

at all MLT. A high occurrence frequency is seen closer to dawn at MLT = 0

- 22 h (compared to observations at dusk for electrons). Similar to cases of

N = 0 and N = 1, some false positives at L > 15 in the nightside, i.e. tail

lobe regions, were identified by ECoMB as bands. 1.1% of total band and

8.9% of all multi-band observations show a triple- or 4-band structure. These

features do not occur as frequently and are main distributed in in the morning

sectors. However, there are not enough samples of N = 4-band events to form

a conclusion.

6.2.2 Conditions Required to Observe Ion Multi-Bands

6.2.2.1 Geomagnetic Conditions

Similar to Section 5.2.2 in the electron study, we first analyse the distribution

of ion bands with respect to the geomagnetic conditions, characterised by Kp

and the auroral indices, at the time of the observations. We use the same index

limits to characterise quiet, active and storm times as the electron study and

analyse the ion band distribution when these indices are considered separately

in Figures 6.10 and 6.11 and as a combination in Figure 6.12.

85.7% (60.1%) of multi-band observations are observed during quiet times,

i.e. Kp < 3 (AE < 100 nT). It is interesting to note a similar pattern of

observation between electrons and ions. A full ring distribution of ion multi-

band events (of interest in this thesis), concentrated between L = 5 - 10 at

all MLT, are seen during quiet times, i.e. Kp < 1, AE < 100 nT and AL >

-100 nT (top two rows of Figure 6.12). However, the concentration of multi-

bands tend toward dawn during substorm intervals, characterised here by Kp
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NORMALISED DISTRIBUTION OF ION BAND STRUCTURES DURING
VARYING LEVELS OF GEOMAGNETIC ACTIVITY

N = 0 N = 1 N ≥ 2
TIME HIA WAS

OPERATIONAL IN THE
MAGNETOSPHERE

Kp < 1 (QUIET TIMES)

1 < Kp < 2

2 < Kp < 3

3 < Kp < 5 (ACTIVE TIMES)

Kp > 5 (STORM TIMES)

Figure 6.10: The normalised distribution of ion multi-band structures as a function of
L, MLT and Kp. The colour represents R. The total hours of observation (T), maximum
number of hours of observation (Tmax) and normalised ratio (Rn) in a given L-MLT bin is
given at the bottom of each panel. The normalisation plots are shown in the right panels.
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NORMALISED DISTRIBUTION OF ION BAND STRUCTURES DURING
VARYING LEVELS OF GEOMAGNETIC ACTIVITY

N = 0 N = 1 N ≥ 2
TIME HIA WAS

OPERATIONAL IN THE
MAGNETOSPHERE

AE < 50 nT (QUIET TIMES)

50 < AE < 100 nT

100 < AE < 300 nT (ACTIVE TIMES)

AE > 300 nT (STORM TIMES)

Figure 6.11: The normalised distribution of ion multi-band structures as a function of L,
MLT and AE. This figure is in a similar format to Figure 6.10.
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NORMALISED DISTRIBUTION OF ION BAND STRUCTURES DURING
VARYING LEVELS OF GEOMAGNETIC ACTIVITY

N = 0 N = 1 N ≥ 2
TIME HIA WAS

OPERATIONAL IN THE
MAGNETOSPHERE

QUIET TIMES - Kp < 0.5, AE < 50 nT, AL > -50 nT

QUIET TIMES - Kp < 1, AE < 100 nT, AL > -100 nT

QUIET TIMES + SUBSTORMS
- Kp < 1, AE > 100 nT, AL < -100 nT

SUBSTORMS - Kp < 3, AE > 100 nT, AL < -100 nT

STORM TIMES - Kp > 5, AE > 300 nT, AL < -300 nT

Figure 6.12: The normalised distribution of ion multi-band structures as a function of L,
MLT and geomagnetic activity (Kp, AE, AL). This figure is in a similar format to Figures
6.10 and 6.11.
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< 3, AE > 100 nT and AL < -100 nT. There are not enough samples of HIA

observations during storm times (fifth row) and substorms which occur during

quiet times (third row). Therefore, we cannot draw valid conclusions due to a

lack of statistics.

6.2.2.2 Solar Wind Conditions

We next analysed the solar wind conditions, i.e. velocity (vsw), density (nsw),

interplanetary magnetic field clock angle (θ; Equation 5.4), obtained from

ACE/WIND 5-minute resolution data, during observations of ion band struc-

tures. The normalised occurrence frequencies of these features as a function of

individual solar wind parameters are shown in Figure 6.13, and as a function

of a combination of parameters are shown in Figure 6.14.

It is, once again, interesting to note that similar trends, to those observed

for electron multi-band events, are also observed for ion multi-band events

- the occurrence frequency of multi-band events decreases with increasing

velocity and pressure, but remains fairly stable until density ≈ 30 cm−3.

Therefore, these events are likely to be observed during intervals of slow solar

wind and predominantly northward IMF. However trends for N = 0 and N =

1 events are slightly different. N = 0 (N = 1) events show a slightly decreasing

(increasing) trend with increasing pressure (Psw = nmv2
sw). N = 1 occurrence

is likely during all clock angles, i. e. IMF orientation, but N = 0 cases show

a higher occurrence frequency during southward IMF.

In conclusion, ion multi-bands are also likely to be observed during quiet

time intervals, same as electrons, between L = 5 - 10 at all MLT. As the

geomagnetic activity increases, multi-bands are more likely to be observed

near dawn, which is in the region of the ion warm (W⊥ > few keV; Section

3.1.3.4) and hot (W⊥ > 10’s keV; Section 3.1.3.5) plasma regime stagnation

points. This similarity suggests that both electron and ion multi-bands may

have similar formation processes, but can be observed in different positions,

due to their different drift scenarios.
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DISTRIBUTION OF ION BAND STRUCTURES
- SOLAR WIND PARAMETERS

N ≥ 0 N ≥ 2 SAMPLING

PROTON DENSITY

FLOW VELOCITY

PRESSURE

CLOCK ANGLE

Figure 6.13: Normalised occurrence frequency of ion band structures for different solar
wind parameters - proton density (cm−3; Top Row), flow velocity (kms−1; Second Row),
pressure (nPa; Third Row) and clock angle (Bottom Row). The frequencies of 5-minute
intervals for which HIA was operational in the magnetosphere during the specified conditions
are given in the Right Panels. The grey lines identify bin limits.
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DISTRIBUTION OF ION BAND STRUCTURES
- COUPLED SOLAR WIND PARAMETERS

N = 1 N ≥ 2 SAMPLING

PRESSURE VS. CLOCK ANGLE

N = 1

VELOCITY VS. MAGNETIC FIELD STRENGTH

N = 1

Figure 6.14: Normalised occurrence frequency of ion band structures for coupled solar wind
parameters - clock angle (◦) vs. pressure (nPa) (Top Panel) and flow velocity (kms−1) vs.
magnetic field strength (Bz; nT) (Bottom Panel). The frequency of 5-minute intervals for
which HIA was operational in the magnetosphere during the specified conditions is given in
the Right Panels. The grey lines identify bin limits.
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ION BANDS - DISTRIBUTION OF µ

Figure 6.15: This figure is given in the same format as Figure 5.24. The distribution of
µ (= W⊥/B) of ion single- and multi-bands, identified by ECoMB, is shown in the Left
Panel and the total frequency of 5-minute intervals where the band of interest was observed
is given in the Right Panel. The plasma sheet population (N = 1) has two peaks denoting
possible hot and cold plasma sheet populations. Multi-bands appear to have similar µ values
to the cold dense plasma sheet population.

6.2.3 Source Populations of Ion Bands

We also analyse the distribution of µ (= W⊥/B) values to understand the

source populations of ion bands. As explained in Section 5.2.3, for a given

5-minute interval of multi-band observation, the highest energy band is con-

sidered as the first band and subsequent bands of lower energies are labelled

as second - fourth bands. Every 5-minute interval is also considered indepen-

dent of consecutive 5-minute intervals. We use the peak energy of the band

(identified by ECoMB) and FGM magnetic field data (during a given 5-minute

interval) to calculate µ and the distribution is shown in the left panel of Figure

6.15. The frequency of total 5-minute intervals of observation is shown in the

right panel.

Examples of ion plasma sheet distributions are shown in Figures A.2 and

A.7. The ion plasma sheet population ranges between 1 - 20 keV. The mag-

netic field strength in the plasma sheet is approximately 10 - 20 nT. Hence,

ion µ values range between 100 - 2000 eV/nT. We see the presence of two

possible peaks for the first band - one at µ ≈ 200 eV/nT, which lies within

the observed plasma sheet range of values, and another clear one at µ ≈ 4
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ION COLD DENSE PLASMA SHEET

Figure 6.16: This figure shows an example of the ion cold dense plasma sheet observed by
Geotail on 4 5 February 1998. The panels (from top to bottom) show IMF field strength
(Bx, By, Bz), solar wind density, temperature and flow velocity (Vx and Vy) and the ion
spectrogram observed by Geotail. The dashed vertical line marks the IMF northward turn-
ing. A cold dense population (W ≈ 100’s eV - few keV) is observed after an extended
interval of northward IMF.

eV/nT. In the case of the electrons, we saw that the lower µ peak could be

explained by considering cold dense plasma sheet populations drifting into

the inner magnetosphere. An example of ion populations in the cold dense

plasma sheet, observed by Geotail, is shown in Figure 6.16. We use the same

interval as the observation of the electron CDPS by Taylor et al. (2008). The

energies of the ion CDPS population range from 100’s eV to 5 keV. The first

peak now lies within the range of these µ values. However, previous literature

have shown the existence of two such populations, independently originating

at dawn (close to our statistical observations) and midnight, and observed

as two distinct population at geostationary orbits. Further work will need

to be carried out in order to distinguish bands created from each separate

population.
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6.2.4 Conditions Prior to Ion Multi-Band Observations

We then analyse the conditions prior to the appearance and disappearance of

multi-band events (similar to Section 5.2.4). We follow the same method as the

electrons and eliminate the dependence of spacecraft orbit, by comparing the

number of bands over two orbits when the spacecraft visits the same region.

We specifically look at intervals when a lower energy band has appeared (or

disappeared) and the conditions for 28 hours (DS TC-1 orbit period) prior

to the interval of interest is shown in Figure 6.17 (Figure 6.18) (in a similar

format to Figures 5.27 and 5.28).

For the ions, we had 632 intervals where a lower energy band had appeared

(in addition to a high energy band) in the current orbit and only the high

energy band was observed in the previous orbit (i.e. when the spacecraft was

previously in the region of interest). These intervals also had long periods

(at least 3 hours) of northward IMF prior to the appearance of a band. It is

interesting to note that the conclusions obtained for electrons also apply for

the ions.

1. The average values of solar wind parameters, i.e. proton density (nsw),

flow velocity (vsw) and pressure (Psw) do not show any noticeable change

over the 28 hours prior to the observation.

2. The histogram illustrating the dependence on IMF clock angle, θ, show

high occurrence frequencies during intervals when the IMF was oriented

towards the northward and dawn/dusk directions, i.e θ ≈ 0◦ − 30◦ and

330◦ − 360◦.

3. The average Kp and auroral indices increase gradually with increasing

time prior to the observation of a low energy band. Therefore, the ap-

pearance of a low energy ion band is related to the level of geomagnetic

activity and possible substorm occurrence in the magnetosphere.
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The explanations provided by Burke et al. (1995) for electrons and Pe-

terson et al. (1998), Ebihara et al. (2004) and Li et al. (2000) for ions also

explain our observations. Similar to the conclusion drawn for electrons in Sec-

tion 5.2.4, we require the presence of a disturbance, such as a substorm, to

inject a low energy plasma population (cold dense plasma sheet population)

which is then observed by the spacecraft. As we cannot pinpoint the exact

moment of the appearance of a band, due to the spacecraft orbit, and we

cannot observe a region of the magnetosphere for a prolonged interval, we can

only speculate possible formation processes.

In Figure 6.18, we see that bands tend to disappear just after an interval of

relatively high geomagnetic activity, as the geomagnetic activity indices show

a gradual decline with increasing time prior to the observation. This signifies

that active geomagnetic conditions have the effect of destroying bands. After

a substorm, trapped populations may find themselves outside their respective

energy-dependent Alfvén layers. If the Alfvén layer remains earthward for a

few hours, then these ions on open drift paths can be lost. As a result, we

do not observe these band populations as the spacecraft revisits the region.

Another possible explanation is that the plasma sheet populations move fur-

ther earthward along with the Alfvén layers, hence may ‘wash out’ existing

ion band populations, in which case, a spacecraft revisiting the region may

observe only one band.

6.3 Conclusion

This study was conducted in a similar manner to the electron statistical survey

described in Chapter 5. We analysed the distribution of ion single- and multi-

band structures in Double Star TC-1 HIA data and found that ion single-band

structures are observed all across the magnetosphere and bear resemblance to

where we would expect to find the ion plasma sheet. Ion multi-bands are

mainly observed at L = 5 - 10 (in a similar L range to the electrons) and

MLT = 0 - 22 h (concentrated in the region of the energy-dependent ion

stagnations points). Similar to the electron study, ion multi-bands exhibit a
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full ring distribution during quiet times and tend to focus between MLT = 5 -

12 h as the geomagnetic activity in the magnetosphere increases. By analysing

the source distribution in terms of µ, we found that band populations seem

to originate from two populations, with different temperatures, in the plasma

sheet (similar to electrons). We, once again, found similarities between the

electron and ion studies, as the analysis of conditions prior to the appearance

and disappearance of bands showed similar trends, i.e. AE, Kp (AL) increased

(decreased) with increasing hours prior to band appearance and vice versa

for band disappearance scenarios. This is interesting as it shows a possible

formation process that drives the appearance of bands, in both electrons and

ions, rather than purely considering bands as a possibility of differences in

particle drift.

6.4 Future Work

Ideas for further work on the electron study is also applicable to this study.

A few other ideas to expand on this study are:

1. Analysing the energies of ion double-bands to check if many of the cases

could be due to particles on slow drift paths, such as open bridge or

closed banana drift paths (Section 3.1.3.4),

2. Using the same method of analysis to conduct statistical surveys on other

features observed in ion data, such as wedge dispersions (Yamauchi et al.

2013) and ion ‘trunks’.
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Chapter 7

Steady State Simulations

“There is only one road to follow, that of analysis of the basic
elements in order to arrive ultimately at an adequate graphic
expression.”

— Wassily Kandinsky, Concerning the Spiritual in Art

In this chapter, we begin to examine whether electron and ion ‘multi-

band’ structures (Figures 1.1 and 1.2; Chapters 5 and 6) can be formed as a

consequence of particle dynamics using simple particle drift models and simu-

lations. We build up an understanding of the case of a steady state quiet time

magnetosphere to lay a foundation in terms of understanding the distribution

of particles in energy (W) and position (L, MLT) when no magnetospheric

disturbances complicate the picture.

First, we conduct a thought experiment in Section 7.2. We consider parti-

cles (αeq = 90◦) on open and closed drift paths in a highly unrealistic case of a

magnetosphere that has been quiet for 200 hours with a steady particle source

throughout the nightside. We present the results as energy-position spectra

showing phase space density (PSD) and differential energy flux (DEF; similar

to spacecraft data) to highlight distributions of electron and ion populations

on open and closed drift paths, the particle Alfvén boundaries and any gaps

in flux that appear as a result of particle drifts. We then consider the case

of a realistic electron and ion plasma sheet population on open drift paths

drifting into the inner magnetosphere in Section 7.3. We analyse features in

energy-position PSD/DEF spectra that are observed by a virtual spacecraft

following a selection of different trajectories. Where applicable, we present

199
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a brief overview of observations of ‘nose’ and ‘band’ structures reported in

previous literature in both electron and ion particle data during quasi-steady

state conditions and compare these to our simulation results.

7.1 Creating Simulations

Particle drift motion in the inner magnetosphere was introduced in Section

3.1. Figure 3.14 illustrates the open particle drift trajectories of electrons

and ions (for different starting energies) using a simple test particle model for

the special case of particles with 90◦ pitch angle at the magnetic equator (so

curvature drift/bounce motion are ignored and all particle motion is confined

to a 2D plane). This model, adapted from an original model kindly provided

by Lynn Kistler (UNH), incorporates a dipole magnetic field (Section 2.6.2)

and a Volland-Stern convection electric field (Section 3.1.1.4).

7.1.1 The Kistler Code

The Kistler code is a particle tracing code which calculates and plots the drift

trajectory of a charged particle. The user is required to specify the following:

1. the type of particle (i.e. electrons or ions) and the energy, equatorial

pitch angle and position (L, MLT) of the particle at the start of the

simulation;

2. the duration of tracing;

3. the time resolution at which the code calculates the position and velocity

of a particle along its drift path, and

4. the Kp index defining the level of geomagnetic activity, and hence the

model inner magnetosphere electric potential throughout the simulation.

First, the code calculates the number of time steps (i.e. duration/time resolu-

tion) involved in the tracing. The particle is then forward traced by calculating

the velocity (vr, vϕ), using Equation 3.33, and the position (r, ϕ) (= vdt) of

the particle at the start and end of each time step. The trajectory is simulta-

neously plotted. The output drift trajectory map illustrated in the left panel
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OUTPUT FROM THE KISTLER CODE

FORWARD TRACING BACKWARD TRACING

Figure 7.1: Figure illustrating an example of an output plot from the Kistler code. A
1 keV electron (αeq = 90◦) is forward (Left Panel) and backward (Right Panel) traced
from the position defined by the user (filled yellow circle). The electron is at L = 10, MLT
= 20 (L = 8, MLT = 14) at the start of the forward (backward) tracing. The electron is
forward/backward traced for 50 hours and its position is shown every time step (in this case
10 minutes) by the white squares along the trajectory in each plot. The Kp was held steady
at Kp = 0 for the duration of the simulation.

of Figure 7.1 shows such an example where a 1 keV electron is forward traced

from L = 10 and MLT = 20. There are two variations to the Kistler code - one

to forward trace and the other to backward trace a given particle. An example

of a result from the backward tracing code is given in the right panel of Figure

7.1 where a 1 keV electron is backward traced from L = 8 and MLT = 14. In

this chapter, we mainly use the Kistler code to forward trace particles in our

simulations and backward trace to analyse the results. This is a simple model,

but one which can still be used to explore the consequences of particle motion

and to test previous theories.

7.1.2 Additional Code Modules Created for this Research Work

and a Typical Simulation Run

In order to undertake simulations and create particle energy-time or energy-

position spectra (similar to Figures 1.1 and 1.2) from the simple drift trajectory

tracing code, we adapted the Kistler code and added further code modules.

A flowchart illustrating the different code modules added to the Kistler code
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in order to produce the results shown here is given in Figure 7.2. The Kistler

code modules are highlighted in blue. Our code modules are given in yel-

low (dashed boxes) and green (dashed-dotted boxes). Code modules used to

produce plots are shown in green. Pink code modules identify where input

parameters are specified. The input parameters used for each simulation run

in the modelling studies in this thesis are stated and justified in the relevant

sections.

A typical simulation run involves the following steps:

1. The user defines the input parameters for the simulation:

(a) Type of particle (electrons or type of ions);

(b) Start position of the particles (L0, MLT0);

(c) Start energies of the particles at their respective starting positions

(W⊥0);

(d) Equatorial pitch angle (αeq) of the particles - as noted above, this

value is usually set to be 90◦ to exclude the effects of the curvature

drift and to keep the simulations relatively simple;

(e) Phase Space Density (PSD) of the input population;

(f) Duration of the simulation;

(g) Time resolution, ∆t, between determinations of parameters, such as

energy and position, as the particle travels along its drift trajectory;

(h) Kp index defining the level of geomagnetic activity and hence the

model inner magnetosphere electric potential throughout the dura-

tion of the simulation;

(i) Grid spacing - the length of side for each little square in the flux

grid (explained below), and

(j) A virtual spacecraft trajectory to calculate the energy-time or

energy-position spectra, which may be a realistic orbital path or

may, for example follow increasing L at constant MLT.
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Input Parameters

Forward trace particles
using the Kistler code

Kistler backward tracing code

Save drift information
(position (L,MLT), W, v and µ)

Plot drift trajectory
maps such as Figure 2.15

Accumulate all drift
information for all the source particles

Calculate drift times
for all the particles

Plot drift times as a func-
tion of start W⊥0/L0/MLT0

(e.g. Figure 7.6)
Overlay the flux grid and

calculate the PSD for each little square

Input virtual
spacecraft
trajectory

Calculate the PSD along a
virtual spacecraft trajectory

Calculate DNF/DEF along a
virtual spacecraft trajectory

Plot PSD vs.
W & position

(e.g. first panel
of Figure 7.4)

Plot PSD vs.
µ & position

(e.g. second panel
of Figure 7.4)

Plot DNF vs.
W & position

(e.g. third panel
of Figure 7.4)

Plot DEF vs.
W & position

(e.g. fourth panel
of Figure 7.4)

For each particle

For each particle
Repeat for
all particles

Figure 7.2: Flowchart illustrating the simulation code modules. Modules in pink identify
user-defined input parameters. Blue modules are the Kistler code modules, one of which
has been incorporated into our simulation code. Our code modules are highlighted in yellow
(dashed boxes) and green (dash-dotted boxes). Green highlights modules used for plotting.
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The new additions beyond the Kistler input parameters are (e), (i) and

(j).

2. The particles are then forward traced (using the Kistler forward tracing

code module) for the duration of the simulation within a simulation area,

as illustrated in panels (a) and (b) of Figure 7.3. The simulation area

is defined as a circle with a radius of 15 RE centred on Earth and is

shown by the dark red circle in these panels. The simulation region was

chosen based on the average 15 RE magnetopause distance at dawn/dusk,

though this varies between 11 - 19 RE depending on solar wind conditions

(Figure 2.10, Section 2.6.3.1), and to include the nightside plasma sheet

population. The energy (W⊥), drift velocity (v) and position (L, MLT)

of each particle are then recorded at given time steps, ∆t (given by the

asterisks on the particle traces in the figure) and stored. ∆t is taken to

be 300 seconds in Figure 7.3. However, much shorter time steps are used

in the high resolution runs later described in this chapter (Sections 7.2

and 7.3).

3. A grid measuring 15 x 15 RE is then defined, as shown overlaid in dark

gray on the simulation region in panel (b) of Figure 7.3. The length

of one side of each small square within the grid is defined by the input

parameter ‘grid spacing’. This value is generally chosen such that a

minimum of two measurements of particle position and velocity along a

given drift trajectory can be obtained within each square. The PSD of

particles for a given energy (particles RE
−2 keV−1) within each box in

this ‘flux grid’ is then calculated by counting the number of particles in

each small box. This is in accordance with Liouville’s theorem which

states that the phase space density is conserved along the particle drift

trajectory. Towards the edge of the simulation region (solid dark red

circle), the PSDs are weighted depending on the area of the simulation

region within each box of the flux grid.

4. The PSD, fs(r, W), along a user-defined virtual spacecraft trajectory

is then calculated and can be plotted as either an energy-position or
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CREATING OUTPUT SPECTRA

(a) Forward tracing particles. (b) Applying the flux grid.

(c) Energy-position PSD spectrogram at 0 MLT obtained from the particle drifts
shown in panel (b).

(d) µ-position PSD spectrogram at 0 MLT obtained from the particle drifts shown
in panel (b).

Figure 7.3: Figure showing the creation of model particle energy-time spectra for the
case of the electrons. (a) Electrons are forward traced from their starting position. This
example is for 2 keV electrons starting at L = 15 and different MLT. The asterisks show
the progression of the particle every 300 seconds. The simulation region is the region within
a circle (in dark red) of radius 15 RE. (b) A flux grid (in dark gray) with dimensions 15
× 15 RE is applied. The flux grid is divided into squares of dimensions defined by the
input parameter ‘grid spacing’, which is taken to be 1 RE here. The PSD of electrons
within every square is then calculated. (c) The PSD of particles for a given energy and
position can then be plotted on a energy-position axis to produce energy-position spectra.
The spectrogram illustrated here is an example of an electron output spectrogram showing
PSD for the electrons in panel (b) observed by a virtual spacecraft travelling to higher L
along 0 MLT. (d) The corresponding µ-position spectrogram for panel (c). µ is conserved
because the first adiabatic invariant is not violated in steady state and no extreme gradients
in magnetic or electric fields are encountered.
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ENERGY-POSITION SPECTROGRAM SHOWING PHASE SPACE
DENSITY

µ-POSITION SPECTROGRAM SHOWING PHASE SPACE DENSITY

ENERGY-POSITION SPECTROGRAM SHOWING DIFFERENTIAL
NUMBER FLUX

ENERGY-POSITION SPECTROGRAM SHOWING DIFFERENTIAL
ENERGY FLUX

Figure 7.4: Examples of type of spectra produced from our simulations. (First Panel)
An example of an output energy-position PSD spectrogram from the simulation run (with
an unrealistic plasma population) described in Section 7.2 for a virtual spacecraft moving
to higher L along 0 MLT. (Second Panel) The corresponding µ-position spectrogram for
the top panel. (Third/Fourth Panels) Energy-position spectrogram showing the parti-
cle differential number flux (particles cm−2s−1sr−1keV−1)(third) and differential energy
flux spectra (keV cm−2s−1sr−1keV−1)(fourth), calculated from the phase space densities
illustrated in the top panel. These plots are described in detail in Section 7.2.1.2.
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a µ-position spectrogram. Examples are illustrated in panels (c) and

(d) of Figure 7.3 and the top two panels of Figure 7.4 for a virtual

spacecraft moving to large L at 0 MLT. The differential number flux,

DNFs(r) (particles cm−2s−1sr−1keV−1), is then calculated using Equation

4.8 (shown for completeness here):

DNFs(r) = fs(r,W )
2

m2
W (7.1)

The energy-position DNF spectrogram is illustrated in the third panel

of Figure 7.4. The differential number fluxes are multiplied by their

respective energies to obtain the differential energy flux, DEFs(r) (keV

cm−2s−1sr−1keV−1) (Equation 4.9):

DEFs(r) = DNFs(r)×W = fs(r,W )
2

m2
W 2 (7.2)

which can then be plotted as a function of energy and position as shown

in the bottom panel of Figure 7.4. To plot an energy-time spectrogram,

the time for each position of the virtual spacecraft was taken into account

instead (e.g. second panel of Figure 7.23).

This is the method used to create all the energy-time or energy-position spectra

shown in this chapter and in Chapters 8 and 9. The input variables for each

run undertaken are defined in the main text as well as briefly in the caption

of each figure. Energy-position/energy-time DEF spectra are predominantly

used as it is easier to compare to spacecraft observations, such as those shown

in Figures 1.1 and 1.2.

7.2 Steady State Quiet Magnetosphere

To begin our investigation, we simulated an ideal quiet time magnetosphere

that undergoes steady convection. We considered the following input param-

eters and forward traced the particles:

1. Particles: Electrons (Section 7.2.1) and Protons (Section 7.2.2)
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Figure 7.5: Figure showing the distribution of the input particles (green dots) in L and
MLT across the simulation region (bounded by the dark red circle) for the study discussed
in Section 7.2.

2. Start position: L = 2 - 15 in steps of 0.1, MLT = 18 - 24 - 6 (nightside

only; all possible points of plasma sheet particle entry) in steps of 0.1

(Figure 7.5)

3. Start energy: W = 0.1 - 30 keV in steps of 0.1 keV (linear spacing)

4. Equatorial Pitch Angle: αeq = 90◦

5. PSD of the input population: 1 input particle at every source posi-

tion

6. Duration of simulation = 200 hours

7. Time Resolution: ∆t = 10 seconds

8. Kp = 0 (Evs = -0.045 r (2 sinϕ êr + cosϕ êϕ) kV)

9. Grid spacing = 0.25 RE

The initial conditions assume an unrealistic distribution of particles at lo-

cations everywhere within the nightside part of the simulation region and

distributed across energy at each point. These input values were chosen as

a compromise between improving the resolution of the run and reducing the

computational running time. The duration of the simulation is the optimum
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time for all the particles to complete at least one orbit if on a closed drift path

or be lost to the boundary of the simulation region if on an open drift path.

New particles are (unrealistically) continually supplied from every source par-

ticle position (all positions highlighted by green dots in Figure 7.5) at every

energy at each ∆t step for the duration of this simulation, i.e. new particles are

added at every position given in Figure 7.5 every 10 seconds (as we consider

every point in the drift trajectory of every particle to calculate DNF/DEF).

We simulated the case of electrons and ions separately. We first discuss spec-

tra produced from electrons due to their simpler drift trajectories in Section

7.2.1. We then discuss the ions in Section 7.2.2. It is important to note that

the results of this simulation are not directly comparable to spacecraft data

due to the unrealistic source distribution.

7.2.1 Electrons

7.2.1.1 Drift Times

An important characteristic of the motion of any given electron is its ‘drift

time’ which we define as either the time taken for an electron on a closed drift

path to execute one full drift cycle (earthward of the Alfvén layer) or the time

taken for an electron on an open drift path to travel from its initial position

to the edge of the simulation region where it is lost. Once the electrons were

forward traced, the drift times of each electron could be recorded and plotted

as a function of the position (L0, MLT0) and their perpendicular energy (W⊥0)

at the start of the simulation. If the electron was still within the simulation

region at the end of the simulation (t = 200 hrs) and crossed its starting

position at least once during the run, then it was classed as an electron on

a closed drift path. If the electron had left the simulation region by the end

of the run, then it was classed as an electron on an open drift path. Figure

7.6 shows the results for electrons on closed (top two rows; panels (a) to (f))

and open (bottom two rows; panels (g) to (l)) drift paths starting at different

MLT sectors.

In Figure 7.6, we see that populations of electrons with different W⊥0 on
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DRIFT TIMES OF ELECTRONS ON CLOSED DRIFT PATHS

(a) MLT0 = 18 h (b) MLT0 = 20 h (c) MLT0 = 22 h

(d) MLT0 = 0 h (e) MLT0 = 3 h (f) MLT0 = 6 h

DRIFT TIMES OF ELECTRONS ON OPEN DRIFT PATHS

(g) MLT0 = 18 h (h) MLT0 = 20 h (i) MLT0 = 22 h

(j) MLT0 = 0 h (k) MLT0 = 3 h (l) MLT0 = 6 h

Figure 7.6: Figure illustrating electron closed (Top Two Rows; Panels (a) - (f)) and
open (Bottom Two Rows; Panels (g) - (l)) drift times as a function of input position (L0,
MLT0) and perpendicular energy (W⊥0; keV) of the particle at the start of the simulation.
The drift time is the time taken for an electron on a closed drift path to execute one full
drift cycle or the time taken for an electron on an open drift trajectory to be lost to the
edge of the simulation region. The drift times for particles starting at different MLT sectors
are shown in each panel. The colour represents the drift time. The maximum drift time
(tmax) at a given MLT is also specified in each plot.
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closed and open drift paths do not overlap in this steady state model. A clear

boundary can be observed between these two populations in all the plots. This

is the position of the Alfvén layer (Section 3.1.1.3) for each respective energy.

We characterise particle motion relative to this boundary which depends on

position (r, ϕ; L, MLT) and also the initial energy (W⊥0) in this case. For a

given energy, electrons earthward (anti-earthward, i.e. at higher L shells) of

this boundary are on closed (open) drift paths.

Electron drift time variation with position:

Electrons on closed (open) drift paths starting at positions close to the

Alfvén layer in the simulation have a longer drift time that those on closed

(open) drift paths starting further earthward (anti-earthward) from the Alfvén

layer due to competition between the opposing corotation, convection and

magnetic gradient drifts that they experience, as discussed earlier in Chapter

2. This can be clearly observed at MLT0 = 18 h (closed: first panel, top row;

open: first panel, third row of Figure 7.6). However, this is not so clearly

observed at all other MLT0 for W⊥0 > 2 keV due to the colour scale chosen.

At MLT0 = 20 h, we see that electrons with W⊥0 < 1 keV on open drift paths

(second panel, third row) across a large L range (L = 8.5 - 13) exhibit very long

drift times. This can be explained by looking at the corresponding electron

drift trajectories shown in Figure 7.7. Electrons starting at the positions and

energies, marked by the blue circles in the top panel, are on long length open

drift trajectories with very slow minimum drift speed (in blue, bottom panel)

closest to the Alfvén layer (in black, bottom panel) and hence, have long drift

times. Electrons starting between L0 = 8.5 - 13 at MLT0 = 20 h with W⊥0 <

2 keV, given by the red curves, follow open drift trajectories around Earth and

also have long drift times (although not as long as electrons with trajectories

shown by the blue curves) due to shorter paths and faster minimum drift

speeds. Electrons starting at higher L shells (L0 > 13) are on much shorter

open drift paths with short drift times as they do not circle Earth (so even the

ones with small minimum drift speeds have faster drift times than electrons

starting at lower L0). These trajectories are given by the green curves in all

three panels.
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Electrons on open drift paths starting at MLT0 = 18 h all follow paths like

these green curves and are lost in less than 20 hours. Electrons (of all W⊥0)

on open drift paths starting at MLT close to MLT0 = 18/6 h (0 h) follow

trajectories like the green (red) curves. At MLT0 = 18/6 h, these electrons

of all W⊥0 starting at large L0 (> 10) have the short green-like drift paths

(hence, shorter drift times), whereas this is not the case for the corresponding

electrons starting at MLT0 = 0 h (comparatively longer drift times).

The Alfvén layer is shaped like a teardrop (Section 3.1.1.3, Figure 3.14)

and therefore, the geocentric distance to this boundary varies with MLT0 (i.e.

larger L at MLT = 18 h compared to MLT = 6 h) and this behaviour is also

captured in Figure 7.6.

Electron drift time variation with energy:

The drift velocity of an electron is also a function of the energy (Equation

3.33) for electrons (> 100’s eV) which experience the magnetic gradient drift.

As W⊥0 of an electron starting at a given position (L0, MLT0) increases, the

drift time decreases.

7.2.1.2 Phase Space Densities/Differential Energy Flux

We then calculated the electron PSDs and DEF within each little square in

a flux grid with grid spacing of 0.25 RE. The electron DEF observed by a

virtual spacecraft moving radially outward from small to large L at MLT = 0,

3, 6, 9, 12, 15, 18 and 21 h, plotted as energy-position spectra, are illustrated

in Figure 7.8. In this case, the energy (W⊥) is the instantaneous energy of

the electron during the time of measurement (not to be confused with W⊥0

which is the electron energy at the start of the simulation). The spectra show

what the virtual spacecraft ‘observed’ as it ‘encountered’ electron populations

on both open and closed drift paths.

Similar to the drift time vs. L0/MLT0/W⊥0 plots in Figure 7.6, a bound-

ary, corresponding to the Alfvén layers for different energies, is visible in W⊥

- L DEF spectra at all MLT between electron populations on open and closed

drift paths. The Alfvén layer for a given energy is at larger L at dusk com-
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Figure 7.7: The drift time for electrons starting at MLT0 = 20 h at various radial distances
(L0) and starting energies (W⊥0) is shown in the Top Panel. The blue circles/dashed
lines correspond to energies and positions for which the electron drift paths are explicitly
illustrated in the Bottom Panel. The drift trajectory plots in the bottom panel is of a
similar format to Figure 3.14 with the input specifications given at the top of each panel.
The red curves are on long drift paths circling Earth. The blue curves (whose starting
position and energy is marked by the blue circles in the top panel) are also on paths circling
Earth but are the closest trajectories to the Alfvén layer (marked by the black curve). The
green curves denote electrons on short open drift paths.
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ELECTRONS - STEADY STATE QUIET MAGNETOSPHERE

W⊥ - L DIFFERENTIAL ENERGY FLUX SPECTRA

(a) MLT = 0 h (b) MLT = 3 h

(c) MLT = 6 h (d) MLT = 9 h

(e) MLT = 12 h (f) MLT = 15 h

(g) MLT = 18 h (h) MLT = 21 h

Figure 7.8: Figure showing electron energy-position DEF spectra for a virtual spacecraft
travelling from lower to higher L shells at MLT = 0, 3, 6, 9, 12, 15, 18 and 21 h for a steady
state quiet magnetosphere with an unrealistic source distribution. L also translates to RE

as the magnetic field taken into account in the simulation is a dipole field. The electron
energy in this context is the instantaneous electron energy (W⊥) at a given position.
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ELECTRONS ON CLOSED DRIFTS ELECTRONS ON OPEN DRIFTS

Figure 7.9: (Top Panel) A model energy-position DEF spectrogram shows what is ob-
served by a virtual spacecraft travelling to larger L shells along MLT = 6 h. The Alfvén
boundary layer which separates the open and closed drift path is given by the solid black
line. The Alfvén layer can be seen in energy-position DEF spectra along all MLT in Figure
7.8. (Bottom Panel) The energy-position DEF spectra observed by a virtual spacecraft
travelling to larger L shells along MLT = 6 h encountering solely electron populations on
closed (Left) and open (Right) drift paths. Here the colour bar is autoscaled separately in
each plot to show structure more clearly in each case.
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pared to the dawn sectors (Figure 3.5). The geocentric distance to the Alfvén

layers increases in L with increasing maximum energy at a given MLT, and

hence the spacecraft sees electrons on open drift paths of increasing energy as

it moves to large L shells. We help visualise this in Figure 7.9 by focussing on

the spectra observed at MLT = 6 h as an example. The Alfvén boundary layer

is marked by the solid black line in the top panel of Figure 7.9. The electron

populations on closed and open drift paths (characterised in the same manner

as described earlier in Section 7.2.1.1) are also shown explicitly in the bottom

panel. We see no overlap between the two populations in W⊥-L space.

It is important to note that electron fluxes on closed drift paths are higher

as they are continually increased by adding new electrons during the simulation

(unrealistically) that cannot escape (unlike electrons on open paths). This

helps produce a distinct boundary with the electron population on open drift

paths.

7.2.2 Ions

7.2.2.1 Drift Times

We conduct the same analysis for the case of the ions as we did with electrons

in Section 7.2.1. The drift times of ions on closed and open drift paths as a

function of their starting energy (W⊥0) and position (L0, MLT0) are given in

the top panels of Figures 7.10 and 7.11 (in a similar format to Figure 7.6).

As in the case of the electrons, the ion populations on closed and open

drift paths do not overlap in this steady state model and the boundary be-

tween these two populations is the energy-dependent Alfvén boundary layers.

However, more features are observed for ions in the top panels of Figures 7.10

and 7.11 in comparison to the electrons in Figure 7.6, as the drifts of ions are

more complicated (than electrons) due to their energy dependent westward

magnetic gradient drift, as discussed in Sections 3.1.2.2 and 3.1.3. As a result,

there are seven different cases of ions defined by the following rules for the ion

drift information saved as a product of our code (Figure 7.2):

1. Ions on closed eastward drift paths (also observed in electrons) - Ion must
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DRIFT TIMES OF IONS ON CLOSED DRIFT PATHS

(a) MLT0 = 18 h (b) MLT0 = 20 h (c) MLT0 = 22 h

(d) MLT0 = 0 h (e) MLT0 = 3 h (f) MLT0 = 6 h

TYPES OF IONS ON CLOSED DRIFT PATHS

(g) MLT0 = 18 h (h) MLT0 = 20 h (i) MLT0 = 22 h

(j) MLT0 = 0 h (k) MLT0 = 3 h (l) MLT0 = 6 h

Figure 7.10: Figure illustrating drift times (Top Two Rows; Panels (a) - (f)) of ions
on closed drift paths and the corresponding type of ions (Bottom Two Rows; Panels
(g) - (l)) as a function of position (L0, MLT0) and perpendicular energy (W⊥0; keV) of
the ion at the start of the simulation (i.e. t = 0). The top panel is in the same format as
Figure 7.6. There are differences between the electrons and ions due to a westward oriented
magnetic drift for the case of ions (as explained in the main text). Hence, ions can exist
on closed eastward, westward and banana drift paths as denoted by navy, maroon and dark
green respectively in the bottom panel.
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DRIFT TIMES OF IONS ON OPEN DRIFT PATHS

(a) MLT0 = 18 h (b) MLT0 = 20 h (c) MLT0 = 22 h

(d) MLT0 = 0 h (e) MLT0 = 3 h (f) MLT0 = 6 h

Figure 7.11: Figure illustrating the drift times of ions on open drift paths as a function
of position (L0, MLT0) and perpendicular energy (W⊥0; keV) of the ion at the start of the
simulation (i.e. t = 0). The figure is in the same format as the top two rows of Figure
7.10. Note that the colour bars of the closed (top panel of Figure 7.10) and open drifts
have different upper limits to show the structure in each case. Due to a westward oriented
magnetic gradient drift, some ions on open drift paths have long drift times.
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be on a closed drift path, i.e. the ion must not leave the simulation region

throughout the duration of the simulation, and the change in MLT of the

ion along the drift trajectory throughout the duration must be > 0 which

characterises an eastward drift trajectory.

2. Ions on open eastward drift paths (also observed in electrons) - Ion must

be on an open drift path, i.e. the ion should have left the simulation

region during the simulation, and the change in MLT of the ion between

MLT = 0 - 12 h along the drift trajectory must be > 0 which characterises

an eastward drift trajectory.

3. Ions on closed westward drift paths (not observed in electrons) - Ion must

be on a closed drift path and the change in MLT of the ion along the

drift trajectory throughout the duration must be < 0 which characterises

a westward drift trajectory.

4. Ions on open westward drift paths (not observed in electrons) - Ion must

be on an open drift path and for the majority of the drift path (> 75%),

the change in MLT must be < 0.

5. Ions on closed banana drift orbits (not observed in electrons) - Ion must

be on a closed drift path and the ion crosses MLT = 18 h but not MLT

= 6 h which characterises a banana drift path, as can be seen in the left

panel of Figure 3.18 and Figure 7.12. These slow moving ions (given in

red) follow closed banana drift trajectories.

6. Ions on open bridge drift paths (not observed in electrons) - Ion must be

on an open drift path and the ion must have a minimum of one westward

drift interval (∇MLT < 0) + two eastward drift intervals (∇MLT >

0) to cover for all the possible bridge orientations as well as at least two

intervals where the electric drifts equate to the magnetic drift experienced

by the ion (Equations 3.32 and 3.33). Ions on open bridge drift paths

are illustrated in the right panel of Figure 3.18 and Figure 7.13, which

shows slow bridge ions at MLT = 0 h. These slow moving ions (given in

blue) follow open bridge drift paths.
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7. Ions on slow closed or open paths close to the Alfvén layer (also ob-

served for electrons) - Ion must be on closed/open eastward/westward

drift paths (characterised as stated earlier) and on paths close to the

Alfvén layer with a long drift time.

These classes of ions cannot be easily identified by only considering their long

drift times (top panel of Figure 7.10 and Figure 7.11) due to the colour scheme

chosen (which was optimised to show maximum detail). We represent the type

of ion on closed paths individually in the bottom panel of Figure 7.10 in the

same format as the top panel, where the colours now represent the different

types of ion drift. The type of ion on open drift path is not shown as it was

hard to characterise them electronically. Instead we will see these ions in more

detail in Section 7.3.2.

Ion drift variation with position and energy:

Similar to electrons, ions on closed (open) drift paths starting at positions

close to the Alfvén layers at all MLT have longer drift times compared to other

ions in the simulation, due to the competing eastward electric (corotation +

convection) and westward magnetic gradient drifts.

In the case of ions with closed drift paths, some ions executing closed

banana drift paths also have a long drift time (time taken to complete one lap

around their banana orbit track), as identified in pink in the bottom panel

of Figure 7.10 and illustrated by the drift paths in Figure 7.12. This subset

of ions span across a larger W⊥0-L0 range at MLT0 = 18 h (denoting to the

maximum width of the banana region) but reduce in W⊥0/L0 span as MLT

increases or decreases (less of the banana region exists at other MLTs). Ions

starting at MLT0 = 6 h do not exhibit banana drifts.

Another important thing to note is that ions on closed eastward drift

paths start across a larger W⊥0-L0 range at MLT0 = 18 h which decreases

towards the midnight and dawn sectors, e.g. ions starting with W⊥0 = 0.01

keV between L0 = 2 - 10 at MLT0 = 18 h undergo closed eastward drifts

compared to MLT0 = 6 h, where ions with the same energy starting between

L0 = 2 - 6 undergo closed eastward drifts and those starting between L0 =
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Figure 7.12: The drift time for ions starting at MLT0 = 18 h at various initial radial
distances (L0) and start energies (W⊥0) is shown in the Top Panel for two different colorbar
limits to provide maximum detail. The dashed lines correspond to energies for which the
particle drifts (between L = 2 - 8 in steps of 0.5) are explicitly illustrated in the Bottom
Panel. The drift trajectory plots in the bottom panel are of a similar format to Figure 2.15
with the input specifications given at the top of each panel. The red curves are the drift
paths of ions that follow slow closed banana drift trajectories, also indicated in red in the
top left panel due to their long drift times. The navy filled circles in both panels mark the
starting position of the ions on banana drift paths. The black curves show drift paths with
shorter drift times for the same MLT0.
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Figure 7.13: The drift time for ions starting at MLT0 = 0 h at various initial radial
distances (L0) and initial energies (W⊥0) is shown in the Top Panel for two different
colorbar limits to provide maximum detail. This figure follows a similar format to Figure
7.12. The blue curves in the Bottom Panel highlight the ions on slow open bridge drift
trajectories and the cyan filled circles mark the start position of these ions in both panels.
The black curves show paths with shorter drift times.
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6 - 10 undergo open eastward drifts. The Alfvén layers of the instantaneous

energy (W⊥) the ion has when it crosses MLT = 18 and 6 h are present at

larger L shells at MLT = 18 h than at MLT = 6 h, as shown in the first panel

in the third row in Figure 3.14. In comparison, ions with closed westward

drift paths increase in W⊥0-L0 range from dusk to midnight to dawn sectors,

due to the higher energy Alfvén layers which have a bulge at MLT = 6 h, i.e.

at higher L shells in dawn compared to dusk (all panels in the fourth row in

Figure 3.14).

A limitation of our thought experiment, is that we did not save the electric

and magnetic drift velocities of a particle at a given position as an output

during the simulation. Hence, we are unable to accurately determine the

particles on eastward and westward drift trajectories by the conditions to

characterise the type of ion drift path given earlier. However, by plotting drift

trajectories for ions of different starting energies and positions executing open

drift paths, we observe that ions executing open bridge paths have a long drift

time, as illustrated by the drift trajectories in Figure 7.13. Ions with higher

W⊥0 and L0 begin to execute bridge paths as MLT0 moves towards midnight

and dawn - the westward magnetic gradient drift now starts to affect ion drift.

Ions with start energies below (above) the bridge energies execute eastward

(westward) open drift paths as illustrated in the top panel of Figure 7.13.

7.2.2.2 Phase Space Densities/Differential Energy Flux

Similar to the case of the electrons, we also look at ion energy-position DEF

spectra observed by a virtual spacecraft moving towards large L along a given

MLT. The results are shown in Figure 7.14.

The energy-position DEF spectra are more complicated for the case of the

ions compared to the electrons due to the westward magnetic gradient drift

as discussed earlier in the previous section. We help illustrate the resulting

features by focussing on the energy-position DEF spectra at MLT = 15 h in

Figure 7.15. Similar to the case of the electrons, there is no overlap between

ion populations on open and closed drift paths and the solid black line in

the top panels mark the approximate locations of the Alfvén boundary layers
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IONS - STEADY STATE QUIET MAGNETOSPHERE

W⊥ - L DIFFERENTIAL ENERGY FLUX SPECTRA

(a) MLT = 0 h (b) MLT = 3 h

(c) MLT = 6 h (d) MLT = 9 h

(e) MLT = 12 h (f) MLT = 15 h

(g) MLT = 18 h (h) MLT = 21 h

Figure 7.14: Figure showing ion energy-position DEF spectra observed by a virtual space-
craft travelling to higher L shells at MLT = 0, 3, 6, 9, 12, 15, 18 and 21 h for a steady state
quiet magnetosphere with an unrealistic ion source population. L also translates to RE as
the magnetic field taken into account in the simulation is a dipole field. The ion energy in
this context is the instantaneous ion energy (W⊥) at the given position.
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separating these populations for a given energy. However, the shape of this

boundary is different to that of the electrons. At energies up to few keV, i.e.

in the ‘cool’ plasma regime (Section 3.1.3.3), the Alfvén layer moves earth-

ward with increasing energy. At energies > 10 keV, i.e. in the ‘hot’ plasma

regime (Section 3.1.3.5), the Alfvén layer position increases in L with increas-

ing energy. Features due to the different ion sub-populations in the ‘warm’

plasma regime (Section 3.1.3.4), i.e. ions on slow closed banana and open

bridge drift paths, cannot be clearly distinguished in the energy-position DEF

spectra (Figures 7.14 and 7.15). We highlight features due to ions on closed

‘banana’ drift paths in Figure 7.16. There is no overlap between ions on closed

‘banana’ drift paths and other closed drift paths. We do not explicitly show

features due to ion open ‘bridge’ drift paths as they will be seen in detail in

Section 7.3.2. These features are exclusive only to ions and are not observed

in electron energy-time DEF spectra.

7.3 Quasi-Steady State Quiet Magnetosphere with Re-

alistic Plasma Sheet Populations

In Section 7.2, we conducted an unrealistic thought experiment to familiarise

ourselves with electron and ion drifts and how these drifts translate to energy-

position PSD and DEF spectra. In this section, we conduct a second exper-

iment in which we try and simulate the electron and ion plasma sheet entry

into the steady state inner magnetosphere and see how the energy-position

DEF spectra varies from the previous simulation results.

We changed the input population for this simulation to a more realistic

electron and ion near-tail plasma sheet distribution observed by Double Star

TC-1 PEACE and HIA. Electrons and ions that are only on open drift paths

are taken into account and particle entry into the inner magnetosphere is

simulated by considering a plasma sheet boundary at 13 RE through which

particles are continuously injected throughout the duration of the simulation.

We considered the following input parameters and forward traced the particles:

1. Particles: Electrons (Section 7.3.1) and Protons (7.3.2)
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IONS
DIFFERENTIAL ENERGY FLUX PHASE SPACE DENSITY

IONS ON CLOSED DRIFT PATHS IONS ON OPEN DRIFT PATHS

Figure 7.15: (Top Row) Ion energy-position DEF (Left) and PSD (Right) spectra
observed by a virtual spacecraft moving from lower to higher L at MLT = 15 h. The
different ion populations are labelled. The black solid line is the approximate location of
the Alfvén boundary layer separating ion populations on open and closed drift paths for
a given energy. (Bottom Row) The ion populations on closed (Left) and open (Right)
drift paths are explicitly shown. However, the different sub-populations, i.e. ions on closed
banana and open bridge drift paths, are not distinctly visible. Ion energy-position DEF
spectra observed by a virtual spacecraft only encountering ions on closed drift paths is
shown in Figure 7.16.
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CLOSED IONS - STEADY STATE QUIET MAGNETOSPHERE

MLT = 0 h

MLT = 3 h

MLT = 6 h

MLT = 9 h

MLT = 12 h

MLT = 15 h

MLT = 18 h

MLT = 21 h

Figure 7.16: Ion energy-L DEF spectra for a virtual spacecraft moving to higher L shells at
given MLTs for a steady state quiet magnetosphere with an unrealistic ion source population.
Each spectra follows the same axes labels as Figure 7.14. The Left, Middle and Right
Columns show ions on closed eastward/westward drifts, ions on closed banana drift paths
and all ions on closed drift paths. The colorbar for each column is different to maximise
detail observed. There is no overlap between ions on different drift paths.
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DOUBLE STAR TC-1 PLASMA SHEET DISTRIBUTION

ELECTRONS IONS

Figure 7.17: Figure showing the average phase space density of the electron (Left Panel)
and ion (Right Panel) plasma sheet population observed by Double Star TC-1 PEACE and
HIA at 13 RE during intervals of low geomagnetic activity. These distributions represent
a realistic quiet time input particle population in our simulations. The grey line marks
the background noise level and the red dashed line marks 100 eV. Justification for these
distributions are given in Appendix A.

2. Start position: L0 = 13, MLT0 = 18 - 24 - 6 h (nightside only) in

steps of 0.025 to capture plasma sheet particle entry. Justification for

this plasma sheet boundary is given in Appendix A.

3. Start energy: W = 0.1 - 30 keV logarithmically spaced across 232

energies (2.5% increase between every energy channel; similar to but

finer than DS TC-1 PEACE energy resolution).

4. Equatorial Pitch Angle: αeq = 90◦

5. PSD of the input population: Realistic electron and ion plasma sheet

distributions at 13 RE observed by Double Star TC-1 (Appendix A). The

input population used for this simulation is shown in Figure 7.17 and is

calculated by interpolating the PSD obtained from observations (right

panels, second/third row, Figure A.4) for our particle input energies. It

is important to note that the background noise level of the observations

has also been included in our source population, which has an effect of

including a lower energy source population that would otherwise not be
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observed by DS TC-1. We will comment on this later in the following

sections (when applicable) while considering how our simulation results

compare with DS TC-1 PEACE/HIA observations.

6. Duration of simulation = 200 hours

7. Time Resolution: ∆t = 10 seconds

8. Kp = 0 (EV S = -0.045 r (2 sinϕ êr + cosϕ êϕ) kV)

9. Grid spacing: Position = 0.25 RE, Energy spacing = 0.1 - 30 keV

logarithmically spaced across 117 energy channels (5% increase between

the energies).

It is important to note that the start position (2), start energy (3), PSD of

the input population (5) and the grid spacing (9) are different from the input

parameters for the simulation discussed earlier in Section 7.2.

7.3.1 Electrons

7.3.1.1 W⊥-L DEF Spectra at Constant MLT

Similar to the previous simulation analysis, we then calculated the electron

DEF across the magnetosphere at different time steps after the start of the

simulation to see how the electron population progressed with time. We chose

time intervals at t = 30 mins, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 10, 15, 20, 30, 40, 50 hours based

on the drift times of electrons (Figure 7.6). The energy-position DEF spectra

for a virtual spacecraft travelling towards large L at MLT = 0, 3, 6, 9, 12, 15,

16, 18 and 21 h was produced. However, here we only show spectra that best

illustrate the behaviour of the electrons.

1. First, we focus on electron energy-position DEF spectra observed by a

virtual spacecraft moving from lower to higher L at MLT = 0 h. The

spectra for four timestamps are shown in Figure 7.18. At the start of the

simulation (t = 0; top left panel), we see the input electron population at

L = 13 as the spacecraft is within the injection region. The differential

energy flux between 500 eV - 10 keV is greater than at higher and at
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ELECTRONS - W⊥-L DEF SPECTRA AT MLT = 0 h

t = 0 t = 1 hour

t = 4 hours t = 10 hours

Figure 7.18: Electron energy-position DEF spectra observed by a virtual spacecraft trav-
elling along MLT = 0 h from lower to higher L values. Each spectrogram is a snapshot at
time, t, after the start of the simulation (t = 0). The spectrogram at t = 10 hours (bottom
right panel) is annotated to show the formation processes controlling the boundary of the
electron ‘stationary nose’.

lower energies due to the source electron distribution (as shown in the

top panel of Figure A.1). As time progresses (t = 1 and 4 hours; top

right and bottom left panels), we see a nose-like structure forming as

the electrons drift along their open trajectories and a fully developed

‘nose’ is observed in spectra at t > 10 hours (bottom right panel). This

feature has been referred to as a ‘nose’ in previous literature (Smith

et al. 1979) due to its shape in energy-time spectra and is referred to as

a ‘stationary nose’ if it is formed under long periods of quiet geomagnetic

activity (Buzulukova et al. 2003) such as in this case. We also use this

terminology and refer to these structures as ‘stationary noses’.

• The lower edge of the electron nose is defined by conservation of

the first adiabatic invariant, µ (Section 2.3.4.1), for the cold plasma

sheet electrons (W ≈ 100’s eV). As electrons drift further earth-

ward, their energy increases and the lower edge reflects this be-

haviour. When compared with panel (a) in Figure 7.8 which shows
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the position of the energy-dependent Alfvén layers, we can see that

the W⊥-L space under this edge (at higher L shells than respective

Alfvén layers) is empty due to a lack of source electrons.

• The upper edge of the electron nose is observed as the spacecraft

encounters the higher energy Alfvén layers. The distance to the

Alfvén layers increases in L with increasing energy (Section 3.1.1.3),

and hence the spacecraft sees electrons of increasing energy as it

moves to larger L shells. This behaviour was also seen earlier in the

W⊥0-L0 drift time plots in Figure 7.9.

• The nose tip represents the energy and location of the electron popu-

lation which penetrates closest to Earth and is defined by the lowest

energy of the tail source population and the spread in MLT of the

source population at L = 13 (in this case) (Smith et al. 1979). The

nose tip electrons are on slow open drift paths close to the Alfvén

layer and do not arrive until between 4 - 10 hours after the drift

starts.

The DEF distribution along the nose is concentrated at lower L shells

which is a consequence of electrons slowing down on their approach to

the Alfvén layer (and hence increasing the local PSD) as well as the

distribution of the input population which has a higher PSD between

500 eV - 10 keV (as mentioned earlier; Figure 7.17).

2. We then consider energy-position DEF spectra observed as a virtual

spacecraft moves to larger L values at MLT = 9 h in Figure 7.19. High

energy particles arrive first at the spacecraft location at t = 30 minutes

(left panel, first row) as a result of their higher drift velocities. The lower

energy electrons are yet to arrive at this point in the simulation. As the

lower energy electrons drift to MLT = 9 h, a ‘wedge’-like structure (Ya-

mauchi et al. 2013) develops first as seen at t = 1 hour (right panel, first

row) which then gradually begins to morph into a nose as observed at t =

4 hours (left panel, second row). The tip of the nose decreases in energy

and moves to lower L as lower energy electrons arrive at the spacecraft.
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A fully developed nose is observed at t = 15 hours (right panel, second

row). A gap in flux is observed in the top right corner of each panel,

highlighted by the dark grey triangle in the bottom right panel. Elec-

trons can only reach this region from a source region at higher L shells

than the input boundary (L0 = 13) as illustrated by the drift plots in the

third row.

3. At all MLT, a virtual spacecraft travelling from large L to small L at

fixed MLT always sees a nose once all open electron drift paths are fully

populated. However, between MLT = 16 - 18 h, two populations are

initially observed in electron energy-position DEF spectra, separated in

energy by a gap that gradually fills in as time progresses (top two rows

of Figure 7.20). Both populations originate between MLT0 = 19 - 21

h. The higher energy population is due to electrons drifting eastwards

around Earth, i.e. their paths cross MLT = 6 h (paths a and b), and the

lower energy population is due to electrons on more direct short sunward

open E × B drift paths that do not circle Earth, i.e. their paths do

not cross MLT = 6 h (paths c and d), as shown by the drift trajectory

plots in the bottom row of Figure 7.20. Higher energy electrons in the

population that circle Earth arrive first due to their higher drift velocities

(dominated by the ∇B drift). As t increases, the lower energy electrons

(dominated by the electric drifts) and electrons on slow drift paths (close

to the Alfvén layer) begin to arrive at the spacecraft and fill the gap in

energy and position in the DEF spectra as seen at t = 20 hours. At t

= 40 hours, a fully developed nose is observed as all electron drift paths

are filled.

4. The electron stagnation point, Lse , is present at MLT = 18 h and lies

at larger L for electrons of increasing energy (3.1.1.3). Therefore, the

electron population observed by the spacecraft at MLT = 18 h (first panel

of Figure 7.21) represents electrons on direct short sunward open drift

paths at L > Lse which do not circle Earth, i.e. their paths cross MLT

= 6 h (path a; second panel). Energies above 3 keV are not observed as
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ELECTRONS - W⊥-L DEF SPECTRA AT MLT = 9 h

t = 30 minutes t = 1 hour

t = 4 hours t = 15 hours

ELECTRON BACKWARD TRACED DRIFT TRAJECTORIES

Figure 7.19: (Top Two Rows) Electron energy-position DEF spectra observed by a
virtual spacecraft moving along MLT = 9 h from lower to higher L values. Each spectrogram
is a snapshot at time, t, after the start of the simulation given by t = 0. (Bottom Row)
Drift trajectories corresponding to the electrons marked by the letters/filled circles within
the grey triangle in the spectrogram observed at t = 15 hours (right panel, second row).
The source region for electrons that could occupy this part of W⊥-L space at MLT = 9 h
lie at higher L0 values than our electron input boundary (in maroon) and hence appear as
gaps in the spectra.
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ELECTRONS - W⊥-L DEF SPECTRA AT MLT = 16 h

t = 3 hours t = 10 hours

t = 20 hours t = 40 hours

ELECTRON BACKWARD TRACED DRIFT TRAJECTORIES

High Energy Nose Population Low Energy Nose Population

Figure 7.20: (Top Two Rows) Electron energy-position DEF spectra observed by a
virtual spacecraft travelling along MLT = 16 h from lower to higher L values. Each spectro-
gram is a snapshot at time, t, after the start of the simulation given by t = 0. Two electron
populations are observed with a gap at earlier time steps and a fully developed nose is
observed at t = 40 hours. (Bottom Row) Drift trajectories corresponding to electrons
marked by the letters/filled circles in the spectrogram observed at t = 10 hours. The higher
energy population is due to electrons on open drift paths which circle Earth, i.e. cross MLT
= 6 h (paths a and b). The lower energy population is due to electrons on direct open drift
paths that pass dusk and do not circle Earth, i.e. do not cross MLT = 6 h (paths c and d).
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ELECTRONS - W⊥-L DEF SPECTRA AT MLT = 18 h

t = 10 hours

(a) Nose population (b) Gap population

Figure 7.21: (Left Panel) Electron energy-position DEF spectrogram observed by a
virtual spacecraft travelling along MLT = 18 h to higher L values at t = 10 hours after
the start of the simulation (t = 0). The drift trajectories shown in the Middle/Right
Panels correspond to electrons marked by the letters/filled circles in the spectrogram. The
nose population constitutes to electrons on open trajectories that do not circle Earth (a).
Electrons constituting to gaps in flux denote are either on closed drift paths (b), have open
drift paths that circle Earth, i.e. paths that cross MLT = 6 h but do not cross MLT = 18
h (such as path a in the bottom left panel of Figure 7.20) or have a source elsewhere than
the electron input boundary (not shown).

electrons at these energies are either on closed drift paths (path b; third

panel), have open drift paths that circle Earth but does not cross MLT =

18 h (such as path a in the bottom panel of Figure 7.20) or have a source

elsewhere than the electron input boundary defined in the simulation.

The spectra remains the same for t > 10 hours.

7.3.1.2 Realistic Virtual Spacecraft Trajectories

We next use virtual spacecraft trajectories that follow more realistic spacecraft

orbits. We consider a ring of spacecraft to create a snapshot of flux observed

at all MLT at fixed L and actual Double Star TC-1 orbits.

W⊥-MLT DEF Spectra at Constant L

Electron energy-position DEF spectra for a ring of virtual spacecraft

across all MLT at L = 11 (within the injection boundary at L = 13) and

L = 14 (outside the injection boundary) is shown in Figure 7.22 for different

time steps after the start of the simulation at t = 0. Surveying all MLT at L

= 11 (left panels), we see the formation of a nose after t = 2 hours and the

presence of a gap between two populations between MLT = 15 - 18 h after t

= 10 hours due to the processes stated earlier (in (3), Section 7.3.1.1). This
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region is highlighted by a black box in the spectra observed at t = 20 hours

(left panel, fifth row). We also see the presence of a single band between W⊥

= 0.7 - 4 keV as a result of the electron source distribution. At t = 40 hours,

as the input electrons fill up all their possible drift paths, the gaps disappear

and we see the presence of a single band clearly.

A ring of virtual spacecraft outside the injection boundary at L = 14

(right panels) observes two wedge-like structures with a gap forming at t =

1 hour as a consequence of electron drift paths (highlighted by the black box

in the spectra at t = 10 hours (right panel; fourth row)). Once again, as the

simulation progresses, we see these populations merging, as electrons fill up

their drift paths, to form a single nose at MLT = 18 h as seen in the energy-

position DEF spectra at t = 40 hours. We see that double-band structures can

be observed in the evening sectors (MLT = 15 - 18 h) in the simulated spectra.

Double Star TC-1 Orbits

We then take into account Double Star TC-1 orbits and compare simulated

energy-time DEF spectra, observed by a virtual spacecraft executing these

orbits, to PEACE observations. We look specifically at time intervals which

follow an extended period of quiet geomagnetic activity, characterised by Kp

< 0.5, AE < 50 nT, AL > -50 nT, AU < 50 nT, Dst > -20 nT and a lack of

substorms, in order to find similarities between observations and our simulated

spectra.

We focus on 18 October 2004 between 0700 - 0900 UT where a single nose

was observed. The electron energy-time DEF spectrogram observed by DS

TC-1 PEACE and the corresponding simulated spectrogram (at t = 20 hours

after start of simulation; time passed since previous substorm and start of

quiet time interval) are shown in the top two panels of Figure 7.23. The orbit

of the spacecraft in the pre-midnight sector is shown in the third panel. The

geomagnetic indices for the interval is shown in the bottom panel. The red

lines identify the interval for which the spectra is shown in the top two panels.

The orange dashed lines highlight 19 hours of quiet geomagnetic activity pre-

ceding the observation. The green, magenta and navy dashed lines mark the
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ELECTRONS - W⊥-MLT DEF SPECTRA AT CONSTANT L

L = 11 L = 14

t = 30 minutes

t = 2 hours

t = 5 hours

t = 10 hours

t = 20 hours

t = 40 hours

Figure 7.22: Electron energy-MLT DEF spectra observed at different time intervals (t)
during the simulation for a ring of virtual spacecraft at all MLT along L = 11 (Left Panels)
and L = 14 (Right Panels). The dashed grey lines mark MLT = 6, 12 and 18 h. The
spectra in each row are a snapshot at time, t, after the start of the simulation (t = 0). The
black boxes illustrate positions where electron double-band structures can be observed.
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start of growth, expansion and recovery phases of any substorms, according

to SOPHIE (Forsyth et al. 2015), that occurred in the time period shown. We

see that the shape of the simulated nose approximately resembles the shape of

observed nose. However, the nose tip energy is at W ≈ 0.1 keV and occurs at

0705 UT whereas the simulated nose tip energy is W ≈ 0.4 keV and is at 0700

UT. The upper edge of the nose has a steeper slope and the lower edge seems

to increase in energy with increasing time in the observed spectra compared

to the simulated spectra. This could be due to the differences in source popu-

lation as well as geomagnetic conditions in the real magnetosphere which was

ignored in our simulation. We see the presence of two bands at W ≈ 2 and

10 keV between 0700 - 0740 UT, which resemble the multi-band structures we

are interested (as shown in Figure 1.1). However, these energies and times are

presented by gaps in our simulated spectra. We speculate that these banded

features could be trapped injected electron populations on closed drift paths

earthward of their respective Alfvén layers as a result of previous substorms.

Double Star TC-1 PEACE observed two bands in the pre-midnight sector

on 12 September 2004 with energies centred at W ≈ 0.4 and 10 keV. This is

illustrated in the top panel of Figure 7.24 (presented in the same format as

Figure 7.23). Our simulated spectra (at t = 19 hours after start of simulation)

does not reproduce the multi-band structures. However, a single band, cen-

tred at W ≈ 1 keV and consisting populations with energies of both bands,

is observed as a consequence of electron drift into the inner magnetosphere

under steady state quiet conditions. The nose tip energy of the simulated

band (W ≈ 0.4 keV) approximately coincides with the nose tip energy of the

lower band. It is important to note that although the interval between 0200

(12/09) - 1700 (13/09) UT are relatively quiet, the time period of observations

occur immediately after an interval of elevated Kp index (at 3) between 1400

- 1800 UT, compared to our quiet time criteria of Kp < 0.5. No substorms

have occurred in the 24 hours prior to the observation. We speculate that

the higher energy band could either be a closed previously trapped electron

population or both bands are part of the same open population with a gap

at approximately 1 keV due to loss of electrons through loss processes, such
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ELECTRONS - SINGLE NOSE ON 18 OCTOBER 2004

Figure 7.23: (Top Panel) Double Star TC-1 PEACE electron observations on 18 October
2004 showing a single electron nose structure. (Second Panel) The simulated electron
energy-time DEF spectra (t = 20 hrs) for the interval of the DS TC-1 PEACE observation.
A single nose is observed (marked by the black arrow). (Third Panel) The orbit of DS
TC-1 in the pre-midnight sector during the observation. (Fourth Panel) The geomagnetic
indices and substorm phases, categorised using SOPHIE, for the time interval of observation
(red lines). The orange dashed lines highlight 19 hours of quiet geomagnetic activity. The
green, pink and blue dashed lines mark growth, expansion and recovery respectively.
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ELECTRONS - MULTI-BANDS ON 12 SEPTEMBER 2004

Figure 7.24: This plot is the same format as Figure 7.23. (Top Panel) Double Star TC-1
PEACE electron observations on 12 September 2004 showing electron multi-band structures.
(Second Panel) The simulated electron energy-time DEF spectra for the interval of the
DS TC-1 observation. A single band is observed which contain populations with energies of
both bands in observations, marked by black arrows. The nose tip energies are marked by
maroon dashed lines. DS TC-1 is in the pre-midnight sector during the observation (Third
Panel); similar to Figure 7.23) and follows a period of relatively quiet time (Fourth Panel).
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as wave-particle interactions, as a result of the change in magnetospheric con-

ditions. We also observe two bands at ≈1.5 keV and 10 keV between 1912 -

2000 UT which are present within the electron Alfvén layers and hence could

be trapped populations from substorms which occurred prior to the interval

of interest.

In the previous examples, we saw that electron single- and multi-bands

can be observed in the pre-midnight sector, where only one band was observed

according to our simulations. However, in our simulations, we saw that an

electron double-band, at W ≈ 100’s eV and few keV, were present at L >

12 and MLT = 15 - 18 h. We could not find DS TC-1 PEACE observations

which illustrate this due to a lack of orbits/data in this region. Further work

includes checking the Cluster dataset to find proof of this phenomenon.

7.3.2 Ions

7.3.2.1 W⊥-L DEF Spectra at Constant MLT

Similar to Section 7.3.1, we forward traced ions separately and analysed the

energy-position DEF spectra observed by a virtual spacecraft moving from

lower to higher L at MLT = 0, 3, 6, 9, 12, 15, 18 and 21 h at different time

intervals throughout the duration of the simulation. Ion energy-position DEF

spectra for these virtual spacecraft trajectories were produced. In a similar

format to the previous section, we only show spectra which help illustrate

features observed in ion energy-position DEF spectra.

1. First, we focus on the energy-position spectra observed at MLT = 0 h.

The spectra for three time steps over the duration of the simulation is

shown in Figure 7.25. The input population (right panel, Figure 7.17) is

seen in the first panel at t = 0. As t increases, a nose structure begins

to form (right panel, first row) and is fully developed by t = 40 hours

(second row). This nose is referred to as an ‘ion stationary nose’ due

to its formation during quiet magnetospheric conditions, consistent with

previous literature (Buzulukova et al. (2003), Vallat et al. (2007)).

• The lower edge of the nose (0.1 < W⊥ < 1 keV, ‘cool’ plasma regime)
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IONS - W⊥-L DEF SPECTRA AT MLT = 0 h

t = 0 t = 4 hours

t = 40 hours

ION BACKWARD TRACED DRIFT TRAJECTORIES

Figure 7.25: (Top Two Rows) Ion energy-position DEF spectra observed by a virtual
spacecraft travelling along MLT = 0 h from lower to higher L values. Each spectrogram is a
snapshot at time, t, after the start of the simulation (t = 0). The main formation processes
are highlighted in the spectrogram observed at t = 40 hours. (Bottom Row) Ion drift
trajectories corresponding to ions marked by the letters/filled circles in the spectrogram
above.
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is formed as a result of conservation of the first adiabatic invariant,

µ, (same as electrons) i.e. ions gain energy as they drift closer to

Earth. Similar to the case of the electrons, when we compare this

spectra to panel (a) in Figure 7.14 which shows the position of the

energy-dependent Alfvén layers, the lack of ions in the W⊥-L space

below this lower edge is empty due to the ion source distribution

used, i.e. lack of ions starting at lower/higher L shells/energies.

• The middle edge of the nose (1 < W⊥ < 10 keV, ‘warm’ plasma

regime) is observed as ion populations encountering the respective

Alfvén layers. In this energy regime, ions penetrate much closer to

Earth as a result of competing eastward and westward drifts. The L

value of the Alfvén layers (for a given MLT) decreases with increas-

ing energy (Section 3.1.3.4) and therefore, the spacecraft observes

lower energy ions as it moves towards higher L shells.

• The upper edge of the nose (10<W⊥ < 30 keV, ‘hot’ plasma regime)

is observed as a result of ion populations encountering the higher

energy ‘hot’ plasma Alfvén layers (Section 3.1.3.5). These ions are

on westward (anti-clockwise) open drift paths due to a dominant

magnetic gradient drift (path b; second panel, bottom row, Figure

7.25). In contrast to the warm and cool plasma regimes, the L

value of the Alfvén layers in this regime (for a given MLT) increases

with increasing energy (Section 3.1.3.5) and therefore, the spacecraft

observes higher energy ions as it moves towards higher L shells.

• The ion nose tip at MLT = 0 h is at a higher energy and smaller L

value than the electron nose tip observed in Figure 7.18. Ions that

constitute the tip are mainly on slow open bridge paths (path c;

third panel, bottom row) and can penetrate further earthward than

electrons of the same energy. As ions penetrate to lower L shells,

their energy increases to conserve µ.

• ‘Ion Drop off Band’ - A gap in flux, unique to ions, is observed

at W⊥ > 10 keV and 4 < L < 12. This is referred to as an ‘Ion

Drop off Band’ (IDB) and is observed at all MLT (Shirai et al.
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(1997), Williams and Lyons (1974), Yermolaev (2000), Shirai et al.

(2005)). Ions at these energies and positions are on closed westward

drift paths dominated by the magnetic gradient drift (path d; fourth

panel, bottom row). Ions on open drift trajectories cannot access

this region and hence, a gap in flux is seen.

2. The stagnation points for ions in the ‘cool’ and ‘hot’ plasma regimes

are at MLT = 18 and 6 h respectively (mentioned earlier in Sections

3.1.3.3 and 3.1.3.5). Therefore, a spacecraft at MLT = 6 h (top three

left panels, Figure 7.26) observes a nose comprised of ion populations in

the ‘cool’/‘warm’ plasma regime which exhibit eastward (clockwise) drift

and do not cross MLT = 18 h (fourth row, Figure 7.26). A spacecraft at

MLT = 18 h (top three right panels, Figure 7.26) observes the rest of the

ion populations - ‘cool’ plasma ions with a source close to dusk which

do not circle Earth (path does not cross MLT = 6 h; path e), westward

drifting high energy ions in the ‘hot’ plasma regime (paths f and g) and

ions in the ‘warm’ plasma regime which are on slow open bridge paths

(path h; bottom row, Figure 7.26). Only one nose is observed as there

are no clear boundaries in W⊥-L-DEF space between these populations.

An IDB is also observed at t = 40 hours at both MLT = 6 and 18 h

(Buzulukova et al. 2003).

3. In the dayside sectors, i.e. 6 < MLT < 18 h, two ion populations, and

hence two noses, are observed as illustrated in the energy-position DEF

spectra shown in Figure 7.27. This was referred to as a ‘double stationary

nose’ in previous literature - a term coined by Buzulukova et al. (2003).

The letters/coloured filled circles mark the final ion energies and positions

for which the corresponding colour coded backward drift trajectories are

shown in Figure 7.28 in an attempt to explain the different features

observed in the spectra.

• The high and low energy noses, observed at MLT = 9 h, are due

to ion populations on westward (∇B drift dominated) and east-

ward (corotation + convection electric drift dominated) drift paths
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IONS - W⊥-L DEF SPECTRA AT MLT = 6 and 18 h

MLT = 6 h MLT = 18 h

t = 0

t = 4 hours

t = 40 hours

DRIFT TRAJECTORIES OF IONS AT MLT = 6 h

DRIFT TRAJECTORIES OF IONS AT MLT = 18 h

Figure 7.26: (Top Three Panels) Ion energy-position DEF spectra showing the differ-
ential energy flux observed by a virtual spacecraft travelling along MLT = 6 (Left Panels)
and 18 (Right Panels) h from lower to higher L values. Each spectrogram is a snapshot
at time, t, after the start of the simulation (t = 0). The letters/filled circles in the spectra
at t = 40 hours mark ion final energies and positions for which ions are backward traced
and the subsequent drift trajectories are shown in the Bottom Two Rows.
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respectively. The backward traced drift path b (e) in the first (sec-

ond) panel in Figure 7.28 correspond to ions with final energies and

positions in the higher (lower) energy nose marked by the navy (red)

filled circles in the spectra (first two rows) in Figure 7.27.

Furthermore, when we consider each nose separately - the higher

(lower) energy ions within the high (low) energy nose and ions with

a source region closest to the spacecraft arrive first. As t increases,

the higher energy nose decreases in energy/L range and the lower

energy nose increases in energy/decreases in L as the slower ions

arrive. For example, if we consider the lower energy nose at MLT

= 9 h, ions with short drift times and with a source in the post-

midnight sector (closer to MLT = 9 h) arrive first at t = 4 hours.

This is illustrated by drift path a in the bottom left panel of Figure

7.28 with the corresponding letter/orange filled circle marking the

ion final energy and position given in the t = 4 spectra (left panel,

first row, Figure 7.27). As time progresses, i.e. t = 10 hours (right

panel, first row, Figure 7.27), ions with longer drift times (e.g. ions

on bridge paths) and with a source in the pre-midnight sector arrive

(as seen by path d in the bottom right panel of Figure 7.28) and a

larger nose is observed.

• A gap in flux is observed between the two noses at MLT = 9 h. This

gap is referred to as a ‘stagnation dip’ in previous literature (McIl-

wain (1972), Lennartsson et al. (1979), Kovrazhkin et al. (1999),

Buzulukova et al. (2003)). Ions that constitute this gap are on slow

eastward/westward drift paths around Earth and have not yet ar-

rived at the spacecraft. This is illustrated by the green backward

traced drift path from MLT = 9 h (path c) in the third panel on

the top row of Figure 7.28. As the simulation progresses, i.e. at t

= 100 hours, the ions on slower drift paths arrive, the gap ceases

to exist and one nose is observed. It is important to note that in a

realistic magnetosphere, a gap may exist if these ions on slow drift

paths were removed (due to loss processes) while on their way.
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• At MLT = 12 and 15 h (Rows 3 - 6, Figure 7.27), the spacecraft also

observes a double stationary nose - a high energy nose (drift paths

f and i), a low energy nose (drift paths h and k) and a stagnation

dip (drift paths g and j; top row, Figure 7.28). These features are

annotated in the t = 20 and t = 30 hours spectra at MLT = 12 and

15 h respectively. Once again, as t increases, this gap is filled and

one nose is observed.

• Across the spectra observed at different dayside MLTs, we see that

the higher energy nose increases in size as the dayside MLT of ob-

servation increases. The shape and size of the high and low energy

noses are a function of the position of the spacecraft and ion drift

times. At MLT = 9 h, the low energy nose spans across a wider

energy range than its counterpart at MLT = 15 h. This is because

ions on eastward drift trajectories that circle Earth arrive at MLT

= 9 h earlier than MLT = 15 h. Furthermore, at MLT = 15 h, low

energy ions are closer to the stagnation point and hence, slow down

taking a longer time to arrive at the spacecraft. This reasoning is

also applicable for the high energy noses - at MLT = 15 h, ions of

energies that lie within the higher energy nose are on westward drift

paths and hence, arrive earlier at MLT = 15 h than at MLT = 15

h.

• IDB’s are also observed in spectra at all dayside MLTs.

7.3.2.2 Realistic Virtual Spacecraft Trajectories

Similar to the case of the electrons, we then see how ion energy-position DEF

spectra changes when realistic spacecraft trajectories are considered.

W⊥-MLT DEF Spectra at Constant L

Ion energy-position DEF spectra for a ring of virtual spacecraft at all

MLT along L = 11 and L = 14 (same as electrons) at different time intervals

after the start of the simulation (t = 0) is shown in Figure 7.29. At L = 11,
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IONS - W⊥-L SPECTRA OBSERVED AT DAYSIDE SECTORS

MLT = 9 h

t = 4 hours t = 10 hours

t = 30 hours t = 100 hours

MLT = 12 h

t = 4 hours t = 10 hours

t = 20 hours t = 100 hours

MLT = 15 h

t = 4 hours t = 10 hours

t = 30 hours t = 100 hours

Figure 7.27: Ion energy-position DEF spectra observed by a virtual spacecraft travelling
along MLT = 9 (Top Two Rows), 12 (Third/Fourth Rows) and 15 (Bottom Two
Rows) h from lower to higher L values. Each spectrogram is a snapshot at time, t, after
the start of the simulation (t = 0; not shown). The letters/coloured filled circles mark
final energies and positions from which ions are backward traced and the resulting drift
trajectories are shown in Figure 7.28.
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BACKWARD TRACED ION DRIFT TRAJECTORIES OF IONS
OBSERVED IN THE DAYSIDE SECTORS

High Energy Nose Low Energy Nose Stagnation Dip

Drifts contributing to the low energy nose at MLT = 9 h as time of simulation increases (t
= 4 hrs (left); t = 10 hrs (right)).

Figure 7.28: Figure illustrating the backward traced drift paths to highlight the ion
trajectory contributing to different features observed in energy-position DEF spectra in
Figure 7.27. The letter/coloured filled circle at the start of each backward trace corresponds
to ions with final energy and position marked by the respective letter/coloured filled circle
given in the spectra. (Top Row) The navy, red and green drift paths correspond to the
ions contributing to the high energy nose (Left Panel), low energy nose (Middle Panel)
and the stagnation dip (Right Panel). (Bottom Row) At MLT = 9 h, ions with a source
in the post midnight sector arrive first at t = 4 hours (Left Panel). As t increases to t =
10 hours in this case, ions with a source in the pre-midnight sector arrive (Right Panel).
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one high energy nose is observed in the spectra. At L = 14, two wedge-like

structures begin to form. A stagnation dip is observed in the dayside sectors

in all spectra as a consequence of ion drift. Similar to the case of the electrons,

as t increases, these populations merge to form one structure. This structure

resembles a nose at L = 14. However, a stagnation dip is still present at

t = 40 hours at both L = 11 and L = 14 due to ions on slow open bridge

paths. However, as these slow ions arrive, this gap will eventually disappear.

A double-band structure could be observed in the regions highlighted by the

black boxes in Figure 7.29, i.e. between MLT = 7 - 15 h.

Double Star TC-1 Orbits

We then simulate ion energy-time DEF spectra for a virtual spacecraft

executing DS TC-1 orbits on 17 October 2004 between 1900 - 2300 UT (Figure

7.30), 1 April 2006 between 1830 - 2200 UT (Figure 7.31) and 8 December 2005

between 1000 - 1230 UT (Figure 7.32). These figures follow the same format

as Figures 7.23 and 7.24 - the DS TC-1 HIA observations and the simulated

spectra are shown in the top and bottom panels respectively. The intervals

were preceded by a minimum of a few hours of quiet geomagnetic activity (Kp

< 1, AE < 100 nT, AL > -100 nT, Dst > 20 nT).

A single band is observed between 1900 - 2200 UT on 17 October 2004 in

the pre-midnight sector. We expect to see a single-band in this sector from

our simulations. The simulated spectra at t = 20 hours (time passed since

the most recent substorm before the observation interval) after the start of

the simulation capture the behaviour of the observed single band pretty well.

However, the simulated band is thicker (spans across larger energy values)

than the observed band which can be denoted to a difference in the source

population. In our simulations, we have counted the background noise level

between 0.1 - 4 keV (Figure 7.17) as part of our source population which

if neglected could reproduce a thinner band, similar to the observations. A

double band is observed between 2200 - 2300 UT, although signs of this was

seen as early as 2145 UT. The population which produces the second band is

at IDB energies (> 10 keV) which is a region of closed drifts as seen earlier
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IONS - W⊥-MLT DEF SPECTRA AT CONSTANT L

L = 11 L = 14

t = 30 minutes

t = 2 hours

t = 5 hours

t = 10 hours

t = 20 hours

t = 40 hours

Figure 7.29: Ion energy-MLT DEF spectra observed across all MLT at different time
intervals (t) during the simulation for a ring of virtual spacecraft at all MLT along L =
11 (Left Panels) and L = 14 (Right Panels). The dashed grey lines mark MLT = 6,
12 and 18 h. The spectra in each row are a snapshot at time, t, after the start of the
simulation (t = 0) as specified above the spectra. The black boxes illustrate positions where
ion double-band structures can be observed.
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in Section 7.3.2.1. Therefore, the second band could be ions on closed drift

paths trapped within their respective Alfvén layers.

Ion multi-bands are observed on 1 April 2006 between 1900 - 2100 UT

when DS TC-1 is in the morning sector (MLT = 9 - 12 h). In this sector, we

expect a double band structure with a gap in between due to ions on slow open

bridge drift paths according to our simulated ion spectra. The higher energy

simulated band does not match the observations exactly, but the lower energy

band tip energy and the energy of the gap is approximately the same between

both observations and simulations. Once again, the thickness of the simulated

lower energy band could be exaggerated to include a higher low energy flux

in the source population. However, we also see two other bands centred at

0.4 and 20 keV. Both these bands are in regions of closed drift paths, i.e.

within forbidden regions, and the topmost band seems to be an IDB. It is

also important to note that this interval of HIA observations does not follow

an extended interval of quiet time like the previous examples, but follows a

few hours after a weak substorm, even though the observations match. We

show this example here to illustrate the likeliness of both observations and

simulations despite the change in conditions.

However, not all ion multi-band structures observed in Double Star TC-1

data could be explained this way. The observation of a double-band structure

on 8 December 2005 in the pre-midnight sector is one such example. Our

simulated spectra for the interval, between 1030 - 1230 UT, show only one

band whereas two ion bands are observed. The higher energy band between

1130 - 1230 UT could be an IDB, but both the bands between 1030 - 1130

UT are seen in regions of open drift paths and cannot be explained by particle

drift in our steady state magnetosphere model. However, if the Alfvén layer

cutoff energy is in reality lower than our simulated boundary, due to error

in our choice of model electric and magnetic fields, then the higher energy

band between 1030 - 1130 UT, could be on due to ions on closed drift paths.

However, this will require further testing to understand fully (future work).
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IONS - BANDS ON 17 OCTOBER 2004

Figure 7.30: (Top Panel) Double Star TC-1 HIA ion observations on 17 October 2004
showing a single ion band between 1900 - 2200 UT and a double-band between 2200 - 2300
UT. (Second Panel) The simulated ion energy-time DEF spectra, at t = 20 hours after
the start of the simulation for the observation interval, shows a single band. (Third Panel)
The orbit of DS TC-1 in the pre-midnight sector during the observation. (Fourth Panel)
The geomagnetic indices and substorm phases, categorised using SOPHIE (green, pink, blue
dashed lines), for the time interval of observation (solid red lines). The orange dashed lines
highlight the quiet time interval.
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IONS - MULTI-BANDS ON 1 APRIL 2006

Figure 7.31: This figure follows the same format as Figure 7.30. (Top Panel) Double
Star TC-1 HIA ion observations on 1 April 2006 showing ion multi-bands between 1900 -
2100 UT. The data at ≈ 2127 UT is mismatched due to an instrumental error. (Second
Panel) The simulated ion energy-time DEF spectra at t = 20 hours after the start of the
simulation (as it provides the best match and is the quiet time period prior to the substorm)
for the interval of the DS TC-1 observation shows a double band. DS TC-1 HIA is in the
pre-noon sector during the observation (Third Panel) and follows a short period of quiet
geomagnetic activity and a weak substorm (Fourth Panel).
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IONS - DOUBLE BAND ON 8 DECEMBER 2005

Figure 7.32: This figure follows the same format as FIgures 7.30 and 7.31. (Top Panel)
Double Star TC-1 HIA ion observations on 17 October 2004 showing a single ion band
between 1000 - 1030 UT and a double-band between 1030 - 1230 UT. (Second Panel) The
simulated ion energy-time DEF spectra at t = 15 hours after the start of the simulation for
the interval of the DS TC-1 observation shows a single band. The orbit of DS TC-1 in the
pre-midnight sector during the observation (Third Panel) and follows a period of quiet
geomagnetic activity (Fourth Panel).
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7.4 Conclusions

In this chapter, we tried to understand how electron + proton drift in model

Volland-Stern convection electric and dipole magnetic fields under steady

state quiet magnetospheric conditions with a steady injection source trans-

lates to energy-time/energy-position differential energy flux spectra observed

by a spacecraft encountering these populations. We saw that transient elec-

tron double-band structures due to electron populations on open drift paths

can be observed between MLT = 15 - 18 h. On the other hand, transient ion

double-band structures due to ion populations on open drift paths separated

by ion populations on slow open ‘bridge’ drift paths were observed at all day-

side sectors (6 < MLT < 18 h; Buzulukova et al. (2003)). We then compared

Double Star TC-1 observations with simulation results. In principle, electron

and ion populations on closed paths can give extra bands. Further avenues to

see how particles can be trapped on closed drift paths to produce bands will

be explored in the following chapters.



Chapter 8

Non-Steady State Simulations -

Substorms

“Time, dear friend, time brings round opportunity; opportunity is
the martingale of man. The more we have ventured the more we
gain, when we know how to wait.”

— Alexandre Dumas, The Three Musketeers

In Chapters 5 and 6, we conducted statistical surveys of banded elec-

tron and ion structures observed in Double Star TC-1 PEACE electron and

HIA ion energy-time DEF spectra. We saw that electron and ion multi-band

structures (N ≥ 2) can be observed in the magnetosphere after a change in

geomagnetic activity (although not always). In Chapter 7, we confirmed that

triple- or 4-band structures observed in data (e.g. Figures 1.1 and 1.2), can-

not be reproduced by only considering particle motion on open drift paths in

a purely steady state magnetosphere. A comparison of steady state simula-

tions to PEACE and HIA data hinted at electron and ion bands comprising

of populations on closed drift paths.

In this chapter, we add a dynamic process to the mix - we use test-

particle simulations to test whether the inclusion of transient electric fields

due to sudden changes in magnetospheric convection, i.e. during a substorm,

can produce electron and ion 3-/4-band structures seen in energy-position or

energy-time DEF spectra. As mentioned earlier in Chapters 5 and 6, changes

in the convection electric field can alter Alfvén layer positions, and trap par-

ticles (previously on open drift paths) on to closed drift paths, earthward of

their respective Alfvén layers. In this study, we chose to use localised sub-

257
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storm electric fields in our simulations rather than global variations in the

convection electric field, used in earlier studies such as Liemohn et al. (1998).

Global variations in the convection electric field implies that when the Alfvén

layers move closer to Earth, electron populations trapped within, from pre-

vious substorms, will find themselves drifting towards the magnetopause on

open paths and can be eventually lost. Although, this primarily depends on

the interval of the stronger convection field as the time required for Alfvén

layers to move to lower/higher L shells are generally much shorter than par-

ticle drift timescales. For example, if the convection electric field is stronger

for an extended period of time (≈ 30 minutes - 1 hour), the Alfvén layers

are further earthward during this interval and allows for previously trapped

populations to escape (depending on their drift time). In order to observe 3-

or 4-band electron and ion structures, we require no possible loss of trapped

populations during a substorm. Hence, in this chapter, we consider localised

substorm electric fields which can cause localised changes in the Alfvén layer

(Gabrielse et al. 2012), preserving previously trapped populations within the

Alfvén layer. We use transient electric field parameters, inferred from previ-

ous substorm studies conducted by (Gabrielse et al. 2012), and test if 3- or

4-band structures, composed of populations on open/closed drift paths, can

be simulated.

First, we test the case of an isolated substorm with one injection and

localised electric field pulse in Section 8.1. Then, we consider two isolated

substorms with two injections and localised electric field pulses, occurring a few

hours of each other, in Section 8.2. The simulation parameters are described

first in each case, followed by an analysis of the simulated electron/ion energy-

position differential energy flux spectra. We use drift trajectory maps (such

as Figures 3.14 and 7.28) to explain features in simulated spectra in terms of

particle drift motion.
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8.1 CASE 1: Isolated Substorm with 1 Localised Elec-

tric Field Pulse + Injection

The specifications of the localised electric field pulse and the phase space den-

sity of the injected electron/ion populations used in our simulation are shown

in Figure 8.1. We used the localised electric field parameters described by

Gabrielse et al. (2012) (Figure 3 in the paper; top left panel in Figure 8.1),

who recreated substorm injection signatures observed in THEMIS electron

energy-time DEF spectra, as a guideline. The localised electric field parame-

ters for our simulations is explicitly shown in the top left panel. The region

that the pulse acts is over -15 < x < -8 and -6.4 < y < -3, similar to Gabrielse

et al. (2012) but shorter in length to fit our simulation area (a circle of radius

15 RE; Section 7.1.2). We also use a pulse duration of 17 minutes (the average

expansion phase duration found by Forsyth et al. (2015) from a statistical

analysis of SOPHIE substorms) compared to the 25 mins used by Gabrielse

et al. (2012). We further deviated from Gabrielse et al. (2012) parameters by

modelling the electric field pulse as a step function, with an amplitude of 4

mV/m, and did not include a tail-ward return flow, which arises due to vor-

tices forming in the boundary between the localised electric field pulse and

the convection electric field, in order to keep the simulation relatively simple

and to save on computation time. It is also important to note that we did

not take into account changes in the magnetic field (Faraday’s Law, Equation

2.15) due to the electric field pulse. Any further studies, expanding on our

results here, will take these deviations into account.

Inside the localised electric field region, particles (αeq = 90◦) undergo

E×B and energy-dependent magnetic gradient drifts. Outside this region, we

assume that the magnetosphere acts under steady state quiet times conditions

and the convection electric field is modelled by Volland-Stern electric field

with Kp = 0. Particles in this region undergo corotation + convection electric

and magnetic gradient drifts, the same as in the steady state cases seen in

Chapter 7. Electron and proton drifts in the presence (absence) of the transient

localised electric field pulse (highlighted by the orange box) are shown in the
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LOCALISED ELECTRIC FIELD PARAMETERS

(a) Our Simulation Parameters.

(b) Parameters from Gabrielse et al. (2012).

DOUBLE STAR TC-1 ACTIVE PLASMA SHEET DISTRIBUTIONs

ELECTRONS IONS

Figure 8.1: (Top Panel) Schematic of the localised electric field parameters used in our
simulations based on the study by (Gabrielse et al. 2012). The transient localised electric
field is at (-15 < x < -8,-6.4 < y < -3) with a strength of E = 4 mV/m (Left Panel).
Outside this region, we assume steady state conditions (Chapter 7). The injection boundary
of the source population is marked by the red curve at L = 13 and MLT = 18-24-6 h. The
Gabrielse et al. (2012) parameters are shown in the Right Panel for comparison. The
localised electric field acts across the blue region (-30 < x < -8,-6.4 < y < -3) and they
include a tailward return flow component (excluded in our simulations) which acts in the
grey regions. The electric field equipotentials are also shown. The Sun (dawn) is to the left
(top) in these plots. (Bottom Panel) The average distribution of electron (Left Panel)
and ion (Right Panel) plasma sheet population during active times, observed by Double
Star TC-1 PEACE and HIA at L = 13 (Appendix A) . The grey line marks the background
noise level and the red dashed line marks 100 eV. These distributions represent the electron
and ion source populations in both simulations discussed in this chapter.
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right (left) panels of Figures 8.2 and 8.3 respectively. The colour of the drift

trajectories represent the instantaneous energy (W⊥; i.e. the energy at a given

position) of the particle. Electrons and protons are injected at L = 13 (solid

black semi-circle). We see that in the presence of the localised electric field

(with an electric field strength higher than the rest of the magnetosphere), the

following is observed:

1. A particle (electrons + ions) that ‘sees’ the localised electric field can gain

enough energy to drift further earthward, deviating from their original

trajectory, to drift along different open paths.

2. An ion can also gain enough energy to move from

(a) electric drift dominated eastward drift paths to slow open bridge

paths,

(b) slow open bridge paths to magnetic drift dominated westward drift

paths, and

(c) electric drift dominated eastward drift paths to magnetic drift dom-

inated westward drift paths.

3. A particle (electrons + ions) that ‘sees’ the localised electric field can gain

enough energy to drift further earthward and become trapped on closed

drift paths (if within the respective energy-dependent Alfvén layers).

4. Only when a particle (electrons + ions) ‘sees’ the localised electric field

can it gain enough energy to alter its drift path and penetrate lower

L shells. Hence, a particle can only travel to the edge of the pulse re-

gion. Once it reaches the edge, the particle then does not ‘see’ the pulse

anymore, and begin to execute drift in steady state conditions.

These deviations can result in empty (populated) regions in the magneto-

sphere, that would’ve otherwise been populated (empty). These are the re-

gions of interest in this study, as energy-position or energy-time particle flux

spectra, observed at these regions by a virtual spacecraft, could show electron

and ion multi-band structures with gaps in between due to missing popula-

tions.
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ELECTRON DRIFT

WITHOUT
LOCALISED ELECTRIC FIELD

WITH
LOCALISED ELECTRIC FIELD

Figure 8.2: Drift trajectories of electrons with (Right Panel) and without (Left Panel)
the presence of a localised electric field. The localised electric field has a uniform strength
of 4 mV/m and acts at (15 < x < 8, -6.4 < y < -3), in the region given by the orange box.
The electron injection boundary is at L = 13 and MLT = 18 - 24 - 6 h (solid black curve).
In the presence of a localised electric field, electrons can deviate from their original paths
to drift along different open drift paths or become trapped on closed drift paths, creating
empty regions due to a lack of electrons in some parts of the magnetosphere.
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ION DRIFT

WITHOUT
LOCALISED ELECTRIC FIELD

WITH
LOCALISED ELECTRIC FIELD

Figure 8.3: Drift trajectories of protons with (Right Panel) and without (Left Panel)
the presence of a localised electric field. This figure is in a similar format to Figure 8.2. In a
similar manner to electrons, in the presence of a localised electric field, ions can deviate onto
different open drift paths or become trapped on closed drift paths, creating empty regions
due to a lack of ions in some parts of the magnetosphere.
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In order to see how the presence of a localised electric field, during an

isolated substorm, changes energy-position/energy-time DEF spectra from the

steady state case with realistic source populations (Section 7.3), we considered

the following input parameters and forward traced the particles:

1. Particles: Electrons (Section 8.1.1) and Protons (Section 8.1.2)

2. Start position: L0 = 13, MLT0 = 18 - 24 - 6 h (nightside only) in

steps of 0.01 to capture plasma sheet particle entry. Justification for this

plasma sheet boundary is given in Appendix A.

3. Start energy: W⊥0 = 0.1 - 30 keV logarithmically spaced across 232

energies (2.5% increase between every energy channel).

4. Pitch Angle: αeq = 90◦

5. PSD of the input population: Realistic electron and ion plasma sheet

distributions during quiet times at L = 13 observed by Double Star TC-1

PEACE and HIA (bottom panels of Figure 8.1).

6. Duration of simulation = 200 hours

7. Time Resolution: ∆t = 10 seconds

8. Kp = 0 (EVS = -0.045 r (2 sinϕ êr + cosϕ êϕ) kV)

9. Grid spacing: Position spacing = 0.25 RE, Energy spacing = 0.1 -

30 keV logarithmically spaced across 117 energy channels (5% increase

between the energies; similar to PEACE/HIA energy channels).

10. Localised Electric Field Parameters: 1 pulse at (-15 < x < -8, -6.4

< y < -3)(in GSM coordinates) between t = 0 - 17 mins where t = 0

specifies the start of the simulation (top left panel of Figure 8.1).

11. Injection Duration: t = 0 - 17 mins (same time as the localised electric

field pulse).

It is important to note that these simulation parameters are the same as

the simulation parameters used in Section 7.3 with the only differences being
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the duration of the injection (11; 17 mins at the start instead of a continuous

injection throughout the simulation) and the inclusion of the transient localised

electric field (10) to signify substorm occurrence.

8.1.1 Electrons

We focus on the case of the electrons first. We calculated the phase space

densities and the corresponding differential energy flux of electrons across the

magnetosphere at different time steps, after the start of the simulation, to see

how the particle population progresses with time. We chose time intervals at

t = 0 (start of the simulation), 17 mins (the end of the localised electric field

pulse and injection of electrons), 30 mins, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 15, 20,

30, 40, 50 hours (more finely spaced than the intervals chosen in Section 7.3,

so we can follow the populations more acutely and a direct comparison can

also be made with the steady state spectra). W⊥-L DEF spectra for a virtual

spacecraft travelling towards large L at MLT = 0, 3, 6, 9, 12, 15, 16, 18 and

21 h, and W⊥-MLT DEF spectra for a ring of virtual spacecraft at all MLT

for a given L between L = 1 - 15 were produced. However, here we only show

spectra that best illustrate the behaviour of the electrons.

At t = 0, the W⊥-MLT DEF spectra highlighting the injected population

at L = 13 (injection boundary) is shown in the top row of Figure 8.4. We

are only interested in the evolution of electrons on open drift paths at t =

0, therefore higher energy electrons (W⊥0 > 4 keV) between MLT0 = 18 - 23

h are not included as they are already on closed drift paths at the start of

the simulation (paths a - c, second row). The grey regions in spectrograms

identify regions earthward of the energy-dependent Alfvén layers, where elec-

trons are either on closed drift paths, or empty regions due to a lack of source

electrons (W⊥ = 10’s - few 100’s eV; calculated by marking regions where no

electrons were observed under steady state quiet conditions at t = 50 hours

for electrons; Section 7.3). We plot the drift times of injected source electrons

at t = 0, as a function of start energy (W⊥0) and position (MLT0) at L0 =

13 (injection boundary), in the presence (right panel) and absence (left panel)

of the transient localised electric field in the top panel of Figure 8.5 to clearly
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illustrate the electrons accelerated by the localised electric field pulse (anno-

tated on the plot). The drift time of an electron is defined as the time spent

by the particle in the simulation region. We can see that electrons at MLT0

≈ 21 - 23 h and W⊥0 ≈ 1 - 15 keV, originally on open paths with shorter drift

times, are now on closed paths with longer drift times.

As time of the simulation progresses to t = 30 minutes, i.e. 10 minutes

after the end of the substorm, a gap is formed in W⊥-MLT spectrograms at L

= 12 - 13 between MLT ≈ 22 - 24 h (top left/right panel of Figure 8.6) as the

electron populations (W⊥ = 0 - 10 keV) within these regions are accelerated

by the localised electric field pulse to lower L shells (paths a, b and c) and

hence, are now empty of electrons. These accelerated electrons are observed

at lower L shells (i.e. L = 9 - 10; second row of spectrograms). Some electrons

gain enough energy (final W⊥ > 10 keV) to enter regions earthward of the

Alfvén layer, i.e. in the grey regions of the spectrograms. These particles are

now trapped on closed drift paths. Electrons that do not ‘see’ the substorm

electric field remain on their original open drift paths (paths d and e).

In Figures 8.7 and 8.8, we show the W⊥-MLT DEF spectra capturing

the evolution of the injection electron population over multiple time steps

during the simulation (right panels) and compare it to W⊥-MLT DEF spectra

observed during quiet steady-state conditions (left panels; Section 7.3.1). The

injection front of electrons, i.e. boundary created by the injected electrons as

they drift earthward, that are not accelerated by the localised electric field

coincides, in location and energy, with the injection front of the electrons in

the steady state case for a given time. ‘Fast’ electrons in these populations,

with short drift times, are eventually lost to an edge of the simulation region.

However, electrons on the injection front on slow open drift paths remain

within the simulation region for a long time. Electrons accelerated by the

localised electric field move to lower L shells, as mentioned earlier. These

electrons are now within their respective Alfvén layers (in the grey regions) and

are trapped on closed drift paths (bottom panels of Figures 8.7 and 8.8). One

difference between spectrograms in the left and right panels, for a given time,

is the MLT and W⊥ coverage of drifting source electrons - the steady state
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ELECTRON W⊥-MLT DEF SPECTRA

L = 13, t = 0 hours

FORWARD TRACED ELECTRON DRIFT TRAJECTORIES

ION W⊥-MLT DEF SPECTRA

L = 13, t = 0 hours

FORWARD TRACED ION DRIFT TRAJECTORIES

Figure 8.4: Electron (First Row) and ion (Third Row) W⊥-MLT DEF spectra observed
by a ring of spacecraft (at all MLT) at L = 13 showing the injected source population at
the start of the simulation, i.e. t = 0. The grey dashed lines mark MLT = 6, 12 and 18 h.
The grey area highlights regions of particles on closed drift paths (earthward of the energy-
dependent Alfvén layers) and empty regions due to lack of source particles. Forward traced
electron (Second Row) and ion (Fourth Row) drift trajectories confirm that missing
populations in the spectra are on closed drift paths at t = 0. The letter/coloured circles
at the start of each forward trace corresponds to electrons (ions) with initial energy and
position marked by the respective letter/coloured circle given in the W⊥-MLT DEF spectra
(first (third) row).
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DRIFT TIMES OF PARTICLES

ELECTRONS
L = 13, t = 0 hours

NO LOCALISED ELECTRIC
FIELD

WITH LOCALISED ELECTRIC
FIELD

IONS
L = 13, t = 0 hours

NO LOCALISED ELECTRIC
FIELD

WITH LOCALISED ELECTRIC
FIELD

Figure 8.5: Drift times of electrons (Top Row) and ions (Bottom Row) injected at L
= 13 at t = 0, shown as a function of start perpendicular energy (W⊥0) and MLT (MLT0),
in the presence (Right Panel) and absence (Left Panel) of the localised electric field
pulse. The drift time is the time taken for a particle to leave the simulation region. Note
that particles on closed drift paths have a drift time of 200 hours, i.e. the duration of the
simulation, as they do not leave the simulation region. Electrons and ions, originally on
open drift paths, that ‘see’ the localised electric field can become trapped on closed drift
paths, hence increasing their drift time. Ions can also change drift paths to now execute
slow open bridge drifts.
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ELECTRON W⊥-MLT DEF SPECTRA

t = 30 minutes
L = 13 L = 12

L = 10 L = 9

BACKWARD TRACED ELECTRON DRIFT TRAJECTORIES

ELECTRONS ACCELERATED BY LOCALISED ELECTRIC FIELD

ELECTRONS NOT ENCOUNTERING THE LOCALISED
ELECTRIC FIELD

Figure 8.6: (Top Two Rows) Electron W⊥-MLT DEF spectra observed by a ring of
spacecraft (at all MLT) at different L showing the evolution of the injected source population
at t = 30 mins. A gap is observed between MLT = 22 - 23 at L = 12 which is populated
at L = 9. The grey shaded areas identify regions earthward of the Alfvén layers where
electrons are on closed drift paths or empty regions due to lack of source electrons. The
grey dashed lines mark MLT = 6, 12 and 18 h. (Bottom Panel) Backward traced drift
trajectories of electrons showing that the missing population in the spectrograms have been
accelerated by the localised electric field (orange box) and the electrons that do not ‘see’
the localised electric field remain on their original paths. The letter/coloured circles at the
start of each backward trace corresponds to electrons with final energy and position marked
by the respective letter/coloured circle given in the spectrograms in the top two rows.
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features are wider. This is due to the difference in duration of the injection

- 17 mins for the substorm case and t = 200 hours for the steady state case

(which means the region between the injection front and source boundary is

always populated in the left panels). This raises another important question

- can changing the duration of injection of plasma sheet populations in the

steady state case can give rise to bands? However, this will require further

study at a later time.

We now see the presence of electron band-like structures (W⊥ ≥ 10 keV)

in the W⊥-MLT spectrograms shown in the right panels of Figure 8.7 (L =

12) and 8.8 (L = 10) at t > 3 hours. At t = 3 hours, the bands are present

between MLT = 10 - 24 h. The populations that contribute to bands are

electrons currently on closed drift paths that were accelerated by the localised

electric field into lower L shells earthward of the Alfvén layer (paths b and c

in Figure 8.7; paths a and b in Figure 8.8). At t > 5 hours, the lower energy

populations (W⊥ < few keV) on open drift paths (outside the Alfvén layer)

begin to disappear as they drift towards the dayside and are eventually lost

from the simulation region. The higher energy populations (W⊥ > 10 keV) are

organised as multi-bands that are present at all MLT. In order to explain the

spectral features in terms of particle drift theory, we use ‘flux maps’ to show

the distribution of electron flux for a given energy range at a given time in our

simulations. We only show the flux maps required to illustrate our points in

Figures 8.9 and 8.10. We show 4 energy ranges - W⊥ = 1 - 2, 9 - 12, 15 - 18

and 20 - 25 keV, at t = 0, 17 minutes, 30 minutes, 1, 3, 5, 8, 10, 30 and 200

hours.

From these maps, the following can be stated:

1. At t = 0, we see the position of the injected electron populations.

2. At t = 17 mins, the region of the localised electric field pulse (-15 < x

< -8, -6.4 < y < -3) is populated as electrons are accelerated within this

region throughout its duration.

3. At t = 30 mins (the transient field has been turned off for 13 mins),

electrons populate the edges of the pulse region. A gap is observed as
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ELECTRON W⊥-MLT DEF SPECTRA

L = 12 (Close to Injection Region)

WITHOUT
LOCALISED ELECTRIC FIELD

WITH
LOCALISED ELECTRIC FIELD

t = 1 hour

t = 3 hours

t = 5 hours

t = 10 hours

BACKWARD TRACED ELECTRON DRIFT TRAJECTORIES

ELECTRONS TRAPPED BY LOCALISED ELECTRIC FIELD

Figure 8.7: (Top Four Rows) Electron W⊥-MLT DEF spectra observed by a ring of
spacecraft (at all MLT) at L = 12 showing the evolution of the injected source population
at different time intervals after the start of the simulation (t = 0). The grey shaded areas
identify regions where no electrons were observed under steady state quiet conditions or
empty regions due to lack of source electrons. The grey dashed lines mark MLT = 6, 12
and 18 h. The letters correspond to backward traces of electron drift showing the history
of the particle in the Bottom Row. We see that bands are due to populations on closed
drift paths that have been accelerated by the localised electric field (paths a - d).
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ELECTRON W⊥-MLT DEF SPECTRA

L = 10

WITHOUT
LOCALISED ELECTRIC FIELD

WITH
LOCALISED ELECTRIC FIELD

t = 1 hour

t = 3 hours

t = 5 hours

t = 10 hours

BACKWARD TRACED ELECTRON DRIFT TRAJECTORIES

ELECTRONS TRAPPED BY LOCALISED ELECTRIC FIELD

ELECTRONS FORMING MULTI-BANDS AND GAPS

Figure 8.8: (Top Four Rows) Electron W⊥-MLT DEF spectra observed by a ring of
spacecraft (at all MLT) at L = 10 showing the evolution of the injected source population
at different time intervals after the start of the simulation (t = 0). This figure follows the
same format as Figure 8.7 and electron drifts are shown in the Bottom Two Rows. We
see that bands are due to populations on closed drift paths and gaps can be due to a lack
of source electrons (path e). The asterisk (path e) shows the initial position of the particle
at t = 0.
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electrons, now drifting in steady state conditions, have not yet reached

these regions. This gap eventually disappears as the simulation pro-

gresses. At t > 1 hour, we begin to see dispersion of populations of

different energies.

4. At the simulation progresses, higher energy electrons have shorter drift

times (≈ few hours; Figure 7.6) and begin to overtake lower energy popu-

lations (drift time ≈ 10’s of hours). Electrons at W⊥ > 15 keV, on open

drift paths, have left the simulation region by t = 3 hours, and those

on closed paths begin to overtake electrons of lower energies (W⊥ < 10

keV). There is a further dispersion process that takes place - electrons,

of a given energy, close to the respective energy-dependent stagnation

points earthward of the Alfvén layer also begin to slow down compared

to electrons further earthward. As this process carries on, this gives rise

to the multi-bands observed in W⊥-MLT/L DEF spectrograms, as pop-

ulations overtake each other. In previous literature, these bands have

been referred to as ‘drift echoes’ (Li et al. 1998).

5. Lower energy features (W⊥ < few keV) can exist for a shorter period

of time (till they are lost to the edge of the simulation region). These

features are a consequence of drift in steady state conditions and the

duration of the injection (as stated previously). Lower and higher energy

features, when observed simultaneously, can also produce multi-bands in

W⊥-MLT/L DEF spectra.

6. Gaps between bands are a result of a closed and an open electron popula-

tion coinciding at a given region where electrons, of intermediate energies,

that have not yet arrived at a given region as a result of slower drift times.

For example, at t = 8 hours at L = 8 and MLT = 2 h, we see electron

populations with W⊥ = 9 - 12 and 20 - 25 keV, but a lack of electrons

of intermediate energies (W⊥ = 15 - 18 keV) as they are yet to arrive.

Furthermore, gaps can also arise due to a lack of source particles (path

e; Figure 8.7) or due to the energy/position resolution of our simulation,

which will require further testing to confirm.
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ELECTRON FLUX MAPS

W = 1-2 keV W = 9-12 keV W = 15-18 keV W = 20-25 keV

t = 0

t = 17 minutes

t = 30 minutes

t = 1 hour

t = 3 hours

Figure 8.9: Map of the inner magnetosphere showing the distribution of electron flux for
w⊥ = 1 - 2 (First Column), 9 - 12 (Second Column), 15 - 18 (Third Column) and 20
- 25 (Fourth Column) keV. Each row shows a snapshot at time, t, after the start of the
simulation given by t = 0. The x, y axes in each figure represent L and is an exact copy of
the axes in the first panel (Top Left Panel). The substorm injection and localised electric
field pulse occurred for 17 mins at the start of the simulation, i.e. t = 0 - 17 mins. The sun
(dawn) is to the left (top) in these plots.
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ELECTRON FLUX MAPS

W = 1-2 keV W = 9-12 keV W = 15-18 keV W = 20-25 keV

t = 5 hours

t = 8 hours

t = 10 hours

t = 30 hours

t = 200 hours

Figure 8.10: The figure is in the same format as Figure 8.9 and shows the distribution of
electron flux as a function of position (L, MLT). The x, y axes in each figure represent L
and is an exact copy of the axes in the first panel (Top Left Panel).
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7. At t = 200 hours, trapped electrons exhibit closed drift paths and are

observed at all MLT. These populations form one high energy band, as

all populations with W⊥ > 10 keV are observed simultaneously at dusk

(dawn) at L shells close to (earthward of) the injection region, as shown

in the bottom row of Figure 8.10 and in W⊥-MLT DEF spectra in the

top row of Figure 8.11, at t = 200 hours. These electron populations

could be analogous to the ‘SHEEP’ populations at high energies (W⊥ >

10 keV; Figure 5.2) reported by Li et al. (2010).

8.1.2 Ions

Similar to the case of the electrons seen in the previous section, the W⊥-L

DEF spectra for a virtual spacecraft travelling towards large L at MLT = 0,

3, 6, 9, 12, 15, 16, 18 and 21 h, and W⊥-MLT DEF spectra observed by a

ring of virtual spacecraft at all MLT for a given L between L = 2 - 15 at t =

0, 17 mins, 30 mins, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 10, 15, 20, 30, 40, 50, 100 and 200 hours

were produced. Here, we once again only show spectra that best illustrate the

behaviour of the ions.

As seen earlier in Sections 8.1, 3.1.3, 7.2.2 and 7.3.2, ions have a westward

magnetic gradient drift component which gives rise to complications - low

energy (W⊥ ≈ 100’s eV) ions execute eastward (anti-clockwise) open/closed

drifts, ions with intermediate energies (W⊥ ≈ few - 10 keV) can drift along

open bridge paths/closed banana orbits and ions with W⊥ >10 keV execute

westward open/closed drifts. We saw how ion drifts can vary (from drift in

steady state conditions) due to the presence of a localised electric field earlier

in Section 8.1 (Figure 8.3). For the substorm scenario with an ion source

population, we now explain the spectral features observed in terms of particle

drift motion (presented as ‘flux maps’ in Figures 8.16 and 8.17):

1. The source population at the start of the simulation (first row in Figure

8.16) is shown as a W⊥-MLT DEF spectrogram in the third row of Figure

8.4. As mentioned earlier for the case of the electrons, only ions on open

drift paths are used as source particles in this simulation. Ions on closed

drift paths at t = 0 (paths d - f, bottom row, Figure 8.4) are excluded, as
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we want to see how features in DEF spectrograms vary as ions on open

paths get trapped on closed paths.

2. At t = 30 minutes, gaps in ion spectrograms (Figure 8.12) are observed

between MLT = 22 - 24 h (similar to electrons), as particles that would

have drifted into this region (under steady state conditions) are acceler-

ated by the transient localised electric field pulse to lower L shells (paths

a - d). These accelerated populations gain energy (due to the conserva-

tion of µ) and are now either in regions of closed drift paths, i.e. they

populate parts of the grey shaded regions in spectra at L = 9 - 11 and

execute closed westward drifts, or are on slow open bridge drift paths.

Ions that do not ‘see’ the localised electric field remain on their original

drift paths (e.g. path a).

3. Ion multi-bands are observed at t > 3 hours at L < 12. The high energy

band populations (W⊥ > 10 keV) are ions on closed westward drift paths

trapped earthward of the energy-dependent Alfvén layers (paths a - d,

Figure 8.13; paths a - c, Figure 8.14). These features are present between

MLT = 0 - 10 h at t = 3 hours and are present at all MLT at later times

(t > 5 hours). These bands are a result of energy dispersion that occurs

due to the decreasing drift times with increasing energy in the high and

low energy ion population (W⊥ > 10 keV). Ion flux maps are shown

in Figures 8.16 and 8.17. However, we focus on one example at L = 10,

MLT = 0 at t = 8 and show the simulated ion spectrogram and flux maps

together, for easy comparison, in Figure 8.15. We see ion populations

with W⊥ = 9 - 12 and 20 - 25 keV in this region, but the intermediate

energies are yet to arrive. Hence, two bands are observed with a gap in

the middle. Furthermore, the gaps between two bands could also arise

due to a lack of source particles, as shown by paths b and d in Figure

8.14. The population that constitute multi-bands spanning across all

MLT are mainly high energy ions on westward drift paths.
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ION W⊥-MLT DEF SPECTRA

t = 30 minutes
L = 12 L = 11

L = 10 L = 9

BACKWARD TRACED ION DRIFT TRAJECTORIES

IONS ACCELERATED BY LOCALISED ELECTRIC FIELD

IONS NOT ENCOUNTERING THE LOCALISED ELECTRIC FIELD

Figure 8.12: (Top Two Rows) Ion W⊥-MLT DEF spectra observed by a ring of space-
craft (at all MLT) at different L showing the injected source population at t = 30 mins.
A gap is observed between MLT = 22 - 23 h at L = 12 which is populated at lower L. A
decrease in DEF is also observed at higher energies (W⊥ > 5 keV) between MLT = 16 -
22 h which also gets populated at lower L shells. The grey shaded areas identify regions
earthward of the Alfvén layers where ions are on closed drift paths and empty regions due
to lack of source particles. (Bottom Two Rows) Backward traced drift trajectories of
ions showing that the missing population has been accelerated by the localised electric field
(orange box). The letter/coloured circles at the start of each backward trace corresponds
to ions with final energy and position marked by the respective letter/coloured circle given
in the spectra in the top rows.
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ION W⊥-MLT DEF SPECTRA

L = 12 (Close to Injection Region)

WITHOUT
LOCALISED ELECTRIC FIELD

WITH
LOCALISED ELECTRIC FIELD

t = 1 hour

t = 3 hours

t = 5 hours

t = 10 hours

BACKWARD TRACED ION DRIFT TRAJECTORIES

BANDS - IONS TRAPPED BY LOCALISED ELECTRIC FIELD

SHORT BANDS - IONS ON OPEN PATHS

Figure 8.13: (Top Four Rows) Ion W⊥-MLT DEF spectra observed by a ring of space-
craft (at all MLT) at L = 12 showing the evolution of the injected source population at
different time intervals (t) after the start of the simulation (t = 0). This figure follows the
same format as Figure 8.7. The grey shaded areas identify regions where no electrons were
observed under steady state quiet conditions at t = 100 hours (Section 7.3.2). (Bottom
Two Rows) Backward traced drift trajectories of ions showing ion populations that con-
stitute bands.
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ION W⊥-MLT DEF SPECTRA

L = 10

WITHOUT
LOCALISED ELECTRIC FIELD

WITH
LOCALISED ELECTRIC FIELD

t = 1 hour

t = 3 hours

t = 5 hours

t = 10 hours

BACKWARD TRACED ION DRIFT TRAJECTORIES

BANDS - IONS TRAPPED ON CLOSED DRIFT PATHS

GAPS BETWEEN BANDS - NO SOURCE PARTICLES / RESOLUTION

Figure 8.14: (Top Four Rows) Ion W⊥-MLT DEF spectra observed by a ring of space-
craft (at all MLT) at L = 10 showing the injected source population at different time
intervals (t) after the start of the simulation (t = 0). This figure follows the same format
as Figure 8.13. (Bottom Two Rows) Backward traced drift trajectories of ions showing
ion populations that constitute bands and gaps between bands.
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4. However, we also see an extra population due to slow ions on open bridge

paths, which does not exist for the electrons. These populations (W⊥ ≈

1 - 15 keV between L = 5 - 10; Figure 7.11) are able to penetrate to

much lower L shells (than electrons) in the dusk sectors, e.g. an ion with

W⊥ = 9 - 12 keV can penetrate to L = 5, MLT = 18 h at t = 40 hours,

as shown in the left panel in the fourth row of Figure 8.17. Therefore,

the absence of these bridge ions in the morning sectors can create multi-

bands at lower energies (third right panel; Figure 8.13). Gaps due to

these populations were also seen in the steady state case in Section 7.3.2

(Figure 7.27) and are known as ‘stagnation dips’.

5. Regions of banana drift are mainly observed at L < 8 (6) at MLT = 21

(0) h (middle panel of Figure 7.16). The localised electric field does not

accelerate ions into these regions to trap them in closed banana orbits,

and hence, these populations are not observed in our simulated W⊥-

MLT/L spectra. We speculate that it will be possible to trap ions in

banana orbits if the transient electric field pulse penetrated into lower L

shells, although further testing will be required to show this.

6. As the simulation progressed (t = 200 hours) one high energy band,

composed of trapped ion populations, is observed (bottom row of Figure

8.11). All ion populations on open drift paths, including those on slow

bridge paths, have escaped the simulation region and populations on

closed drift paths are evenly distributed across energies (bottom row of

Figure 8.17).

8.2 CASE 2: 2 Localised Electric Field Pulses + Injec-

tions

In the earlier section, we considered the possibility of the appearance of elec-

tron and ion multi-bands in energy-position DEF spectra as a result of an

isolated substorm. We saw that electron and ion multi-bands were observed,

as a virtual spacecraft encounters populations on slow open and trapped closed
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ION FLUX MAPS

W = 9-12 keV W = 15-18 keV W = 18-20 keV W = 20-25 keV

t = 0

t = 17 minutes

t = 30 minutes

t = 1 hour

t = 3 hours

Figure 8.16: Map of the inner magnetosphere showing the distribution of ion flux with
W⊥ = 9 - 12 (First Column), 15 - 18 (Second Column), 18 - 20 (Third Column) and
20 - 25 (Fourth Column) keV at different times (t) throughout the simulation. The x, y
axes in each figure represent L and is an exact copy of the axes in the first panel (Top Left
Panel). This figure is in the same format as Figures 8.9 and 8.10.
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ION FLUX MAPS

W = 9-12 keV W = 15-18 keV W = 18-20 keV W = 20-25 keV

t = 5 hours

t = 8 hours

t = 10 hours

t = 40 hours

t = 200 hours

Figure 8.17: Map of the inner magnetosphere showing the distribution of ion flux with
W⊥ = 9 - 12 (First Column), 15 - 18 (Second Column), 18 - 20 (Third Column) and
20 - 25 (Fourth Column) keV at different times (t) throughout the simulation. This figure
is in the same format as Figures 8.9, 8.10 and 8.16. The x, y axes in each figure represent
L and is an exact copy of the axes in the first panel (Top Left Panel).
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drift paths after a few hours of particle drift. However, one isolated substorm

with an extended period of quiet time before and after the substorm does not

occur very frequently in the magnetosphere. It is more common to observe

few substorms in a short space of time. Here, we consider the situation of

2 isolated substorms a few hours apart and investigate how energy-position

DEF spectra differs.

We used the same localised electric field parameters as seen earlier (left

panel of Figure 8.1) for both substorms. The expansion phase for both sub-

storms is taken to be 17 mins and modelled at 4.18 hours apart, according

to the statistics published in Table 1 of Forsyth et al. (2015). For the injec-

tions, we used different source populations for the two injections. For the first

substorm, the electron and ion injections had a quiet time source distribution

(as used earlier and shown in the bottom row of Figure 8.1), as the plasma

sheet is still in its quiet steady state until the substorm begins. The second

injection had an active time source distribution (bottom row, Figure 7.17) as

the plasma sheet is now heated as a result of the earlier substorm - the peak

energy of the active time plasma sheet distribution for electrons and ions is

higher than the quiet time distribution (Figure A.10). In this section, we see

how this can affect the presence of electron and ion multi-band structures in

energy-position DEF spectra.

This simulation has the following input parameters and the particles are

forward traced:

1. Particles: Electrons and Protons

2. Start positions: L0 = 13, MLT0 = 18 - 24 - 6 h (nightside only) in

steps of 0.01 to capture plasma sheet particle entry. Justification for this

plasma sheet boundary is given in Appendix A.

3. Start energies: W⊥0 = 0.1 - 30 keV logarithmically spaced across 232

energies (2.5% increase between every energy channel).

4. Pitch Angle: αeq = 90◦

5. PSD of the input populations: Realistic electron and ion quiet (first
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injection) and active (second injection) time plasma sheet distributions

at 13 RE observed by Double Star TC-1 PEACE/HIA, as shown in the

bottom row of Figure 8.1 and Figure 7.17 respectively. Both distribu-

tions are calculated by interpolating the PSD obtained from observations

(Figures A.9 and A.4) for our particle input energies.

6. Duration of simulation = 200 hours

7. Time Resolution: ∆t = 10 seconds

8. Kp = 0 (EV S = -0.045 r (2 sinϕ êr + cosϕ êϕ) kV)

9. Grid spacing: Position spacing = 0.25 RE, Energy spacing = 0.1 -

30 keV logarithmically spaced across 117 energy channels (5% increase

between the energies; similar to PEACE/HIA energy channel resolution).

10. Localised Electric Field Parameters: 2 pulses at -15 < x < -8 and

-6.4 < y < -3 (same position as the 1 localised electric field pulse +

injection case; Gabrielse et al. (2012)) between t = 0 - 17 minutes and t

= 267 - 284 minutes (4 hours 10 minutes; Forsyth et al. (2015)) where t

= 0 specifies the start of the simulation.

11. Injection Duration: Injections occur at the same time as the applica-

tion of both localised electric field pulses.

Similar to the previous case, the electron and ion phase space densities

and differential energy fluxes were calculated for a virtual spacecraft travelling

towards large L at a given MLT and a ring of virtual spacecraft (at all MLT) at

a given L at t = 0, 17 mins (end of the first injection and localised electric field

pulse), 30 mins, 1, 2, 3, 4, 4 h and 44 mins (end of the second injection and

localised electric field pulse), 5, 10, 15, 20, 30, 40 and 50 hours. Similar to the

previous sections, we only focus on electron and ion spectra that best illustrate

the behaviour of the particles and form comparisons to spectra observed after

only one isolated substorm (Sections 8.1.1 and 8.1.2) and the steady state case

(Section 7.3).

Electron and ion W⊥-MLT/L DEF spectra remain identical to the single

substorm case until the start of the second injection at t = 4 hours 27 minutes.
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ELECTRONS W⊥-MLT DEF SPECTRA - L = 12

t = 5 hours
(After 1st Substorm)

t = 30 minutes
(After 2nd Substorm)

t = 5 hours
(After Both Substorms)

IONS W⊥-MLT DEF SPECTRA - L = 12

t = 5 hours
(After 1st Substorm)

t = 30 minutes
(After 2nd Substorm)

t = 5 hours
(After Both Substorms)

Figure 8.18: Electron (Top Row) and ion (Bottom Row) W⊥-MLT DEF spectra ob-
served by a ring of virtual spacecraft (at all MLT) at different L at t = 5 hours (Left
Panel), t = 30 minutes (Middle Panel) after the start of one substorm (results from
Case 1, Section 8.1). The resultant W⊥-MLT DEF spectra at t = 5 hours after the start
of the simulation (Right Panels, results from Case 2) shows a superposition of features
observed in the left and middle panels. The grey shaded areas identify regions earthward
of the Alfvén layers where particles are on closed drift paths and regions where no particles
on open drift paths have populated due to a lack of source particles.

After the end of the second substorm (t = 4 hours and 44 minutes), both

electron and ion spectra show a superposition of features from both substorms.

To illustrate this, we focus on the W⊥-MLT DEF spectra observed 5 hours

after the start of the simulation (after both substorms have occurred) by a

ring of virtual spacecraft (at all MLT) at L = 12 in Figure 8.18. Electron

(ion) spectrograms are shown in the top (bottom) row. Features observed in

W⊥-MLT spectra at t = 5 hours is a superposition of features observed after

the first substorm at t = 5 hours and after the second substorm at t = 30

minutes. W⊥-MLT DEF spectra observed by a ring of virtual spacecraft (at

all MLT) at different L shells at different times after the start of the simulation

is shown in Figure 8.19 for electrons (shows only spectra observed at t = 5

and 10 hours) and Figure 8.20 for ions (shows spectra observed at t = 5, 10

and 15 hours). The superposition of features from both substorms result in

the observation of a higher number of bands than if only one substorm was

considered. This is similar to the conclusion inferred by Burke et al. (1995)

and Liemohn et al. (1998). However, we have explicitly illustrated it here.
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ELECTRON W⊥-MLT DEF SPECTRA

L = 13 (Injection Region)

t = 5 hours t = 10 hours

L = 12 (Close to Injection Region)

t = 5 hours t = 10 hours

L = 11
t = 5 hours t = 10 hours

L = 10
t = 5 hours t = 10 hours

L = 9
t = 5 hours t = 10 hours

L = 8
t = 5 hours t = 10 hours

Figure 8.19: Electron energy-MLT DEF spectra observed by a ring of spacecraft at dif-
ferent L = 13 (Top Row), 12 (Second Row), 11 (Third Row), 10 (Fourth Row), 9
(Fifth Row) and 8 (Bottom Row) showing how the injected source population evolves
at t = 5 (Left Panels) and 10 (Right Panels) hours after the start of the simulation.
The grey shaded areas identify regions earthward of the Alfvén layers where electrons are
on closed drift paths.
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ION W⊥-MLT DEF SPECTRA

L = 13 (Injection Region)

t = 5 hours t = 10 hours t = 15 hours

L = 12 (Close to Injection Region)

t = 5 hours t = 10 hours t = 15 hours

L = 11
t = 5 hours t = 10 hours t = 15 hours

L = 10
t = 5 hours t = 10 hours t = 15 hours

L = 9
t = 5 hours t = 10 hours t = 15 hours

L = 8
t = 5 hours t = 10 hours t = 15 hours

L = 7
t = 5 hours t = 10 hours t = 15 hours

L = 6
t = 10 hours t = 15 hours t = 20 hours

Figure 8.20: Ion energy-MLT DEF spectra observed by a ring of spacecraft at different
L shells showing how the injected source population evolves at different time intervals (t)
after the start of the simulation (t = 0). This figure is in a similar format to Figure 8.19.
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As discussed earlier, the high energy bands (W⊥ > 10 keV) are composed of

particle populations on trapped closed drift paths with gaps due to difference

in drift times with the populations of intermediate energies. The lower energy

bands consist of populations on slow open drift paths (bridge paths for ions)

or particles along the injection front, same as when we considered particle

populations distributed across the magnetosphere after one substorm.

The localised electric field acts across the same region (-15 < x < -8, -6.4

< y < -3) for both substorms. After the first substorm, particles are accel-

erated/drift into lower L shells and either do not ‘see’ or have not arrived in

time to encounter the second localised electric field pulse during the second

substorm. This ensures that the particle distributions after the first substorm

remain unchanged for the remaining duration of the simulation. As only par-

ticles injected during the second substorm are affected by the second localised

electric field pulse, these second electron and ion populations exhibit simi-

lar behaviour to the evolution of populations after the first substorm event.

Hence, a superposition of features from both substorms result in a higher

number of bands being observed. However, one important aspect to note is

that, after t > 5 hours, high energy populations (from both substorms) that

are trapped on closed drift paths, earthward of the energy-dependent Alfvén

layers, are observed as a ‘thicker’ (width of the band in energy) band by a

virtual spacecraft. For example, we consider the high energy electron bands

observed at L = 10 at t = 10 hours. After one substorm, we see three ‘thin’

electron bands at MLT = 16 h (right panel, fourth row, Figure 8.8). After two

consecutive isolated substorms (right panel, fourth row, Figure 8.19), we still

see three bands, but the band at W⊥ ≈ 15 keV is now ‘thicker’ and a lower

energy band at W⊥ ≈ 5 - 6 keV has appeared. Therefore, a superposition of

features can also show no change or have the effect of reducing the number

of bands depending on the energies of the injected source population, even

though the energies of the bands are different.

When enough time has passed, e.g. t = 200 hours after the start of

simulation, only one electron (ion) band is observed in the dusk (dawn) sectors

at L close to the injection region and between MLT = 0 - 10 h at L further
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W⊥-MLT DEF SPECTRA AT t = 200 hours

ELECTRONS

L = 12 L = 10 L = 8

IONS

L = 12 L = 10 L = 8

Figure 8.21: Electron (Top Row) and ion (Bottom Row) energy-MLT DEF spectra
observed by a ring of virtual spacecraft at different L at t = 200 hours after the start of
the simulation. Two isolated substorms occurred within the first 5 hours of the simulations.
The grey shaded areas identify regions earthward of the Alfvén layers where particles are on
closed drift paths and empty regions due to a lack of source particles. The electron/ion high
energy band occupies different MLT shells depending on the virtual spacecraft proximity to
the injection region.

earthward, as shown in Figure 8.21 (similar to the isolated substorm scenario

in Figure 8.11).

8.3 Comparison with Statistics

In the statistical studies of electron and ion multi-bands (observed in DS TC-

1 PEACE and HIA datasets) conducted in Chapters 5 and 6, we saw that

electron and ion multi-bands are observed between L = 5 - 10 (for electrons +

ions) and MLT = 7 - 23 h and MLT = 2 - 17 h respectively. However, both ion

and electron multi-bands were observed at all MLT during really quiet times

(Kp < 1, AE < 50 nT and AL > -50 nT). These observations can be explained

by our simulations. We see the presence of simulated electron and ion multi-

bands (W⊥ < 40 keV) close to dusk and dawn, a few hours after the localised

electric field and injections (characterising a substorm) have been turned off.

As time progresses (t > 10 - 50 hours), we saw the presence of multi-bands

(W⊥ > 10 keV) at all MLT. However, we also found that the position of our

simulated bands depended on the proximity to the injection region. At L =
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10, we see electron and ion multi-bands at all MLT. At L < 10, we see electron

(ion) multi-bands at dusk (dawn), similar to our statistical results. At L > 10,

electron (ion) multi-bands are observed in the pre-midnight (morning) sectors.

This raises an important question - can we infer the most probable position of

the substorm field from our statistics of multi-band structures? Further study

in this area may yield an answer.

8.4 Conclusions

Electron and ion multi-bands, comprising of populations accelerated by a lo-

calised electric field, can be seen in W⊥-MLT/L DEF spectra, observed by

a virtual spacecraft, after a few hours of particle drift due to energy disper-

sion (as a result of drift times) of injected populations trapped on closed drift

paths. Gaps between bands are observed when the accelerated particles are

yet to arrive at the spacecraft or due to a lack of source particles (or a combi-

nation of both). Lower energy bands were observed at dusk for electrons and

dawn for ions within few hours of the substorm as particles on open drift paths

arrive at the spacecraft. As the time of simulation progresses, one high energy

band was observed for both ions and electrons. As ions undergo complicated

drift paths (due to a westward magnetic gradient drift component), they can

penetrate at much lower L shells than the electrons.

When considering two isolated substorms, electron and ion multi-bands

are observed due to the superposition of features dependent on the time of

drift of the two different injected populations. This usually resulted in a higher

number of bands compared to their respective counterparts when only particle

drift after one substorm was considered. Towards the end of the simulation,

i.e. t = 200 hours and once all particles on slow open paths have left the

simulation region, only one band is observed in both the one and two isolated

substorm cases due to a higher energy electron/ion population trapped on

closed drift paths.
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8.5 Further Work

Some ideas for future work include:

1. One of the limitations in my justification of features observed in energy-

position spectrogram is that our simulated high energy bands seem to

vary in energy with MLT. We have currently shown that these bands

are due to populations on closed drift paths, so we speculate that the

variation in energy in spectra could be analogous to the energy variation

due to the conservation of µ. I intend to analyse these populations in

terms of µ in order to understand better whether the above conclusion

is valid.

2. It is vital to validate simulation results against spacecraft data as a test

of how realistic our simulations can be. My next step is to look through

DS TC-1 PEACE/HIA data to see if a match between our results and

data can be seen.

3. The localised electric field used in this study is a simplified version of

the Gabrielse et al. (2012) localised electric field. It will be interesting

to see how including a tail-ward return flow aspect, a gradual increase in

electric field strength and taking into account an induced magnetic field

(due to change in electric field) changes the resulting simulated spectra.

4. One important aspect raised in this thesis was the presence of bands at

lower energies (W⊥ < 10 keV) due to a difference in the duration of injec-

tion. Simulations, with different injection durations, could show resulting

spectra with different width of bands. This would be an interesting study

to see if spacecraft data may be reproduced this way.



Chapter 9

Non-Steady State Simulations -

Diurnal Oscillations

“In all honesty, particles are the cause of all of our problems.”

— Jason Hunt, On the Ponderings of Life with Kirthika Mohan

In this chapter, we test another theory - the addition of a diurnal electric

field to our steady state model (Chapter 7), to see whether electron and ion

drift motion in these fields can also produce multi-banded features observed

in energy-position DEF spectra. Similar to Chapter 8, we use drift trajectory

maps (such as Figures 3.14 and 7.28) to explain features in simulated spectra

in terms of particle drift motion.

9.1 Are ‘zebra stripes’ multi-band structures?

Another set of observations in the spectrum of inner belt energetic electrons

(W ≈ 10’s keV - few MeV) found between L ≈ 1 - 3 along all MLT and

reported since the sixties by several authors such as Imhof and Smith (1965),

Imhof et al. (1981a), Imhof et al. (1981b), Williams and Frank (1984), Datlowe

et al. (1985), Sauvaud et al. (2013), Ukhorskiy et al. (2014) and Lejosne and

Roederer (2016), bear similar resemblance to the multi-band structures we

have seen throughout this thesis. These features were referred to as ‘zebra

stripes’, a term coined by Ukhorskiy et al. (2014), and an example of electron

and ion zebra stripe observations are shown in the top panel of Figure 9.1 and

Figure 9.2 respectively.

295
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ELECTRON ZEBRA STRIPES

OBSERVATIONS

OBSERVATIONS + SIMULATIONS

Figure 9.1: (Top Figure) Electron ‘zebra stripe’ pattern observed by RBSPICE A dur-
ing a perigee pass on 30 March 2013 (Ukhorskiy et al. 2014). The bottom panel shows
the energy-time differential number flux spectra and the top panel shows the pitch angle
distribution of 230 keV electrons. The numbers mark the pitch angle distribution for the
corresponding electron zebra stripe at 230 keV in the bottom panel. The more ‘curved’
the zebra stripe, the larger the pitch angle distribution. (Bottom Figure) Observations
of electron zebra stripes measured by RBSPICE A (averaged over 45 seconds) in the inner
radiation belt during quiet (Panels a - c) and active (Panels e - g) geomagnetic intervals
alongside simulated spectra from a test-particle radiation belt model (Panels d (quiet) and
h (active)). This model is similar to ours (Section 7.1.2) but only considers the diurnal
electric drift and the energy-dependent magnetic gradient drift (Ukhorskiy et al. 2014).
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ION ZEBRA STRIPE OBSERVATIONS

Figure 9.2: Energy-time particle flux spectra for ions (Second + Third Panels) and
electrons (Fourth + Fifth Panels) observed by the ISEE-1 MEPI detector. The colour
represents particle flux and data are shown for 90◦ and 30◦ pitch angles. The ion stripes,
highlighted by the purple arrows, are observed at L = 2 - 4 in both pitch angle datasets,
although a higher number is observed in 90◦ pitch angle data (Williams and Frank 1984).
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Some of the properties of these features are:

1. The peaks in energy of individual electron and ion stripes are more pro-

nounced at lower L values (L = 2 - 5; Williams and Frank (1984), Sauvaud

et al. (2013)).

2. The electron stripes are mainly observed between 50 - 500 keV

(Ukhorskiy et al. 2014). Williams and Frank (1984) showed that ion

structures could also be observed at W ≤ 25 keV (highlighted by the

purple arrows in Figure 9.2).

3. The drift frequency (ωd) along each stripe is constant (ωd ∝ WL; the

energy along each stripe varies as W ∝ 1/L) for particles which are dom-

inated by the magnetic gradient drift (Datlowe et al. (1985), Ukhorskiy

et al. (2014)).

4. Zebra stripes extend across the entire pitch angle distribution, but are

‘curved’ towards larger L values for more field-aligned particles (Stripes

1 - 6; top panel of Figure 9.1) (Ukhorskiy et al. 2014).

5. The stripes are more pronounced and a higher number of peaks are ob-

served during geomagnetically quiet times (0 - 8 peaks) in comparison

to geomagnetically active times for a given range of observed energies,

as illustrated in the bottom panel of Figure 9.1. On average, 3 electron

peaks were usually observed. Therefore, stripes within a given energy

range may also be indicative of the number of hours the population spent

drifting under quiet conditions (Datlowe et al. (1985), Ukhorskiy et al.

(2014)).

The various mechanisms proposed as causes of electron observations include:

1. Drift resonance with very long period ULF waves generated during geo-

magnetic storms could energise electrons such that they move to lower L

shells (where fluxes are lower) from higher L shells (with higher electron

fluxes). This could result in the peaks and valleys observed in energy-

time or energy-position DEF/PSD spectra (Sauvaud et al. 2013).
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2. Zonal drifts in the ionosphere - In the equatorial ionosphere (L < 3), di-

urnal zonal eastwards/westward drifts, driven by high-altitude winds in

the F-region, can lead to differences between the bulk motion of the iono-

sphere and the drift due to corotation with the planet. From an inertial

reference frame, this manifests as sub-rotation (or super-rotation) where

the ionosphere and the field lines trapped in it move slower (or faster)

respective to the outer magnetosphere. This can cause local modifica-

tions of the particle distribution function which are transported along the

entire shell and manifest as zebra stripes in observations (Lejosne and

Roederer 2016).

3. An induced diurnal electric field due to the 11◦ tilt between the magnetic

dipole and rotation axes with a 24 hour period (seen earlier in Section

3.1.1.7) causes particles to exhibit an eddying motion alongside the elec-

tric and magnetic drifts. This can create peaks and troughs in particle

DNF/DEF spectra (Ukhorskiy et al. 2014).

The mechanism proposed as a cause of ion stripe observations at W ≤ 25

keV (Figure 9.2) is possible loss of ions at certain energies due to acceleration

via ion cyclotron waves generated in a particle population consisting of an

energetic (W ≥ 150 keV), anisotropic ion distribution alongside a thermal ion

distribution (Williams and Frank 1984).

In this thesis, we are primarily concerned with understanding whether

particle drift in inner magnetospheric electric/magnetic fields alone can cause

electron and ion multi-band structures. Therefore, in accordance with our

motivation (Chapter 1), in this section, we choose to focus on the diurnal

electric field due to the tilted magnetic dipole axis as a cause of the zebra

stripes and we test whether this induced electric field could also create electron

and ion zebra stripes for ring current energies, i.e. W = 0.1 - 30 keV (DS TC-1

PEACE/HIA energy range). We also try to understand if the zebra stripes

observed at W > 50 keV and the multi-band structures mentioned throughout

this thesis (W < 40 keV) are one and the same.
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In Section 3.1.1.7, we discussed the diurnal induced electric field, Edo,

which acts in the azimuthal direction (top row, Figure 3.12) and is given by

Equation 3.25:

Edo = E0do sin (ϕ− wEt+ ψ0) êϕ (9.1)

where E0do = 0.2 mVm−1 (Ukhorskiy et al. 2014). We also saw that a particle

under the influence of this induced field has a corresponding drift velocity

given by Equation 3.27:

vdo =
E0dor

3

BER3
E

sin (ϕ− wEt+ ψ0) êr (9.2)

which acts in the radial direction (bottom row, Figure 3.12). In Figure 3.2

and 3.3, we saw that the peak diurnal electric field strength and velocity of a

particle under the effect of this electric field is comparable to the corotation

and convection electric field strengths and velocities. Therefore, this diurnal

electric field cannot be ignored when considering particle drift motion for our

energies (W < 40 keV). The drift velocity, vd, of particles with αeq = 90◦ in

the magnetosphere (modified from Equation 3.33) is now given by:

vd =

(
Arγ−1r3

BER3
E

cosϕ+
E0dor

3

BER3
E

sin (ϕ− wEt+ ψ0)

)
êr

+

(
ωEr −

Aγrγ−1r3

BER3
E

sinϕ+
3W⊥r

2

qBER3
E

)
êϕ (9.3)

It now becomes harder to envisage electron and ion drift under the corota-

tion + convection + time-dependent diurnal electric fields. Hence, we adapted

the Kistler forward tracing code (Section 7.1.1) to include the diurnal electric

field drift and used this adapted version to forward trace particles. The drift

paths of electrons (top two rows) and ions (protons; bottom two rows) drift-

ing in corotation + convection + diurnal electric fields (second/fourth rows)

compared to the drift path of particles only observing corotation + convection

electric fields (first/third rows) are shown in Figure 9.3. The phase shift (ψ0)

of the diurnal electric field, which determines the orientation of the electric

field at the start of the simulation (t = 0), is taken to be ψ0 = 0◦ here. The

diurnal electric field pattern rotates during the particle drifts. This figure fol-
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PARTICLE DRIFT

ELECTRONS

COROTATION + CONVECTION ELECTRIC FIELDS

COROTATION + CONVECTION + DIURNAL (ψ0 = 0◦) ELECTRIC FIELDS

IONS

COROTATION + CONVECTION ELECTRIC FIELDS

COROTATION + CONVECTION + DIURNAL (ψ0 = 0◦) ELECTRIC FIELDS

Figure 9.3: Electron (Top Two Rows) and ion (Bottom Two Rows) drift under the
effects of only the corotation + convection electric fields (First/Third Rows) and with
the addition of the diurnal electric field (Second/Fourth Rows). The phase shift of the
diurnal electric field is ψ0 = 0◦. The labels mark drift paths which best illustrate deviations
of the trajectory due to the diurnal electric field drift and is explained in detail in the main
text.
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lows the same format as Figure 3.14. The start energy of the particle (W⊥0)

is given at the top of each panel and the colour of the drift path denotes the

instantaneous energy (W⊥) at a given position. We can see that the eddying

motion imposed by the diurnal electric field complicates particle drift and the

following can occur under the effects of the diurnal electric field drift:

1. A particle on an open path in the absence of Edo can now be on a closed

drift path (path a) and become trapped;

2. A particle on a closed path in the absence of Edo can now be on an open

drift path (path b) and become lost;

3. A particle can move to smaller L shells in the presence of Edo which

otherwise would drift at larger L shells (path c);

4. A particle does not enter the simulation region at all and is lost straight

away (path d);

5. A particle leaves the simulation region earlier (path e) or later (path f)

than it would have without the presence of the diurnal electric field;

6. A particle Alfvén layer is not a simple tear-drop anymore and at any

given MLT may move to either lower/higher L shells.

7. There are empty regions of the magnetosphere where particles do not

penetrate (e.g. MLT = 12 - 18 h for electrons with 10 keV start energy).

There are also populated regions where a ‘bunching’ of particles occur

(e.g MLT = 13 - 15 h for ions with 0.50 keV start energy).

From Figure 9.3 and as stated in (4), we see that some drifts do not enter

the simulation region at all when ψ0 = 0◦. However, if we change this phase

shift to ψ0 = 180◦, the orientation of the diurnal electric field at t = 0 is now

oppositely directed to the earlier case and particle drift trajectories at this

new phase shift are shown in Figure 9.4. It is interesting to note that particle

drift paths are now really different. Regions that were populated in Figure 9.3

are now empty (e.g. MLT = 18 - 0 h for ions with 0.5 keV start energy) and

vice versa (e.g. MLT = 2 - 7 h for ions with 2 keV start energy). Hence, the
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PARTICLE DRIFT

COROTATION + CONVECTION + DIURNAL (ψ0 = 180◦) ELECTRIC
FIELDS

ELECTRONS

IONS

Figure 9.4: Electron (Top Row) and ion (Bottom Row) drift under the effects of
corotation + convection + diurnal electric fields. The phase shift of the diurnal electric
field is ψ0 = 180◦.

diurnal electric field can play an important role in particle motion, and the

phase of the field at the time a particle enters the inner magnetosphere alters

its subsequent motion. If the time a particle takes to travel to the dayside

is only an hour or so, the diurnal electric field will have rotated little during

its passage. Slower drifts experience a changing influence as the diurnal field

rotates.

In order to understand how the particle drift then translates into energy-

position DEF spectra, we forward traced particles with the following input

parameters:

1. Particles: Electrons (Section 9.1.1) and Protons (Section 9.1.2)

2. Start position: L0 = 2 - 15 in steps of 0.1, MLT0 = 18 - 24 - 6 h
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(nightside only) in steps of 0.1 (Figure 7.5)

3. Start energy: W⊥0 = 0.1 - 30 keV in steps of 0.1 keV (much lower

energies than the study conducted by Ukhorskiy et al. (2014))

4. Pitch Angle: αeq = 90◦

5. PSD of the input population: 1 particle at every source position

6. Duration of simulation = 200 hours

7. Time Resolution: ∆t = 10 seconds

8. Kp = 0 (Evs = -0.045 r (2 sinϕ êr + cosϕ êϕ) kV)

9. Grid spacing = 0.25 RE

10. Diurnal Electric Field Phase Shift, ψ0 = 0◦

These parameters are the same as the input parameters for the steady state

quiet magnetosphere simulation conducted in Section 7.2. The process of the

simulation remains the same and the only difference between these simulations

is the addition of the time-dependent diurnal electric field.

9.1.1 Electrons

We present our results in the same format as Section 7.2.1 such that com-

parisons can be made. The drift times of the electrons are analysed first in

Section 9.1.1.1 followed by the energy-position DEF spectra in Section 9.1.1.2.

9.1.1.1 Drift Times

In this case, the ‘drift time’ of an electron is defined as the time spent by the

electron in the simulation region before it is lost to an edge of the simulation

region. The top two rows (panels (a) to (f)) of Figure 9.5 shows the drift

times of each electron plotted as a function of position (L0, MLT0) and their

perpendicular energy (W⊥0) at the start of the simulation (t = 0). The bottom

two rows (panels (g) to (l)) explicitly indicate the electrons on closed (purple)

and open (orange) drift paths. If the electron was still within the simulation
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DRIFT TIMES OF ELECTRONS

(a) MLT0 = 18 h (b) MLT0 = 20 h (c) MLT0 = 22 h

(d) MLT0 = 0 h (e) MLT0 = 3 h (f) MLT0 = 6 h

TYPE OF ELECTRON DRIFT PATH

(g) MLT0 = 18 h (h) MLT0 = 20 h (i) MLT0 = 22 h

(j) MLT0 = 0 h (k) MLT0 = 3 h (l) MLT0 = 6 h

Figure 9.5: Figure illustrating drift times (Top Two Rows; Panels (a) - (f)) of electrons
and the corresponding type of electron drift paths (Bottom Two Rows; Panels (g) -
(l)) as a function of position (L0, MLT0) and perpendicular energy (W⊥0; keV) at the start
of the simulation (i.e. t = 0).
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region at the end of the simulation (t = 200 hrs), then it was classed as an

electron on a closed drift path. If the electron had left the simulation region

by the end of the run, then it was classed as an electron on an open drift path.

By comparing this figure to Figure 7.6, we can see that the open-closed

Alfvén boundary is not a clear boundary in W⊥0-L0 space between MLT0 =

18 - 24 - 3 h when the diurnal electric field is considered. It is interesting to

note a ‘striated’ pattern in the drift times of electrons. This mainly occurs at

W⊥0 < 10 keV and L0 < 12 - the diurnal electric field becomes comparable to

the corotation electric field in this region (Figure 3.2) and hence, the diurnal

electric drift also influences particle drift velocity (Figure 3.3). However, for

W⊥0 > 10 keV, the magnetic gradient drift component is dominant and the

Alfvén boundary layer for these energies increase in L0 with increasing energy

for all MLT0. Between L0 = 12 - 14 at all MLT0, the drift time of electrons

decreases with increasing energy. This is clearly observed in the pre-midnight

sector (MLT0 = 18 - 0 h) but not for post-midnight sector (MLT0 = 0 - 6 h)

due to the colourbar chosen.

9.1.1.2 Phase Space Densities/Differential Energy Flux

We then calculated the electron PSD and DEF within each square in a flux

grid with a grid spacing of 0.25 RE. The electron energy-position DEF spectra

observed by a virtual spacecraft moving radially outward from small to large

L at MLT = 0, 3, 6, 9, 12, 15, 18 and 21 h are shown in Figure 9.6. This

figure can now be compared to Figure 7.8. The main differences observed

between the two figures are a lack of a clear defined boundary in W⊥-L space,

smaller values of DEF at L < 7/W⊥0 < 1 keV and the presence of ‘stripes’ seen

between 1 < W⊥ < 10 keV and 4 < L < 12. These stripes are marked by white

arrows in the DEF spectrogram at MLT = 0 h for clarity. We believe that the

horizontal stripe-like structures seen at W⊥ > 10 keV and L = 12 - 14 may be

an artefact of the MLT and energy resolution used in the simulation, so future

simulation work at higher resolution is needed to check this possibility.

It is unlikely that the magnetosphere has quiet steady state conditions for

200 hours. The maximum duration of quiet geomagnetic conditions (Kp 0 - 0.5,
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ELECTRON W⊥-L DEF SPECTRA

ADDITION OF DIURNAL ELECTRIC FIELD

(a) MLT = 0 h (b) MLT = 3 h

(c) MLT = 6 h (d) MLT = 9 h

(e) MLT = 12 h (f) MLT = 15 h

(g) MLT = 18 h (h) MLT = 21 h

Figure 9.6: Figure showing electron energy-position DEF spectra observed by a virtual
spacecraft travelling from lower to higher L shells at MLT = 0, 3, 6, 9, 12, 15, 18 and
21 h for a steady state quiet magnetosphere + diurnal electric field with an unrealistic
source distribution at t = 200 hours. L also translates to RE as the magnetic field taken
into account in the simulation is a dipole field. The electron energy in this context is the
instantaneous electron energy (W⊥) at the given position (L, MLT). The white arrows in
the MLT = 0 h spectra mark the presence of electron ‘stripes’.
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AE < 50 nT, AU < 50 nT, AL > -50 nT and Dst > -20 nT) observed between

2004 - 2007 is approximately 42 hours. Hence, we modified our simulation by

only injecting electrons at t = 0 all throughout the nightside magnetosphere

(at locations shown in Figure 7.5, same as in the earlier case) and forward

traced these electrons for 42 hours. We then calculate the PSD and DEF at

t = 42 hours and the resulting W⊥-L DEF spectra are shown in the right

panels of Figures 9.7 and 9.8. To form a comparison with particle drift in the

absence of the diurnal electric field, we also modified the simulation described

in Section 7.2 in the same manner, i.e. injecting electrons at t = 0 all across

the nightside magnetosphere, forward tracing them under the corotation +

convection electric fields and calculating the PSD/DEF at t = 42 hours. The

comparative W⊥-L DEF spectra are shown in the left panels of Figures 9.7

and 9.8

A ‘zebra stripe’-like pattern can be seen between W⊥ = 0.1 - 10 keV in

W⊥-L DEF spectra in some MLT sectors. Our zebra stripes decrease in energy

with increasing L, consistent with the Ukhorskiy et al. (2014) simulations

(bottom panel of Figure 9.1). We observe two clear zebra stripes all across the

nightside sectors (MLT = 18 - 24 - 6 h), marked by black arrows in the W⊥-L

DEF spectrogram observed at MLT = 6 h (third right panel). We backward

traced electrons observed at different energies and positions (identified by the

coloured circles) along the zebra stripes (dark grey circles) and the gaps in

between (pink/dark green circles) and these drift paths are shown in Figure

9.9. From this figure and the drift trajectory maps seen earlier in Figure 9.3,

we can deduce the following:

1. The zebra stripes consist of electrons on either closed (panel b) or slow

open (drift time> 42 hours; panel a) drift paths and therefore the particle

still remains in the simulation region (top row of Figure 9.9). In some

cases, e.g. panels c and d, a gap might be observed in the spectra while

considering motion under just corotation + convection electric fields due

to a lack of dayside source region (where we do not populate at t = 0 in

our simulation). However, these regions (which contribute to the zebra

stripe) are filled while considering motion in corotation + convection +
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ELECTRON W⊥-L DEF SPECTRA AT t = 42 HOURS

COROTATION + CONVECTION
ELECTRIC FIELDS

COROTATION + CONVECTION +
DIURNAL ELECTRIC FIELDS

MLT = 0 h

MLT = 3 h

MLT = 6 h

MLT = 9 h

Figure 9.7: Figure showing electron W⊥-L DEF spectra observed at t = 42 hours by a
virtual spacecraft travelling from lower to higher L shells at MLT = 0, 3, 6 and 9 h for
a steady state quiet magnetosphere (corotation + convection electric fields; Left Panels)
and a steady state magnetosphere + diurnal electric field (Right Panels) with an unreal-
istic source distribution. The circles and letters correspond to electron start positions and
energies for the backward traced electron drift paths shown in Figure 9.9.
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ELECTRON W⊥-L DEF SPECTRA AT t = 42 HOURS

COROTATION + CONVECTION
ELECTRIC FIELDS

COROTATION + CONVECTION +
DIURNAL ELECTRIC FIELDS

MLT = 12 h

MLT = 15 h

MLT = 18 h

MLT = 21 h

Figure 9.8: Figure showing electron W⊥-L DEF spectra observed at t = 42 hours by
a virtual spacecraft travelling from lower to higher L shells at MLT = 12, 15, 18 and
21 h for a steady state quiet magnetosphere (corotation + convection electric fields; Left
Panels) and a steady state magnetosphere + diurnal electric field (Right Panels) with an
unrealistic source distribution. The circles and letters correspond to electron start positions
and energies for the backward traced electron drift paths shown in Figure 9.9.
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ELECTRON ZEBRA STRIPES

(a) L=8,MLT=0,W=0.15

L0=15,MLT0=21.8,W0=0.02

L0=3.8,MLT0=18.4,W0=1.4

(b) L=4.5,MLT=6,W=1.0

L0=4.5,MLT0=6.0,W0=1.0

L0=2.5,MLT0=19.8,W0=6.1

(c) L=4,MLT=6,W=5.0

L0=4,MLT0=8.7,W0=4.9

L0=3.2,MLT0=19.1,W0=10.2

(d) L=3.5,MLT=18,W=1.5

L0=3.5,MLT0=15.8,W0=1.5

L0=3,MLT0=2,W0=2.4

GAPS

(e) L=6,MLT=3,W=1.0

L0=5.9,MLT0=6.9,W0=1.1

L0=15,MLT0=21.3,W0=0.1

(f) L=7,MLT=0,W=2.0

L0=8.3,MLT0=19.5,W0=1.2

L0=15,MLT0=21.2,W0=0.2

(g) L=3,MLT=18,W=1.0

L0=3,MLT0=19,W0=1.0

L0=15,MLT0=1.8,W0=0.0

GAPS DUE TO LACK OF SOURCE ELECTRONS

(h) L=6.8,MLT=12,W=0.4

L0=8.1,MLT0=20.2,W0=0.2

L0=15,MLT0=6.4,W0=0.04

(i) L=7,MLT=15,W=2.0

L0=6.5,MLT0=0,W0=2.5

L0=15,MLT0=8.4,W0=0.2

(j) L=8,MLT=18,W=10.0

L0=7.8,MLT0=21,W0=10.7

L0=15,MLT0=7.1,W0=1.5

(k) L=3,MLT=0,W=0.5

L0=3,MLT0=3.3,W0=0.5

L0=1.7,MLT0=0.7,W0=2.7

(l) L=2.5,MLT=21,W=0.2

L0=2.5,MLT0=1.6,W0=0.2

L0=1.8,MLT0=1.2,W0=0.6

Figure 9.9: Backward tracing of electrons corresponding to zebra stripes (dark grey cir-
cles; Top Row), gaps observed when the diurnal electric field is taken into account (pink
circles; Second Row) and gaps observed due to lack of source electrons (dark green cir-
cles; Third/Fourth Rows). The coloured circles correspond to the start position/energy
marked by the same coloured circles in Figures 9.7 and 9.8. The red (black) drift paths
show drift in corotation + convection (+ diurnal) electric fields. The dashed trajectories
refer to electrons on open drift paths that have either crossed (drift time < 42 hours) or
yet to cross (drift time > 42 hours) the position of interest. The black asterisks identify
the position of the particle (L0, MLT0) at the end of backward tracing, i.e. t = 0 or t < 42
hours. The caption under each plot specifies the position and energy (keV) at the start (at
t = 42 hours; in blue) and end of the backward trace (at t = 0 hours; in red/black) for the
different drift scenarios.
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diurnal electric fields, where the source is now in the nightside (where we

do populate at t = 0).

2. Sometimes, gaps are observed in the right panels (corotation + convec-

tion + diurnal electric fields) whose counterpart in the left panels (only

corotation + convection electric fields) are populated by electrons. Re-

gions, such as these, which would have been filled with electrons on closed

drift paths with a nightside source are now occupied by electrons on ei-

ther open drift paths with a drift time < 42 hours (so the particle has

left the simulation region already; panels f and g), a source region not

populated by our source particles, i.e. the dayside magnetosphere (MLT0

= 6 - 18 h; panels h - j) or L0 < 2 (panels k and l), or the electron cannot

enter the region of interest as a result of the drift motion (third column

of Figure 9.3).

3. Gaps observed in spectra (W⊥ > 10 keV) in both the left and right panels

could be a combination of electrons having crossed the region of interest,

a dayside/L0 < 2 source (panel e) or an artefact of the energy/position

resolution chosen. Further simulations at higher resolution are required

to test this.

4. We see a hint of two zebra stripes at MLT = 9 h. At t = 42 hours,

these stripes have not formed yet. If enough time has passed (t > 42

hours), we would then expect to see stripes similar to those observed in

the nightside sectors.

5. We also checked whether electron zebra stripes have a constant drift

frequency, ωd (ωd ∝ W⊥L) along each stripe (Datlowe et al. (1985),

Ukhorskiy et al. (2014)). Constant ωd curves are plotted in white/black

and are overlaid on spectra, in the right panels of Figure 9.10, for both

simulations including the diurnal electric field, i.e with a duration of

200 (top row) and 42 hours (bottom row). The stripes seem to have

a constant ωd for higher energies (W⊥ > 10 keV) where the magnetic

gradient drift dominates. At lower energies, the zebra stripes do not

follow the constant ωd curve. This relationship does not hold in this
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DO ELECTRON ZEBRA STRIPE POPULATIONS HAVE
CONSTANT ωd?

t = 200 hours, MLT = 0 h

t = 42 hours, MLT = 6 h

Figure 9.10: Figure illustrating curves of constant drift frequency, ωd (white/black curves;
ωd ∝ W⊥L), overlaid on electron energy-position DEF spectra for a virtual spacecraft
traveling from small L to large L at different MLT for both simulation cases, i.e with a
duration of 200 (Top Right Panel) and 42 hours (Bottom Right Panel). The spectra
without constant ωd curves are given in the Left Panels for easy comparison and the
white/black arrows identify zebra stripes in each case. Electron populations forming zebra
stripes have constant ωd at W⊥ > 10 keV as the magnetic gradient drifts dominate particle
drift for these energies. At lower energies, W⊥ < 10 keV, the stripes do not follow curves
of constant ωd as the electric drifts now contribute significantly to electron drift.
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energy regime, as electric drifts also contribute significantly to electron

drift.

9.1.2 Ions

We then repeated the same analysis for the ions.

9.1.2.1 Drift Times

Similar to the comparison of electrons between Figures 9.5 and 7.6, we compare

the drift times of ions with and without the inclusion of the diurnal electric

field, shown in Figure 9.11, and the top two rows of Figures 7.10 and 7.11

respectively. Figure 9.11 illustrates the ion drift times as a function of start

perpendicular energy (W⊥0) and position (L0, MLT0). The ‘drift time’ is

defined as the time spent by the ion in the simulation region before it is lost

to the edge.

We see more detail and features as a result of including the diurnal electric

field in Figure 9.11. Regions of ion banana and bridge drift paths can no

longer be clearly differentiated in the presence of the diurnal electric field,

distinctive Alfvén boundaries between open and closed drifts are not observed

and features similar to ‘striations’ are observed at W⊥0 < 10 keV. At higher

energies and larger L shells, the drift time for ions on open drift times does

not always increase with increasing L or increasing energy (e.g. MLT = 3 h).

We see a subset of open particles on slow drift paths, similar to the bridge

particles.

9.1.2.2 Phase Space Densities/Differential Energy Flux

Ion energy-position DEF spectra observed by a virtual spacecraft moving ra-

dially outward from lower to higher L shells at MLT = 0, 3, 6, 9, 12, 15, 18 and

21 h are given in Figure 9.12. A direct comparison can be made with Figure

7.14. Once again, similar conclusions to those made for the electron scenario

are applicable to the ions - ion zebra stripes which decrease in energy with

increasing L are observed (marked by the black arrows in the energy-position

spectra at MLT = 0 h for clarity) and the energy-dependent Alfvén layers
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DRIFT TIMES OF IONS

(a) MLT0 = 18 h (b) MLT0 = 20 h (c) MLT0 = 22 h

(d) MLT0 = 0 h (e) MLT0 = 3 h (f) MLT0 = 6 h

TYPE OF ION DRIFT PATH

(g) MLT0 = 18 h (h) MLT0 = 20 h (i) MLT0 = 22 h

(j) MLT0 = 0 h (k) MLT0 = 3 h (l) MLT0 = 6 h

Figure 9.11: Figure illustrating ion drift times (Top Two Rows; Panels (a) - (f)) and
the corresponding type of ion drift path (Bottom Two Rows; Panels (g) - (l)) as a
function of input position (L0, MLT0) and perpendicular energy (W⊥0, keV) of the ion at
the start of the simulation (i.e. t = 0). This figure is in a similar format to Figure 9.5.
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ION W⊥-L DEF SPECTRA

ADDITION OF DIURNAL ELECTRIC FIELD

(a) MLT = 0 h (b) MLT = 3 h

(c) MLT = 6 h (d) MLT = 9 h

(e) MLT = 12 h (f) MLT = 15 h

(g) MLT = 18 h (h) MLT = 21 h

Figure 9.12: Figure showing ion energy-position DEF spectra observed by a virtual space-
craft travelling from lower to higher L shells at MLT = 0, 3, 6, 9, 12, 15, 18 and 21 h for a
steady state quiet magnetosphere + diurnal electric field with an unrealistic source distri-
bution. The black arrows in the MLT = 0 h spectra mark the presence of ion ‘stripes’. The
circles and letters correspond to ion start positions and energies for the backward traced
ion drift paths shown in Figure 9.13.
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ION BACKWARD TRACED DRIFT PATHS FROM t = 200 HOURS

GAPS DUE TO LACK OF SOURCE PARTICLES

(a) L = 14, MLT = 12, W = 6
L0 = 15, MLT0 = 0.3, W0 = 5.6
L0 = 15, MLT0 = 12.3, W0 = 5.4

(b) L = 14.5, MLT = 15, W = 20
L0 = 15, MLT0 = 22.1, W0 = 18.6
L0 = 15, MLT0 = 10.6, W0 = 18.7

Figure 9.13: Figure illustrating the backward traced drift trajectories of ions which form
gaps at higher W⊥/L observed in the simulated spectra at MLT = 12 and 15 h. The
positions of ions at the start of the tracing are marked by the maroon circle (corresponding
to the maroon circles in Figure 9.12). The red (black) paths represent particle drift under
corotation + convection (+ diurnal) electric fields. The caption under each plot specifies
the position and energy (keV) at the start of the backward tracing (L, MLT, W⊥ at t = 42
hours; in blue) and at the end of tracing (L0, MLT0, W⊥0 at t = 0 hours; in red/black) for
the different drift scenarios.

do not form a clear boundary in W⊥-L space. However, the main difference

between Figure 9.12 and 7.14 is the lack of flux observed at L > 8 and W⊥ >

0.5 keV at MLT = 12 and 15 h. By backward tracing ions from this region

(maroon circles), as shown in Figure 9.13, we see that the main cause of the

lack of ions is either an absent dayside or L0 < 2 ion source at the start of the

simulation. Furthermore, this is supported by drift maps shown earlier in the

bottom row of Figure 9.3 where we see that these regions are also empty of

ion populations.

We also conducted modified simulations (same as electrons; with source

at nightside starting to drift at t = 0 in a steady state magnetosphere with and

without the diurnal electric field for a duration of 42 hours) to see how W⊥-L

DEF spectra at t = 42 hours compare with each other. The results are shown

in Figure 9.14 and 9.15. The backward traced ion drift trajectory maps for

some ions of interest are given in Figure 9.16. The ion zebra stripes (top row)

and gaps (middle and bottom rows) observed in W⊥-L DEF spectra are due

to the same reasons as stated earlier for electrons in Section 9.1.1.2 which is
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ION W⊥-L DEF SPECTRA AT t = 42 HOURS

COROTATION + CONVECTION
ELECTRIC FIELDS

COROTATION + CONVECTION +
DIURNAL ELECTRIC FIELDS

MLT = 0 h

MLT = 3 h

MLT = 6 h

MLT = 9 h

Figure 9.14: Figure showing ion W⊥-L DEF spectra observed at t = 42 hours by a virtual
spacecraft travelling from lower to higher L shells at MLT = 0, 3, 6 and 9 h for a steady state
quiet magnetosphere (corotation + convection electric fields; Left Panels) and a steady
state magnetosphere + diurnal electric field (Right Panels) with an unrealistic source
distribution. The circles and letters correspond to ion start positions and energies for the
backward traced ion drift paths shown in Figure 9.16.
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ION W⊥-L DEF SPECTRA AT t = 42 HOURS

COROTATION + CONVECTION
ELECTRIC FIELDS

COROTATION + CONVECTION +
DIURNAL ELECTRIC FIELDS

MLT = 12 h

MLT = 15 h

MLT = 18 h

MLT = 21 h

Figure 9.15: Figure showing ion W⊥-L DEF spectra observed at t = 42 hours by a virtual
spacecraft travelling from lower to higher L shells at MLT = 12, 15, 18 and 21 h for a
steady state quiet magnetosphere (corotation + convection electric fields; Left Panels) and
a steady state magnetosphere + diurnal electric field (Right Panels) with an unrealistic
source distribution. The circles and letters correspond to ion start positions and energies
for the backward traced ion drift paths shown in Figure 9.16.
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ION ZEBRA STRIPES

(a) L=2.5,MLT=0,W=3.0

L0=2.5,MLT0=15.8,W0=2.9

L0=2.9,MLT0=19,W0=2.0

(b) L=3.5,MLT=15,W=2.3

L0=3.4,MLT0=7.8,W0=2.6

L0=2.9,MLT0=4.8,W0=3.9

(c) L=4.5,MLT=21,W=2.0

L0=4.6,MLT0=16.6,W0=1.9

L0=7.5,MLT0=23,W0=0.4

GAPS

(d) L=4,MLT=0,W=3.0

L0=4.1,MLT0=22.2,W0=2.8

L0=15,MLT0=5.7,W0=2.7

(e) L=4,MLT=6,W=2.5

L0=4.2,MLT0=0,W0=2.2

L0=15,MLT0=20.4,W0=3.9

(f) L=7.5,MLT=9,W=4.0

L0=10.9,MLT0=0.5,W0=1.4

L0=15,MLT0=4.9,W0=1.5

(g) L=3,MLT=21,W=0.2

L0=2.9,MLT0=3.2,W0=0.2

L0=1.7,MLT0=4.1,W0=1.1

GAPS DUE TO LACK OF SOURCE IONS

(h) L=7,MLT=12,W=3.0

L0=5.9,MLT0=1.1,W0=5.0

L0=15,MLT0=8.6,W0=1.4

(i) L=10,MLT=18,W=10.0

L0=15,MLT0=23.8,W0=3.7

L0=15,MLT0=8.4,W0=3.8

(j) L=2.5,MLT=12,W=20.0

L0=2.5,MLT0=15.1,W0=20.5

L0=2.4,MLT0=14.4,W0=23.0

(k) L=5,MLT=0,W=0.6

L0=4.9,MLT0=11.3,W0=0.6

L0=4.3,MLT0=17.6,W0=0.9

Figure 9.16: Backward tracing of ions that correspond to the zebra stripes (dark grey
circles; Top Row), gaps observed when the diurnal electric field is taken into account
(pink circles; Second Row) and gaps observed due to lack of source ions (dark green
circles; Third/Fourth Rows). The coloured circles correspond to the start position/energy
marked by the same coloured circles in the electron simulated spectra seen in Figures 9.14
and 9.15. The red (black) drift paths shown drift under the effects of corotation + convection
(+ diurnal) electric fields. The dashed trajectories refer to ions that are on open drift paths
that have either crossed (drift time < 42 hours) or yet to cross (drift time > 42 hours) the
position of interest. The black asterisks identify the start position (L0, MLT0) of the ion
at the end of the backward tracing, i.e. t = 0 or t < 42 hours. The caption under each
plot specifies the position and energy (keV) at the start of the backward tracing (L, MLT,
W⊥ at t = 42 hours; in blue) and at the end of tracing (L0, MLT0, W⊥0 at t = 0 hours; in
red/black) for the different drift scenarios.
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also summarised here for completeness - the zebra stripes are due to particles

on either closed/slow open paths (panels a - c; FIgure 9.16) which still remain

in the simulation region at t = 42 hours after the start of the simulation; the

gaps are due to particles on open drift paths that have either crossed the point

of interest (panels d - f) or have a source region in the dayside magnetosphere

(panels h - k)/ L0 < 2 (panel g). However, some differences and other features

observed in spectra (Figures 9.14 and 9.15) include:

1. Multiple ion zebra stripes which decrease in L with increasing energy are

observed more clearly in the afternoon and evening sectors (MLT = 15

- 0 h). However, part of these features are also observed without the

inclusion of the diurnal electric field and so we are not entirely sure if

they are similar to the zebra stripes observed in the electrons and by

Ukhorskiy et al. (2014). Further testing will be required to form a clear

conclusion.

2. The distance to the ‘hot’ ion energy Alfvén layers (W⊥ > 10 keV) in-

creases in L with increasing energy, but seems to be at lower L shells

under the diurnal electric field (right panels) than its counterpart with-

out (left panels). This can be related back to Figure 9.3 and Section 9.1

where we analysed forward traced particle drifts and saw that the diurnal

field can act to push ions on open drift paths to lower L shells than its

path without the action of the diurnal field.

3. Similar to the case of electrons, we also checked whether the ion zebra

stripe populations have a constant drift frequency, ωd (ωd ∝W⊥L), along

each stripe (Datlowe et al. (1985), Ukhorskiy et al. (2014)). These curves

of constant drift frequency are plotted as black curves and overlaid on

spectra in the right panels of Figure 9.17 for both simulations including

the diurnal electric field, i.e with a duration of 200 (top row) and 42

hours (bottom row). Similar behaviour observed in the electrons is also

observed for the ions - the stripes seem to have a constant ωd for higher

energies (W > 10 keV) where the magnetic gradient drift dominates. At

lower energies, the zebra stripes do not follow the constant ωd curve, as
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DO ION ZEBRA STRIPE POPULATIONS HAVE CONSTANT ωd?

t = 200 hours, MLT = 0 h

t = 42 hours, MLT = 6 h

Figure 9.17: Figure illustrating curves of constant drift frequency, ωd (black curves; ωd ∝
W⊥L), overlaid on ion energy-position DEF spectra for a virtual spacecraft traveling from
small L to large L at different MLT for both simulation cases, i.e with a duration of 200
(Top Right Panel) and 42 hours (Bottom Right Panel). The spectra without constant
ωd curves are given in the Left Panels for easy comparison and the black arrows identify
zebra stripes in each case. Ion populations forming zebra stripes have constant ωd at W⊥ >
10 keV as the magnetic gradient drifts dominate particle drift for these energies. At lower
energies, W⊥ < 10 keV, the stripes do not follow curves of constant ωd as the electric drifts
contribute significantly to ion drift.
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the electric drifts now contribute significantly to ion drift.

9.2 Conclusions

In this chapter, we saw that the inclusion of the diurnal electric field can dras-

tically alter electron and ion drift trajectories (Figure 9.3) and the trajectories

also vastly differ according to the phase shift of the diurnal electric field at

the start of the simulation (Figure 9.4). In previous literature, this field is

generally ignored when considering particles with energies 100’s eV - 40 keV

at L = 5 - 15. However, we have shown that the diurnal electric field is of

similar magnitude to the convection electric field for these positions (Figure

3.2), and hence, has an important role in characterising particle drifts.

We conducted simulations, with the addition of the diurnal electric field

(ψ0 = 0◦) to our steady state model (Chapter 7), and the resulting electron

and ion energy-position DEF spectra produced features similar to the zebra

stripes studied by Ukhorskiy et al. (2014) (Sections 9.1.1.2 and 9.1.2.2). We

found that our electron and ion zebra stripe-like features decrease in energy

with increasing L and are mainly due to particles on closed or slow open

drift paths (drift time > 42 hours). Ions do not show considerable change

in spectra, when compared to particle drift in only corotation + convection

electric fields, but the electrons do show strong new features in MLT sectors

they otherwise would not. In relation to the electron and ion multi-bands

(Figure 1.1 and 1.2) studied throughout this thesis, multiple populations at

lower energies (W < 10 keV) appear in simulated energy-time DEF spectra.

However, when we tried to compare DS TC-1 PEACE electron and HIA ion

data with our simulated results, we could not find (after intensive searching) a

good match that showed similar behaviour between the two. A possible cause

may be our specific simulation input parameters that do not occur regularly

in the magnetosphere.

9.3 Future Work

Some avenues of further study include:
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1. The magnitude of the diurnal electric field factor given by Ukhorskiy et al.

(2014) is E0do = 0.2 mVm−1 (Equation 9.1). If this value is true then

the diurnal electric field is comparable to the corotation and convection

electric field in the inner magnetosphere (Figure 3.2), and must be taken

into account when considering particle drift. However, there are two

problems associated with this:

(a) Particle drift becomes complicated in the presence of the diurnal

electric field, as seen earlier in Figure 9.3, and

(b) Most studies in previous literature of interest to us, e.g. Liemohn

et al. (1998), Buzulukova et al. (2003) and Ebihara et al. (2004), do

not taken the diurnal electric field into account and have managed to

recreate many of the features observed in spacecraft data. Inclusion

of the diurnal electric field appears to have the effect of drastically

changing particle populations and hence, may not reproduce obser-

vations as well as simulations of particle drift in the absence of this

field.

Hence, further work may need to be undertaken in testing the value

of E0do. One possible avenue is calculating E0do using Faraday’s law

(Equation 2.15) and comparing it to the value quoted by Ukhorskiy et al.

(2014).

2. Particle drift changes drastically according to the start phase of the di-

urnal electric field (ψ0). An important aspect is to understand how to

obtain the start phase of this field in order to accurately reproduce space-

craft observations.

3. Comparison with other mission data, e.g. Cluster, Van Allen, GOES and

LANL geosynchronous satellite datasets, to see if we could find observa-

tions that match our simulations, and possibly re-running our simulation

with other input parameters to compare with spacecraft datasets or con-

duct case studies.



Chapter 10

Conclusions and Future Work

“Let’s get down to business
And show me what you got
Just keep the record spinning
The music never stops.
You wanna live forever
And reach above the stars
Let’s take it to next level
Just light the space ship up.”

— Madcon and Ray Dalton, Don’t Worry

10.1 Conclusions

Mono-energetic enhancement of electron and ion fluxes, which look like bands

in energy-time differential energy flux spectra, have been observed by multiple

missions in the inner magnetosphere. In this thesis, we use a mix of statis-

tical studies and simulations to understand these features and to answer the

following question (Chapter 1): “Can we account for our observations

of multiple particle populations organised in distinct energy bands

on the basis of particle drift motion alone?”

In Chapters 5 and 6, we conducted statistical surveys of electrons and

ion multi-bands observed in Double Star TC-1 PEACE and HIA data. Previ-

ously, these features had only been studied as case studies, e.g. Burke et al.

(1995) and Buzulukova et al. (2003). In our studies, we developed an algo-

rithm, ECoMB (Section 5.1.1), to electronically identify electron and ion multi-

bands in spacecraft energy-time DEF spectra and characterise their general
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properties. Electron multi-bands were thought to be observed in energy-time

differential energy flux spectra as the spacecraft encountered trapped popula-

tions on closed drift paths, following a substorm. This also applied to the ion

multi-band observations. However, ion double-bands were also thought to be

a natural consequence of a competing eastward electric dominated and west-

ward magnetic dominated drifts - ions on really slow drift paths can produce

gaps in spectra, when they are yet to arrive at the spacecraft (Buzulukova

et al. (2003)), or have been lost due to charge-exchange processes (which act

to scatter ions only; Kistler et al. (1989)) and hence, may never arrive at the

spacecraft.

We found that, both electron and ion multi-band observations were con-

centrated at lower L shells, mainly between L = 5 -10, and were observed at all

MLT sectors during levels of quiet geomagnetic activity (Kp < 1, AE < 100 nT

and AL > -100 nT) and slow solar wind conditions + northward IMF (Sections

5.2.2 and 6.2.2). As the level of geomagnetic activity increased, these features

were observed close to dusk (for electrons; Figure 5.21) and dawn (for ions;

Figure 6.12). Our analysis of the distribution of the first adiabatic invariant of

the electron (Figure 5.24) and ion (Figure 6.15) band populations, show that

these electrons and ions originate in the tail plasma sheet (assuming adiabatic

transport occurs) and lower energy band populations have µ values consistent

with their source being the cold dense plasma sheet (e.g. Taylor et al. (2008)).

We also characterised the conditions prior to the appearance of electron and

ion multi-band (Sections 5.2.4 and 6.2.4) and found that they were likely to

appear during quiet time intervals after substorm activity. Electron and ion

bands disappeared following intervals of high geomagnetic activity.

From our statistical studies, we deduced that substorms which inject a hot

(W ≈ few keV) population and a cold (W ≈ 10’s - 100’s eV) population (at

same or different intervals) may be required to produce the electron and ion

multi-bands structures observed in Double Star PEACE and HIA data. We

speculate that bands are observed in a full ring distribution as the spacecraft

encounters trapped injected populations on closed drift paths (at all MLT),

supporting theories by Burke et al. (1995) and Ebihara et al. (2004). We did
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not observe many cases where bands and gaps were observed in ion energy-time

DEF spectra due to long drift times of ion populations on slow drift paths, as

there were not many intervals of long quiet times intervals during the duration

of DS TC-1. However, we could draw strong conclusions about the electron

and ion band populations, in terms of detail of their drift motion, from DS

TC-1 PEACE and HIA observations alone. So, we undertook simulations,

using simple particle drift models, to help us.

In Chapter 7, we conducted simulations (Section 7.1) to understand how

electrons and ions (αeq = 90◦) drift in corotation + Volland-Stern convection

electric fields and a dipole magnetic field. We considered drift in a steady

state quiet magnetosphere (Kp = 0), and saw how this translated to energy-

time/energy-position DEF spectra (similar to spacecraft data). We conducted

this study to understand the simple picture of particle drift in steady state

conditions, before we complicated it with dynamic processes in Chapters 8

and 9. First, we simulated particle drift, from an artificial source population

distributed evenly across the nightside, for 200 hours to understand where re-

gions of closed and open drifts exist (Section 7.2). We explicitly showed values

of drift times of particles and highlighted the presence of ions on slow open

‘bridge’ paths and closed ‘banana’ orbits, which could produce double-bands

as a consequence of the ion westward magnetic gradient drift component (Fig-

ures 7.12 and 7.13), with no counterpart for the case of electrons. When we

then modified the simulation to resemble convection of realistic plasma sheet

electron and ion populations into the inner magnetosphere (Section 7.3), we

found that, for electrons, a single band is predominantly observed due to pop-

ulations on open drift paths (as expected) and a double-band structure (with

different peak energies) is observed at L > 12 and MLT = 15 - 18 h, as the

spacecraft observed overlapping populations on open drift paths that circle

Earth, i.e. cross MLT = 6 h, and populations on direct sunward open drift

paths, i.e. do not cross MLT = 6 h, originating in the pre-midnight sector

(Figure 7.20). This conclusion complements our electron statistics. However,

since we could not find a good match between simulated and individual cases

of DS TC-1 PEACE spectra, we may need to understand this further. For
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ions, we confirmed the presence of double bands observed by a virtual space-

craft present in the dayside sectors, i.e. MLT = 6 - 18 h (Figures 7.27 and

7.28; Buzulukova et al. (2003)), which are expected due to populations on

open eastward (corotation dominated) and westward (magnetic drift domi-

nated) drift paths that are separated by a stagnation dip (due to ions on slow

open bridge paths that have not yet arrived at the spacecraft). We were also

able to simulate many of the ion multi-band features seen in DS TC-1 HIA

observations.

We then considered the effect of a dynamic process, i.e. a substorm, in

Chapter 8. As our statistical studies suggested that substorm activity has a

role in producing band observations, we tested this by adapting our simple

particle drift model to include a substorm. We defined the substorm by a

localised electric field pulse and injection. We then saw how energy-time or

energy-position DEF spectra differed from the steady state case. In previ-

ous band simulation studies, authors have always considered global changes in

convection to create the effect of a substorm. An increase (decrease) in global

convection can move energy-dependent Alfvén layers, at all MLT, to low (high)

L shells. However, if increased convection persists, previously trapped popu-

lations on closed drifts can be lost as they now drift along on open drift paths.

Therefore, in our study, we considered localised changes, as this may pre-

serve previously trapped populations. We undertook two simulations. First,

we considered one isolated substorm (Section 8.1) - the localised electric field

pulse acts in the pre-midnight sector and injects a quiet time plasma sheet

distribution into the inner magnetosphere, based on the model of Gabrielse

et al. (2012). We saw that multi-bands are observed in both electron and

ion energy-position DEF spectra, after a few hours of drift. Electron (Ion)

multi-bands appeared close to dusk (dawn) and this coincided well with our

statistical results (e.g. Figures 8.8 and 8.14). We showed that these multi-

band populations were due to electrons and ion on closed drift paths that are

trapped within their respective energy-dependent Alfvén layers (Burke et al.

1995) as well as populations on open paths, by explicitly plotting drift trajecto-

ries. As time progressed in the simulation, we found that only one high energy
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population is eventually observed as a high energy band in energy-MLT DEF

spectra and for electrons, this high energy population may be analogous to a

‘SHEEP’ population (Li et al. 2010). We also undertook a second simulation

(Section 8.2) where we considered two isolated substorms with two different

source populations. We showed that a higher number of bands can be observed

on closed paths, due to a superposition of features from both substorms (e.g.

Figures 8.19 and 8.20). We also compared our simulation results to our statis-

tical results and showed that our simulations agree with the general trend of

electron and ion multi-band distributions. Therefore, some multi-bands may

be solely explained by particle drift alone.

In Chapter 9, we tested another theory for possible electron and ion

multi-band observations. We added a diurnal electric field, present in the

inner magnetosphere due to the tilt between the Earth’s spin and magnetic

dipole axes (Section 3.1.1.7), to our steady state drift model. Previously,

the diurnal electric field has only been taken into account when considering

radiation belt positions and energies. We found that the diurnal electric

field is comparable to the corotation and convection electric field in the inner

magnetosphere, and hence, may affect particle drift. Therefore, we applied

this electric field to our positions and energies of interest to see how particle

drift may vary. We saw that electron and ion drifts are drastically altered

in the presence of this diurnal field, and empty regions can form as a result

of particle drift (Figure 9.3). Furthermore, the effect of the diurnal electric

field on particle drift also depended on the phase of the diurnal oscillation.

Following this, we then simulated energy-position DEF spectra as a quiet

time plasma sheet source population drifted towards the inner magnetosphere

to see if we could simulate electron and ion multi-bands in energy-time DEF

spectra. We modelled the diurnal electric field on values by Ukhorskiy et al.

(2014) with an initial phase of ψ0 = 0◦. We found that electron multi-bands,

due to electrons trapped on closed drift paths at energies W⊥ < 10 keV, was

observed in energy-position DEF spectra in the nightside sectors (Figures

9.7 and 9.8). For ions, no clear change was observed in energy-position DEF

spectra observed between steady state + diurnal field and steady state simula-
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tions (Figures 9.14 and 9.15). However, we were unable to validate simulated

results with observations for ions or electrons. We suspect this may be due

to phase variations in the real magnetosphere which are not captured by the

simulations. We are also not entirely sure whether the Ukhorskiy et al. (2014)

diurnal electric field model provides an accurate description of the field at L

> 3 or whether there may be L-dependences that we have not considered in

our simulations. Furthermore, particle drifts in a diurnal electric field seem

to be very ‘chaotic’. In our statistical studies, we observed a pattern for the

observations of electron and ion multi-bands, which may not be observed if

particle drifts were ‘chaotic’. Hence, this topic may require further work.

Therefore, in answer to the question posed at the start of this thesis -

YES, we can account for multiple electron and ion populations organised in

distinct energy bands on the basis of particle drift motion alone. However, we

were not able to reproduce DS TC-1 PEACE electron and HIA ion observations

completely under our simulation conditions. The work presented in this thesis

has shown that multi-band structures can be reproduced by considering many

possible formation processes and further exploration is required to understand

all the avenues fully.

10.2 Open Questions and Future Work

A few of our ideas for future work (in addition to those listed in each of the

science chapters) include:

1. Observational Studies

(a) Expand our current dataset to include electron and ion single/multi-

bands observed in THEMIS data. THEMIS has a largely equatorial

orbit and was also operational when the magnetosphere was really

quiet, e.g. 2007. Will the statistics of the expanded dataset yield

similar results with better statistical confidence or will there be dif-

ferences with our current results? Furthermore, THEMIS was also

able to observe the low energy plasmaspheric populations (due to
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better measurements of the spacecraft potential), which tell us about

the position of the plasmapause (or low energy Alfvén layer). We

would then be able to effectively characterise drifts on open and

closed paths from observations alone, and this can help further val-

idate our simulations.

(b) In the studies presented in this thesis, we have only considered multi-

band structures observed in approximately 90◦ pitch angle electron

and ion energy-time DEF spectra in the magnetic equatorial plane.

We have not addressed multi-bands observed in spectra of other

pitch angles. In previous literature, ion bands were shown to be

observed at high latitudes, where the effect of curvature drift needs

to be considered. We would like to understand whether electron

bands can also be observed at high latitudes and whether curvature

drift can play a role in observing them.

(c) We would also like to conduct multi-point case studies. We found

a few cases of interest, that would allow us to observe a population

as it drifts into the inner magnetosphere, and we plan to expand on

this to test the conclusions formed from our statistical studies.

2. Modelling/Simulation Studies

(a) In our modelling studies, we have considered a dipole magnetic

field (Section 2.6.2) and the Volland-Stern convection electric field

(3.1.1.4) models. However, the UNH-IMEF model (Section 3.1.1.6),

developed from electric and magnetic field measurements at differ-

ent parts of the magnetosphere, and the Tsyganenko magnetic field

models would provide a more accurate description of the fields in the

inner magnetosphere. It would be an interesting avenue to model

particle drifts under these models and see how the resulting energy-

position/energy-time DEF spectra compare to our simulation results

and Double Star observations. Do these models provide a better fit

to spacecraft data or do the simple models suffice?

(b) It would be interesting to simulate particle drift for a case when
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a specifed number of bands were observed. The simulation would

involve realistic parameters which were observed using the plethora

of spacecraft measurements prior to the case interval. By simulating

particle drift under conditions as close to reality as possible, we may

be able to understand if particle drift motion alone could explain

bands more accurately.

(c) For the studies that include the diurnal electric field model, we have

used an electric field factor of E0do = 0.2 mV/m (Ukhorskiy et al.

2014) and an initial field phase shift of ψ0 = 0◦. We will first need

to understand if a factor of 0.2 mV/m is accurate. Furthermore,

we saw earlier in Section 9.1 that changing the phase shift of the

electric field can alter particle drift (Figures 9.3 and 9.4). How does

changing the phase shift of the diurnal electric field alter energy-

position/energy-time spectra? It would also be interesting to redo

simulations with the highest possible resolution to distinguish the

gaps (between bands) that are real (and not an artefact of the sim-

ulation).
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Appendix A

Plasma Sheet Statistics

The magnetotail plasma sheet plasma population in general has been studied

extensively in previous literature (e.g. Baumjohann et al. (1988), Baumjo-

hann et al. (1989), Christon et al. (1989), Christon et al. (1991), Onsager

et al. (1991), Angelopoulos et al. (1992), Jiang et al. (2011), Walsh et al.

(2011)). Tables 2.2 and 2.3 also highlight some of the properties of plasma

sheet populations. However, we use Double Star TC-1 PEACE electron and

HIA ion observations to determine source distributions for the specific situa-

tions needed for our simulations in Chapters 7 and 8, i.e. at L = 13 between

MLT = 18 - 24 - 6 h, during quiet and active times.

A.1 Plasma Sheet Distribution during Geomagnetically

Quiet Times

Figure A.1 shows an example of an observation of the plasma sheet electron

population between 2200 UT on 5 November 2004 and 0620 UT on 6 November

2004. A single band was observed in energy-time spectra showing the differ-

ential energy flux for approximately 90◦ pitch angle electrons of the plasma

sheet population (top panel). The spacecraft was close to the magnetic equa-

torial plane (zGSM < 2 RE, as shown by the GSM z values) and was present in

the pre-midnight (MLT ≈ 21 h) sector. We use the electron and ion plasma

beta (Equation 2.47) values of βe > 0.5 and βi > 1, calculated using moments

of PEACE electron, HIA ion data and FGM magnetic field data, to narrow
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down intervals for when the spacecraft observed the plasma sheet. The black

dashed lines mark the time when the spacecraft was at L ≈ 13. The mid-

dle panel illustrates the average phase space density at that time. The grey

solid line shows the background level, set to a typical value of 1/8 per count

measurement (Fazakerley et al. (2005), Fazakerley (2008)). The geomagnetic

activity for the day (bottom panel), characterised by the Kp, Auroral and Dst

indices, show very little activity, i.e. Kp 0 - 0.5, AE < 50 nT, AL > -50 nT

and Dst > -20 nT. These were the geomagnetic index boundaries we defined to

characterise quiet time intervals in our statistical studies and hence, we class

this as a quiet day.

Figure A.2 shows an example of an observation of the plasma sheet ion

population by Double Star TC-1 HIA on 26 October 2004 between 1700 -

2200 UT. A single band was observed. The figure follows the same format

as Figure A.1. The magnetosphere was geomagnetically quiet on this day.

The spacecraft was very close to the magnetic equatorial plane (Bx ≈ 0 at

1943 UT) in the pre-midnight sector (MLT ≈ 21.5 h) and was present in the

plasma sheet (βi > 1, βe > 0.5) during the interval of interest (within the

dashed black lines in the top panel). The PSD, averaged over all spins during

the interval of interest, is shown in the middle panel. The grey line highlights

the background level. As the background level was not as straightforward as

it was for PEACE data, we chose to look at times when DS TC-1 HIA was in

the solar wind where the ion data is usually confined to as small peak at W ≈

1 keV. This is illustrated in Figure A.3. The minimum PSD value (red dashed

lines in the bottom row) for the non-solar wind energies was assumed to be

the background level. We used the mean background level averaged over a few

cases for energies where no solar wind plasma was observed and extrapolated

the curve to get the final background level for all energies.

Previous studies characterising the bulk properties of the magnetotail give

us a variety of results for the proton plasma beta value (βi) for the central

plasma sheet. Baumjohann et al. (1988) and Baumjohann et al. (1989) defined

an outer CPS by 0.5 < βi < 3.0 and an inner CPS by βi > 3.0. Many studies,

such as Angelopoulos et al. (1992), have since used βi > 0.5 to characterise the
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Figure A.1: (Top Panel) Electron energy-time spectra showing differential energy flux
between 2200 UT on 5 November 2004 and 0620 UT on 6 November 2004 observed by
Double Star TC-1 PEACE during a plasma sheet encounter (βe > 0.5, βi > 1). The black
dashed lines indicate the interval at 0350 - 0400 UT when the spacecraft was at L ≈ 13, MLT
≈ 21 h. (Middle Panel) The average phase space density (electrons s3 km−6) averaged
over all spins for the time marked by the black dashed lines. We are interested in the
PSD values above 100 eV, given by the red dashed line. The error bars represent 1σ. The
grey solid line marks the background level (1/8 count per measurement). (Bottom Panel)
The geomagnetic indices - Kp, Auroral and Dst Indices, for the interval between 5 - 6
November 2004. The orange dashed lines highlight the period of plasma sheet interval. The
magnetosphere was geomagnetically quiet for a full day prior to 0400 UT on 6 November
2004.
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Figure A.2: This figure follows the same format as Figure A.1. (Top Panel) The ion
energy-time differential energy flux spectra observed by DS TC-1 HIA on 26 October 2004
during a plasma sheet encounter (βe > 0.5, βi > 1). (Middle Panel) The average phase
space density (PSD values averaged over all spins during the interval bounded by the black
dashed lines in the top panel) at L ≈ 13, MLT ≈ 21.5 h. The error bars represent 1σ and
the solid grey line marks the background noise level. (Bottom Panel) The geomagnetic
activity for the day shows that the magnetosphere was geomagnetically quiet throughout
the day.
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DETERMINATION OF ION BACKGROUND LEVEL

(a) 6 February 2005 (b) 17 March 2005

Figure A.3: (Top Two Panels) Double Star TC-1 HIA observations of the solar wind
(α = 90◦) on 6 February 2005 and 17 March 2005. Solar wind ion plasma is confined to
a peak at W⊥ ≈ 1 keV. (Bottom Row) The ion phase space density for times when DS
TC-1 observed the undisturbed solar wind (interval within the grey dashed lines in the top
panel). The red dashed line determines the background level in each case.
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plasma sheet. Walsh et al. (2011) showed that this condition was an underesti-

mate. They used the CIS-CODIF and PEACE instruments onboard Cluster-4

to study the pitch angle distribution in the magnetotail which showed that a

broadly isotropic CPS is observed when βi ≈ 3.0. However, in our study, we

define the boundary condition for the ion plasma beta value to be 1 based

on Boakes et al. (2012), who undertook a statistical analysis, by looking at

magnetic field and plasma moments from PEACE electron and HIA/CODIF

ion Cluster data, to characterise different regions of the magnetotail (Figure

1 in Boakes et al. (2012)). The electron plasma beta was also used as a check

and taken to be 0.5, as used by Gabrielse et al. (2012) and Gabrielse et al.

(2014).

Double Star TC-1 was operational between January 2004 and September

2007 (Section 4.1), during which there were 18 extended low geomagnetic

activity intervals (Kp 0 - 0.5, AE < 50 nT, AL > -50 nT and Dst > -20 nT for

at least 18 hours). These quiet time intervals were also checked against the

SOPHIE substorm database (Forsyth et al. 2015) to ensure no substorms had

occurred. We analyse the electron and ion distributions during these quiet

intervals for times when DS TC-1 encountered the plasma sheet (identified

using the electron and ion plasma beta values).

For the simulation run described in Section 7.3, we are interested in seeing

how energy-position differential energy flux spectra varies when a realistic

plasma sheet population is used for the source population. Ions and electrons

are continuously injected from the plasma sheet boundary and the phase space

densities/differential energy fluxes were calculated at various time intervals.

In order to make sure that variations in ion and electron drift behaviour were

captured (Figure 3.14, Section 3.1.3), the plasma sheet boundary must be

as far outward (at large L) into the plasma sheet as possible. The apogee

of Double Star TC-1 was at L = 20.1 and most of the spacecraft orbits at

quiet time intervals crossed L = 13. Hence, the boundary of the plasma sheet

population was chosen to be at L = 13. Our sample size of observations

at L = 13 ± 0.2, MLT = 18 - 24 - 6 h was 1.83 (electrons) and 2.5 hours
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(ions) out of a possible 42.92 and 41.75 hours of electron and ion plasma

sheet observations (over all L/MLT) respectively during extended periods of

geomagnetically quiet intervals.

The Double Star TC-1 orbits and the position of the spacecraft during

the electron and ion plasma sheet encounters used here are shown in the left

and right panels of the top row of Figure A.4 respectively. The red circle

marks L = 13. The coloured filled circles show the different positions of the

spacecraft at intervals for which the phase space densities were calculated.

The corresponding average phase space densities (averaged over all spins for

each individual interval) at the different positions are illustrated in the left

panels of the second (electrons) and third (ions) rows. The black solid curves

in the right panels of the middle and bottom rows show the average electron

and ion PSDs. The blue vertical bars signify 1σ for a given energy, i.e. σ =√
(PSDW − PSDW)2. The solid grey lines define the background noise level

for the observations. We are mainly interested in the PSD values for energies

above 100 eV (red dashed line) for our simulations.

The electron and ion quiet time source distributions are well fitted by a

Kappa distribution (Figure A.5) as previous studies, such as Christon et al.

(1989), Wing and Newell (1998) and Wang et al. (2007), have shown.

A.2 Plasma Sheet Distribution during Geomagnetically

Disturbed Times

We also characterise the electron and ion plasma sheet phase space density

during geomagnetically active times for an approximate input population for

the simulations in Chapter 8.

For our study, we use Double Star TC-1 observations during extended pe-

riods of high geomagnetic activity to approximate the electron and ion plasma

sheet distributions. We define extended high geomagnetic active intervals as

when Kp > 3 and AL < -100 nT for 12 hours or more. 93 intervals between the

years of 2004 - 2007 satisfy our criteria and we find 9 intervals (≈ 1.2 hours)

where DS TC-1 was in the plasma sheet (βe > 0.5; βi > 1) at L = 13 in the
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DOUBLE STAR TC-1 QUIET PLASMA SHEET OBSERVATIONS

PEACE HIA

ELECTRON PLASMA SHEET DISTRIBUTIONS

ION PLASMA SHEET DISTRIBUTIONS

Figure A.4: (Top Row) The orbits of Double Star TC-1 for intervals when data was
available in PEACE (electrons; Left Panel) and HIA (ions; Right Panel) during periods
of quiet geomagnetic activity (Kp 0 - 0.5, AE < 50 nT, AL > -50 nT and DsT > -20
nT). The red circle marks L = 13. The coloured filled circles identify the position of the
spacecraft during electron and ion plasma sheet observations. (Middle/Bottom Row)
The coloured curves in the Left Panels show the corresponding electron (middle) and ion
(bottom) average phase space densities (averaged over all spins for a given interval) observed
at the different MLT positions marked by the coloured filled circles in the top left panel.
The mean PSD (averaged over all spins of all intervals) is shown in the Right Panels. The
blue vertical bars represent 1σ, the dashed red line marks 100 eV and the solid grey lines
mark the background noise level.
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ELECTRONS IONS

Figure A.5: Figure showing the average phase space density of the electron (Left Panel)
and ion (Right Panel) plasma sheet populations observed by Double Star TC-1 PEACE
and HIA during intervals of low geomagnetic activity. The best fit Maxwellian (solid blue
curves) and Kappa (solid red/maroon curves) distributions are also overlaid and compared
to tail plasma sheet distributions from (Christon et al. 1989) (red dashed curves). We find
that the plasma sheet distributions are best described using Kappa distributions consistent
with literature.

night sectors (MLT = 18 - 24 - 6 h). We analyse electron and ion observations

separately, in the same format as Section A.1.

Examples of observations of electron and ion plasma sheet observations

on 20 December 2006 during disturbed times are shown in Figures A.6 and

A.7 respectively. These figures follow the same format as Figures A.1 and A.2.

The energy-time differential energy flux spectra is shown in the top panels.

The electron and ion plasma beta show that the spacecraft was in the plasma

sheet (defined by βe > 0.5 and βi > 1) and the dashed black lines between 1455

- 1500 UT and 2230 - 2240 UT define the intervals for which the spacecraft

was at L = 13. The average phase space density (averaged over all the spins)

within the interval enclosed by the dashed black lines in the top panels is

shown in the middle panels for both the intervals (1455 - 1500 UT (middle

left panels) and 2230 - 2240 UT (middle right panels)) illustrating the wide

range of spectra observed during active times. The blue error bars signify

1σ and the solid grey lines mark background noise levels. The geomagnetic

indices, within the dashed orange lines (which marks the interval shown in

the spectra) in the bottom panel of Figure A.6, show that the magnetosphere
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1455 - 1500 UT 2230 - 2240 UT

Figure A.6: This figure follows the same format as Figures A.1 and A.2. (Top Panel)
Double Star TC-1 PEACE electron energy-time DEF spectra between 1200 UT - 2359 UT
on 20 December 2006 during a plasma sheet encounter (βe > 0.5, βi > 1). The black dashed
lines (1455 - 1500 UT; 2230 - 2240 UT) indicate when the spacecraft was at 13 RE. (Middle
Panel) The average phase space density (electrons s3 km−6) averaged over all spins at for
the times marked by the black dashed lines (1455 - 1500 UT (Right Panel) and 2230 - 2240
UT (Left Panel)). We are interested in the PSD values above 100 eV, given by the red
dashed line. The blue error bars indicate 1σ and the solid grey lines mark the background
noise level. (Bottom Panel) The geomagnetic indices - Kp, Auroral and Dst Indices, for
the interval between 19 - 21 December 2006. The orange dashed lines highlight the period
of plasma sheet interval shown in the spectra in the top panel. The magnetosphere is
geomagnetically active, as per our boundary conditions.
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1455 - 1500 UT 2230 - 2240 UT

Figure A.7: This figure follows the same format as Figure A.6 and illustrates the Double
Star TC-1 HIA ion energy-time differential energy flux spectra on 20 December 2006 during
a plasma sheet encounter (βe > 0.5, βi > 1) in the Top Panel. Most of the plasma sheet
population is at higher energies than the HIA energy range. The average phase space density
(1455 - 1500 UT (Right Panel) and 2230 - 2240 UT (Left Panel)), averaged over all spins
bounded by the black dashed lines in the top panel, is shown in the Bottom Panel.
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ELECTRONS IONS

Figure A.8: Figure showing an example of the difference in electron (Right Panel) and
ion (Left Panel) plasma sheet differential energy fluxes between geomagnetically quiet
(solid lines) and active (dashed lines) times. The blue solid and dashed lines mark the peak
of the distribution. The time of the spins used are given in the legend in each plot.

was geomagnetically active (Kp > 3; AL < -100 nT) during and for a few

hours prior to the observation. While a sufficient portion of the plasma sheet

electron populations is within the PEACE energy range, most of the plasma

sheet ion population is at energies higher than the HIA energy range.

We compare the differential energy flux observations for one PEACE

(HIA) spin at 1459 UT on 20 December 2006 during geomagnetically active

times with a PEACE (HIA) spin at 0353 UT (1959 UT) on 6 November 2004

(26 October 2004) to highlight the difference in the energy distribution of the

electron (ion) population in Figure A.8. We choose two times when the space-

craft was at similar positions (L = 13, MLT = 21.5 h (quiet); L = 13, MLT =

21.7 h (active)) for both intervals. The active time plasma sheet population

have higher peak energies at approximately 4 keV and > 23 keV compared

to the quiet time peak energies of 1.3 keV and 9.1 keV for electrons and ions

respectively, i.e. the active time populations are more energetic as expected.

We then average the electron and ion PSD for all the available spins

that meet our criteria and the results are shown in Figure A.9 in the same

format as Figure A.4. A comparison between the quiet and active plasma

sheet distributions is shown in Figure A.10. We see that, for both electrons
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DOUBLE STAR TC-1 ACTIVE PLASMA SHEET OBSERVATIONS

PEACE HIA

ELECTRON ACTIVE PLASMA SHEET DISTRIBUTIONS

ION ACTIVE PLASMA SHEET DISTRIBUTIONS

Figure A.9: (Top Row) The orbits of Double Star TC-1 for intervals when data was
available in PEACE (electron; Left Panel) and HIA (ion; Right Panel) during periods
of active geomagnetic activity (Kp > 3, AL < -100 nT). The red circle marks L = 13.
The coloured filled circles identify the position of the spacecraft during electron and ion
plasma sheet observations. (Middle/Bottom Row) (Left Panels) The coloured curves
show the corresponding electron (middle) and ion (bottom) average phase space densities,
averaged over all spins for each interval, observed at the different MLT positions marked by
the coloured filled circles in the top left panel. (Right Panels) The average distribution,
averaged over all the intervals shown in the left panel, is illustrated here. The vertical bars
represent 1σ for a given energy, the dashed red line highlights 100 eV and the solid grey
lines mark the background noise levels.
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ELECTRONS IONS

Figure A.10: Figure showing the electron (Right Panel) and ion (Left Panel) plasma
sheet average phase space densities during geomagnetically quiet (blue solid lines) and active
(black solid lines) times. The red dashed line highlights the 100 eV boundary. The error
bars signify 1σ. The active time populations are more energetic and have larger standard
deviations than the quiet time distributions.

and ions, the active time PSD, compared to the quiet time PSD, is greater for

the higher energy (W⊥ > few keV) electrons and greater over all energies for

ions. It is also important to note that one standard deviation is much larger

for a given energy (a large variation in PSD values) during active times, and

can be a result of the limitations of our assumptions, where we do not include

factors such as non-local acceleration processes and the possibility of multiple

injections, as listed earlier.

We repeat once again that these PSD values are just approximate distri-

butions for the plasma sheet population during quiet and active times and are

sufficient for our studies.
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